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Resumen en Castellano 

 

La optimización de parámetros tales como el consumo de potencia, la cantidad 

de recursos lógicos empleados o la ocupación de memoria ha sido siempre una 

de las preocupaciones principales a la hora de diseñar sistemas embebidos. Esto 

es debido a que se trata de sistemas dotados de una cantidad de recursos 

limitados, y que han sido tradicionalmente empleados para un propósito 

específico, que permanece invariable a lo largo de toda la vida útil del sistema. 

Sin embargo, el uso de sistemas embebidos se ha extendido a áreas de aplicación 

fuera de su ámbito tradicional, caracterizadas por una mayor demanda 

computacional. Así, por ejemplo, algunos de estos sistemas deben llevar a cabo 

un intenso procesado de señales multimedia o la transmisión de datos mediante 

sistemas de comunicaciones de alta capacidad. Por otra parte, las condiciones de 

operación del sistema pueden variar en tiempo real. Esto sucede, por ejemplo, si 

su funcionamiento depende de datos medidos por el propio sistema o recibidos a 

través de la red, de las demandas del usuario en cada momento, o de condiciones 

internas del propio dispositivo, tales como la duración de la batería. Como 

consecuencia de la existencia de requisitos de operación dinámicos es necesario 

ir hacia una gestión dinámica de los recursos del sistema. Si bien el software es 

inherentemente flexible, no ofrece una potencia computacional tan alta como el 

hardware. Por lo tanto, el hardware reconfigurable aparece como una solución 

adecuada para tratar con mayor flexibilidad los requisitos variables 

dinámicamente en sistemas con alta demanda computacional. 

La flexibilidad y adaptabilidad del hardware requieren de dispositivos 

reconfigurables que permitan la modificación de su funcionalidad bajo demanda. 

En esta tesis se han seleccionado las FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) 

como los dispositivos más apropiados, hoy en día, para implementar sistemas 

basados en hardware reconfigurable De entre todas las posibilidades existentes 

para explotar la capacidad de reconfiguración de las FPGAs comerciales, se ha 

seleccionado la reconfiguración dinámica y parcial. Esta técnica consiste en 

substituir una parte de la lógica del dispositivo, mientras el resto continúa en 

funcionamiento. La capacidad de reconfiguración dinámica y parcial de las 

FPGAs es empleada en esta tesis para tratar con los requisitos de flexibilidad y 

de capacidad computacional que demandan los dispositivos embebidos. 
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La propuesta principal de esta tesis doctoral es el uso de arquitecturas de 

procesamiento escalables espacialmente, que son capaces de adaptar su 

funcionalidad y rendimiento en tiempo real, estableciendo un compromiso entre 

dichos parámetros y la cantidad de lógica que ocupan en el dispositivo. A esto 

nos referimos con arquitecturas con huellas escalables. En particular, se 

propone el uso de arquitecturas altamente paralelas, modulares, regulares y con 

una alta localidad en sus comunicaciones, para este propósito. El tamaño de 

dichas arquitecturas puede ser modificado mediante la adición o eliminación de 

algunos de los módulos que las componen, tanto en una dimensión como en dos. 

Esta estrategia permite implementar soluciones escalables, sin tener que contar 

con una versión de las mismas para cada uno de los tamaños posibles de la 

arquitectura. De esta manera se reduce significativamente el tiempo necesario 

para modificar su tamaño, así como la cantidad de memoria necesaria para 

almacenar todos los archivos de configuración. En lugar de proponer 

arquitecturas para aplicaciones específicas, se ha optado por patrones de 

procesamiento genéricos, que pueden ser ajustados para solucionar distintos 

problemas en el estado del arte. A este respecto, se proponen patrones basados 

en esquemas sistólicos, así como de tipo wavefront. 

Con el objeto de poder ofrecer una solución integral, se han tratado otros 

aspectos relacionados con el diseño y el funcionamiento de las arquitecturas, 

tales como el control del proceso de reconfiguración de la FPGA, la integración 

de las arquitecturas en el resto del sistema, así como las técnicas necesarias para 

su implementación. 

Por lo que respecta a la implementación, se han tratado distintos aspectos de bajo 

nivel dependientes del dispositivo. Algunas de las propuestas realizadas a este 

respecto en la presente tesis doctoral son un router que es capaz de garantizar el 

correcto rutado de los módulos reconfigurables dentro del área destinada para 

ellos, así como una estrategia para la comunicación entre módulos que no 

introduce ningún retardo ni necesita emplear recursos configurables del 

dispositivo. El flujo de diseño propuesto se ha automatizado mediante una 

herramienta denominada DREAMS. La herramienta se encarga de la 

modificación de las netlists correspondientes a cada uno de los módulos 

reconfigurables del sistema, y que han sido generadas previamente mediante 

herramientas comerciales. Por lo tanto, el flujo propuesto se entiende como una 

etapa de post-procesamiento, que adapta esas netlists a los requisitos de la 

reconfiguración dinámica y parcial. Dicha modificación la lleva a cabo la 

herramienta de una forma completamente automática, por lo que la 

productividad del proceso de diseño aumenta de forma evidente. Para facilitar 
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dicho proceso, se ha dotado a la herramienta de una interfaz gráfica. El flujo de 

diseño propuesto, y la herramienta que lo soporta, tienen características 

específicas para abordar el diseño de las arquitecturas dinámicamente escalables 

propuestas en esta tesis. Entre ellas está el soporte para el realojamiento de 

módulos reconfigurables en posiciones del dispositivo distintas a donde el 

módulo es originalmente implementado, así como la generación de estructuras 

de comunicación compatibles con la simetría de la arquitectura. El router has sido 

empleado también en esta tesis para obtener un rutado simétrico entre nets 

equivalentes. Dicha posibilidad ha sido explotada para aumentar la protección de 

circuitos con altos requisitos de seguridad, frente a ataques de canal lateral, 

mediante la implantación de lógica complementaria con rutado idéntico. 

Para controlar el proceso de reconfiguración de la FPGA, se propone en esta tesis 

un motor de reconfiguración especialmente adaptado a los requisitos de las 

arquitecturas dinámicamente escalables. Además de controlar el puerto de 

reconfiguración, el motor de reconfiguración ha sido dotado de la capacidad de 

realojar módulos reconfigurables en posiciones arbitrarias del dispositivo, en 

tiempo real. De esta forma, basta con generar un único bitstream por cada 

módulo reconfigurable del sistema, independientemente de la posición donde va 

a ser finalmente reconfigurado. La estrategia seguida para implementar el 

proceso de realojamiento de módulos es diferente de las propuestas existentes en 

el estado del arte, pues consiste en la composición de los archivos de 

configuración en tiempo real. De esta forma se consigue aumentar la velocidad 

del proceso, mientras que se reduce la longitud de los archivos de configuración 

parciales a almacenar en el sistema. El motor de reconfiguración soporta módulos 

reconfigurables con una altura menor que la altura de una región de reloj del 

dispositivo. Internamente, el motor se encarga de la combinación de los frames 

que describen el nuevo módulo, con la configuración existente en el dispositivo 

previamente. El escalado de las arquitecturas de procesamiento propuestas en 

esta tesis también se puede beneficiar de este mecanismo. Se ha incorporado 

también un acceso directo a una memoria externa donde se pueden almacenar 

bitstreams parciales. Para acelerar el proceso de reconfiguración se ha hecho 

funcionar el ICAP por encima de la máxima frecuencia de reloj aconsejada por el 

fabricante. Así, en el caso de Virtex-5, aunque la máxima frecuencia del reloj 

deberían ser 100 MHz, se ha conseguido hacer funcionar el puerto de 

reconfiguración a frecuencias de operación de hasta 250 MHz, incluyendo el 

proceso de realojamiento en tiempo real. Se ha previsto la posibilidad de portar el 

motor de reconfiguración a futuras familias de FPGAs. Por otro lado, el motor de 

reconfiguración se puede emplear para inyectar fallos en el propio dispositivo 
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hardware, y así ser capaces de evaluar la tolerancia ante los mismos que ofrecen 

las arquitecturas reconfigurables. Los fallos son emulados mediante la 

generación de archivos de configuración a los que intencionadamente se les ha 

introducido un error, de forma que se modifica su funcionalidad.  

Con el objetivo de comprobar la validez y los beneficios de las arquitecturas 

propuestas en esta tesis, se han seguido dos líneas principales de aplicación. En 

primer lugar, se propone su uso como parte de una plataforma adaptativa 

basada en hardware evolutivo, con capacidad de escalabilidad, adaptabilidad y 

recuperación ante fallos. En segundo lugar, se ha desarrollado un deblocking 

filter escalable, adaptado a la codificación  de vídeo escalable, como ejemplo de 

aplicación de las arquitecturas de tipo wavefront propuestas. 

El hardware evolutivo consiste en el uso de algoritmos evolutivos para diseñar 

hardware de forma autónoma, explotando la flexibilidad que ofrecen los 

dispositivos reconfigurables. En este caso, los elementos de procesamiento que 

componen la arquitectura son seleccionados de una biblioteca de elementos 

presintetizados, de acuerdo con las decisiones tomadas por el algoritmo 

evolutivo, en lugar de definir la configuración de las mismas en tiempo de 

diseño. De esta manera, la configuración del core puede cambiar cuando lo hacen 

las condiciones del entorno, en tiempo real, por lo que se consigue un control 

autónomo del proceso de reconfiguración dinámico. Así, el sistema es capaz de 

optimizar, de forma autónoma, su propia configuración. 

El hardware evolutivo tiene una capacidad inherente de auto-reparación. Se ha 

probado que las arquitecturas evolutivas propuestas en esta tesis son tolerantes 

ante fallos, tanto transitorios, como permanentes y acumulativos. La plataforma 

evolutiva se ha empleado para implementar filtros de eliminación de ruido. La 

escalabilidad también ha sido aprovechada en esta aplicación. Las arquitecturas 

evolutivas escalables permiten la adaptación autónoma de los cores de 

procesamiento ante fluctuaciones en la cantidad de recursos disponibles en el 

sistema. Por lo tanto, constituyen un ejemplo de escalabilidad dinámica para 

conseguir un determinado nivel de calidad, que puede variar en tiempo real. Se 

han propuesto dos variantes de sistemas escalables evolutivos. El primero 

consiste en un único core de procesamiento evolutivo, mientras que el segundo 

está formado por un número variable de arrays de procesamiento.  

La codificación de vídeo escalable, a diferencia de los codecs no escalables, 

permite la decodificación de secuencias de vídeo con diferentes niveles de 

calidad, de resolución temporal o de resolución espacial, descartando la 
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información no deseada. Existen distintos algoritmos que soportan esta 

característica. En particular, se va a emplear el estándar Scalable Video Coding 

(SVC), que ha sido propuesto como una extensión de H.264/AVC, ya que este 

último es ampliamente utilizado tanto en la industria, como a nivel de 

investigación.  Para poder explotar toda la flexibilidad que ofrece el estándar, hay 

que permitir la adaptación de las características del decodificador en tiempo real. 

El uso de las arquitecturas dinámicamente escalables es propuesto en esta tesis 

con este objetivo. El deblocking filter es un algoritmo que tiene como objetivo la 

mejora de la percepción visual de la imagen reconstruida, mediante el suavizado 

de los "artefactos" de bloque generados en el lazo del codificador. Se trata de una 

de las tareas más intensivas en procesamiento de datos de H.264/AVC y de SVC, 

y además, su carga computacional es altamente dependiente del nivel de 

escalabilidad seleccionado en el decodificador. Por lo tanto, el deblocking filter ha 

sido seleccionado como prueba de concepto de la aplicación de las arquitecturas 

dinámicamente escalables para la compresión de video. La arquitectura 

propuesta permite añadir o eliminar unidades de computación, siguiendo un 

esquema de tipo wavefront.  

La arquitectura ha sido propuesta conjuntamente con un esquema de 

procesamiento en paralelo del deblocking filter a nivel de macrobloque, de tal 

forma que cuando se varía del tamaño de la arquitectura, el orden de filtrado de 

los macrobloques varia de la misma manera. El patrón propuesto se basa en la 

división del procesamiento de cada macrobloque en dos etapas independientes, 

que se corresponden con el filtrado horizontal y vertical de los bloques dentro del 

macrobloque.  

Las principales contribuciones originales de esta tesis son las siguientes: 

 El uso de arquitecturas altamente regulares, modulares, paralelas y con una 

intensa localidad en sus comunicaciones, para implementar cores de 

procesamiento dinámicamente reconfigurables.  

 El uso de arquitecturas bidimensionales, en forma de malla, para construir 

arquitecturas dinámicamente escalables, con una huella escalable. De esta 

forma, las arquitecturas permiten establecer un compromiso entre el área que 

ocupan en el dispositivo, y las prestaciones que ofrecen en cada momento. Se 

proponen plantillas de procesamiento genéricas, de tipo sistólico o wavefront, 

que pueden ser adaptadas a distintos problemas de procesamiento. 

 Un flujo de diseño y una herramienta que lo soporta, para el diseño de 

sistemas reconfigurables dinámicamente, centradas en el diseño de las 
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arquitecturas altamente paralelas, modulares y regulares propuestas en esta 

tesis. 

 Un esquema de comunicaciones entre módulos reconfigurables que no 

introduce ningún retardo ni requiere el uso de recursos lógicos propios.  

 Un router flexible, capaz de resolver los conflictos de rutado asociados con el 

diseño de sistemas reconfigurables dinámicamente. 

 Un algoritmo de optimización para sistemas formados por múltiples cores 

escalables que optimice, mediante un algoritmo genético, los parámetros de 

dicho sistema. Se basa en un modelo conocido como el problema de la mochila. 

 Un motor de reconfiguración adaptado a los requisitos de las arquitecturas 

altamente regulares y modulares. Combina una alta velocidad de 

reconfiguración, con la capacidad de realojar módulos en tiempo real, 

incluyendo el soporte para la reconfiguración de regiones que ocupan menos 

que una región de reloj, así como la réplica de un módulo reconfigurable en 

múltiples posiciones del dispositivo. 

 Un mecanismo de inyección de fallos que, empleando el motor de 

reconfiguración del sistema, permite evaluar los efectos de fallos 

permanentes y transitorios en arquitecturas reconfigurables. 

 La demostración de las posibilidades de las arquitecturas propuestas en esta 

tesis para la implementación de sistemas de hardware evolutivos, con una 

alta capacidad de procesamiento de datos. 

 La implementación de sistemas de hardware evolutivo escalables, que son 

capaces de tratar con la fluctuación de la cantidad de recursos disponibles en 

el sistema, de una forma autónoma. 

 Una estrategia de procesamiento en paralelo para el deblocking filter 

compatible con los estándares H.264/AVC y SVC que reduce el número de 

ciclos de macrobloque necesarios para procesar un frame de video. 

 Una arquitectura dinámicamente escalable que permite la implementación de 

un nuevo deblocking filter, totalmente compatible con los estándares 

H.264/AVC y SVC, que explota el paralelismo a nivel de macrobloque. 

El presente documento se organiza en siete capítulos. En el primero se ofrece una 

introducción al marco tecnológico de esta tesis, especialmente centrado en la 

reconfiguración dinámica y parcial de FPGAs. También se motiva la necesidad 

de las arquitecturas dinámicamente escalables propuestas en esta tesis. En el 

capítulo 2 se describen las arquitecturas dinámicamente escalables. Dicha 

descripción incluye la mayor parte de las aportaciones a nivel arquitectural 

realizadas en esta tesis. Por su parte, el flujo de diseño adaptado a dichas 

arquitecturas se propone en el capítulo 3. El motor de reconfiguración se propone 
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en el 4, mientras que el uso de dichas arquitecturas para implementar sistemas de 

hardware evolutivo se aborda en el 5. El deblocking filter escalable se describe en 

el 6, mientras que las conclusiones finales de esta tesis, así como la descripción 

del trabajo futuro, son abordadas en el capítulo 7. 
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Abstract 

 

The optimization of system parameters, such as power dissipation, the amount of 

hardware resources and the memory footprint, has been always a main concern 

when dealing with the design of resource-constrained embedded systems. This 

situation is even more demanding nowadays. Embedded systems cannot 

anymore be considered only as specific-purpose computers, designed for a 

particular functionality that remains unchanged during their lifetime. Differently, 

embedded systems are now required to deal with more demanding and complex 

functions, such as multimedia data processing and high-throughput connectivity. 

In addition, system operation may depend on external data, the user 

requirements or internal variables of the system, such as the battery life-time. All 

these conditions may vary at run-time, leading to adaptive scenarios. As a 

consequence of both the growing computational complexity and the existence of 

dynamic requirements, dynamic resource management techniques for 

embedded systems are needed. Software is inherently flexible, but it cannot meet 

the computing power offered by hardware solutions. Therefore, reconfigurable 

hardware emerges as a suitable technology to deal with the run-time variable 

requirements of complex embedded systems. 

Adaptive hardware requires the use of reconfigurable devices, where its 

functionality can be modified on demand. In this thesis, Field Programmable 

Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have been selected as the most appropriate commercial 

technology existing nowadays to implement adaptive hardware systems. There 

are different ways of exploiting reconfigurability in reconfigurable devices. 

Among them is dynamic and partial reconfiguration. This is a technique which 

consists in substituting part of the FPGA logic on demand, while the rest of the 

device continues working. The strategy followed in this thesis is to exploit the 

dynamic and partial reconfiguration of commercial FPGAs to deal with the 

flexibility and complexity demands of state-of-the-art embedded systems. 

The proposal of this thesis to deal with run-time variable system conditions is the 

use of spatially scalable processing hardware IP cores, which are able to adapt 

their functionality or performance at run-time, trading them off with the 

amount of logic resources they occupy in the device. This is referred to as a 

scalable footprint in the context of this thesis.  
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The distinguishing characteristic of the proposed cores is that they rely on highly 

parallel, modular and regular architectures, arranged in one or two 

dimensions. These architectures can be scaled by means of the addition or 

removal of the composing blocks. This strategy avoids implementing a full 

version of the core for each possible size, with the corresponding benefits in 

terms of scaling and adaptation time, as well as bitstream storage memory 

requirements. Instead of providing specific-purpose architectures, generic 

architectural templates, which can be tuned to solve different problems, are 

proposed in this thesis. Architectures following both systolic and wavefront 

templates have been selected.  

Together with the proposed scalable architectural templates, other issues needed 

to ensure the proper design and operation of the scalable cores, such as the 

device reconfiguration control, the run-time management of the architecture and 

the implementation techniques have been also addressed in this thesis. 

With regard to the implementation of dynamically reconfigurable 

architectures, device dependent low-level details are addressed. Some of the 

aspects covered in this thesis are the area constrained routing for reconfigurable 

modules, or an inter-module communication strategy which does not introduce 

either extra delay or logic overhead. The system implementation, from the 

hardware description to the device configuration bitstream, has been fully 

automated by modifying the netlists corresponding to each of the system 

modules, which are previously generated using the vendor tools. This 

modification is therefore envisaged as a post-processing step. Based on these 

implementation proposals, a design tool called DREAMS (Dynamically 

Reconfigurable Embedded and Modular Systems) has been created, including a 

graphic user interface. The tool has specific features to cope with modular and 

regular architectures, including the support for module relocation and the inter-

module communications scheme based on the symmetry of the architecture. The 

core of the tool is a custom router, which has been also exploited in this thesis to 

obtain symmetric routed nets, with the aim of enhancing the protection of critical 

reconfigurable circuits against side channel attacks. This is achieved by 

duplicating the logic with an exactly equal routing. 

In order to control the reconfiguration process of the FPGA, a Reconfiguration 

Engine suited to the specific requirements set by the proposed architectures was 

also proposed. Therefore, in addition to controlling the reconfiguration port, the 

Reconfiguration Engine has been enhanced with the online relocation ability, 

which allows employing a unique configuration bitstream for all the positions 
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where the module may be placed in the device. Differently to the existing 

relocating solutions, which are based on bitstream parsers, the proposed 

approach is based on the online composition of bitstreams. This strategy allows 

increasing the speed of the process, while the length of partial bitstreams is also 

reduced. The height of the reconfigurable modules can be lower than the height 

of a clock region. The Reconfiguration Engine manages the merging process of 

the new and the existing configuration frames within each clock region. The 

process of scaling up and down the hardware cores also benefits from this 

technique. A direct link to an external memory where partial bitstreams can be 

stored has been also implemented. In order to accelerate the reconfiguration 

process, the ICAP has been overclocked over the speed reported by the 

manufacturer. In the case of Virtex-5, even though the maximum frequency of 

the ICAP is reported to be 100 MHz, valid operations at 250 MHz have been 

achieved, including the online relocation process. Portability of the 

reconfiguration solution to today's and probably, future FPGAs, has been also 

considered. The reconfiguration engine can be also used to inject faults in real 

hardware devices, and this way being able to evaluate the fault tolerance offered 

by the reconfigurable architectures. Faults are emulated by introducing partial 

bitstreams intentionally modified to provide erroneous functionality.  

To prove the validity and the benefits offered by the proposed architectures, two 

demonstration application lines have been envisaged. First, scalable 

architectures have been employed to develop an evolvable hardware platform 

with adaptability, fault tolerance and scalability properties. Second, they have 

been used to implement a scalable deblocking filter suited to scalable video 

coding. 

Evolvable Hardware is the use of evolutionary algorithms to design hardware in 

an autonomous way, exploiting the flexibility offered by reconfigurable devices. 

In this case, processing elements composing the architecture are selected from a 

presynthesized library of processing elements, according to the decisions taken 

by the algorithm, instead of being decided at design time. This way, the 

configuration of the array may change as run-time environmental conditions do, 

achieving autonomous control of the dynamic reconfiguration process. Thus, 

the self-optimization property is added to the native self-configurability of the 

dynamically scalable architectures. In addition, evolvable hardware adaptability 

inherently offers self-healing features. The proposal has proved to be self-

tolerant, since it is able to self-recover from both transient and cumulative 

permanent faults. The proposed evolvable architecture has been used to 

implement noise removal image filters. Scalability has been also exploited in this 
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application. Scalable evolvable hardware architectures allow the autonomous 

adaptation of the processing cores to a fluctuating amount of resources available 

in the system. Thus, it constitutes an example of the dynamic quality scalability 

tackled in this thesis. Two variants have been proposed. The first one consists in 

a single dynamically scalable evolvable core, and the second one contains a 

variable number of processing cores. 

Scalable video is a flexible approach for video compression, which offers 

scalability at different levels. Differently to non-scalable codecs, a scalable video 

bitstream can be decoded with different levels of quality, spatial or temporal 

resolutions, by discarding the undesired information. The interest in this 

technology has been fostered by the development of the Scalable Video Coding 

(SVC) standard, as an extension of H.264/AVC. In order to exploit all the 

flexibility offered by the standard, it is necessary to adapt the characteristics of 

the decoder to the requirements of each client during run-time. The use of 

dynamically scalable architectures is proposed in this thesis with this aim. The 

deblocking filter algorithm is the responsible of improving the visual perception 

of a reconstructed image, by smoothing blocking artifacts generated in the 

encoding loop. This is one of the most computationally intensive tasks of the 

standard, and furthermore, it is highly dependent on the selected scalability level 

in the decoder. Therefore, the deblocking filter has been selected as a proof of 

concept of the implementation of dynamically scalable architectures for video 

compression. The proposed architecture allows the run-time addition or removal 

of computational units working in parallel to change its level of parallelism, 

following a wavefront computational pattern. Scalable architecture is offered 

together with a scalable parallelization strategy at the macroblock level, such that 

when the size of the architecture changes, the macroblock filtering order is 

modified accordingly. The proposed pattern is based on the division of the 

macroblock processing into two independent stages, corresponding to the 

horizontal and vertical filtering of the blocks within the macroblock. 

The main contributions of this thesis are: 

 The use of highly parallel, modular, regular and local architectures to 

implement dynamically reconfigurable processing IP cores, for data intensive 

applications with flexibility requirements.  

 The use of two-dimensional mesh-type arrays as architectural templates to 

build dynamically reconfigurable IP cores, with a scalable footprint. The 

proposal consists in generic architectural templates, which can be tuned to 

solve different computational problems.  
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 A design flow and a tool targeting the design of DPR systems, focused on 

highly parallel, modular and local architectures. 

 An inter-module communication strategy, which does not introduce delay or 

area overhead, named Virtual Borders.  

 A custom and flexible router to solve the routing conflicts as well as the inter-

module communication problems, appearing during the design of DPR 

systems.  

 An algorithm addressing the optimization of systems composed of multiple 

scalable cores, which size can be decided individually, to optimize the system 

parameters. It is based on a model known as the multi-dimensional multi-

choice Knapsack problem. 

 A reconfiguration engine tailored to the requirements of highly regular and 

modular architectures. It combines a high reconfiguration throughput with 

run-time module relocation capabilities, including the support for sub-clock 

reconfigurable regions and the replication in multiple positions.  

 A fault injection mechanism which takes advantage of the system 

reconfiguration engine, as well as the modularity of the proposed 

reconfigurable architectures, to evaluate the effects of transient and 

permanent faults in these architectures.  

 The demonstration of the possibilities of the architectures proposed in this 

thesis to implement evolvable hardware systems, while keeping a high 

processing throughput.  

 The implementation of scalable evolvable hardware systems, which are able 

to adapt to the fluctuation of the amount of resources available in the system, 

in an autonomous way.  

 A parallelization strategy for the H.264/AVC and SVC deblocking filter, 

which reduces the number of macroblock cycles needed to process the whole 

frame.  

 A dynamically scalable architecture that permits the implementation of a 

novel deblocking filter module, fully compliant with the H.264/AVC and 

SVC standards, which exploits the macroblock level parallelism of the 

algorithm. 

This document is organized in seven chapters. In the first one, an introduction to 

the technology framework of this thesis, specially focused on dynamic and 

partial reconfiguration, is provided. The need for the dynamically scalable 

processing architectures proposed in this work is also motivated in this chapter. 

In chapter 2, dynamically scalable architectures are described. Description 

includes most of the architectural contributions of this work. The design flow 
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tailored to the scalable architectures, together with the DREAMs tool provided to 

implement them, are described in chapter 3. The reconfiguration engine is 

described in chapter 4. The use of the proposed scalable archtieectures to 

implement evolvable hardware systems is described in chapter 5, while the 

scalable deblocking filter is described in chapter 6. Final conclusions of this 

thesis, and the description of future work, are addressed in chapter 7. 
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Chapter 1 

 
Introduction 
 

The goals of this introductory chapter are the 

following. First, the need for the dynamically 

scalable processing architectures proposed in this 

thesis is motivated. Then, the technology 

framework is described. It aims at providing the 

reader with an overview of the implementation 

technologies available for embedded systems, so 

the place reconfigurable computing occupies in the general picture is clearly 

defined. Special attention is given to the dynamic and partial reconfiguration of 

FPGAs, a technique which allows the implementation of self-adaptive systems. 

Actually, scalability of the architectures proposed in this thesis is achieved by 

means of dynamic reconfiguration. Finally, the structure of the document and the 

thesis goals are presented. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 
Embedded systems are characterized by having a constrained amount of 

resources, mostly in terms of memory, computational capabilities and battery 

life. Power limitation is clearly evidenced in the case of battery-powered portable 

devices, such as tablets or smart phones, and it directly leads to restrictions in the 

range of processing units tailored to embedded applications. Hardware 

limitations are also caused by the enforced cost-effectiveness, which is always a 

main concern when designing mass-market consumer electronics products. 

Differently to their general-purpose counterparts, embedded systems have been 

traditionally considered as specific-purpose computers, designed for a particular 

functionality that remains unchanged during their lifetime. This way, embedded 

systems are optimized to deal with a particular task, typically under real-time 

constraints, being continuously forced to react to changes in the environment. 

However, in the last years, embedded systems have evolved to a point at which 

they are required to cover more demanding and complex functionalities, such as 

multimedia processing and wideband connectivity, even being able to support 

the execution of third-party applications [Abrahamsson'05]. Hence, it may be 

said that we are witnessing the convergence of the general purpose and the 

embedded markets in terms of functionality [Kaeli'11], but which is not least, 

embedded consumer electronic products are still featured with scarce resources 

[Neuvo'04]. 

Such an increase in complexity makes the system design process extremely 

demanding, as reported in [Dahlgren'01] [Wolf'07]. This is reinforced by the fact 

that applications may depend upon run-time variable conditions, leading to 

adaptive scenarios, which can be classified as described below: 

 Data-dependent scenarios: Most of the embedded system applications depend 

on received or measured data which varies at run-time. On the one hand, due 

to their reactive and real-time nature, some systems collect data continuously 

from the environment, and when they detect an abnormal condition, special 

data processing tasks are triggered, increasing the overall system workload. 

On the other hand, networked embedded systems may also dependent on the 

network. Systems are typically featured with plenty of diverse network 

technologies, such as Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPRS, UMTS or LTE, 

offering extremely different data bandwidths, which may vary at run-time. 
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Therefore, processing tasks have to be aware of the network interfaces 

available at each moment, as well as their run-time conditions. With this aim, 

common trends are to enhance applications with graceful degradation 

features, instead of losing completely their functionality when bandwidth 

falls below a certain threshold. This is the case of the progressive coding 

schemes for multimedia sources [Hellge'08] [Chande'00] [Lou'00]. 

 User-dependent scenarios: Embedded systems equipped with user interfaces 

may also depend on run-time user requirements, which can affect the overall 

workload and the required throughput. Thus, if at a given point in time the 

system is required to run several tasks in parallel, the quantity of resources 

assigned to each task must be dynamically adjusted. Otherwise, it would be 

impossible to assign resources to all of them without exceeding system 

limitations. Moreover, the Quality of Service (QoS) required for each 

application may be variable [Nollet'07] [Meloni'12]. For instance, the 

computational requirements of a video playback would be different 

depending if the user decides to watch it in Full-HD or in a less demanding 

resolution.  

 System-dependent scenarios: The QoS assigned to each application may also 

depend on run-time internal conditions of the system, such as the battery life 

time [Rao'06], which is the most serious limitation of sophisticated state-of-

the art portable devices, or the existence of run-time system faults [Glaß'09]. 

For instance, during a film playback, the reproduction of the rest of the 

content should be prioritized over the quality, balancing both parameters at 

run-time. 

As a consequence of both the growing complexity and the dynamic requirements 

reported above, dynamic resource management techniques for embedded 

systems are required. Those techniques affect every system component, 

including software, considered inherently flexible, but also hardware, which is 

therefore becoming increasingly adaptive. In this regard, not only resources have 

to be assigned at run-time, but also different techniques aiming at adjusting 

hardware operating conditions have been proposed. Some of the most 

widespread methods are the following: 

 Dynamic Power Management (DPM): Embedded systems are composed of a 

collection of heterogeneous components, including even mechanical and 

optical subsystems, such as hard disk drives (HDDs), which may be active at 

different times. Dynamic Power Management consists in enabling and 

disabling system components dynamically, depending on workload 

predictions [Benini'00] [Ren'05]. Two alternatives to implement DPM 
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techniques are the use of static modes, such as sleep and suspend, available in 

most processors, as well as clock gating, which consists in interrupting the 

clock signal to switch off specific components. 

 Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS)/Dynamic Frequency Scaling (DFS): Besides the 

static modes, some processors allow tuning their operating frequency to the 

needs of the applications [Burd'00] [Brynjolfson '00]. Since CMOS technology 

has a voltage-dependent maximum operating frequency, processors can be 

powered at a lower voltage if frequency is decreased. Since power 

consumption decreases with the square of the voltage (E α V2), and linearly 

with the frequency (E α f), this strategy consists in reducing both accordingly 

when less throughput is required. This way, the system can be adapted both 

to the average and the peak throughputs, which is typically required in small 

fractions of time. 

 Adaptive Hardware Functionality: A different approach to increase power 

efficiency in embedded systems is by means of hardware sharing. This can be 

done in two ways, either by using flexible software running on a single piece 

of hardware, or by using reconfigurable hardware itself. Reconfigurable 

hardware makes possible that only processing tasks required in the system at 

each moment have to be configured. Thus, it enables hardware sharing 

between processing modules, reducing this way the power consumption, and 

the cost, which would be incurred in case of using larger devices. In essence, 

reconfiguration allows the tuning of hardware components to deal with 

dynamic changes, and therefore, to modify its operating point.  

Dynamically scalable architectures proposed in this thesis exploit adaptive 

hardware techniques, in particular, dynamic and partial reconfiguration of 

commercial Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGAs) devices, to deal with run-

time variable system conditions. Based on the proposed paradigm, Intellectual 

Properties (IP) are developed in such a way that their functionality or 

performance can be adapted at run-time, trading them off with the area they 

occupy in the reconfigurable device. It allows increasing hardware sharing, but 

also the dynamic load balancing among the different concurrent tasks in the 

system. Overall power consumption may also benefit from this approach.  

1.2. Technology Framework 
This thesis is framed within the field of dynamically reconfigurable embedded 

systems, based on commercial Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). 

Therefore, a general prospective about the main concepts and the possibilities 

enabled by reconfigurability is provided in this section. It includes a discussion 
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on devices and architectures, with a particular emphasis on Dynamic and Partial 

Reconfiguration (DPR), and its application in System on Programmable Chips 

(SoPCs). The picture is filled with a description of self-managing systems. 

1.2.1 Reconfigurable Computing Overview 

Reconfigurable Computing (RC) is a relatively new paradigm which consists in 

using hardware whose functionality and structure can be changed on demand, 

either off-line or on-line. By means of this technology, both system data-flow and 

control-flow can be adapted to fit the natural organization of the computation 

associated with each particular application. Different algorithms can be mapped 

on reconfigurable devices by defining the logic functions to be performed by the 

configurable logic blocks, and by connecting these blocks appropriately. 

Functionality and interconnections are controlled by memory settings defined by 

a configuration file, called bitstream, stored on a configuration memory arranged 

in parallel to the configurable logic. 

The industrial usage of RC technology has been fostered during the last decade, 

mainly by improvements in design tools, and more specially, due to advances in 

manufacturing processes and on-chip integration technologies. The result of this 

evolution, which started from early programmable devices, mainly dedicated to 

glue logic and rapid system prototyping, is the emergence of FPGAs featured 

with an increased number of logic resources. Due to the wide use of FPGAs for 

RC, reconfigurable devices are sometimes referred to as FPGAs without 

distinction.  

According to the roadmap published in 2011 by HiPEAC [Duranton'11], the 

European network of excellence in the computing systems field, the strength of 

reconfigurability is based on its "potential to combine software-like flexibility with the 

high-performance ability of hardware". Therefore, RC is regarded as a trade-off 

solution between general purpose computing, characterized by the use of 

General-Purpose Processors (GPPs), and application-specific computing, based 

on Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs). While GPPs can be 

programmed to solve any different problem sharing the same piece of hardware, 

ASICs provide higher performance with lower power consumption [Hsiung'09]. 

Higher efficiency results from exploiting the parallelism of the applications by 

means of spatial computation. However, parallelism is not exclusive of ASICs 

and FPGAs. Actually, new players have arrived to the market offering an 

outstanding parallelism. These are mainly multi-core GPPs and General Purpose 

Graphic Processing Units (GP-GPUs), which must be also compared with RC. 
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A comparison of the benefits of using reconfigurable devices versus ASICs can be 

found in Table 1-1. ASICs typically provide higher performance since 

reconfiguration circuitry in reconfigurable devices introduces an overhead which 

penalizes the operating frequency. In turn, in-field programmability of RC opens 

the door to bug fixing and fault tolerance, as well as the inclusion of updates 

during system life-time. This slows down system obsolescence resulting in 

higher times in the market. In addition, dynamic reconfiguration is possible with 

RC. Due to the importance of this technique in the framework of this thesis, it 

will be tackled in a dedicated section. Regarding design costs, RC based systems 

suffer from lower non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs, since the complexity of 

their design, validation and ramp-up processes is lower than in the case of 

ASICs. This reduces their time to market. However, the unitary cost is lower for 

ASICs. According to [Garcia'06], due to the extremely high cost of implementing 

the photolytic masks needed to manufacture ASICs, this option is only justified 

nowadays in the case of specialized and high-volume applications, where unitary 

cost is a critical factor. In spite of the advantages offered by RC, it should be 

mentioned that the computing model and design tools are still immature in RC, 

so it accuses low design productivity.  

Table 1-1 Comparison between ASICs and RC based solutions 

ASIC RC 

Higher operating frequency and 

performance 

Higher flexibility due to in-field 

programmability and dynamic 

reconfiguration. 

Lower unitary cost Higher time in the market 

Mature design tools. Lower NRE costs. 

Higher power efficiency Reduced time to market. 

 

When comparing RC with software-like GPPs based approaches, the advantages 

shown in Table 1-2 can be found. Power/performance ratio is better in the case of 

RC, due to its inherent parallel nature. This becomes more evident in applications 

where native processor operations are not suited to the problem. RC 

customizability allows adapting the processing units but also the input and 

output (I/O) ports for each application, even at run-time. The unitary cost may 

be higher in the case of RC, but this parameter varies depending on the 

complexity of the task, and therefore, the selected devices. Design time is again 

higher in the case of RC, since synthesis tools for FPGAs are much slower than 
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software compilers. Skilled labor with particular knowledge on RC systems 

design is needed for this purpose. 

Table 1-2 Comparison between GPPs and RC based solutions 

GPP RC 

Lower NRE costs. Better power/performance ratio 

Mature design tools. Customizability of I/O and 

processing units  

Reduced time to market.  

Lower Unitary Cost.  

 

Multi-core GPPs have been gradually introduced in the market. As laid down in 

the ISSCC 2013 report1 elaborated every year during the International Solid-State 

Circuits Conference, the current trend in high performance digital computing is 

to continue increasing relentless the number of transistors embedded in a single 

chip, up to about 2 billion. However, clock frequency, which used to follow a 

similar upward curve, began to decrease in the first half of the 2000s decade. This 

is the consequence of the high integration levels achieved nowadays, which 

result in manufacturing variability and silicon aging effects, as well as in a high 

energy dissipation. Under this scenario, performance lost due to the reduced 

voltage and clock frequency is currently being compensated by parallelism. 

Architectures with four cores are already widely spread in the market, such as 

the Intel Core i7 [Intel]. This value is even exceeded by research solutions, as 

shown in Figure 1-1, where the evolution of the integration technologies during 

the 2000s decade and beyond is shown. Three main parameters are used to 

describe this trend in the figure. They are (a) the circuit complexity in terms of 

million transistors per chip, (b) the maximum clock frequency in MHz and (c) the 

number of cores per die. 

It can be said that the main advantage of multi-core GPPs compared to FPGAs is 

the programming model, which is fairly similar to the single core approach in 

multi-cores. Thus, some conventional compilers have been extended to support 

parallel programming (using APIs such as OpenMP), and for this reason, 

debugging support is also available with well-known tools. This results in higher 

design productivity and lower time to market. Regarding power efficiency, 

                                                      
1 ISSCC, the International Solid-State Circuits Conference, was held on February 17-21, 2013, at the San 

Francisco Marriott Marquis Hotel. 
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FPGAs still maintain their leadership, even though a higher throughput is 

typically archived with multi-cores. Obviously, throughput must be analyzed in 

a per-application basis. The unitary cost is similar in both cases. This comparison 

is summarized in Table 1-3. 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

  
(c) 

Figure 1-1 Evolution of the integration technologies during the 2000s decade and beyond 
[ISSCC 2013] 

 

Table 1-3 Comparison between multi-core GPPs and RC based solutions 

Multi-core Processors RC 

High operation frequency and 

throughput 

Better power/performance ratio 

Mature design tools. Customizability of I/O and 

processing units  

Reduced time to market.  
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Together with reconfigurable devices and multi-core CPUs, general purpose 

computing using Graphic Processing Units (GP-GPUs) has also emerged in the 

computing mainstream. This occurred in 2006, when Nvidia Corporation 

announced their new general purpose computing architecture, known as CUDA 

(Computing Unified Device Architecture). GP-GPUs are Single Process Multiple 

Data (SPMD) devices, where thousands of threads work in a coordinated fashion, 

on different subsets of the problem input data, virtually or physically parallelized 

on a large multiprocessor [Kirk'10]. The CUDA model provides scalability in a 

transparent way to the designer. These architectures are referred to as many-

cores architectures. Actually, the main strengths of GPUs are the massive number 

of parallel execution resources they count on and the high frequency they can 

achieve, a deep multithreading with a reduced context changing penalty and a 

high memory bandwidth [Che'08]. Their drawbacks are the communication cost 

among processors, unless they belong to the same cluster, as well as the limited 

size of the on-chip memory associated with each of these cores, while accessing 

the external memory is a very time consuming operation. This limits the final 

performance. In Figure 1-2, a comparison between the performance of 

conventional GPPs (or CPUs) and GP-GPUs is offered in terms of GFLOPs per 

second [Kirk'10]. This figure shows clearly the performance potential of GPUs for 

computing intensive applications.  

However, the comparison between FPGAs and GPUs has to be done on a per 

case basis, since it is very dependent on certain application characteristics, mainly 

data memory accesses and the algorithmic structure of the problem. Hence, as 

stated by Che et al. in [Che'08], algorithms dominated by bit-wise operations are 

likely to achieve greater efficiency if they are implemented in FPGAs, while the 

native support of floating point operations in GP-GPUs makes them a good 

choice if this feature is needed. Final performance values may even depend on 

the dimensions of the problem. In this regard, there are some works describing 

performance comparisons between GP-GPUs and FPGAs in the state-of-the-art 

for different application fields. Some of them are support vector machines (SVM) 

reported in [Papadonikolakis'09], image processing [Asano'09], real-time stereo 

vision [Kalarot'10], real-time optical flow computation [Chase'08], scientific 

computation [Weber'11] or high performance computing [Jones'10]. Some 

qualitative factors, such as the programming model, can be useful in this 

comparison. In this regard, FPGA designs are typically specified using hardware 

description languages, such as VHDL or Verilog. Differently, GP-GPUs are 

programmed using extensions of C programming languages, some of them 

vender-specific, such as NVIDIA CUDA or open-CL. In principle, this constitutes 
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a productivity advantage. However, obtaining performance peaks from a GPU is 

still a hard task, since it requires maximizing the use of the multiple cores. 

Debugging is also difficult with GP-GPUs. Regarding the cost, GP-GPUs are 

generally cheaper devices, and their presence in the market is already extremely 

high, but regarding power efficiency, they are clearly behind FPGAs. In turn, the 

unitary cost depends on the relative size of the devices, but it is in general 

favorable for RC devices. This comparison is shown in Table 1-4. 

 

Figure 1-2 Comparison between GP-GPUs and GPPs [Kirk'10] 

 

Table 1-4 Comparison between GP-GPUs and RC based solutions 

GP-GPU RC 

High operation frequency and 

throughput 

Better power/performance ratio 

Transparent scalability for the 

designer 

Customizability of I/Os and 

processing units  

Higher design productivity Lower Unitary Cost 

 

In spite of offering a very high level parallelism, multi-core CPUs and GP-GPUs 

follow schemes which are based on the sequential Von Neumann execution 

model, with the corresponding fetch/decode/execute per instruction cycles. 

Moreover, their resources are fixed, and therefore, they cannot be optimized for 

every specific application. Differently, parallelism in reconfigurable devices is 

inspired in ASICs, where the computation can be spatially adapted to the 
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algorithm data-flow, and high performance comes from the possibility of 

optimizing the architecture for each application [Asano'09].  

Since ASICs cannot be modified after fabrication, in case a design error is 

detected, the whole circuit has to be redesigned and re-fabricated, with the 

subsequent engineering costs [Compton'02]. To prevent this, the flexibility of 

FPGAs has been typically used for rapid system prototyping. On top of that, if 

reconfiguration features are required during system life-time, even during 

subsequent phases of the application execution, the use of reconfigurable 

computing is the unique alternative among the hardware-based solutions. 

In addition, there are many application areas where FPGAs offer enough 

performance to be used as final products. According to [Villasenor'98], 

applications which are likely to be efficient if they are implemented on an FPGA 

are those with (1) deep pipeline, (2) highly repetitive parallel computations and 

(3) integer or low-precision fixed-point arithmetic processing.  

A comparison of the five considered implementation approaches: ASICs, GPPs, 

multi-core processors, GP-GPUs and FPGAs is shown together in Figure 1-3. It 

evaluates each one according to five representative parameters, which are 

flexibility, design cost, power efficiency, performance and finally, the unitary 

cost.  

 

Figure 1-3 Comparison of different implementation technologies 

Higher values in the figure correspond with a higher benefit to the system, from 

the point of view of the parameter under evaluation (i.e. a design cost of four 

means that these devices have the lowest design cost, while a flexibility of four 

means that the flexibility of the solution is the highest possible). As can be 
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derived from the figure, it can be said that RC is a good solution for those power 

constrained applications requiring flexibility, while keeping a good performance, 

whenever the unitary cost is not a critical factor. 

Different ways of exploiting reconfigurability and current trends in RC devices 

are evaluated next. 

1.2.1.1 Reconfigurable Systems Classification 

There are different modes of exploiting reconfigurability features in 

reconfigurable devices. They differ in the possibilities offered to the applications, 

but also in the complexity associated with their implementation. Reconfigurable 

systems can be classified as follows [Azarian'09]. 

The first distinction between reconfiguration types concerns the reconfigurable 

area affected during the process, based on which two categories can be set: 

 Complete Reconfiguration: The configuration bitstream corresponding to 

the whole device is changed in each reconfiguration process. In this case, the 

system behaves in a multi-context manner, where different bitstreams are 

available, each one with a different functionality, but affecting the whole 

device. This is the easiest approach to be implemented [Hsiung'09], since it 

does not introduce special concerns during system design.  

 Partial Reconfiguration: Consists in changing only the configuration 

information corresponding to the portions of the design which differ in 

between two subsequent contexts. Therefore, this technique is only useful if 

there are functions shared among them. In this case, the system consumes 

bitstreams, known as partial bitstreams, containing the configuration 

information corresponding to the varying functions. The generation of partial 

bitstreams implies the introduction of design constraints, as will be discussed 

along this document. 

The second distinction refers to the relationship between the reconfiguration 

process and the application itself. In this case, two possibilities are envisaged: 

 Static Reconfiguration: Reconfiguration is independent of the application, 

since it is considered as a previous stage, which has to be carried out in 

advance of running it. During the reconfiguration process, the device is taken 

offline temporarily, and therefore, system operation is interrupted. Thus, it 

targets infrequent system changes. 

 Dynamic Reconfiguration: The reconfiguration process is interwoven with 

the application, in such a way that hardware can be configured according to 
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the run-time varying needs of the application. In this case, the whole system 

does not have to be left in standby. Besides requiring a more challenging 

design process, managing dynamic reconfiguration introduces greater 

complexity in the system at run-time. 

Leaving aside full and dynamic reconfigurable systems, meaningless by 

definition, three different scenarios are possible, as described in Table 1-5. 

Table 1-5 Comparison between the different reconfiguration types 

 Full Partial 

Static 

-High reconfiguration 

overhead  

-System is interrupted during 

reconfiguration 

-Reduced Reconfiguration 

Overhead 

-System is interrupted during 

reconfiguration 

Dynamic Not applicable 

- System is not  interrupted  

-Reduced reconfiguration 

overhead 

 

The overhead associated with reconfiguration is related with the time required to 

carry out the process, which is proportional to the size of the configuration 

bitstream. Power consumption during the reconfiguration process and the 

memory resources needed to store the configuration bitstreams also contribute to 

this overhead. Among the range of possibilities for exploiting reconfigurability, 

dynamic and partial reconfiguration (DPR) has the following advantages: 

 It provides continuous hardware servicing, and therefore, higher 

performance, since the whole system does not have to be interrupted during 

reconfiguration. 

 Associated reconfiguration overhead, including the reconfiguration time and 

the power consumption, is lower 

 Configuration bitstreams are smaller, which reduces the amount of memory 

required to store them. 

Reconfigurability allows that other scalable IPs may reuse the logic resources 

released when the size of a scalable architecture is reduced. Changes in the 

functional or performance requirements of these IPs are dynamic, occurring 

during system life time, so it has been decided to exploit dynamic and partial 

reconfiguration techniques to implement them. This way, only the processing 
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core affected by a change in its size has to be interrupted, increasing the 

efficiency of the scaling process.   

Since this is the choice selected in this thesis, further details about dynamic and 

partial reconfiguration are provided in the next section. 

1.2.1.2 Dynamic and Partial Reconfiguration 

Dynamic and Partial Reconfiguration is a technique that consists in substituting 

part of the FPGA logic on demand, while the rest of the device continuous 

working. Its application focuses mainly on systems composed of several 

processing modules, not all of them required simultaneously. Thus, a primary 

characteristic of this type of systems is the fact that device floorplanning becomes 

a function of time. Some surveys on dynamic and partial reconfiguration 

available in the state of the art are [Kao'05], [BeckerJ'07] and [Koch'12]. 

Dynamic and partial reconfiguration enables the development of reconfigurable 

computing architectures with dynamic hardware components. They are in charge 

of executing application-specific tasks, which due to their computation intensive 

nature are not suitable to be implemented in software. This way, the same 

portion of silicon can be shared among different accelerators, providing the 

following benefits to the system: 

 Hardware algorithms can be adapted, locally or remotely, even in field. This 

way, adaptive hardware and self-managed systems are possible.  

 Smaller devices can be used to run the application, with the same 

functionality, but reducing the static power consumption and the overall cost. 

Overhead introduced during configuration has to be considered in this 

balance. 

 Hardware accelerators can be more optimized to meet specific requirements, 

making them more power efficient. 

 Self-reconfigurable systems are feasible. It means that the reconfiguration 

process is controlled from the reconfigurable system itself. 

Exploiting dynamic and partial reconfiguration has some consequences from the 

point of view of the system design. As stated in [Azarian'09], those are mainly 

deciding how to partition the algorithm into time-exclusive non concurrent 

segments, as well as to coordinate the behavior and the common data between 

the different configurations. At a hardware level, the implementation of DPR 

systems also impacts the process complexity, as stated in [Kao'05]. Broadly 

speaking, it is necessary to follow specific layout criteria, which means to plan 
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the system in separate and well-defined device regions, associated with each 

reconfigurable module. 

Besides adapting the functionality in the form of dynamic hardware components, 

on chip communication structures can become also adaptive by applying this 

technique, as discussed in [Pionteck'07]. This is a solution to deal with changes in 

the communication patterns derived from the reconfiguration of hardware 

modules. 

Some application examples which benefit from the use of DPR are provided in 

the next section. 

1.2.1.3 DPR Systems Application Areas  

After addressing the benefits and limitations of DPR systems, its use in relevant 

application areas is shown in this section. It includes applications well suited to 

the RC paradigm, as discussed previously in this work, but going beyond by 

exploiting some extra features associated with dynamic and partial 

reconfigurability. 

 Wireless Communications and Consumer Electronics: The application of DPR 

to wireless communication systems, leads to the possibility of adapting the 

parameters, or even the supported standards, at run-time. This way, the same 

terminal can operate with multi-band, multi-standard and multi-service radio 

systems. This can be used to beat the obsolescence of networked devices as 

well as to obtain a cognitive spectrum access. To do so, some of the basic 

components composing the communication subsystems have to be 

implemented in a flexible reconfigurable way. This affects convolution codes, 

modulation techniques, security functions and wavefront filters, among 

others. This is the approach proposed by the Software Defined Radio (SDR) 

research community [Tribble'08] [Jondral'05]. In addition, some authors have 

proposed substituting software by reconfigurable hardware, as described in 

[Manet'08], where HDTV receivers are targeted, or in [Feilen'12], for Digital 

Audio Broadcasting (DAB). Another important use case in the multimedia 

field is the Reconfigurable Video Coding (RVC) standard [Mattavelli'10]. 

 Automotive Real-time Embedded Systems and Professional Electronics: 

Electronic systems are gaining presence in automobiles at a high speed, 

mainly in high-end equipment. This makes the number of electronic control 

units (ECUs) in a vehicle completely unmanageable, from the point of view of 

the network complexity and the overall power consumption. As a solution, 

reconfigurable ECUs are provided in several works, such as [BeckerJ'07] or 
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[Pham'09], in line with the proposals made by the Autosar (automotive open 

system architecture) industrial consortium [Autosar]. Autosar tries to offer 

solutions to the problem of complexity by introducing reconfiguration at 

software and hardware levels. Moreover, DPR has been proposed to be used 

in diverse types of driven assistance systems [Claus'07] [Harb'11]. Beyond the 

automotive industry, reconfigurable FPGAs have been also used in other 

professional electronic applications, as evaluated in [Manet'08] for the case of 

the military industry. 

 High Performance Computing (HPC): Great acceleration values can be 

obtained by using reconfigurable devices as hardware accelerators within 

supercomputing clusters. This approach allows tailoring the hardware to 

each algorithm, by means of run-time reconfiguration. Architectures 

following this approach are the Cray XD1, the SRC-6 or the SGI RASC. 

Different surveys on the use of FPGAs for supercomputing can be found in 

[Craven'07], [Herbordt'07] and [El-Ghazawi'08]. Some applications targeted 

by this type of systems are within the financial domain, cryptography as well 

as scientific computation, including pattern matching, bioinformatics and the 

modeling and simulation of physical phenomena, among many others. The 

main limitations of reconfigurable supercomputers are the translation of high 

level algorithms to hardware, as well as the communication bottleneck 

between the processor and the accelerator [Gokhale'06]. 

 Fault-tolerant systems: Critical systems can be hardened by means of 

dynamic reconfiguration techniques. SRAM-based devices, precisely those 

used for DPR, are highly susceptible to faults, as those induced by radiation, 

aging and process variation. Faults can be transient (soft) or permanent 

(hard). Some of the aspects to be solved when designing fault tolerant 

reconfigurable systems are fault-detection, fault-diagnosis, error mitigation or 

recovery. Soft errors, in particular Single Event Upsets (SEU) and Multiple 

Event Upsets (MEU), can be solved by refreshing the configuration memory 

periodically, which is known as scrubbing, while permanent faults require 

more advanced approaches, such as avoiding the use of the damaged area.  

 Space Applications: The use of RC in the space industry is being fostered by 

the following factors. First of all, a high performance on-board processing is 

needed due to the unbalance between the typically low data-link capacity 

and the high volume of data collected in the space. On top of that, the 

constrained nature of the space domain makes impossible increasing 

indefinitely the number of processing units on board, while software is 

penalized by its high power consumption. Moreover, obtaining long mission 

lifetimes in such a harsh environment, suffering intense radiation effects, is 
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an extremely challenging task. Because of all this, dynamic and partial 

reconfiguration is emerging as a suitable solution for future embedded 

systems in space, as has been reported in different works [Osterloh'11] 

[Fossati'11]. The goal is to build fault tolerant maintenance-free space 

applications [Bolchini'12] [Sterpone'13]. 

Areas included in this analysis have been selected according to their economic 

impact. A glance at the markets envisaged by the two larger manufacturers in the 

reconfiguration domain, Xilinx and Altera, shows the validity of this selection 

[Xilinx_Applications] [Altera_Applications]. In the next section, main alternatives 

regarding reconfigurable devices are described.  

1.2.2 Reconfigurable Devices 

Current reconfigurable devices are made up of a massive number of 

programmable computational nodes working in parallel. Taking into account 

their granularity, devices can be classified into two well distinguished groups: 

 Fine-Grain Architectures 

 Coarse-Grain Architectures 

Fine-Grain category includes architectures which functionality can be configured 

at a bit level, since they are based on large amounts of configurable logic blocks 

(CLBs). Significant members of this group are Complex Programmable Logic 

Devices (CPLDs) as well as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). FPGAs 

offer higher logic capacity, more interconnection blocks and larger routing delays 

than CPLDs [Azarian'09]. FPGAs will be evaluated in detail in the rest of this 

section, due to its higher interest in the industry nowadays. 

 

Coarse-Grain Architectures, also known as Coarse Grain Reconfigurable Arrays 

(CGRA), are devices characterized by counting on functional units (FU) and data 

paths configurable at a word level (for instance, 32 bits). A number of 

implications can be drawn from their higher granularity, when compared with 

FPGAs. Among the advantages that may be emphasized are the following: 

 Lower area routing overhead 

 Reduction of the placement and routing problem 

 Smaller configuration files 

 Lower reconfiguration times 

These advantages are at the cost of scarifying gate-level reconfigurability, and 

therefore, flexibility. In general, CGRAs [Park'12] consist in an array of FUs, with 
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memories distributed among them, all interconnected by a network. Although 

there are other topologies, such as linear arrays or cross-bar architectures, most of 

the CGRAs rely on a 2-D mesh type interconnection. Besides the network 

topology, existing CGRAs differ in other factors [Hartenstein'01], such as (1) 

including heterogeneous FUs or not, (2) the complexity and granularity of the 

FUs, which range from simple arithmetic logic units to full general purpose 

processors, (3) the distribution and amount of local storage elements, and  (4) the 

application mapping methodologies. Some examples of 2-D mesh CGPRAs are 

RAW [Waingold'97], from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, ADRES 

[Mei'04] from IMEC or MorphoSys [Singh'00], from the University of California 

Irvine, as well as linear arrays, such as PipeRench [Goldstein'99], from the 

Carnegie Mellon University. Surveys about CGRAs are provided in 

[Hartenstein'01] and [Sutter'10]. The lack of flexibility of CGRAs makes them 

more domain specific than general purpose. Moreover, while FPGAs are 

widespread used and available as commercial devices, CGRAs are mainly 

proposed at academic and research levels, which impacts their cost and the 

existing tool support [Brunelli'08] [Coole'10]. 

1.2.2.1 Commercial FPGAs  

FPGAs are the most widely used commercial programmable devices, and the 

only ones that can provide all the computational power, flexibility and 

reconfigurable logic resources to implement a whole System on a Chip (SoC). 

This is the reason why commercial off-the-shelf FPGAs are used in this thesis. 

FPGAs are arranged as two-dimensional arrays of CLBs, with a one bit 

granularity, connected through a programmable interconnection network. In 

addition, they include input/output blocks (IOBs) to exchange data with the 

outside of the device. Embedded within this homogeneous matrix, there might 

be complex functional blocks, such as on-chip memory blocks, digital signal 

processing (DSPs) blocks, as well as full general purpose processors. High speed 

transceivers, adaptable to several standards including PCI Express and Ethernet, 

may be incorporated as well. The general architecture of an FPGA is shown in 

Figure 1-4. 

Configurable logic blocks are usually implemented with look-up tables (LUTs), 

which are able to generate any n-bit arbitrary function. In addition, each CLB 

typically includes different multiplexers, logic gates and other routing resources, 

as well as distributed memory elements to store partial results of the 

computation. 
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Connectivity among logic blocks is provided by the programmable routing 

infrastructure, which is spread across the entire device. It is formed by wires and 

programmable switches, supporting local and distant routing demands 

associated with the user-defined circuits. It includes both a global and a detailed 

routing scheme. The global routing defines coarse-grain macroscopic channels in 

between different areas of the device, while the detailed routing specifies the 

lengths of the wires and the patterns followed among wires and logic pins. 

Further details on the routing architecture can be found in [Kuon'08]. 

 

Figure 1-4 Generic Architecture of an FPGA 

The functionality of the logic cells, their interconnections, the power-up 

conditions and any other configurable aspect of an FPGA are controlled by the 

content of a configuration memory included within the device. For this reason, 

FPGAs may be considered as two layered devices. The content of this memory is 

defined by the configuration bitstream file. In this regard, different types of 

FPGAs, characterized by the technology of their configuration memory 

[Azarian'09], can be distinguished:  

 SRAM Technology: SRAM based devices can be reconfigured an infinite 

number of times, even at run-time. Thus, this is the appropriate technology to 

implement dynamic and partial reconfigurable systems. However, SRAM 

cells are volatile, and therefore, bitstreams have to be loaded at power-on. 

Consequently, they typically require an external non-volatile memory where 

to store them, while the device is not working.  

 Antifuse Technology: Differently to SRAM-based parts, configurable switches 

controlled by this technology become fixed paths, once they are programmed. 
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For this reason, they are also known as One-Time Programmable (OTP) FPGAs. 

OTP are non-volatile devices, and therefore, they do not lose their 

configuration when they are switched off. This may be beneficial since they 

do not need extra external resources to store bitstreams. However, they 

cannot be reconfigured during system life-time, so flexibility is penalized.  

 EPROM, EEPROM and FLASH: This is another class of non-volatile 

programmable devices, with the particularity that they can be reprogrammed 

a limited number of times, with a higher cost than SRAM devices. 

The description of the commercial solutions available in the market starts with 

the largest FPGA manufactures, which are Xilinx and Altera. They have a market 

share of about a 90% [Xilinx_Investors]. Then, minor manufacturers and devices 

offered by start-up companies are discussed. 

1.2.2.2 Xilinx Devices 

Xilinx holds the leading market share, supplying about 50% of the programmable 

technology sold in the world. This company was founded in 1984 by Bernard 

Vonderschmitt, James V Barnett II and Ross Freeman, who is indeed considered 

the inventor of FPGAs. The first of their devices was launched one year after 

founding the company, being conceived as an evolution of CPLDs. Since that 

moment, Xilinx has kept his leadership in a continuously growing market. All the 

while, Xilinx technology and their devices have suffered an evolution, from the 

first programmable logic to the so-called All Programmable SoC devices, 

represented by the cutting edge Xilinx Series 7. Xilinx Series 7 is roughly 

described at this point, as a representative example of the maturity of the state-

of-the-art FPGAs. 

Xilinx Series 7 are based on a 28 nm high-k metal gate technology. It includes 

three different families of devices which provide a variety of computational 

performance and power consumption ranges. In a descending order of 

performance, those are: 

 Virtex-7: Targets higher performance with high logic capacity. 

 Kintex-7: Trade-off solution, with a number of logic resources equivalent 

to the previous families (Virtex-6). 

 Artix-7: Optimized for lowest cost and low-power consumption. 

In addition to these devices, Xilinx Series-7 includes All Programmable SoCs, 

represented by the Zynq-7000 family. Zynq devices gather hardware, software 

and I/O programmability together, by means of a tight integration between an 
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ARM-based processing system and on-chip programmable logic. Regarding the 

programmable fabric, it is a version of the Kintex-7. Therefore, it is not 

considered in the rest of this analysis.  

Besides the increase in the amount of integrated logic, main innovations 

provided by Series-7 are the following: 

 The Stacked Silicon Interconnect (SSI) technology allows creating high 

capacity FPGAs by assembling smaller fabrics, called super logic regions 

(SLR). SSI assembling provides high density routing wires in between each 

two SLRs. 

 Heterogeneous integration, which consists in assembling within the same 

chip, not only the aforementioned SLRs, but also heterogeneous blocks, such 

as high speed I/Os. 

 Software programmability with ARM embedded GPPs. 

 Analog and mixed signal capabilities. 

A summary of the maximum number of resources, for each family of Xilinx 

devices launched during the last years, is provided in Table 1-6. Values in the 

table correspond to the largest device of each family. 

Table 1-6 Main parameters describing the most recent families of Xilinx FPGAs 

Family 
Launching 

Year 

Logic 

Cells 
Block RAM 

DSP 

Slices 

Peak 

Transceiver 

Speed 

I/O 

Pins 

Configuration 

Memory 

(MBytes) 

Virtex-7 2012 1955k 68 Mb 3600 28.05 Gb/s 1,200 45.91 Mb 

Kintex-7 2012 478k 34 Mb 1920 12.5 Gb/s 500 17.87 Mb 

Artix-7 2012 215k 13 Mb 740 6.6 Gb/s 500 9.28 Mb 

Virtex-6 2009 760k 38 Mb 2,016 11.28 Gb/s 1,200 184.9 Mb 

Spartan-6 2009 147k 1 Mb 180 3.2 Gb/s 576 4.04 Mb 

Virtex-5 2006 330k 18 Mb 1056 6.5 Gb/s 1200 9.86 Mb 

Virtex-4 2004 200k 9Mb 192 6.5 Gb/s 960 6.12 Mb 

 

All the devices shown in Table 1-6 are based on the same architecture, which is 

the one used by Xilinx starting in Virtex-4 families. This is the Application Specific 

Modular Block (ASMBL) Architecture. Fundamentals of the ASMBL architecture 

are shown in Figure 1-5. As the name suggests, ASMBL is a highly modular 

approach for building a wide range of FPGAs, each one targeting a certain 

domain: logic, DSP, embedded applications or connectivity. Device logic is built 

by attaching vertically a different number of regions, each one composed of a 

variable number of interleaved basic columns of building blocks. Each of these 
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regions is known as a clock region, since it constitutes a different clock domain 

driven by independent clock buffers.  

Basic types of configurable columns in the ASMBL architecture are the following: 

 Configurable Logic Blocks (CLB) 

 Block RAM memories 

 Digital Signal Processing (DSP) Blocks 

 Input/Output Blocks (IOBs) 

  

Figure 1-5 Application Specific Modular Block (ASMBL) architecture [Series7CLBUG] 

Configurable Logic Blocks are the main configurable logic resources for 

implementing sequential and combinatorial circuits [Virtex5UG]. Each CLB is 

based on two slices, as shown in Figure 1-6 for a Virtex-5. The only exceptions are 

Virtex-4 CLBs, which contain four of them.  

The structure of each logic slice differs from one family to another. Differences 

include the number of LUTs (Look-Up Tables) and registers, as well as the 

number of inputs of each LUT.  

The internal structure of a Virtex-5 slice is shown in Figure 1-7. It contains the 

following elements: 

 Four LUTs, working as Boolean function generators, configurable as six-input 

LUTs with two independent outputs, or as dual five-input LUTs, with shared 

common inputs. Multiple LUTs can be combined to work as distributed 

memory and shift registers. In the case of Virtex-5, this possibility is only 

available in approximately a quarter of the device slices. Those where this is 

possible are known as SLICEM, while the others are called SLICEL. 
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 Four 1-bit registers configurable either as flip-flops or latches. Here is one of 

the main differences compared to Series 7, where the number of registers per 

slice is eight.  

 Dedicated user-controlled multiplexers for combinational logic. 

 Two 1-bit adders.  

 A carry chain which allows connecting vertically several slices, in order to 

create larger arithmetic circuits.  

 

Figure 1-6 Internal structure of a Virtex-5 CLB [Virtex5UG] 

Interleaved among the configurable logic resources there are 36 Kb Block RAM 

memories, which can be configured for a port width from 1 bit to 36 bits. Those 

memories are featured with true dual-ports. Each block RAM can be configured 

as two independent 18 Kb memories, but also as first-in first-out (FIFO) 

memories and shift registers. Internal memories allow increasing the processing 

speed by avoiding unnecessary accesses to the external ones. 

 

Digital Signal Processing blocks are also interleaved in between columns of 

CLBs. The core of these blocks is a 25 ×18 two's complement multiplier, together 

with a 48-bit accumulator. Advanced features are an optional pipelining, a 

single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) ALU and dedicated buses to connect 

them in cascade. Maximum achievable frequency of this block in Virtex-5 devices 

is 550 MHz.  

 

Input Output Blocks are connected both to the FPGA package pins, as well as to 

the configurable interconnection matrix. IOBs are also configurable, so 

parameters such as the output voltage, the standard, the impedance, the strength 

of the current or even the direction are controlled by specific bits in the 

configuration memory. IOBs are arranged in banks, constrained by specific rules.  

Regarding the routing structure, each CLB has an associated switch matrix, 

where programmable switches are allocated. The structure of the Virtex-5 switch 
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matrix is depicted in Figure 1-8. Each interconnection is known as a PIP 

(programmable interconnection point). By selecting the proper bits in the 

configuration memory, connections can be created in between wire segments 

addressing other interconnection matrixes, as well as the CLB logic pins. The 

equivalence in between PIPs and configuration bits in the bitstream is protected 

by Xilinx. Xilinx FPGAs use an island-style routing architecture [Kuon'08], where 

routing resources are evenly distributed through the configurable elements, 

without a hierarchy among them. Wires differ in their length. PENT, DOUBLE 

and LONG wires are defined in Virtex-5, depending on the number of CLBs they 

span.  

 

Figure 1-7 Internal Structure of a Virtex-5 SLICEL [Virtex5UG] 

Global signals, such as clock and reset, are a critical aspect in FPGA-based 

designs. Thinking on them, these devices include a specific type of wire, called 

GLOBAL, which spans the clock region. Those dedicated nets provide special 

features, such as a low skew. Moreover, they are directly connected to the PLLs 

and DLLs available inside the FPGA, embedded into digital clock manager 

(DCM) circuits.  
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The configuration memory of modern Xilinx devices, including Virtex-5, is 

arranged in units called frames [Virtex5ConfUG]. Frames are the smallest 

addressable units of the configuration memory, and therefore, both reading and 

writing operations have to be done in a frame basis. In the case of Virtex-5, the 

dimensions of a clock region are fixed to 20 CLBs tall, spanning half of the device 

length, as shown in Figure 1-9. In the case of Series-7 devices, this value is 

incremented up to 50 CLBs. A configuration frame corresponds to a single 

configurable column of each clock region. This structure is preserved in the rest 

of the Xilinx devices analyzed in this chapter, apart from some minor changes. 

This is important when reconfigurable systems are ported in between different 

families of devices.  

,  

Figure 1-8 Structure of a switch matrix associated with a Virtex-5 CLB 

All Xilinx FPGAs are SRAM-based dynamically reconfigurable devices. In order 

to read and write the content of the configuration memory during a 

reconfiguration operation, three interfaces are available: 

 JTAG (Joint Test Action Group): This interface was originally intended for 

testing, but its functionality has grown to include specific instructions, among 

which is the serial access to the configuration memory. 

 SelectMAP: It provides a bidirectional parallel interface to the configuration 

logic. This interface can be accessed from the outside of the FPGA, by means 

of dedicated I/O ports. 

 ICAP (Internal Configuration Access Port): it works in the same way as the 

SelectMAP interface does, with the main exception that it is located inside the 

reconfigurable fabric. Therefore, it enables dynamic and partial self-

reconfiguration, where the reconfiguration process is controlled from the 

device logic itself.  
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Figure 1-9 Clock regions of a Virtex-5 FPGA 

1.2.2.3 Altera Devices 

Altera is the second major FPGA manufacturer in the market. The same as 

happens with Xilinx, the V generation of Altera devices is also composed of three 

families, which in a descending order of performance and cost are Stratix V, 

Arria V and Cyclone V. All of them are built using a 28 nm process technology. 

Internal architecture of Altera FPGAs is composed of a set of reconfigurable 

resources, arranged as a matrix, in the same way as Xilinx devices. In this case, 

the basic configurable module is known as Logic Array Blocks (LAB). Basic 

components of the LAB are known as Adaptive Logic Modules (ALM). Each 

ALM contains four registers and two LUTs which can be configured to 

implement arbitrary logic and arithmetic functions. LUTs share eight inputs to 

implement different combinations of two functions.  

Each ALM can work in four different modes, which are the normal mode, 

extended LUT mode, arithmetic mode and shared arithmetic mode. They differ 

in the internal connections between the LUTs and the registers, as well as in how 

the two LUTs are combined. DSPs and block memories are also available in the 

die. In addition, some devices count on a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor. 

Altera has introduced dynamic and partial reconfiguration features in their 

devices, starting from this last V generation. Regarding software support, it was 

first introduced in Quartus II software v12.1. In previous device models, only 

transceiver's reconfiguration was possible. 
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1.2.2.4 Minor Manufacturers 

FPGA market is completely dominated by the two mayor players, Xilinx and 

Altera, which count on a well-established silicon technology, accompanied by the 

necessary software design tools. This situation, where customers perceive 

stability and familiarity, hampers the emergence of new manufacturers, as well 

as the shift of the existing ones from niche to market mainstream [MCGrath'09]. 

Thus, only three smaller players have been able to obtain a significant position in 

the market, sharing about a 6%. These companies are: 

 Latttice Semiconductor Corp 

 Microsemi 

 Atmel  

Lattice Semiconductors is the third company by revenues in the market. They are 

focused on low cost and low power devices. Their main product in the market is 

the LatticeECP3, an SRAM-based FPGA with a limited logic capacity, but a 

competitive price. They also offer nonvolatile one time programmable FPGAs, 

such as the iCE40, optimized for low power consumption and limited 

performance, targeting battery-powered mobile consumer applications. The 

iCE40 family was included in the Lattice portfolio after acquiring SiliconBlue 

Technologies, in 2011. Finally, the MachXO2 FPGA is a non-volatile flash-based 

FPGA, which also targets low-cost applications. 

 

Microsemi Corporation, formerly Actel, produces both flash-based and anti-fuse 

FPGAs. It bases its specialization in including mix-signal interfaces and rad-hard 

processes into FPGAs. This company is specialized in providing semiconductors 

for the U.S. space programs. Therefore, radiation-tolerant and military graded 

versions of their devices are also available. The most representative devices of 

this company are: 

 IGLOO FPGAs: it is a series of low power FPGAs, based on flash 

memories. Those are small devices, targeting applications where power 

consumption is the primary concern. They include a Flash Freeze mode 

which allows them entering and leaving, in less than 1 µs, into an ultra-

low power consumption mode.  

 ProASCIC3: Based on flash technology, ProASIC3 are devices optimized 

for cost. They are immune against high energy neutrons. Some versions 

are available including the Flash Freeze technology.  

 Fusion: incorporates configurable analog resources. 
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 Axcelerator, SX-A, eX and MX, are the anti-fuse representatives of this 

company. 

 

Atmel Corporation: Atmel SRAM-based devices are envisaged as co-processors 

for digital signal processing applications. On the one hand, this company is 

focused on low-cost and low-power devices. The largest devices are the 

AT40K40, containing from 40k to 50 k logic gates, and the AT40K40AL, with a 

similar capability, but enabling dynamic and partial reconfiguration (cache logic 

designs, according to the Atmel terminology). In any case, those are relatively 

small devices. On the other hand, Atmel has a long tradition in supplying the 

aerospace industry with rad-hard SRAM based devices. An example of this is the 

AT40kEL040, with about 46k gates, and the ATF280, with 280k equivalent gates.  

1.2.2.5 FPGA Start-up Manufacturers 

In this section, some start-ups offering a promising technology are described. 

They are: 

 Achronix Semiconductors 

 Tabula 

 Menta 

Main strength of Achronix Semiconductors is the use of the 22nm 3-D Tri-Gate 

FinFET process technology, thanks to their access to the Intel's factories. This 

technology substitutes the traditional planar gate with a 3D structure. This way, 

the surface of the channel is increased while transistor size can be shrunk. Due to 

the use of this technology, power consumption is decreased about a 50%, 

according to the company estimations. The commercial name of the Achronix 

devices is Speedster22i, and they started to appear to the market, for early access 

members, in Q3 2012. Speedster22i has two product families: the high density, 

optimized for logic capacity, and the high performance, using the proprietary 

picoPIPE self-timed architecture, which offers processing speeds up to 1.5 GHz. 

The largest has about 1.7 million effective LUTs and 138 Mb of embedded RAM, 

as well as several hard IP interfaces, such as multiple Ethernet controllers, PCI 

Express, Interlaken controllers (developed inside the Cisco Systems ecosystem) 

and serial interfaces at 12.75 Gbps. Speedster22i targets high demanding 

applications with low power consumption constraints. The programming 

technology is SRAM.  

 

Tabula manufactures the Abax2 P1 device, which counts on with the proprietary 

Spacetime technology. They are referred to as 3D devices, since their main 
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innovation is the third dimension, added to conventional 2-D architectures. It 

does not refer to a new spatial dimension, but to time. This is achieved by means 

of ultra-fast dynamic and partial reconfiguration (in the range of GHz). Tabula 

devices are also manufactured using the Intel 22nm process, based on Tri-Gate 

transistors.  

 

Menta, instead of producing FPGA devices, are specialists on embedded FPGAs 

(eFPGA), which can be customized and integrated into System on a Chip (SoC), 

ASICs and System in Package (SIP). They target applications where a certain 

degree of flexibility and life-time upgrading is required. Moreover, 

customization allows having domain specific FPGAs. The Menta eFPGA can be 

provided as a soft core, as a synthesizable HDL design, or as a hard macro IP 

Core, implemented as a drop-in solution by the company design services. 

1.2.2.6 Discussion on the Device Selection 

First of all, it has been decided to use commercial fine-grain devices, instead of 

academic ones, to be closer to the industry. 

Since scalable architectures will be implemented by using dynamic and partial 

reconfiguration, the selected device must support this technique. Therefore, only 

SRAM-based devices are considered. In this regard, solutions from Xilinx and 

Altera are the only ones combining the DPR feature with a high logic capacity 

(this is not the case of Atmel or Lattice SRAM components). However, when this 

thesis work began, only reconfigurable solutions from Xilinx were available. In 

the case of high demanding applications, Virtex-5 devices were the state-of-the-

art solution. Thus, Virtex-5 family was selected, even though portability for 

Spartan-6 devices will be also tested in the case of the reconfiguration control 

mechanism implemented in this thesis. A future research line would be to port 

the architectures proposed in this thesis to newer Xilinx families, or even to new 

Altera devices supporting DPR.  

Maturity of RC and FPGAs makes possible the implementation of complete SoCs 

within a single reconfigurable device. In addition, Dynamic and Partial 

Reconfigurable System on Programmable Chips (DPR-SoPC) can be proposed as 

an evolution of the SoC concept, when reconfiguration is included within the 

system, and programmable logic is used as the underneath technology. The 

move from the SoC to the DPR-SoPC concept is described in the next section. 
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1.2.3 From the System on a Chip paradigm to the Dynamic and Partial 

Reconfigurable System on a Programmable Chip  

This section analyzes the parallelism between the System on a Chip paradigm, 

and Dynamic and Partial Reconfigurable Systems, built on Programmable Chips.  

In the following subsections, first the SoC paradigm is described, including the IP 

core concept. Then, different strategies to integrate a dynamically reconfigurable 

fabric in a GPP-based system are evaluated, resulting in the DPR-SoPC approach. 

Finally, a layered architecture for DPR-SoPCs is provided, based on the concept 

of Operating Systems for Reconfigurable Computing (OS4RC). 

1.2.3.1 The System on a Chip Paradigm and Intellectual Property Cores 

A System on a Chip is the result of integrating the whole functionality of a final 

system, in a single VLSI chip [Martin'01]. In this sense, it constitutes the evolution 

of multichip System-on-Board (SoB) designs, in principle, with the goal of 

reducing the power consumption, increasing the robustness, as well as obtaining 

products with smaller form factors. 

As system's complexity increases, so does the design effort itself. This is 

accompanied by the fast progress of the VLSI integration technologies, as 

predicted by the so-called Moore law. However, complexity is driven to an extent 

which prevents the design, and especially, the verification of systems. In this 

regard, the SoC paradigm goes further than a purely integration matter, and it 

constitutes a solution for the design productivity problem [Saleh'06]. SoCs 

address other important aspects such as the time-to-market pressure and the 

fabrication costs, by enabling the design of multipurpose systems [BeckerJ'02]. 

This way, several variants of the same commercial system, which may differ in 

some details, can be easily built. This includes the customization for local 

markets, as well as products with different cost-performance benefits, maybe, 

moving functionalities from software to hardware. To this end, the Intellectual 

Property (IP) core concept is often used, embracing the idea of hardware 

accelerators. 

Functional Intellectual Property cores are specific-purpose, predesigned, and 

typically pre-verified components, which can be combined appropriately in 

order to create systems with the desired functionalities. Those components can be 

reused in multiple systems, and therefore, repertories of IP cores, even provided 

by third parties, can be generated and exploited. Thus, IPs are envisaged as a 

methodological paradigm which plays a major role in the reduction of the system 

design time, and consequently, to reduce the productivity gap.  
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Typical components, in the form of IP cores, which may be integrated within a 

SoC are: 

 Application specific hardware accelerators for different domains, such as 

digital signal processing, multimedia or communications, showing a highly 

demanding performance and low power requirements. 

 I/O Interfaces to the real world, such as analog and mixed signal blocks, 

radiofrequency components or even micro-electro-mechanical systems 

(MEMS). 

 Embedded shared memories. 

 General purpose embedded processors. 

 Debugging modules, which are part of the SoC verification process. 

 On chip buses, or a Network on Chip instead, which constitute the glue logic 

to compose the final system from its basic components. 

By using IP cores, system design problem is shifted from the design of individual 

components, to its assembling as a whole. This includes dealing with the 

synchronization among IPs or the data exchange protocols, among other issues. 

This methodology is known as platform-based design, and it has been widely 

reported in the literature [Keutzer'00]. According to [Ammari'09], a platform is a 

coordinated family of software-hardware architectures that satisfy a set of 

architectural constraints, to allow the reuse of basic components. Each platform is 

designed with sufficient flexibility to support the implementation of an entire set 

of products. Designing a SoC means to customize the platform for the particular 

requirements, by choosing hardware and software IP components from libraries, 

and by setting the configuration parameters of each of these components. 

To facilitate their reusability, two main features must be considered while 

designing IP cores. The first one is customizability, which means to tune, by 

modifying certain parameters, the core to specific system requirements. The 

second one is the interface standardization. In this regard, separating 

communication and behavior is essential, and different standardization 

initiatives have been proposed. Some examples are the Virtual Socket Interface 

Alliance (VSIA) [VSIA] or IP-XACT [IP-XACT]. There are other solutions which 

have become de facto industrial interfaces, such as the Advanced Microcontroller 

Bus Architecture (AMBA) from ARM [AMBA] and the CoreConnect Technology, 

from IBM [CoreConnect]. 

IPs can be classified on the basis of how they are provided to the system 

integrator. 

http://www.vsi.org/
http://www.arm.com/products/system-ip/amba/amba-open-specifications.php
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 Soft-IP cores, which are specified as a synthesizable Register Transfer Level 

(RTL) description, typically by means of a Hardware Description Language 

(HDL). Each soft-core is therefore synthesized independently, for each 

design, which provides a higher flexibility and an enhanced technology 

independency. However, this implies more problems to guarantee the 

expected timing and performance figures, as well as to protect the design. 

The lack of protection reduces the possibility of developing business models 

based on Soft IP cores. 

 Firm-IP cores are parameterized descriptions based on fixed design 

topologies, where certain parameters can be adjusted offline. Typically, it is a 

netlist dependent on the specific FPGA technology.  

 Hard-IP cores are provided as a highly specialized layout, which is very 

difficult, or even impossible, to be modified. This reduces the possibility of 

introducing design errors, and it guarantees that a predicted performance 

and area metrics are achieved. However, portability and flexibility are 

reduced. Typically, Hard IPs are fully designed, placed and routed ASIC 

designs. 

Those three forms can be regarded as a trade-off, where flexibility, which is 

optimal for the case of Soft IPs, is sacrificed in favor of performance, productivity 

and predictability, in the case of Hard IPs.  

If SoCs are built on fixed hardware, hardware flexibility is not available at any 

rate, and customization has to be done by exploiting software subcomponents. 

However, if programmable chips are used as the underneath technology, highly 

flexible and adaptable SoCs can be implemented [BeckerJ'02]. Integrating a whole 

system on a single programmable device is enabled by the increased 

computational performance and high density offered by commercial FPGAs. This 

approach is referred as System-on-Programmable Chip (SoPC), which extends 

the SoC inherent features with the FPGA flexibility [Kalte'02] [BeckerJ'02]. 

Moreover, if the SRAM-based FPGA technology is selected, dynamic and partial 

reconfiguration features can be exploited. In this case, the customization of IP 

cores can be carried out at run-time. The same as happens for conventional SoCs, 

reconfigurable logic in SoPCs is usually complemented by a general-purpose 

processor [Compton'02], leading to mixed hardware/software reconfigurable 

systems. In the following section, different strategies to integrate the 

reconfigurable fabric and the rest of the system are evaluated.  
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1.2.3.2 Dynamically Reconfigurable System Integration 

Possible strategies to integrate the GPP and the reconfigurable fabric range from 

tightly coupled approaches, where the reconfigurable subsystem is embedded as 

a functional unit within the processor data-path, up to external attachments, 

where both the processor and the reconfigurable logic are located in separate 

buses.  

According to the coupling level, a taxonomy of reconfigurable systems is 

proposed in [Compton'02], as shown in Figure 1-10. Proposed categories are the 

following: 

 As a Functional Unit within the GPP data-path. Those units can extend 

processor's instruction repertory with custom instructions which can be 

adapted online. 

 As a co-processor directly attached to the general purpose processor, by 

means of a fast link, typically a FIFO-based approach. Differently to 

reconfigurable functional units, coprocessors only require CPU cycles after 

task completion. Therefore, they can work in parallel with the CPU core. 

 As an attached reconfigurable processing unit, connected through a shared 

on-chip bus, and accessed through standard I/O instructions from the 

processor. The level of independency with respect to the CPU is much higher, 

and so is the computational granularity.  

 As an external standalone processing unit, located in an attached chip, or 

even connected through a network. According to [Compton'02], this 

approach is more appropriate for emulation than for actual reconfigurable 

computing. 

Main system parameters are affected by the coupling level:  

 Communication overhead is lower the tighter coupling is, and therefore, 

suitability of each approach depends on the frequency the reconfigurable 

section has to be accessed.  

 Computational granularity, in the case of less coupled approaches, tends to 

be higher in order to reduce data transference needs. 

 Parallelism level changes, since the intervention required from the CPU, 

which eventually means dedicating CPU clock cycles, is also very different. 

Integrating the reconfigurable accelerator, from being a standalone engine to an 

attached reconfigurable processing unit, resembles to the evolution of the PCB 

design, until becoming a SoC. In this case, the reconfigurable processing unit 
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constitutes a processor peripheral, so it is integrated together with the GPP in the 

same reconfigurable chip. If the logic is dynamic and partial reconfigurable, a 

new flexibility dimension is added in the time domain. This constitutes the 

Dynamically Partial Reconfigurable System on a Programmable Chip (DPR-

SoPC) paradigm [BeckerJ'02]. A bird's eye view on DPR-SoPCs is provided in the 

next section. 

 

Figure 1-10 Integration levels between the reconfigurable accelerator and the CPU 
[Compton'02]  

1.2.3.3 DPR Systems on a Programmable Chip and Hardware Tasks 

In DPR-SoPCs, compute intensive operations can be accelerated in hardware, 

while sub-tasks which are not suited to be efficiently implemented in hardware, 

as well as the control of the reconfigurable fabric, can be run in the general 

purpose processor. The processor can be either a soft-core built with 

reconfigurable resources of the FPGA, or a hard-wired processor. 

Hardware/software co-design strategies can be used to distribute sub-tasks 

between reconfigurable and software-based resources.  

Flexibility offered by dynamic and partial reconfiguration, in the case of SoPCs, 

can be exploited in the form of custom peripherals, suited to specific application 

needs. Giving the conceptual similarities of dynamic coprocessors with software 

tasks in GPP-based systems, it has been proposed the use of the term hardware 

task, or dynamic hardware plugins (DHP) [Taylor'01], to refer to dynamic IP 

Cores. Following the definition in [Steiger'04], a hardware task is represented as a 

synthesized, pre-placed and pre-routed circuit, stored in a position independent 

way, which can be relocated to different positions in the reconfigurable device. 

Each hardware tasks is characterized by its area and shape. Typically, only 

rectangular areas are considered.  
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Combining DPR with the IP reuse methodology increases the amount of design 

reuse, since DPR requires keeping the modular hierarchy, which therefore 

prevents the flattening of the design. Hardware tasks are placed at a peer level of 

the software tasks, so hardware is no longer a slave device, controlled by 

software. Reference architecture for a DR-SoPC is shown in Figure 1-11. It 

includes a GPP, on-chip memory elements and the static and reconfigurable 

accelerators. The mechanism to control the reconfiguration process can be 

implemented also as a peripheral, so the GPP can send reconfiguration 

commands through the bus using the memory mapped registers within the 

reconfiguration controller. This is the approach followed in this thesis.  

 

Figure 1-11 General architecture of an SoPC 

Dynamic reconfiguration can be exploited twofold in SoPCs: 

 By including IP Cores which are mutually exclusive or that, at least, are not 

required during the whole system life-time. This way, silicon reuse is 

possible. 

 By considering IP Cores with different operating modes which can be 

customized at run-time. By means of DPR, it is possible to switch the mode, 

instead of including the logic, covering all the possible modes, during the 

whole life of the system. 

1.2.3.4 Layered Architecture of DPR SoPCs 

In this section, a layered description of DPR-SoPCs is offered, in order to 

complement the structural vision provided above. It is based on the concept of 

Operating Systems for Reconfigurable Computing (OS4RC), which relies on a set 

of abstraction layers, in such a way that details from one layer are hidden to the 

levels below. Describing an OS4RC is not the final goal of this section, but it is 

used to contextualize the research opportunities in the field of dynamic and 

partial reconfigurable systems. Furthermore, introducing OS4RC deepens the 

parallelism existing in between conventional SoCs and SoPCs. Hence, the same 
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way software processes may be assimilated to the hardware counterparts, the 

relationship existing between the OS4RC and real-time operating systems (RTOS) 

points up the similarities existing regarding system management. 

Applications are made up of a collection of hardware tasks, which are not all of 

them required simultaneously. The set of application tasks, as well as their 

precedence dependencies, may vary dynamically, having arbitrary arrival times. 

In addition, partially reconfigurable devices are able to support a different 

number of tasks in parallel, within the same reconfigurable layout, offering true 

multitasking. These two facts, together with an increase in the number and 

complexity of tasks, lead to complex allocation situations, which makes necessary 

to include dynamic scheduling and placement capabilities in the system. With 

this goal, and assuming the presence of an embedded processor in the system, 

researchers have proposed the use of OS4RC. Some examples are the works in 

[Wigley'01], [Walder'03], [Mignolet'03] or [Steiger'04]. 

Main components of an OS4RC are the programming model and the run-time 

system. On the one hand, the programming model defines the executable objects 

and their interaction, providing the developer with a set of system services. On 

the other hand, the run-time subsystem is in charge of managing the system and 

solving the run-time conflicts appearing at different levels. Main interest of this 

section is in the run-time subsystem.  

In [Hsiung'09], authors propose an architecture for the OS4RCs, organized as 

shown in Figure 1-12, in the following layers: 

1. - Hardware layer, which comprises the reconfigurable SoC platform including, 

at least, a general purpose microprocessor, a reconfigurable region, the 

interconnection infrastructure and a memory where system bitstreams can be 

stored. This was discussed in the previous section. The interconnection network 

has to be compatible with the reconfiguration of hardware tasks, as will be 

discussed in the description of the placement layer. 

2. - Configuration Layer, responsible for the management and control of the 

reconfiguration of hardware tasks in the reconfigurable logic. It includes, at least, 

a reconfiguration port (such as the ICAP, in the case of Xilinx devices), a 

reconfigurable controller, and potentially, other components, such as a relocation 

filter and a task context saving and restoring mechanism. Therefore, it offers 

device independent services to the upper layers. Until needed, HW tasks are 

stored in a repository, in a position-independent form. 
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3. - Placement layer, in charge of deciding where to allocate hardware tasks 

within the reconfigurable area. It can be also in charge of controlling the rest of 

the system shared resources, such as device drivers, memory blocks or general 

purpose processors. 

In SoPC designs, two types of regions are always distinguished: the static or base 

area, which remains unmodified during the whole system lifetime, and one or 

more run-time reconfigurable areas, where reconfigurable hardware IP cores can 

be allocated. The embedded processor, together with the run-time system 

management, has to be located in the static side, and this way, being able of 

controlling the reconfiguration process. As analyzed in [Koch'12], there are two 

main models for the reconfigurable areas: 

 Tiled Architectures: Reconfigurable area is slit up into equally sized tiles, 

considered atomic reconfigurable units, within whose borders a hardware 

module can be reconfigured. If resources corresponding to a single tile are 

not enough to allocate a module, neighboring tiles can be merged. In any 

case, placement is constrained by tiles, so that modules cannot occupy 

arbitrary positions in the device. Depending on how tiles are arranged, 

different models can be further distinguished: 

o Single-module region model: This is the simplest model, since each 

basic region is considered as a single slot, as shown in Figure 1-13 

(a). Therefore, a unique module can be located in each tile. This is 

also known as island style. Main advantage of this approach is the 

fact that placement and reconfiguration control problems are 

simplified. However, it suffers from internal fragmentation. This 

means that the unused area within each tile cannot be reused to 

reconfigure any other module, besides the one assigned to it. 

o 1D slot based model: Reconfigurable area is divided into tiles, 

known as slots, only in one dimension, while the second one spans 

the whole region height (or width, if it were the case). This is 

shown in Figure 1-13  (b). By choosing a fine enough granularity, 

internal fragmentation can be solved. However, external 

fragmentation appears. This means that even counting on with 

enough free slots, it may happen that a module cannot be placed. 

To solve this issue, empty slots among modules have to be 

avoided, by reallocating all the modules into consecutive 

positions. 

o 2D grid based model: Tiles are arranged as a two-dimensional grid, 

improving flexibility, reducing fragmentation, but at the same 
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time, increasing the complexity of the placement problem. This 

situation is shown in Figure 1-13 (c). 

 Unconstrained Architectures: Also known as slot-less architectures. In this 

case, the placement of a reconfigurable module is not limited to the sub-

region’s boundaries. Therefore, the only restriction is not to overlap any other 

module, provided that FPGA heterogeneity is taken into account. This 

situation is shown in Figure 1-13 (d). 

Application Layer 

Module Placement 

Scheduling Layer 

Placement Layer 

Configuration Layer 

Hardware Layer 

Figure 1-12 Layered Structure of the run-time system of an OS4RC 

 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 1-13 Possible architectures for reconfigurable systems 

Strongly related with the reconfigurable architectures, an appropriate 

infrastructure is needed to support the inter-module, as well as the 

reconfigurable module to static system, communication requirements. Moreover, 

this infrastructure has to be homogeneous, providing identical logic and routing 

interfaces in all the possible positions where a module can be reconfigured. 

Otherwise, module reallocation would not possible. In the case of the single-

module region model, this can be easily guaranteed by instantiating 

communication primitives on the region borders. However, this is not the case of 

1D and 2D slotted architectures, since side by side connections are not physically 

possible among all the tiles. This situation is shown in Figure 1-13 (b) and (c). 

Typical approach, in these cases, is to generate a communication structure 

crossing the whole area, providing a socket interface for every slot. An example 
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of such a system is proposed in [Kalte'02] or [Koch'08], for 1D architectures. For 

the case of 2D structures, some works are [Hübner'06], [Krasteva’08], [Koch'09] 

and [Koester’11]. 

The interconnection problem is even harder in the case of slot-less architectures. 

Since placement is completely unrestricted, the communication infrastructure has 

to be created at run-time. This requires the implementation of an online router, 

which, taking into account the constrained nature of embedded systems, cannot 

be regarded as a trivial undertaking. Moreover, since inter-module routing 

becomes part of the placement problem, flexibility comes at the price of 

increasing the reconfiguration time. In [Athanas'07], a work following this 

philosophy is presented. An alternative for this problem is proposed in 

[Iturbe'11]. It consists in using the ICAP interface to transmit data to buffers 

placed within the reconfigurable cores. To do so, authors propose establishing 

virtual channels through the configuration memory, taking advantage of the fact 

that all the physical resources, including BRAMs, are mapped to this memory. 

This can be carried out regardless their final position in the device, and without 

implementing any physical channel using logic resources. This an interesting 

approach, but it has some limitations: it is a centralized scheme where all the 

transactions must be carried out through a unique controller, it cannot be scaled 

when the number of modules changes, and the overall bandwidth is bounded. 

The distribution of FPGA resources and the definition of the communication 

structure are known, according to the terminology proposed by Krasteva, as a 

Virtual Architecture [Krasteva’08]. 

4. - Scheduling Layer: in charge of deciding when the execution of a given task 

must start. This decision may depend on a periodic application task graph or on 

the triggers received at run-time. In addition, a task can only be reconfigured if 

there is free area where it may be located in the reconfigurable device, thus, this 

level is tightly coupled with the placement problem. Scheduling can be static or 

dynamic, and different goals can be set: reducing the reconfiguration overhead, 

improving hardware utilization, reducing the scheduling overhead or reducing 

fragmentation, are some of the most widely used. Moreover, the process of 

scheduling tasks in reconfigurable computing becomes more complicate by the 

fact that task reconfiguration consumes power and time, which have to be taken 

into account. 

5. - Module layer: A module is defined as a hardware task registered in the 

module layer. Therefore, this layer is in charge of the selection and management 
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of which module is to be configured by each application. This way, if there are 

different implementations for the same layer, having different performance and 

cost, the module layer must decide which is the suitable for each application, 

taking into account the run-time system conditions. This includes the scenario 

where software versions of the hardware tasks are also available, and therefore, it 

is possible to decide in between one or the other, relocating tasks from software 

to hardware, and the other way around [Mignolet'03].  

6. - Application Layer: The topmost layer corresponds with each specific 

application described, for instance, by a graph with hardware and software tasks 

located in each vertex. Typical parameters such as the arrival time, the period or 

the deadline of each task are defined as well. 

1.2.4 Self-managing Systems 

Self-management refers to the capability of systems to manage themselves 

according to high level objectives, reducing human intervention. In the 

community, this term is equivalent to self-adaptable or autonomic computing, 

according the terminology coined by Paul Horn, the IBM vice-president in his 

manifesto in 2001, in this case, having in mind large IT facilities [Kephart'03]. 

According to the Oxford dictionary [Adaptation], adaptation in biology is the 

process of change by which an organism or species become better suited to its 

environment. In the same way, generalizing the definition provided by 

[Salehie'09] for self-adaptive software, a self-adaptive system is a system which 

aims to adjust various artifacts or attributes in response to changes in the self and 

in its context. 

In the end, the goal is to reduce the human intervention in system's managing, 

which is a very important burden, some times higher than the initial cost, in 

nowadays increasingly complex and ubiquitous computing infrastructures. This 

way, complexity would no longer be considered as the main system’s limitation, 

as is the case today. The idyllic situation would reduce human intervention to the 

definition of high-level goals and policies. In fact, self-managing concept includes 

system integration, installation, configuration, adjusting and maintenance, 

among others. To succeed in these tasks, a self-managing system should be able 

to deal with changing components, workloads and demands, but also to adapt to 

the external conditions, including facing hardware or software malicious attacks. 

And following the terminology proposed by IBM, the responses to these events is 

not only required to be automatic, but it has to be autonomic. Going again to the 

Oxford dictionary, autonomy is the right or condition of self-government 

[Autonomy], which is shown by those systems which are freed from external 
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control or influence. Actually, this term was selected as a reference to the 

autonomic nervous system. In the human case, the autonomic nervous system 

governs some vital body parameters, such as the temperature or the heart rate, 

without expending the conscious brain capability, which remains available to 

carry out emotional processes, either rational or irrational, such as decision 

making. 

Features exhibited by autonomic computing systems are also called the self-* 

properties. In [Kephart'03], authors distinguish four main properties: 

1. - Self-configuration: Seamless configuration of components and systems, 

according to predefined rules and goals, and triggered by changes in the 

environment. Since those changes are dynamic, so the configuration has to be. 

Moreover, in most of the cases, system services cannot be disrupted. Therefore, 

the importance of reconfigurable hardware for autonomic systems is clearly 

exposed. 

2. - Self-optimization: Continuous exploration of how performance and resource 

utilization can be optimized, in order to track the best combination of system 

parameters. This feature mainly moves design burden from design time to real 

time, not only to evolve from static to dynamic behavior, but also with the aim of 

changing from reactive to proactive systems, which are capable of anticipate and 

foresee changes. 

3. - Self-healing: Consists in detecting, diagnosing and repairing system 

disruptions and failures, in order to maximize their availability and 

dependability. Fault prediction and prevention is included within this category.  

4. - Self-protection: As a countermeasure to defense from malicious attacks, as 

well as from bugs, which are not correctable by self-healing mechanisms. If 

possible, self-protection should also work in a predictive way. 

Around these basic features, many other self-* properties have been proposed in 

the community. Some of them are self-governing, self-organizing, self-diagnosis or 

self-recovery. To do so, systems must be able to know themselves and the 

environment, by means of continuous self-monitoring. In this regard, together 

with self-management properties, self-awareness and context awareness 

mechanisms have been also addressed in the literature.  

The combination of self-management techniques with the flexibility offered by 

dynamic and partial reconfiguration opens up new research opportunities 

[Santambrogio'09]. On the one hand, adding reconfigurable hardware to a self-
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managed system introduces an extra degree of freedom. Hence, hardware 

becomes a dynamic component which can be tuned to contribute to the 

fulfillment of the overall system specifications. On the other hand, adding self-

management capabilities to a reconfigurable system, allows reducing the 

inherent complexity associated with the design and run-time management of this 

type of systems.  

Autonomic systems, offering all the features described above, are still a chimera. 

Hence, there is still a long way ahead to achieve such a degree of autonomy. In 

the meanwhile, Steiner and Athanas propose classifying systems according to 

their hardware autonomy [Steiner’09]. Their research is oriented to aerospace 

systems, serving as a roadmap to guide the evolution of this technology. Such a 

classification is organized in the following levels:  

Level 0: No autonomy at all. The designer is the unique responsible for updating 

the system remotely, while systems, which are completely passive, are not aware 

about what happens.  

Level 1: Systems have some light notion about their reconfiguration, including 

resource utilization and free area. They are even able to create simple connections 

between modules. The 1D slot based approach is the typical model for 

reconfigurable architectures, at this level.  

Level 2: Systems are able to place and route their own netlists, which once 

processed, can be configured by the system according to the internal model. In 

this case, architectures are more efficient and sophisticated than slots. 

Level 3: Synthesis is also included as an autonomic system feature, and therefore, 

component descriptions can be behavioral, which implies a huge reduction of the 

associated engineering costs. 

Level 4: Self-awareness features are included in the system, which at this level is 

able to detect and monitor conditions of interest, without being able to respond 

to them. 

Level 5: A response library is available within the system, gathering possible 

responses to the observed events. The library may be shared and augmented by 

other systems. 

Level 6: Systems are able to apply responses, by synthesizing and implementing 

the behavior corresponding to the expected results. Therefore, responses are 

increasingly complex. 
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Level 7: The system is even able to extend and adapt its response library, by 

inferring the required behavior from the detected conditions. Therefore, system 

counts on artificial intelligence capabilities.  

Level 8: Systems are able to learn, and this way, deciding if implemented changes 

are satisfactory. If so, they are introduced in the library.  

This thesis deals with the design of dynamic and partially reconfigurable 

architectures, which are able to provide support for the design of self-managed 

systems.  In particular, a self-configuration mechanism is proposed in chapter 4, 

while self-healing and self-optimization properties are offered by the use of the 

proposed scalable architectures for Evolvable Hardware (EH) applications, in 

chapter 5. In the case of the evolvable hardware system, a level six of autonomy 

is attained. 

1.3. Thesis Work Lines and Structure of the Document 
In this thesis, two dimensional dynamically scalable IP core architectures are 

proposed. Dynamic scalability is obtained by exploiting the DPR feature 

available in commercial FPGAs. Therefore, IP cores based on this paradigm can 

balance the amount of logic resources they occupy in the device, with the 

provided performance. 

For the sake of generality, scalable architectures are proposed as a generic design 

template, which can be used to build specific purpose architectures. Widely used 

processing templates, including systolic and wavefront approaches, are covered 

by this paradigm. These dynamically scalable architectures are described in 

detail in chapter 2. 

The adaptation of the design paradigm to deal with specific problems is carried 

out by means of a design flow proposed in this work. Both high level design 

aspects, as well as device-dependent implementation details are tackled in this 

regard. All these steps have been automated by means of a CAD tool, which 

seeks the design of dynamic and partial reconfigurable systems on Xilinx FPGAs. 

This design flow and the tool support are covered in chapter 3. 

Reconfiguration control is covered in chapter 4, as part of the run-time system 

management. This corresponds to the configuration layer, according to the SoPC 

architecture provided in section 1.2.3.4 (Layered Architecture of DPR SoPCs).  

Finally, different applications of the proposed scalable architectures are 

provided. In chapter 5, a self-adaptive evolvable hardware (EH) platform is 
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proposed, while a dynamically scalable deblocking filter for Scalable Video 

Coding (SVC) is described in chapter 6. Both of them have a noteworthy 

importance in the context on the present work, beyond being just a proof of 

context. In the case of EH, the inherent ability of dynamic scalable architectures 

to be adapted to run-time variable conditions is exploited to increase system 

autonomy. This is in line with self-managed systems described in this 

technological framework. 

Finally, a summary of the main contributions of the work, as well as a future 

research plan, are described in chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2 

 
Dynamically Scalable 
Architectures 
 

Dynamically scalable architectures, which 

constitute the main proposal of this thesis, are 

described in this chapter. Scalable architectures 

allow balancing, at run-time, the area they occupy 

in the device with the performance or the quality 

they offer to the system. Thus, two scalability 

approaches, referred to as performance and 

functional scalability, are discussed first in this chapter. Differently to the 

solutions in the state-of-the art, which are focused on specific processing tasks, a 

generic architectural template to build dynamically scalable IP cores is proposed. 

It is based on a number of architectural properties, including modularity, 

regularity, locality and parallelism, which allow reducing the reconfiguration 

time and the memory footprint of the proposed solution, while keeping a high 

processing throughput.  

Different computational patterns based on the generic dynamically scalable 

template are also proposed in this chapter. They are the systolic array and the 

wavefront array. Each of these patterns is tailored to a specific data dependency 

scheme, with a particular granularity. Generic software drivers are also proposed 

to make easier the integration of the scalable cores within the rest of the system. 

Finally, some systolic scalable arrays examples are provided as use cases. 
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2. Dynamically Scalable 

Architectures 

2.1. Discussion on Scalability Requirements 
In the framework of this thesis, the concept of scalability is applied both to 

characterize the proposed architectures, as well as an attribute of the algorithms 

running on top of them. On the one hand, performance scalability is envisaged 

as an architectural feature which refers to obtaining a variable throughput by 

changing the size of the architecture. For instance, a scalable network is able to 

increase its throughput when new resources are added, proportionally to the 

amount of new resources. On the other hand, functional scalability makes 

reference to the possibility of dealing with algorithms working on variable size 

input data sets, where either the quality of the results or the processing task itself 

can be adjusted. This would be the case of image or video applications where the 

size of a 2-D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) can be changed depending on the 

required compression ratio. In the rest of this section, both approaches are 

further described, including potential application scenarios for each type of 

scalability. 

2.1.1 Performance Scalability 

Although there is no clear consensus on a precise definition of system scalability 

[Hill’90], it is used, in practice, as a property that describes obtaining changes in 

performance which are linearly proportional to adjustments in the size of the 

system [Sun’94]. By performance is meant any metric which may be used to 

evaluate the system behavior. In the context of hardware accelerators, speedup is 

typically used, particularly in its fixed-size variant. 

Fixed-size speedup allows assessing the improvement, in terms of execution time, 

introduced by the use of several parallel units to solve a fixed size problem, 

compared with the use of a single unit. Therefore, it can be evaluated as follows: 

        (   )   
    (   )

    (   )
 (2-1) 

where x is the size of the problem and n the number of parallel processing units. 

Based on the severe definition, for a system to be scalable, a linear speed up is 

required. This can be represented as: 

        (   )                    and     (2-2) 
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However, the so-called Amdahl law [Amdahl’67] imposes that scalability is 

always limited by the sequential fraction of the algorithm. Therefore, any non-

completely parallelizable section would prevent the overall system to be scalable. 

On top of that, parallelism is always limited by the problem size, for sufficiently 

large systems, or even by the maximum size of the system. For these reasons, 

strictness of the fixed-size speedup definition prevents its use in practice. 

To relax the boundaries set by previous definition, an alternative  was proposed 

by Nussbaum and Agarwal [Nussbaum’91]. It is based on the concept of the 

speedup as the relationship between the time required to execute a given 

algorithm sized x with n parallel resources, both in the architecture under 

evaluation, and a theoretical machine, whatever it be. The expression is the 

following: 

        (   )   
     (   )

    (   )
 (2-3) 

This metric is able to reduce the effect of the algorithms, and this way, to isolate 

scalability as a system feature. Different theoretical machines have been 

proposed in the state-of-the-art with the comparison purpose, as described in 

[Hill’90]. This definition intuitively embraces the fraction of parallelism inherent 

to a given algorithm that can be exploited by a given parallel architecture. 

However, in this case, the problem of using a theoretical machine still makes the 

computation of time(n,x), difficult from a practical point of view.  

Assuming that it is difficult to define scalability from an analytical point of view, 

a qualitative approach to this concept was proposed byAndré Bondi [Bondi’90]. 

This author defines scalability as “the ability of a system to accommodate an 

increasing number of elements or objects, to process growing volumes of work gracefully, 

and/or to be susceptible to enlargement”. Although this definition does not assign 

any quantitative meaning to graceful, it excludes as scalable systems those 

requiring excessive costs, in terms of response time, execution overhead, 

resources or memory, to cope with an increase in the workload. In a similar way, 

a qualitative form has been adopted to define performance scalability in this 

thesis. It is envisaged as the possibility of varying the amount of logic occupied 

by a processing architecture, in order to modify the workload that the 

architecture is able to process in a fixed amount of time. 

In almost any engineering field, performance scalability is a desired feature, in 

order to cope with data-dependent, user-dependent or system dependent 

scenarios, such as CAD applications [LuY'10], video decoding [Mesa'09], 

cryptography [ChenZ’10] or routing protocols [Dhanotia'10], among others.  
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In particular, scalable multimedia is one of the scenarios which may benefit from 

performance scalability. Scalable algorithms are proposed with the goal of coping 

with the diversity of devices, their run-time variable conditions, and the 

environmental changes, including the diversity of the networks. Algorithms or 

protocols are meant to be scalable if they are composed by several layers which 

can be added or removed, trading off the so-called quality of service, with the 

computational complexity, the available bandwidth or the power consumption. 

Scalable Video Coding (SVC) stands out among the existing scalable algorithms in 

the multimedia field [Schwarz'07]. In this case, the higher is the required 

temporal, spatial or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) resolution, the more demanding 

are the performance requirements set on the hardware underneath. The same 

approach exists in the case of other multimedia applications, such as scalable audio 

compression [Kandadai’08] or scalable speech coding [Dong’06],  

2.1.2 Functional Scalability 

Functional scalability refers to the possibility of adapting the dimensions of the 

data set on which an algorithm works, in order to obtain a different quality 

metric. Through the selection of a given size, the algorithm may be adapted to 

deal with different specifications and standards.  

This situation is especially evidenced in the case of block-based operators. A 

block based operation consists in splitting up input data into blocks, which are 

processed independently. Several tasks included in the specifications of different 

standards are arranged in a block basis. Moreover, different standards within a 

single domain typically share most of the processing tasks, differing just in the 

size of the data units they process. As a particular case, in window-based 

operations a regular operator in the form of a matrix is applied on each of those 

blocks to obtain a single result value. Typically, the larger the window is, the 

better is the obtained processing quality.  

Functional scalability can be combined with performance scalability, or be 

required as a standalone feature. For instance, if a single output element is 

obtained as a result of the application of the window, no performance benefits 

will be obtained by increasing the windows size. In other cases, the larger the 

block is, the smaller the number of blocks to be processed will be, scaling this 

way both the quality and the overall performance of the algorithm. 

Several algorithms, typically described in the form of matrix operations, are 

scalable by themselves. Some scenarios in video coding, still image processing, 
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and communications, which can benefit from functional scalability, are provided 

next as examples. 

First, variable block size algorithms for video codecs are described. Current video 

coding standards, including H.264 and High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), 

allow the use of variable block sizes in some of the internal stages of the coding 

chain. This includes, for instance, variable block size motion estimation 

[ChenCY’06], where the size of the block can be adapted depending on the 

structure of the motion detected. Therefore, by changing the size of the input 

blocks, different encoding quality can be achieved. In the same way, different 

rate/distortion balances can be also obtained by adapting the size of the 

transform (typically DCT) applied on image blocks [Wien’03]. In addition, 

complete non-normative coding algorithms have been proposed using variable 

block size in every stage. This is the case of the solution presented in [Silva’94]. 

This coding algorithm is based on a wavelet decomposition where the error 

image is segmented into variable size blocks. Borders of these blocks are defined 

depending if they are placed in moving or non-moving regions, so the overall 

coding efficiency is increased. 

In still image processing, 2-D window-based operators can also benefit from 

scalability. Among them is convolution, which can be found in many pre-

processing stages of different applications. By changing the size of the window, 

different kernels can be applied, depending on the features to be detected or the 

required sensitivity of the process. In [Saldaña’05] an example of a scalable 

convolution is shown. Other processing tasks, such as object detection, can be 

also implemented in a scalable block-basis. This is the case of the works 

presented in [Miyosi'10] and [Tseng’09], where the sensitivity of the detection can 

be also controlled by means of the selection of the size of the block in which the 

image under analysis is segmented.  

When multiple communication standards coexist in the same device, it would be 

beneficial to use adaptable processing components to cope with all of them, 

instead of implementing different versions of each processing core for each 

communication sub-system. This is possible since communication standards 

typically share common processing components, such as a time-frequency 

transformation, but they differ in the size of the operation. For instance, a 

variable size FFT (Fast Fourier Transforms) has been proposed for multi-

standard processing in [Hwang’07], and a scalable Low Density Parity Check 

(LDPC) is shown in [HuangS'09] for multi-standard Forward Error Correction 

(FEC). 
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2.1.3 Architectural Approaches for Scalability 

To allow the adaptation to changes in the level of scalability needed for each 

processing core, both in terms of functionality and performance, hardware 

underneath is required to be flexible enough. With this aim, there are different 

design approaches, which may be classified as originally proposed below: 

 Overdimensioned versus customizable architectures: Processing architectures with 

scalability requirements may be based on a unique hardware structure, 

capable of covering all the potential scalability levels, or several versions of 

the core may exist, one for each case. The first option relies on 

overdimensioning the architecture for the worst case, but allowing it to work 

under less demanding scenarios. Differently, customization consists in 

parameterizing the architecture, so that by selecting suitable combinations of 

parameters, different scalability points may be achieved. At the same time, 

each combination will result in different power consumption or resource 

occupation values, enabling this way the balance between the scalability level 

of each core with the overall device area and the maximum power 

consumption. 

 Static versus dynamic architectures: The adaptation of customizable 

architectures to deal with different performance or functionality scalability 

requirements can be carried out statically or dynamically or, in other words, 

it may be done at design time or at run-time. In the first case, architecture 

customization is enabled by a parameterized design, where the working 

point is defined at design time by means of the selection of a combination of 

parameters, which cannot be modified after system deployment. Differently, 

run-time scalability allows changing dynamically the scalability level to deal 

with run-time variable changing conditions. 

 Scalable versus non-scalable footprint: Scalability of the architectures can be 

accompanied by a change in the area they occupy in the device. This is 

referred to as a scalable footprint, as opposed to constant footprint 

architectures, which consume a fixed rectangular area regardless the 

functionality or the performance they offer. Counting on with a scalable 

footprint allows a trade-off between the area the architectures occupy in the 

device, and their functional or performance scalability level. 

 1D versus 2D scalable footprint: This classification is only applicable to 

architectures featured with a scalable footprint. It refers to the possibility of 

changing the size of the footprint in one or two dimensions. 
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This thesis is focused on customizable architectures offering a run-time 

functional or performance scalability, which can be balanced with the area they 

occupy in the device. Looking for the highest possible flexibility, 2D scalable 

architectures are proposed. Therefore, we refer to 2D dynamic architectures for 

functional and performance scalability, with a run-time scalable footprint. 

Run-time adaptation of the architecture is implemented by exploiting dynamic 

and partial reconfiguration of SRAM-based FPGAs, as explained in the 

introductory chapter. The footprint of the proposed architectures is modified 

depending on the required scalability level using this technique. The more 

demanding requirements are, the greater is the area a scalable architecture 

occupies in the device. 

In the following section, some state-of-the art works related with scalable 

architectures are provided, focusing on those solutions showing a scalable 

footprint.  

2.2. State-of-the Art on Dynamic Scalable Architectures with 

Scalable Footprint 
This section contains a summary of existing works targeting the problem of 

dynamically scalable processing architectures, offering run-time variable area 

consumption. 

2.2.1 Danne 

In [Danne’04], Klaus Danne introduced the concept of hardware tasks which, 

instead of requiring a fixed amount of logic resources during system life time, are 

able to grow and shrink during runtime. This concept is what we refer to as 

scalable footprint in this thesis work. More specifically, the author proposes the 

use of several variants for each task, each one constituting a different trade-off in 

terms of performance and resource consumption. Each version can be built 

incrementally as an extension of another core, avoiding the reconfiguration of the 

whole architecture.  

The author provides a design, using Distributed Arithmetic (DA) to implement a 

scalable scalar product of two vectors, one constant and the other variable. DA is 

an efficient technique to compute multiply and accumulation (MAC) operations, 

which are the basis of the scalar product. It consists in a bit-level rearrangement 

of the operation, which allows substituting explicit products by a set of look-up 

tables, containing pre-calculated results for all possible inputs. This allows the 

decomposition of the product in a set of accesses to memories, followed by a shift 
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and an addition. In case a single memory and a unique shifter unit are included 

in the design, the operation is done completely serial. Otherwise, the 

performance of the operation increases proportionally to the extra memories and 

shifters added to the architecture. The architecture proposed for the online 

scalable DA core is shown in Figure 2-1.  

 

Figure 2-1Arquitecture of the Online Scalable DA core [Danne’04b] 

Modules labeled as 1 and c in the figure have to be always present in the 

architecture, while intermediate stages can be added or removed by means of 

partial reconfiguration at run-time, if a higher performance is required. To 

implement the system, the ISE modular design flow was used. In [Danne’04b], 

the author extends its work, including an example of applying the scalable DA 

architectures to develop mechatronic controllers, and proposing an analytical 

model to quantify the performance/resource trade-off, in terms of latency and 

cost. 

2.2.2 Sudarsanam et al. 

In [Sudarsanam’10], authors from Utah State University proposed the design of 

the PolySA architecture, which is a flexible one dimensional systolic array co-

processor. The array can be adapted to accelerate different algorithms by means 

of the modification of the Processing Elements using DPR. The proposed 

architecture is suited to accelerate linear algebra algorithms, such as matrix-level 

operations, and block-based operations, including 2D convolutions. In particular, 

it is applied to accelerate both Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT) and the 

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). As shown in Figure 2-2, the overall architecture 

consists of a microprocessor, the PolySA co-processor and interface logic. The 

microprocessor is in charge of controlling and scheduling the operations in 

PolySA, as well as supporting DPR and bitstream management.  
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Figure 2-2 Top-level PolySA architecture [Sudarsanam’10] 

For its part, the PolySA coprocessor is made up of a set of Processing Elements 

(PEs) and Switch Boxes, arranged as a one dimensional array. Different 

Processing Elements, suited to either the Faddeev algorithm (the core part of the 

EKF) or the DWT, can be dynamically configured in the architecture. Proposed 

switch boxes are able to route data between two subsequent PEs, between a PE 

and the interface logic, as well as to loop back data to the source PE. Instead of 

using DPR, switch boxes are based on programmable multiplexers. A centralized 

controller and a data buffer are included as interface logic. Those elements are 

neither scalable nor reconfigurable. Instead, their adaptation from one 

application to the other is achieved by decoding macro-instructions sent from the 

processor. 

Only the functionality but not the amount of PEs is modified in this case. 

Therefore, the overall area of the accelerator remains unmodified, and 

consequently, unused area cannot be freely reused for a different system 

application.  

2.2.3 Huang et al. 

At Central Florida University, Jian Huang and Jooheung Lee investigated novel 

design approaches for video coding applications using reconfigurable hardware. 

Within this framework, they proposed two different scalable architectures based 

on dynamic and partial reconfiguration for DCT computations. Scalable DCTs 

are able to compute a run-time variable number of coefficients of a 2-D 

transform. The first of those approaches is based on a 1-D decomposition, while 

the second one is a 2-D array architecture. 

In the case of [HuangJ’09], authors propose the decomposition of the DCT 

algorithm in a 1-D structure, where the number of processing elements working 

in parallel can be changed dynamically to modify the zone of the image which is 
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affected by the transform, from 1×1 to 8×8 rectangular regions. The modification 

of the region affected by the DCT is achieved by means of a change in the 

number of processing elements working in the reconfigurable architecture. 

However, it cannot be considered as a scalable footprint, since the structure and 

the area of the PEs have to be kept regardless they are used or not. Instead, 

unused PEs can be used by other processing task. As an example, authors 

propose implementing a simple Motion Estimation Engine, reusing the empty 

Processing Elements. The overall architecture of the proposed scalable DCT core 

is shown in Figure 2-3. 

The precision of each DCT coefficient can be also modified online. This is based 

on the modification of the internal logic of each Processing Element, in order to 

truncate the transform coefficients, following a DA approach. The precision of 

the coefficients affects the throughput of the accelerator, as well as the image 

compression rate. Both the controller and shared memories are centralized and 

non-reconfigurable in this proposal.  

 

Figure 2-3 Architecture of the 1-D Scalable DCT [HuangJ’09] 

In [HuangJ’09b], the same authors propose an enhanced version of the platform, 

which is able to select the elements involved in the DCT computation in a zig-zag 

scan order, rather than a rectangular one. This is suited to the features of DCT 

based image compression algorithms, which typically discard high frequency 

coefficients. Therefore, the quality of the compression as well as the throughput 

can be controlled with this architecture, setting a trade-off with the area it 
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occupies and the power consumption. Figure 2-4 shows the proposed 

architecture. In this case, instead of implementing each processing element in a 

different reconfigurable module, a full diagonal of the window is implemented in 

the region, so area released by the DCT engine cannot be reused by other 

applications.  

 

Figure 2-4 Architecture of the 2-D DCT module [HuangJ’09b] 

2.2.4 Khraisha et al. 

Rakan Khraish from the University of South Florida presented in [Khraisha‘10] a 

scalable H.264/AVC deblocking filter (DF) architecture. DF is one of the tools 

included in the latest video coding standards. Its goal is to improve visual quality 

by reducing blocking artifacts appearing in video frames during the coding 

process. DF proposed by Khaisha is able to adapt the number of edges the 

architecture computes in parallel. More specifically, as shown in Figure 2-5, it 

consists of a variable number of DF engines, up to a maximum of four, each one 

capable of performing a whole filtering in a 4 ×4 block edge. Dynamically 

scalable deblocking filter proposed in their work targets the adaptation to 

different types of displays, leading to variable computational complexity 

scenarios, each one requiring different frame rates. 

The architectural template originally proposed in this chapter to implement 

dynamically scalable IP cores is described in next section. After that,  it will be 

compared and analyzed with respect to the state-of-the-art works described in 

this section. 
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Figure 2-5 Architecture of the Dynamically Scalable Deblocking Filter [Khraisha‘10] 

2.3. Architectural Template for Dynamically Scalable IP Cores 
Some metrics which are considered relevant to evaluate the architectures 

proposed in this thesis are described first in this section. Then, main architectural 

concepts and design principles used to build dynamically scalable architectures 

are introduced. This includes widely used concepts such as modularity, 

regularity, locality and parallelism, whose involvement when building efficient 

reconfigurable architectures is also tackled in this section. Based on these 

parameters, the dynamically scalable IP core template is finally derived.  

2.3.1 Evaluation Parameters and Design Goals 

The parameters which are considered relevant to evaluate the dynamically 

reconfigurable architectures are described in this section. These parameters can 

be regarded as design requirements, set to obtain efficient architectures. 

 Reconfiguration Time: The time required to reconfigure the core is critical, in 

particular, in the case of highly adaptive applications.  

 Memory Footprint: Memory resources needed to store partial bitstreams 

corresponding to the different variants of each core, is typically a restricting 

factor. This has even more impact in the case of resource constrained 

embedded systems. 

 Processing Throughput: Besides the reconfiguration related parameters, it is 

necessary to evaluate the throughput of the architectures after 

reconfiguration.  
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The design goals are to reduce the reconfiguration time as well as the memory 

footprint, while achieving a high processing throughput since multimedia 

processing applications are targeted. 

2.3.2 Architectural Properties and Design Principles 

In the academic literature, the use of qualifiers to define system properties is 

frequent, even though sometimes it is difficult to formulate commonly accepted 

definitions for them. This is the case of some features addressed in this thesis, 

such as modularity, regularity and parallelism. All of them can be found in 

several fields of the technology, not exclusively electronics system design. The 

goal of this section is to provide the ideas behind the use of those characteristics 

in the context of this work.  

 Modularity: Attribute of those systems which are composed of self-contained 

functional units, referred to as modules, which relate to each other by means 

of well-defined interfaces [Modularity]. Modularity is therefore a way of 

reducing the complexity of systems. It also refers to the ability of creating a 

variety of systems, by means of the combination and the exchange of 

modules, and therefore, one of the goals when modularizing a system is to 

reuse resources, and consequently, to reduce the design costs.  

In the context of VLSI design strategies, modularity allows the design of each 

functional module independently, enhancing the confidence of obtaining the 

required overall functionality when all the cells are finally combined. 

 Regularity: According to the Oxford Dictionary [Regular], regular is the 

quality of being "arranged in or constituting a constant or definite pattern, 

especially with the same space between the individual instances". 

With respect to VLSI structures, regularity affects the way an architecture is 

modularized, in the sense that basic functional modules are similar. Thus, the 

structure can be built up by instantiating similar modules multiple times. 

This impacts design productivity since these modules can be reused. 

 Locality: This noun refers to "the position or site of something", as well as "an 

area or neighborhood" [Locality]. 

In the context of VLSI design, locality involves keeping internal signals 

within the borders of the module, without driving them to the exterior unless 

they are significant. It is also related with placing modules close enough to 

minimize the global wiring. As described in [Seitz'84], this is of vital 

importance, since communications account for most of the delay, power 

consumption and chip area. By the locality principle, distributed control is 

preferred over a central control for the whole structure. 
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 Parallelism: Is defined by the Oxford Dictionary as "computing involving the 

simultaneous performance of operations" [Parallelism]. Parallelism is an effective 

solution to increase throughput rate, by means of concurrent processing of 

computational tasks. Even though it is difficult to offer a unified description 

of parallelism, classification proposed by Michael J. Flynn in 1966 is still 

considered a useful tool to characterize these architectures [Flyn’66]. It 

includes the categories shown in Table 2-1. This classification organizes 

processors according to the behavior of two different streams of information: 

data and instructions.  

Table 2-1 Flynn's Taxonomy of architectures 

SISD 

 (Single Instruction, Single Data Stream): 
Purely Serial Computers 

MISD  

(Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data Stream) 

Typically ineffective solution that consists in 

applying different instructions to a datum. 

SIMD  

(Single Instruction, Multiple Data Stream) 

Multiple Processors executing the same 

instruction on different data 

MIMD  

(Multiple Instruction Multiple Data Stream) 

Multiple processors executing different 

instructions on different data. 

 

2.3.3 Attributes for Efficient Reconfigurable Architectures 

The application of the design principles for VLSI architectures outlined in the 

previous section provides benefits in terms of the evaluation parameters 

discussed in 2.3.1 (Evaluation Parameters and Design Goals). Hence, using highly 

local, parallel, modular and regular architectures constitutes a strategy, which 

allows reducing the overhead of the reconfiguration process. This is one of the 

original contributions of this thesis work.  

One of the original contributions of this thesis is the use of highly parallel, 

modular, regular and local architectures to implement dynamically 

reconfigurable processing IP cores, for data intensive applications with 

flexibility requirements and a reduced reconfiguration overhead. 

The way proposed design features affect architectural merits is analyzed in the 

rest of this section. 

 Modularity is of two-fold importance. On one hand, it allows to 

independently design each of the basic modules of the architecture, reducing 

the overall design complexity. Moreover, modules can be reused to form 

different IP Cores. On the other hand, modularity allows the reduction of the 
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reconfiguration time, since only those modules of the architecture which 

differ from the original to the final configuration status have to be actually 

reconfigured, while common ones remain unaffected. Without modularity, 

the whole architecture should be reconfigured in response to any adaptation 

need, no matter how minor changes are. The same way, since different 

versions of the architecture can be composed online by combining 

appropriately a predefined set of basic modules, the amount of configuration 

information to be stored in the system is reduced. 

 With respect to regularity, it means that the architecture is composed of the 

same (in the case of homogeneous architectures) or quite a few 

(heterogeneous architectures) different modules. This also has a direct impact 

on the memory footprint needed to store the configuration information. To 

optimize the benefits of architectural regularity, it is necessary to introduce a 

run-time relocation mechanism enabling the reuse of the same configuration 

bitstreams in different positions of the architecture. This way, it is not 

necessary to store variants of the same configuration file for every position 

where it could be reconfigured. 

 With respect to spatial locality, communications among modules are 

restricted to adjacent elements. This way, long wires crossing multiple 

borders between reconfigurable modules are avoided. In this work, locality is 

tackled at every level of system design. This means that it has to be 

considered when system layout is decided, during the placement of the 

different modules as well as when the architecture is selected. This also 

impacts the design methodology of the reconfigurable system, since only 

modules with common borders will require sharing data, and therefore a 

reconfigurable module (RM) to reconfigurable module communication 

scheme is proposed targeting this kind of architectures. This will be described 

in chapter 3. Regarding module’s implementation, the number of signals 

crossing the borders between modules is reduced, enabling the possibility of 

obtaining bounded layouts for each module.  

 Highly parallel architectures are suited to data-intensive processing 

problems. In order words, spatial computing offers high processing 

throughput by means of the replication of processing units.  

Summarizing, the main implications of these architectural attributes are provided 

in Table 2-2. 

Parallel processing architectures have proliferated since their introduction in the 

early 60s, as analyzed in [Russell'89]. Among the parallel processing architectures 

which follow the assumptions proposed in this section, array processors offer all 
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the required attributes. Those will be used as the basis to devise the dynamically 

reconfigurable and scalable architectures, as will be described in the following 

section. 

Table 2-2 Impact of architectural assumptions on merit figures 

Modularity 

 Reduces the complexity of the design process. 

 Reduces the reconfiguration time and the memory footprint 

due to the reuse of common modules. 

Regularity 
 Allows reducing the memory footprint if it is combined with 

relocation features. 

Spatial Locality 

 Reduces the cost of the communications among reconfigurable 

modules. RM to RM communication schemes can be used. 

 The number of signals crossing the borders between modules is 

reduced. 

Parallelism 
 High throughput can be obtained for data-intensive 

applications. 

 

2.3.4 Derivation of the Dynamically Scalable IP Core Template  

In this section, the structure of the template proposed to build dynamically 

scalable IP cores is derived, following the previously defined design 

assumptions. 

Parallel architectures are based, almost by definition, on the replication of a 

reduced set of basic computational units, typically called Processing Elements 

(PEs). Therefore, modularity is almost straightly achievable when using highly 

parallel architectures. The approach followed to interconnect multiple processing 

elements is crucial, since it impacts the capacity of algorithm mapping, the power 

efficiency, the latency, and obviously, architectural scalability, among other 

factors. Several approaches exist to interconnect PEs in parallel architectures. 

Some of the most important ones are ring, tree, mesh, hypercube or shuffle 

networks [Seitz'84]. In this thesis, following the spatial locality and regularity 

principles, a two dimensional mesh like topology was selected as the most 

suitable solution to build dynamically scalable hardware accelerators. This type 

of regular structures is known as Regular Processor Arrays [Malony'88]. 

Mesh-connected array processors are uniform massively parallel structures, 

characterized by a simple connection pattern, which consist on connecting each 

processor only with its immediate neighbors [Malony'88]. Mesh-like structures 

have been proposed in the past for parallel processing in the VLSI world 
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[Kung'85], since they can naturally represent the data flow pattern of many 

algorithms. In addition, the implementation of highly repetitive structures 

benefits greatly from the internal structure of the FPGAs. This way, benefits 

envisaged for regularity are maximized. 

Depending on the number of neighbors connected to each PE, different 

topologies can be implemented, as shown in Figure 2-6. For instance, if each 

processing element has four different interconnection points, one in each 

direction, a 4-neighbor mesh can be created, as shown in Figure 2-6 (a). If each 

one has six interconnections, a 6-neighbour hexagonal tile is described, as shown 

in Figure 2-6 (b). If each one is able to communicate with the elements in all the 

corners, an 8-neighbour mesh is created, as revealed in Figure 2-6 (c). 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2-6 Mesh type arrays with particular interconnection patterns  

Main drawback of mesh-type structures is the lack of global interconnections. 

This makes extremely costly, in terms of delay, the communication between 

elements located in opposed edges, and therefore, is tailored to algorithms 

dominated by local operations, such as matrix operations. Anyway, the selection 

of an interconnection topology does not preclude data transmission among any 

arbitrary pair of elements in the structure.  

In order to extend the scope of the proposed architectures, two-dimensional 

scalable architectures are used. A further implication of this choice is the 

possibility of modifying the size of the architecture both by changing its width 

and height. 

Following the principle of modularity, different functionalities can be obtained 

by combining different modules in each position of the array. Moreover, only 

those modules differing between versions of the architecture with different sizes, 

have to be reconfigured. An example of this situation is shown in Figure 2-7. In 

this case, to increase the size of the architecture from 4×4 to 5×5, only the 
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elements corresponding to the last row and the last column have to be added by 

means of DPR. This way modularity results both in lower functional adaptation 

and scaling times. Moreover, an actual scalable footprint is obtained, since the 

area occupied by unused modules of the architecture can be freely reused with 

any other purpose. Therefore, this approach allows the execution of tasks with 

different tradeoff points in the area/time design space, as has been motivated 

earlier in this document. 

 

Figure 2-7 Scalable architecture following the proposed template 

An original contribution of this thesis is the proposal of two-dimensional mesh-

type arrays, as a generic architectural template to build dynamically scalable IP 

cores. The run-time scaling of the architecture is carried out by means of the 

addition or removal of modules working in parallel, obtaining lower 

reconfiguration times and a scalable footprint. This proposal, instead of being a 

specific purpose solution, is a generic template that can be tuned to solve 

different computational problems 

2.3.5 Overview of the Proposed Architectural Template  

Apart from counting on a two-dimensional matrix of Processing Elements, other 

types of modules are included in the general template. These non-processing 

modules are in charge of control, data arrangement and communication tasks, as 

provided below: 

 Processing Elements (PEs) 

 Memory and Control Modules 

 Communication Modules 

 Input/output Module 

 

Processing Elements are basic modules which are in charge of data processing 

tasks. All of them can be equal, in the case of completely homogeneous 

architectures, or a set of different elements can be required. Each module has a 
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certain number of input and output ports connecting it to the closest neighboring 

modules. In the general template, no assumption is done about the internal 

structure of these elements. Therefore, they may range from fine-grain 1 bit logic 

operators, with a few memory positions inside, to full programmable processors. 

In any case, regardless their granularity, distributed control is the preferred 

approach. This is because centralized control units must be completely 

reconfigured each time a single change has to be implemented in the architecture. 

Sometimes distributed control is simplified to the maximum possible extent, and 

data units flow autonomously through the array driven by the clock signal. Even 

if a distributed scheme is used, it may be needed to adapt some parameters of the 

control used during the data supply as well as when results are gathered, in case 

the size of the architecture changes. For instance, it may be necessary to adjust 

the latency of the circuit to sample output results in the appropriate time instant. 

Typically, the larger the array is, the higher will be the latency. 

Memory and Control modules are in charge of supplying input data to the PEs, 

gathering processed results as well as driving control signals. Hence, they 

arrange input data appropriately to ensure that each PE receives inputs to be 

processed in the correct time instant. This has to be done taking into account the 

I/O bandwidth limitation suffered by regular processing arrays. Regarding 

control, the role of these modules is to synchronize data transferences and PE’s 

operation. This is a distributed scheme, where control signals are sent only to the 

elements affected by each of these modules, typically on a row or column basis. 

In some cases, it is necessary to include communication modules to transmit 

information between modules which are not located in neighboring positions of 

the FPGA. These modules are also required to deal with the heterogeneity of the 

device, as will be described in chapter 3, dedicated to the implementation 

techniques. 

Proposed architectures have a single point in charge of the interconnection with 

the rest of the system, which is placed in the input/output module. This strategy 

allows freely reconfiguring and scaling the architecture, just by ensuring that the 

input/output module remains unmodified. Therefore, a main component of the 

module is the bus interface. 

The proposals of this thesis, at an architectural level, have been complemented 

with two different processing templates which, based on the already discussed 

topology, provide support for the mapping of many different algorithms. They 

are well known VLSI architectures, such as wavefront processors and systolic 

arrays. 
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2.4. Computational Patterns based on the General 

Dynamically Scalable Template 
On top of the highly modular and regular generic template proposed as an 

original contribution of this thesis, specific architectures following two different 

patterns of computation have been implemented. All these patterns share the 

topological characteristics of the general structure, but they differ in the 

particular way in which data is processed. This covers, among other aspects, the 

data arrangement and the propagation strategy, the dependency scheme between 

data to be processed in different PEs, and obviously, the type and granularity of 

the processing tasks to be carried out. 

In this work, a design pattern is understood in the sense of the definition in 

[Anvik'01], which is: “a design pattern is really a family of solutions to a family of 

problems”. Thus, each solution proposed in this section targets the 

implementation of dynamically scalable IP core architectures, dealing with a set 

of problems, sharing the same algorithmic structure. Greater effort has to be 

carried out in order to customize these patterns to each specific problem. 

Two different types of architectures have been implemented on top of the generic 

template, namely, Systolic Arrays and Wavefront Processors. The criteria 

followed to select these templates are, first, the matching between them and the 

general architectural template, and second, to address the widest range of 

applications. They are described in the rest of this section. 

2.4.1 Systolic Array Pattern 

2.4.1.1 Introduction to Systolic Arrays 

According to Kung and Leiserson [Kung’85], who proposed them in 1978, a 

systolic array (SA) is a "network of processors which rhythmically compute and pass 

data through the system". Each of those processors is an independent PE, 

performing a basic operation, and connected with the rest by means of regular 

and local links. Typically, PEs are arranged in 2D structures. Therefore, systolic 

arrays follow the topological principles of mesh-like processing arrays, offering 

modularity, regularity and local interconnections. The term systole describes the 

contraction of the heart which sends blood to body cells through the circulatory 

system. In the same way, data streams are rhythmically read from the memory 

and passed through the systolic network, while they are being repetitively 

computed. This rhythmic behavior is obtained by introducing pipelining 

registers in the data path, delaying signal transactions from one node to the 

following one. Pipelining, together with its inherent and massive parallelism, 
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provides the SAs with intensive data processing capabilities. All the PEs in the 

array are synchronized by a global clock. Actually, one of the main limitations of 

SAs is the clock distribution scheme, which typically constraints the maximum 

achievable size of the array. Another important restriction is the I/O bandwidth, 

since only elements in the perimeter can have access to external memories. 

In this thesis, only 4-neighbour mesh type arrays have been considered, as shown 

in Figure 2-8. In this figure, each line constitutes an interconnection and each box 

represents a PE of the SA. Data width of the interconnections is defined by the 

granularity of the PEs, and it may range from a single bit to complete buses. 

Massively parallel systolic networks exhibit good performance in applications 

such as scientific computing and digital signal processing, especially for digital 

filtering and matrix operations [Fountain'87]. 

 

Figure 2-8 General Organization of a Systolic Array  

2.4.1.2 Dynamically Scalable Systolic Arrays 

Dynamically scalable systolic arrays follow the general approach of the scalable 

template proposed in this thesis.  Different use cases following this scalable 

pattern are provided at the end of this chapter. On top of that, a processing core 

for evolvable hardware applications is proposed in chapter 5. 

The proposed organization for the dynamically scalable systolic array is shown 

in Figure 2-9. As follows from the basic template, a single input/output module 

located in one of the corners, is included in the dynamically scalable SA. From 

this element, data is delivered to the array of PEs, which is in charge of the 

computational tasks. To do so, Memory and Control (M&C) modules have been 

included all over the borders of the array. More detailed descriptions of the role 

and behavior of these modules are provided below. 
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 Processing Matrix 

The two-dimensional matrix of PEs constitutes the processing core of the SA. 

This structure is inherently parallel and completely pipelined. Both 

homogeneous and heterogeneous approaches are possible. Each PE has a port on 

each side, namely, North, South, East and West ports, as shown in Figure 2-10. 

Each of them can be unidirectional or bidirectional and they may include both 

data and control signals. The trajectory followed by data fronts passing through 

the systolic network can be adapted to each problem. It depends on the 

connectivity, the pipelining in each output port and the distribution scheme 

implemented in the M&C module.  

 

 

Figure 2-9 Structure of the proposed Dynamically Scalable Systolic Array 

 

 

Figure 2-10 Scheme of the PE internal structure.  
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 Memories and Control Modules 

From the functional point of view, two different types of M&C modules are 

introduced in the SA architecture: Input M&C modules and output M&C 

modules. They have two interfaces to allow the interconnection with other M&C 

modules, and a third one addressing the closest PE in the array, as shown in 

Figure 2-9. 

 Input M&C module 

The operation sequence of an input M&C module is as reflected in Figure 2-11 

(a). First, the module stores therein the data elements received from one of its 

neighboring M&C modules (Store_FIFO state). Once enough data is stored inside 

of it, something which is determined by a hard-wired constant value, it switches 

to a standby state (Wait state). Once all the modules reach this state, which is 

signaled with ReadyIN, a StartIN signal is sent to them. From this moment on, 

they start reading data from the internal memory, sending it to the Processing 

Elements (Tx_PE state). 

Input M&Cs are filled in a consecutive order, starting from the last one in the 

chain, and finishing with the one closest to the input/output module. When a 

module is full, the previous one starts to be filled. While subsequent elements in 

the chain are being filled, previous M&Cs remain in a bypass state.  

From a structural point of view, as shown in Figure 2-11 (b), the main 

components of the module are a FIFO memory, a comparator and a Finite State 

Machine (FSM), controlling all these operations. In addition to the basic signals 

included to control the data transference and the synchronization of the modules, 

control signals can be generated inside each M&C module, sending them to the 

corresponding row or column of PEs. 

 

 Output M&C modules 

The behavior of the output module is quite similar to the input one. In this case, 

as shown in Figure 2-12, the internal FIFO is in charge of storing processed data 

received from the corresponding row or column of PEs (Store_FIFO state). When 

enough data is stored, also controlled by means of a hardwired constant, 

modules switch into a standby state (Wait state). After that, starting from the 

module closest to the input/output element of the array, data from the FIFO is 

transmitted. Once a module finish transmitting the data stored inside, and the 

next one is transmitting the results, it switches to the bypass mode, until all of 

them are ready. 
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Figure 2-11 Description of the Input M&C module 

 

 Input/output Module 

This is the only module connecting the SA with the rest of the system, so both 

processed and unprocessed data elements are exchanged in between the system 

and the IP core through it. It sends read data to the chains of Input M&Cs, and 

receives data from the Output M&C modules. Input/output module remains 

fixed regardless the size of the architecture, so it acts as a fixed interface which is 

not affected by the modification of the size of the array. This way, scalability is 

not constrained by the availability and the position of the interfaces with the rest 

of the system. 

 Communication Modules 

Communication modules are located in the corners of the architecture, in order to 

connect M&C modules which footprints are not directly located in neighboring 

positions. Therefore, they act as bypasses, even though pipeline registers can be 

also placed inside to reduce the delay of the path. Communication modules can 

also be located in the ending positions of the array, acting as physical covers, or 

to bypass non-CLB columns of the device. This will be explained with more 

detail in chapter 3.  
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Figure 2-12 Description of the Output M&C module  

As it has been already said, the proposal of this work to scale the core is to run-

time vary the number of its parallel modules, including processing elements, 

memories and communication blocks. In Figure 2-13, an example is shown for 

the case of scaling an SA from a 3×3 to a 4×4 size.  Elements shadowed in blue 

have to be added to the architecture, while those in yellow have to be 

reconfigured in a different position of the device fabric. 

 

Figure 2-13 Process of scaling the SA from a 3×3 to a 4×4 size.  
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It should be clear that the dynamically scalable systolic template proposed in this 

work, is indeed a template, which still has to be customized to solve specific 

problems. Main possibilities for customization are: 

 Definition of the functionality of each PE, including the internal pipelining 

strategy. 

 Configuration of the interconnections between PEs and the data front. 

 Organization and position of Input and Output M&C blocks, and the 

communication modules.  

 Generation of signals to control the array of PEs, and the data distribution 

scheme. 

2.4.2 Wavefront Arrays 

The second processing template proposed in this thesis is a general wavefront 

array. A wavefront array is a computing network which, the same as happens 

with systolic arrays, is highly modular and locally interconnected, as well as 

pipelined and highly parallel. However, instead of being synchronous, wavefront 

arrays are data driven. This means that modules are self-timed without the need 

of global control signals, relying on handshaking mechanisms to trigger 

computation and data exchanges. Therefore, data wavefronts go through the 

array being subsequently processed, the same way a wave propagates through a 

medium. 

Compared with systolic arrays, wavefront processors offer a higher scalability, 

since a single clock net does not have to be shared among all the processing 

elements in the array. Several algorithms in the state-of-the-art show a data 

dependency pattern which makes them suitable to be implemented in a 

wavefront processor. In chapter 6, a dynamically scalable deblocking filter for 

H.264/AVC and SVC is implemented as a demonstrator of this template. The 

parallelization pattern is modeled in this section, together with the proposed 

template. Data mapping strategies compatible with the scalability of the 

architecture are also described. 

2.4.2.1 Wavefront Parallelization Pattern 

A wavefront is a computational pattern characterized by the fact that data 

elements are arranged in multidimensional grids, where dependencies are 

exposed in the form of space-time surfaces, called data fronts. Elements in the 

wavefront are fully independent, and data upon which they depend on are 

processed in previous wavefronts. Hence, the whole wavefront can be computed 
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simultaneously, each data element in a processing engine of the parallel 

architecture.  

The shape of the data front, and consequently, the processing order of all the 

elements, depends on the specific dependencies of the algorithm. In the case of 

two dimensional data grids, as reflected in Figure 2-14, each element may depend 

on two or three data elements. The shape of the data front depends on the 

dependency scheme. Hence, wavefronts can be horizontal, vertical or diagonal. 

Some examples are shown in Figure 2-15, for the two dimensional problems 

shown in Figure 2-14. 

The diagonal model shown in Figure 2-15 (a) is a popular example of wavefront 

parallelization pattern, where computation starts at the top, left corner of an 

array of data, from where the data-front is propagated diagonally until the right 

bottom corner is reached. The same pattern shows up every time when the 

computation of a data element depends on its upper and right neighbors, as 

happens in Figure 2-14 (a). In this particular scenario, all the elements belonging 

to the diagonal can be processed in parallel. 

Regularity of the wavefront dependency patterns leads to a local connectivity 

among processing elements, if the allocation of data elements to processing 

elements is done in a natural way, preserving the spatial disposition of data 

grids. Thus, in the case of two dimensional data grids, direct mapping of data 

elements to processing elements drives to a linear arrangement of a processor 

array, with a communication infrastructure limited to the closer neighbors, 

following the design principles of the architectures proposed in this work.  

In the following section, the dynamically scalable architectural template 

corresponding to the wavefront computational pattern is described. It can be 

customized to implement several and diverse scalable applications and 

algorithms following the wavefront pattern. This includes scientific and 

bioinformatics applications such as the examples provided in [LiuW'03], the 

DNA sequence alignment in [ChenC'05] or the stencil-based computations in 

[Wellein'09], as well as in several video processing tasks, within both H.264 

Video encoders [Zhao'06] and decoders [Mesa'09] [Mesa'12] [Baker'09]. More 

applications are shown in [Dios'10]. 
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Figure 2-14 Dependency schemes leading to different wavefront parallelization patterns  

 

 

Figure 2-15 Two-dimensional wavefronts resulting from the dependency schemes 
described in Figure 2 14 

2.4.2.2 Dynamically Scalable Wavefront Array 

Considering that data wavefronts crossing through the array are one dimensional 

data sets, the direct way of implementing an algorithm following this pattern 

would be by using a linear array of PEs. This would be appropriate from the 

point of view of computation, but it has a main limitation when it comes to its 

implementation following the scalable footprint approach. Indeed, in the case of 

a linear array, the size of the architecture can only be adapted in one dimension. 

Thus, the proposal in this work is to fold the linear array, transforming it into a 

2D structure. On top of that, the proposed wavefront scalable processing array 

counts on processing elements, communication and control modules, as is the 

case of the general template, but adapted to the particularities of the wavefront 
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processing pattern. The structure of the proposed dynamically scalable 

wavefront array is depicted in Figure 2-16.  

 

Figure 2-16 Structure of the proposed Dynamically Scalable Wavefront Array 

The following is a description of each type of module. 

 Processing Matrix 

The core of the architecture is a homogeneous array of Functional Units (FUs). 

Each unit is able to carry out a complete processing operation on a whole data 

element, so that FUs can even be reused from existing non-parallel 

implementations. The wavefront array can process in parallel a whole data front 

from the input data set. Therefore, the granularity of the architecture, which 

depends on the size of each data unit, is typically higher than the case of the 

scalable systolic arrays. More details about the internal structure of FUs will be 

provided, once the allocation pattern is introduced. 

A module called Router (R) has been attached to each FU in order to capture the 

data units to be processed in this FU, distributed through vertical router to router 

data connections. Once the FU finishes processing it, the result is returned to the 

router, from where it is sent back to the output modules, using the same vertical 

connections. According to the terminology introduced for the general template, a 

PE is, in this case, made up of both the FU and the router.  

One of the main features of the proposed architecture lies in the possibility of 

handling diverse kinds of data dependencies by exploiting local point to point 

connections, without requiring accesses to the external memory. In this regard, 

the term semi-processed data is introduced, making reference to intermediate data, 

which without having to be completely processed, is needed to process another 
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data unit showing dependency on it. For instance, in the case of Figure 2-14 (a), 

to process each data unit, both the left and the upper neighbors are needed, 

constituting the semi-processed data requirements. Therefore, in addition to the 

data vertical connections among routers, point to point connections have been 

created in between FUs to exchange semi-filtered data. The distance spanned by 

each of these links, and the number of links, depend on the specific dependency 

scheme. In Figure 2-17, an example showing dependencies with both upper and 

lower FUs, at a distance of one and two units, is shown. Obviously, semi-

processed information can actually be the completely processed output of the FU 

 Memories and Control Modules (M&C) 

The same as happens in the systolic template, the goal of the M&C modules in 

the wavefront scalable architecture is to feed each FU with the data unit to be 

processed, as well as to synchronize the array by means of control signals. Both 

input and output M&C modules have been included in the architecture with 

these aims. In the case of input M&C modules, they are FIFO memories that store 

and distribute the suitable data blocks vertically, across each column of FUs. 

Output M&C modules are also based on FIFO memories that store the data units 

received from the vertical connection, transmitting them again, in sequential 

order, to the input/output module. 

 

 Input/output Module 

The input/output module acts, following the general template, as the fixed point 

in charge of exchanging input and output data with the rest of the system. It 

incorporates two subcomponents, namely the Input Controller (IC) and the 

Output Controller (OC). The IC implements a mechanism which is responsible 

for the generation of the sequence of addresses to read input data according to 

the parallelization pattern. Basically, the reading order is driven by data fronts, 

which are linearly read, one after another. The relative sizes of both the input 

data set and the processing architecture also affect the final sequence. Hence, 

input data reading addresses have to be adapted if the size of the architecture 

changes dynamically. Based on the generated sequence, unprocessed data is read 

from an external memory. In Figure 2-17, reading sequences are shown for the 

examples provided throughout this work. The input data set is broken down into 

stripes to be processed independently. Each stripe, shown as a green dashed box 

in the figure, includes as many data elements of the wavefront as FUs there are in 

the structure. Four FUs have been considered in this example, arranged as a 2×2 

architecture. Data units to be stored by each Input M&C are also highlighted, and 

dummy data elements are displayed as grey squares. They are introduced to 
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keep the synchronism of the whole architecture, at the beginning and the end of 

the processing of each data set. When they are received by the FU, these null data 

elements are discarded for processing. The same way, the OC generates the 

sequence of addresses to send processed data back to the external memory. 

 

Figure 2-17 Definition of the reading and processing order for the examples provided in 
Figure 2-14 
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 Communication Modules 

Communication modules have been also included in the architecture, with the 

same purposes as the general case. 

 

All the mentioned modules include distributed control logic in order to manage 

data transmissions, while allowing the scalability of the architecture. Thus, 

different modules automatically communicate only with their neighbors using 

shared control signals, without having to implement a centralized control, which 

would reduce scalability. 

In the next section, the way how data units are distributed to be processed over 

the FUs of the wavefront array is provided, together with a model of the 

dependencies existing between the data elements.  

2.4.2.3 Data unit to FU Allocation Pattern and Dependency Modeling 

To process all the elements located in a data front at the same time, each element 

is assigned to a FU in the array. The proposed allocation pattern for the scalable 

processing array is as follows. The first data element in the data-front is always 

processed in the first FU of the array, and the rest of them are distributed 

throughout subsequent FUs. Following this strategy, in Figure 2-18 the data to 

FU mapping results are shown for the examples defined in Figure 2-14. Since the 

linear array is folded into a 2-D structure, the FU in the first row and the first 

column is defined as the FU1. Henceforth, the number of FU alternatively 

increases or decreases in a zigzag order, as shown in Figure 2-16 for a 4×4 case. 

With this strategy, data units which need to exchange processed or even semi-

processed data among them are assigned to FUs located as close to each other as 

possible. This way, FU-FU links can be used to exchange this information, 

without involving routers. As a result of this approach, all the data units in a row 

of the input data set are processed in the same FU. The number of elements 

which can be processed in parallel coincides with the maximum number of FUs 

implemented in the architecture. Therefore, if the number of elements in the 

wavefront is above the number of FUs in the array, the input data set is divided 

into independent disjoint stripes, with the same height than the number of FUs in 

the array. This is shown in the Figure 2-16, for the case of having four FUs to 

process an 8×8 input data set. Stripes correspond to the green dashed box shown 

in the figure. If the size of the architecture changes dynamically, the proposed 

allocation scheme is still valid, whenever the reading order is updated 

accordingly. 
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Regarding the characterization of the architecture, for each neighboring element 

on which a given one depends, a vector with two components is defined. The 

first component (Dt) describes the distance, in terms of processing cycles, when 

both the current and the referenced data blocks are processed. Regarding the 

second one (DFU), it defines the distance between the FUs in charge of processing 

both blocks: 

    (      ) (2-4) 

Thus, Dt is an integer greater than one, and DFU an integer which can take both 

positive and negative values, depending on whether the PE in charge of 

processing the neighboring data block occupies an upper or a lower position in 

the array, respectively. 

 

D1 = (1,0) 

D2 = (1,1) 

 

D1 = (1,0) 

D2 = (1,1) 

 

D1 = (1,0) 

D2 = (1,-1) 

 

D1 = (1,0) 

D2 = (1,1) 

D3 = (1,-1) 

 

D1 = (1,0) 

D2 = (1,1) 

 

D1 = (1,0) 

D2 = (1,1) 

D3 = (1,2) 

Figure 2-18 Data dependencies modeling following the wavefront pattern 
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For instance, in the case of Figure 2-14 (a), each element (except those located in 

the borders) depends on its left and upper neighbors. Considering both the 

parallelization and the FU allocation diagrams shown in Figure 2-18, the vector 

defining the dependency with respect to the left neighbor is D1 = (1,0), since it is 

processed always in the same FU, but during the previous processing cycle. 

Regarding the upper neighbor, the vector is D2 = (1,1), since it is always 

processed in the previous FU, during the previous cycle. The same vectors can be 

drawn in the case b), in spite of having different data dependencies. For the other 

cases, existing relationships are described in the figure. 

The goal of the model is to make easier the customization of the architecture. 

2.4.2.4 Data Distribution Scheme and Operation Stages 

M&C modules and routers have been included in the wavefront architectural 

template to deliver unprocessed data to each FU, as well as to collect the results. 

Data distribution across the array is carried out in the following stages: 

 Memory Reading: The input controller reads, one after the other, unprocessed 

data units from the external memory, according to the predefined reading 

order. At the same time, read data is sent to the first input M&C in the chain. 

 Data Sending: Each input M&C module holds the N first input data units 

received from the M&C module to the left, being N the number of vertical 

FUs in the array. The rest of the received data units are transmitted to 

subsequent M&Cs in the chain. Then, stored elements are transmitted to the 

routers in the column below. 

 Data Processing: Each router keeps the first received data unit, transmitting 

the rest to the following routers in the column. This data unit is processed in 

the corresponding FU. Once data has been processed, results are transmitted 

to the external memory. 

 Result Transmission: Each output M&C collects processed data 

corresponding to the column of FUs above it, and it subsequently transmits 

the results to the input/output module. 

 Memory Writing: The output controller in the input/output module sends 

back the processed data to the external memory. 

To increase parallelism, temporal memories have been included in the router, so 

that while a data unit is being processed, the following one is sent to these 

memories. Hence, memory reading and data sending are overlapped with the 

processing stage, whenever processing time is above the time required to 

transmit data. This balance depends, in addition to the processing time itself, on 
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the bandwidth of the vertical data channels, as well as the size of each data unit. 

A header may be included at the beginning of each data unit to specify its 

position within the overall input data set. 

This strategy guarantees that each FU is fed with the corresponding data unit, 

since elements are distributed to FUs in the same order as they are read from the 

input data-front.  

2.4.2.5 Further Details of the Architecture 

Some details, completing the description of the proposed architecture, are 

provided in this section. 

2.4.2.5.1 Functional Units General Structure 

In addition to defining the behavior of the FUs, it is necessary to adapt their 

internal memories to rearrange data blocks according to the application 

demands. Considering that each independent memory is able to store a basic 

data unit, the number of required memories will be a consequence of the 

dependency. Thus, two kinds of memories called Mp and Mq are defined. On the 

one hand, Mp memories store the required processed or semi-processed data 

blocks resulting from operations in upper and lower FUs, during previous 

processing cycles. Those values, represented as DataInVertical in this section, are 

received using the FU to FU direct link. One Mp memory has to be included for 

each data block with a dependency vector DFU≠ 0. On the other hand, Mq 

memories store both the current block and previous blocks processed in the same 

unit (dependencies with DFU = 0, referred to as DataTemp). The general sequence 

of operations that has to be done in each Functional Unit is described by 

equations (2-5) to (2-10). 

Mq= DataIn (2-5) 

DataTemp=FU(Mp0,..., Mppmax,Mq0,...,Mqqmax) (2-6) 

Mqi+1 = Mqi, with i in (1,qmax-1); (2-7) 

Mpi+1 = Mpi, with i in (0,pmax-1); (2-8) 

Mq1 = DataTemp (2-9) 

Mp0 = DataInVertical (2-10) 

DataOut and DataOutVertical, the vertical outputs using the router and the FU-FU 

links respectively, might be equal to DataTemp, to DataIn or even partial results of 

the processing task. In addition, the processing stage might be divided into 

subsequent phases, carrying out data sharing in between them, using the FU to 

FU interface. In those cases, temporal memories have to be included in the 

architecture.  
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2.4.2.5.2 Semi-Processed Data Sharing  

Different data reuse requirements arise from every pattern of data dependencies. 

Thus, the number of vertical connections is equal to the number of dependencies 

with a fixed Dt and |DFU| > 0. In case DFU > 0, those dependencies pass through 

the array from north to south FU to FU connections, and, in case DFU < 0, from 

south to north. If more than one dependency exist with a fixed Dt and |DFU| > 0, 

several DataInVertical and DataOutVertical channels must be implemented. An 

example of this situation is shown in Figure 2-19, for the case of a single FU-FU 

channel in each direction. The channel in between FUs with ascending indexes in 

the array is represented by green arrows in the figure, while descending link is 

shown in red. In the case of the last FU of the column, the next FU is located at 

the bottom or at the top of the next column. If it is the last FU of the last column 

of the array, next FU is always the one at the top of the first column. To deal with 

these issues, bypass connections have been included in the IC, the Input M&C 

and the Output M&C. Bypasses are represented by dashed arrows in Figure 2-19. 

 

Figure 2-19 Distribution of FU-FU information through the architecture 

2.5. Further Discussions about the Architectures 
In this section, some further possibilities of the proposed dynamically scalable 

architectures are discussed. First, design-time scalability is analyzed, envisaging 

potential application scenarios which could benefit from this approach. After 

that, the consequences of the granularity associated with each processing 

template are evaluated. 
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 Static versus Dynamic Scalability 

Dynamic scalability is one of the distinguishing features of the architectures 

proposed in this thesis. While keeping in view the advantages of this approach, 

but being aware of the cost of introducing dynamic reconfiguration in the 

system, it has been found that there is space to exploit some of the benefits of the 

proposed architectures by changing their size offline. In particular, advantages in 

terms of the design productivity are still possible, due to the following reasons: 

o The same IP core can be reused, just by changing its size, to implement a 

range of final products, featured with different cost-performance 

attributes. Scalable multimedia standards are especially suited to this 

scenario, since variants of the same standard are needed to cover a broad 

range of products.  

o Architectures proposed in this thesis are generated by instantiating basic 

presynthesized modules, which can be stored as hard-macros. This way, 

synthesis, mapping and place and route processes do not have to be 

repeated each time a variant of the architecture is to be instantiated in the 

system.  

Main parameter to be taken into account when deciding if dynamic or static 

scalable architectures are implemented, is how often changes in their size are 

required. If frequent changes are demanded, dynamic scalability is the only 

choice. Likewise, dynamic technique has to be adopted if self-adaptability is 

needed, since this type of systems cannot rely on external reconfiguration 

processes.  

 Architecture Granularity and Processing Templates 

Comparing systolic arrays with wavefront processors, a higher temporal and 

logic overhead is introduced by using the latter template. This is due to the 

following reasons: 

o The temporal overhead of the data supplying process is higher for the 

wavefront template, since data elements are also distributed to internal 

FUs of the array, not only to those located in the borders. Actually, a 

specific operation phase is needed. 

o Data units going through the array may include a header describing its 

position within the whole input data structure. This also leads to a higher 

temporal overhead. 

o The router attached to each FU introduces an extra logic overhead. 
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o The exchange of semi-filtered data in between FUs, also introduces logic 

overhead. 

The overhead of each architectural template is closely bound up with the 

granularity of the processing problem. Since the complexity of the logic inside 

each PE is heavily dependent on this parameter, the importance of the overhead 

introduced by the rest of the elements of the architecture will differ for fine and 

coarse grain architectures. Granularity has also major implications in terms of the 

implementation costs. Even though these aspects will be tackled in chapter 3, it 

can be foreseen that for each dynamically reconfigurable module in the 

architecture, special logic to interconnect it with the neighboring modules must 

be introduced. In addition, logic inside each module must be contained within 

the borders of the reconfigurable region where it is placed, so some logic 

resources are typically wasted within the module. The coarser the module is, the 

lower is the impact of the wasted area.  

Due to the reasons provided above, in order to assess whether the introduced 

overhead is acceptable or not, it has to be balanced with the granularity of the 

problem. Based on the previous assumption, it can be concluded that, in the case 

of fine-grain problems, the systolic scalable template is more suitable, since lower 

overhead is introduced compared with wavefront arrays. 

2.6. Comparative Analysis with the State-of-the-Art 
State-of-the art works described at the beginning of this chapter can be classified 

according to the following criteria:  

 Application field targeted by the application 

 Architectural processing template where the algorithm is mapped. It can be a 

general method, such as the Distributed Arithmetic used in [Danne’04] or 

Systolic Array in [Sudarsanam’10], or a specific purpose structure, tailored to 

the algorithm. 

 Algorithm mapped on the architecture 

 Scalability targeted by the architecture. It can be either performance or 

functional scalability, according to the terminology described in this chapter. 

 Possibility of reusing the logical resources not occupied by the core. It can be 

unrestricted, if logical resources can be freely used by another core, restricted, 

if the overall structure of the core has to be kept, or not possible. In the case of 

the restricted reuse in [Sudarsanam’10] and [HuangJ’09], for instance, unused 

PEs can employed by other cores. 

 The scalable footprint, which may grow in 1-D or 2-D.  
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The result of this classification is summarized in Table 2-3. Dynamically scalable 

template proposed in this work has been also included in the table. It is described 

in [Otero'10].  

With the information of the table, it is revealed that the architecture proposed in 

this thesis is the only which can be considered as generic, since it is not suited to 

specific purpose algorithms. Instead, it is a template which can be adapted to 

multiple problems. For this reason, it can be used to obtain both functional or 

performance scalability, while the rest of the works in the state of the art are 

tailored to one or the other approaches. Regarding footprint scalability, this 

feature was introduced by [Danne'04]. However, differently to our proposal, it 

was a 1D scalability approach. Moreover, in our work, granularity of the 

proposed architectures is as fine as a single CLB, in any of the two dimensions. 

Further details about granularity will be covered in the next chapter. 

Table 2-3 Classification of State-of-the Art solutions with scalable footprint 

Solution 
Application 

Field 

Processing 

Template 
Algorithm 

Area  

Reuse 

Targeted 

Scalability 

Scalable 

Footprint 

[Danne’04] 
Mechatronic 

Controllers 

Distributed 

Arithmetic 

Scalar 

Product 
Free Performance 1-D 

[Sudarsanam’10] 
On-board 

Systems 

Systolic 

Array 

DWT and 

EKF 

Reusing 

Free PEs 
Performance 1-D 

[Huang’09] 
Video 

Coding 

Specific 

Purpose 
DCT 

Reusing 

Free PEs 
Functional 1-D 

[HuangJ’09b] 
Video 

Coding 

Specific 

Purpose 
DCT 

Not 

Possible 
Functional 2-D 

[Khraisha‘10] 
Video 

Coding 

Specific 

Purpose 

Deblocking 

Filter 

Not 

Possible 
Performance 1-D 

[Otero'10] Generic Generic Generic Free 

Functional 

and 

Performance 

2-D 

 

Special attention must be put in the work in [Khraisha'10], since it is a scalable 

deblocking filter, and this is one of the applications of the scalable architectures 

offered in this thesis. However, a main difference exists in between both works. 

In our case, scalability is obtained at macroblock level, while architecture in 

[Khraisha'10] works at block level. As will be explained in chapter 5, block level 

parallelism is a much more limited than macroblock level parallelism for the 

deblocking filter algorithm. 
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2.7. Software Drivers 
Scalable IP cores are provided to be integrated in embedded systems including, 

at least, one processor. With this aim, software drivers needed to control the 

scalability process are also proposed. 

Software drivers accompanying the proposed IP cores are intended to facilitate 

the control of the scalability process, from the embedded processor to which IPs 

are attached serving as peripherals. They are made up of two files: the Peripheral 

Definition File and the Peripheral Operation File, both of them implemented 

using C programming language. These files hide the reconfiguration details of 

the IP cores to the system’s user. 

On the one hand, the Peripheral Definition File contains data structures 

describing the peripheral, including the size and position of each basic module 

composing the architecture, as well as the reconfiguration steps required to 

change its size. On the other hand, the Peripheral Operation File contains a set of 

functions to create, scale and adapt the cores, using the data structures included 

in the Peripheral Definition File. Further information about these drivers can be 

found in the Appendix A. 

2.8. Proof-of-Concept Use Cases  
Some use cases of the proposed dynamically scalable architectures are described 

in this section. No original contributions are provided in these examples, but they 

are intended to evaluate and validate some of the architectural concepts 

described in this chapter. Implemented algorithms have been selected due to 

their wide use in multiple signal processing applications. All these examples 

follow the systolic template.  

2.8.1 Scalable Matrix Multiplier 

Matrix multiplication is one of the typical examples in the computer arithmetic 

field, and it is especially suited to be implemented with systolic arrays. The 

implementation provided in this work follows the classical approach proposed 

by Kung in [Kung'85] to the matrix multiplication problem: 

        (2-11) 

It consists in using an N×N systolic architecture, where N is the height of the 

input matrix. Only square matrixes are considered. Each PE is able to compute an 

output value of the result. To do so, each of the matrixes involved in the 

operation must be supplied to the PEs through the north and west sides of the 

array, as shown in Figure 2-20. In turn, results are returned through the south 
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border, after a number of clock cycles given by the size of the array. The mapping 

of the algorithm as a systolic architecture is shown in Figure 2-21. Besides the 

array of PEs, input and output memory controllers have been included to supply 

data in the appropriate order, as well as to collect the results. Data transmission 

is suited to the scheme described in this chapter. Input matrixes are received 

from the rest of the system through the I/O block, which is the only fixed 

element of architecture, regardless its size.  

 

Figure 2-20 Matrix multiplication dataflow with the proposed systolic architecture 

 

 

Figure 2-21 Dynamically Scalable Architecture for Matrix Multiplication based on the 
systolic template 
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The internal structure of each PE is shown in Figure 2-22. It includes a multiply 

and accumulate unit (within the blue dashed circle), so each clock cycle a sub-

product is produced and added to the partial result. The row of the input matrix 

(A) is transmitted through the horizontal link (from W to E), while the 

corresponding column of the input matrix (B) is sent through the vertical link 

(from N to S). The PE is pipelined both in the horizontal and the vertical 

directions, so at each clock cycle an input value is received and transmitted 

through these links. N clock cycles after the first value is received in the PE, the 

result is available in the internal register. A control signal is transmitted through 

the array. When this signal is set, the PE works in normal mode. When it is 

cleared, the value in the register is transmitted to the south output.  

 

Figure 2-22 Internal Structure of the PE in the matrix multiplication architecture 

2.8.2 Scalable 2-D DCT and 2-D DCT 

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) are 

processing functions which are present in most of the compression and 

communication systems nowadays. Two-dimensional block transforms are 

especially suited for image processing applications. They can be computed as:  

           (2-12) 

where X is the input matrix, C is the matrix with the transform coefficients and Y 

is the result. The size of these matrixes is N by N, the same as the input data set.  

This expression can be computed as two subsequent matrix multiplications in 

between the transform coefficient matrix and the input matrix. This is the 

approach proposed in [Lim'94]. Data flow of the systolic array for the transform 

operation is shown in Figure 2-23. Data transmission is similar to the previous 

example, and so, this systolic architecture is also similar to the one suited for 

matrix multiplication, only differing in the PEs. The structure of the PE is shown 

in Figure 2-24. The first matrix multiplication is carried out by the logic inside the 
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blue dashed circle. The result is stored in the temporal register of the PE. This 

value is used to compute the second multiplication. In this case, result is sent 

back to the south output. This is done with the logic inside the dashed red circle. 

Thus, two operation phases are required to obtain the transformed output 

matrix, and another one to transmit the results. This is achieved with the enable 

and control signals transmitted horizontally. 

 

Figure 2-23 Block transform dataflow with the proposed systolic architecture 

 

 

Figure 2-24 Internal structure of the PE in the transform architecture 

2.8.3 Scalable Window based Image Filter 

Window-based operations are widely used in the field of image processing. 

These operations have a regular structure which is suited for its implementation 
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with systolic arrays.  Moreover, dimensions of the window (W×W) may depend 

on the complexity of the task to be carried out, or, in other words, on the 

expected quality. This is the case of image filtering, where the size of the filtering 

mask fixes the size of the window. Other applications such as template matching, 

block matching, 2D feature detection or gray-level image morphology show a 

similar parallelization pattern. 

Window-based operations are characterized by the application of a window 

mask (or kernel) on a square of pixels extracted from the original image. 

Typically, a single value is obtained after applying the mask, which corresponds 

to the central element of the window. The application of the window involves 

covering the image in raster scan order, where for each pixel the whole W×W 

neighborhood is taken.  

A specific case of window-based operator is the 2D convolution. In this case, each 

output is computed as the weighted average of the neighborhood of the input 

pixel, according to: 

 (   )   ∑ ∑  (   )   (       )

     

   

     

   

  (2-13) 

where f is the input image, h is the mask to be applied, o is the output image and 

W is the size of the mask. Therefore, to compute each output pixel, W2 ×M×N 

multiplications and (W2-1) ×M×N additions are required, where M and N are the 

dimensions of the image. 

The architecture to implement the scalable window-based operator is taken from 

[Saldaña'05]. It is a 2D systolic array, where elements of the kernel are hardwired 

in LUT equations of the PEs, and the input image is provided as the input data. 

To transmit the neighborhood of each pixel to each PE, a structure composed by 

a set of FIFOs is used.  The size of each of these FIFOs must be equal to the width 

of the image. Each input M&C module in the architecture shown in Figure 2-25 

includes a FIFO inside. The structure of each PE is shown in Figure 2-26. PEs are 

simpler in this case. Input samples transmitted through the vertical interface are 

multiplied by this value within the PE. A chain of adders is included to add the 

values computed by each PE in the column.  
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Figure 2-25 Architecture of the Dynamically Scalable Image Filter 

 

 

Figure 2-26 Internal structure of the PE in the image filter application 

2.9. Chapter Conclusions  
Throughout this chapter, a template to build dynamically scalable architectures 

has been proposed, targeting the design of customizable IP cores, featured with 

run-time functional or performance scalability. An important particularity of this 

proposal is the fact that changes in the cores are accompanied by a scalable 

footprint, which allows trading off scalability with resource occupation in the 

device.  

In order to reduce the reconfiguration overhead and the memory footprint, while 

keeping a high processing throughput, highly parallel, modular, regular and 

local architectures have been selected. More specifically, the proposed template is 

based on two-dimensional mesh-type arrays, where the run-time scaling of the 

architecture is carried out by adding or removing modules of the parallel array. 

A methodology targeting the design of these modular architectures is provided 
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in next chapter, together with a CAD tool supporting the implementation 

process. 

Instead of being specific purpose solutions, this proposal consists in a generic 

template, which can be tuned to implement different algorithms. Specific 

architectures following different patterns of computation have been also 

proposed on top of the generic template. They differ in the way how data is 

computed. In this regard, both dynamically scalable systolic arrays and dynamic 

wavefront processors have been described. Applications of those processing 

patterns are provided in chapters 5 and 6. More specifically, the wavefront 

architecture is applied to implement a scalable deblocking filter for H.264/AVC 

and SVC video codecs, while the scalable systolic template is used to implement 

a processing architecture for evolvable hardware. Simple examples of use, 

including a DCT and different matrix operation cores, have been also proposed 

in this chapter. Finally, to make easier the integration of the cores as peripherals 

within an embedded system, software drivers are also facilitated. These drivers 

are used by the reconfiguration engine described in chapter 4 to carry out the 

reconfiguration of the core.  
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Chapter 3 

 
Design Flow and 
Implementation Tool 
 

A design flow targeting dynamically scalable 

architectures is proposed in this chapter. It is a 

flexible approach, in the sense that it may be 

applied to the design of generic dynamically 

reconfigurable systems, no matter their internal 

structure. On top of that, it includes some 

attributes especially suited to scalable architectures. Among them are the module 

relocation capability and a low overhead inter-module communication scheme 

which exploits the symmetry of the architecture. In order to increase design 

productivity, the flow has been automated by means of a CAD tool called 

DREAMS. It includes a graphic interface hiding most of the low level device-

dependent details to the user. 

The organization of the chapter is as follows. First, open issues related with the 

implementation of DPR systems are discussed. Then, both commercial and 

academic design flows available in the state-of-the-art are reviewed, before 

covering design particularities for the case of dynamically scalable architectures. 

After that, the design flow and the DREAMS tool are originally presented. A way 

of modeling a system with multiple scalable cores, competing to meet the overall 

specifications, is also proposed.  
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3. Design Flow and 

Implementation Tool 

3.1. Introduction 
On top of the steps required to implement any generic type of dynamically 

reconfigurable system, more specific tasks, which stem from the specific 

characteristics of scalable cores, have to be accomplished. Or better said, specific 

design considerations can be followed to reduce the design time, while 

improving the metrics of the obtained designs. 

Regarding the design of DPR systems, well-known solutions exist in the industry 

and the academia. Nevertheless, on the basis of the limitations found in existing 

design flows, a novel approach is originally provided in this work. It expands the 

overall design process: starting from the HDL description of each reconfigurable 

module, a partial bitstream corresponding to each of these modules is generated. 

This proposal has been accompanied by a CAD tool, called DREAMS 

(Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded and Modular Systems), which permits 

the automation of the whole process. This tool has been enhanced with a Graphic 

User Interface (GUI) in order to reduce the burden associated with the design 

process, increasing the productivity of the designer, while reducing the overhead 

introduced by the implementation of the DPR technique. 

The generic design flow has been tailored to the particularities of dynamically 

scalable architectures, at the same time they impose extra requirements. 

Modularity, regularity and spatial locality are important attributes of the 

dynamically scalable architectures, also in this regard. Hence, the symmetry of 

the architecture can be exploited to simplify the generation of inter-module 

connectivity, while exploiting its regularity requires of a design flow compatible 

with the run-time module relocation in different positions of the reconfigurable 

device. 

From this flow it has been left out the customization of the proposed architectural 

templates to solve specific problems. The rationale of this decision is twofold. On 

the one hand, this problem does not differ from the mapping of algorithms into 

well-known systolic and wavefront structures, something which has been widely 

studied in the literature [Li'85] [Moldovan'83]. There are even automatic 

approaches with this goal [QUINTON'84]. On the other hand, this is an 

application specific process which has to be repeated for each targeted domain. 
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Customization examples of the proposed dynamically scalable architectures are 

provided in chapters 5 and 6. System-level considerations, including 

floorplanning, software-hardware partitioning or scheduling problems have not 

being addressed in this thesis. Thus, this chapter is focused on implementation 

issues, which is a cross-cutting problem, much closer to the low-level details of 

the device. 

In the next section, open issues related with the implementation of DPR systems 

are described. 

3.2. DPR System Implementation: Open Issues 
The starting point for the implementation of reconfigurable systems is assumed 

to be the following: 

 The system is composed of a single static design, which will be always 

configured in the device, as well as a set of dynamic and partial 

reconfigurable modules. 

 For each reconfigurable module, either a placed and routed netlist or an HDL 

description is available. 

 System floorplanning has been decided in advance, distinguishing both the 

static and reconfigurable regions.  

 The decision of which reconfigurable modules are to be located within each 

reconfigurable region is also available at design-time. 

From this information, implementation steps needed to generate a partial 

bitstream corresponding to each module of the system will be discussed in the 

rest of this section.  

3.2.1 Area Constraints and Associated Routing Conflicts 

Partial reconfiguration has been already defined throughout this document as the 

process of changing a subset of the device without affecting the rest of the 

system. The identification of which resources are to be changed in each 

reconfiguration process is done on a topological basis, according to their position 

in the device layout. Since there are a direct correspondence between frame 

addresses in the configuration memory and each configurable element in the 

device fabric, only those frames defining the region will be changed during the 

reconfiguration process.  

It is necessary to achieve a complete isolation of each reconfigurable module with 

respect to the rest of the system. Thus, each module has to be constrained within 

a bounded reconfigurable region without overlapping any other. This is true for 
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the logic components of the design, which cannot be placed outside the assigned 

area, but also for the routing resources. Otherwise, the reconfiguration of a 

dynamic module would affect, in an unexpected and uncontrolled way, the 

behavior of the rest of the system. 

Commercial design tools support area constraints natively. However, these 

constraints only affect logic resources, but not the design nets. And this is a major 

complication to be solved during the implementation process. Routing conflicts 

have a twofold nature, as shown in Figure 3-1. 

 Nets belonging to a reconfigurable module cannot exit the area 

corresponding to the reconfigurable region where the module is to be 

reconfigured. This is shown in Figure 3-1 (a). 

 Nets belonging to the static area cannot enter any reconfigurable region, as 

shown in Figure 3-1 (b). 

Looking inside the structure of the routing resources in current FPGAs, the 

process is revealed to be more complex. In these devices, routing segments are 

composed of unidirectional wires, spanning a different number of contiguous 

logic tiles, depending on the type of segment. Thus, it is necessary to guarantee 

that all the wires in every used segment are located inside the constrained area. 

This situation is shown in Figure 3-1 (c). 

 

Figure 3-1 Routing conflicts which may come up during the implementation of a DPR 
system 

Routing constraints can be eased by allowing the use of logic resources outside 

the region where the module is placed. For this to be valid from the point of view 

of DPR, resources used by the module affecting other regions must be annotated 

and their use forbidden, during the generation of the modules to be located in 

these regions. This restriction cannot be applied only to adjacent regions, since 

connections may traverse more than one region. This possibility is supported by 

the glitch-less reconfiguration feature of certain devices, including Virtex series, 

which guarantees that if a configuration bit has the same value before and after 
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the reconfiguration, no glitch will happen on that bit during the process. One 

example of such a situation appears if long lines belonging to the static system 

are allowed to cross reconfigurable modules. This is the case of some commercial 

design flows, where reconfigurable modules are not allowed to use these long 

lines. However, this strategy prevents module reallocation, as will be shown in 

the corresponding section. 

Apart from the design for dynamic reconfigurability, particular requirements 

may be set on the routing of reconfigurable systems in many other application 

domains. Anyway, constraining commercial routers is complicated, since 

solutions integrated in manufacturer's design tools typically sacrifice flexibility 

for performance. Therefore, customization options are extremely limited, leaving 

designers with few possibilities to control the low level implementation details. 

This problem has been tackled in this thesis for the case of area constraints 

needed during the routing of DPR systems, but accomplished work has been also 

exploited in the field of security, which requirements are described in section 3.3 

(Side Channel Attack Countermeasures Routing Requirements). 

3.2.2 Inter-Module Communications 

As an exception to the required confinement of each reconfigurable module, 

communications with the rest of the system are carried out through structures 

which must cross the boundaries of the corresponding reconfigurable region. 

Crossing resources are the only interface between the module and the rest of the 

system, so guaranteeing their correctness must be a top priority to be taken into 

account during the implementation process. The way how this problem is solved 

is particularly critical, since delay and logic overheads introduced by the 

communication scheme are one of the main factors penalizing the efficiency of 

DPR systems. 

Communication primitives in between two neighboring modules have to be 

compatible, both at physical and logical levels. At physical level, compatibility 

means to use the same device wires to transmit each signal across every border in 

between two regions. This must be fulfilled by any two neighboring modules, 

either static or reconfigurable. In turn, logical compatibility means to assign, at 

both sides of the link, the same meaning to equivalent signals in the interface.  

According to the terminology introduced in section 1.2.3.4 (Layered Architecture of 

DPR SoPCs), communication infrastructures are considered part of the placement 

layer. Thus, they are closely related with the reconfigurable system model. This 

model can be either tiled or unconstrained, leading to two different 
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implementation approaches. In the case of tiled systems, communication 

infrastructures are fixed, so their configuration and location are decided at design 

time. On the other hand, unconstrained architectures require the use of dynamic 

communication resources which have to be adapted at run-time to all the 

possible locations where the module can be reconfigured. 

Guaranteeing the physical correctness of the inter-module communication 

infrastructure is a device dependent task, which requires the acquisition of low 

level device knowledge. Such a dependency on specific details, some of them 

even not provided by the FPGA manufacturers, penalizes design productivity. In 

some cases, a previous reverse engineering phase may be needed, limiting the 

portability among FPGA families and devices. Further issues related with 

productivity are tackled below. 

3.2.3 Bottom-up Strategy and Design Productivity 

Top-down approaches for DPR begin by implementing the whole system, from 

which reconfigurable modules can be extracted. Differently, bottom-up strategies 

start with the implementation of reconfigurable modules, based on which the 

final design can be composed. 

Bottom-up approaches enable incremental design methodologies, providing 

some advantages from the point of view of design productivity. In the case of 

DPR systems, the most important advantages are the following: 

 Changing a given module involves repeating only the implementation of the 

affected module, without having to implement the system from scratch.  

 Systems can be upgraded with new modules during its life-time, only by 

implementing these new modules. 

 Modules can be reused among different designs, and even in between 

reconfigurable devices. In the latter case, it is necessary to repeat the 

synthesis process targeting the new device. 

To implement a bottom-up strategy, modules have to be actually uncoupled from 

the design of the rest of the system. To this end, routing resources among 

different modules must be completely disjoint. Furthermore, inter-module 

communication structures must be repeatable, in order to generate compatible 

interfaces for the new modules.  

3.2.4 Partial Bitstream Generation 

For each reconfigurable module to be dynamically used in the system, a partial 

bitstream has to be generated. Partial bitstreams contain configuration 
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information corresponding only to the reconfigurable area where the module 

was generated. This way, the rest of the system is not affected by the 

reconfiguration process. Thus, a partial bitstream is a subset of the full bitstream, 

which is obtained by extracting the frames describing the reconfigurable area. 

Apart from that, bitstream files include configuration commands in charge of 

controlling the process and detecting errors in the configuration files, among 

other issues. This information has to be also extracted and adapted, from the full 

bitstream to the partial one. 

Thus, extracting a partial bitstream is one of the tasks to be carried out during the 

implementation of a DPR system. Specific details about which fields have to be 

extracted, discarded or modified will be covered in the chapter 4 of the 

document, where the mechanism proposed to reconfigure partial modules at 

run-time is addressed. 

3.2.5 Module Relocation Support  

A Reconfigurable module is always generated in a fixed region, where it is 

initially constrained. This is defined by the frame addresses included in the 

partial bitstream. If each module can be reconfigured only in the position where 

it was initially mapped, system flexibility is limited. Actually, if the unique 

module position were occupied, the module could not be reconfigured at all. As 

a result, the whole system might stall. This limitation can be solved in two 

different ways: 

 A partial module is generated for each possible position where it may be 

reconfigured. This approach increases significantly the memory footprint and 

the bitstream generation time. 

 By implementing run-time module relocation. This way, the module can be 

reconfigured in any compatible position, whenever the limitations imposed 

by the reconfigurable architecture are fulfilled. 

Module relocation has to be considered both at design-time and at run-time. 

While run-time techniques are addressed in chapter 4, design issues are tackled 

next. In this case, reconfigurable regions where the same modules are to be 

implemented have to meet the following conditions: 

 Inter-module communication structures must be compatibles for all the 

possible positions where the module could be relocated.  

 Each region must provide enough resources to meet the requirements of the 

largest module that would occupy it. 
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 Floorplanning must be equivalent, in terms of the shape, but also regarding 

the type and distribution of logic resources in these regions. The next 

subsection provides a wider vision on this issue.  

3.2.5.1 Floorplan Compatibility 

Relocation of reconfigurable modules in the reconfigurable fabric is limited by 

the heterogeneity of FPGA architectures: modules can be only placed in regions 

which count on with the same logic resources, organized in the same way, as the 

region where the module was originally generated. 

In modern FPGAs, two are the primary sources of floorplanning heterogeneity: 

 The homogeneous array of CLBs is disrupted by columns of embedded 

functional blocks, including DSPs, IOBs and BRAMs. 

 There are different types of slices (SLICEL and SLICEM, in the case of Virtex-

5), which makes that, even in between CLB columns, some differences may 

exist. These differences are enough to prevent straight bitstream 

compatibility. 

3.2.6 Flexibility of the Virtual Architecture 

The definition of the reconfigurable regions in which the reconfigurable area is 

split up can be envisaged with different degrees of flexibility. This is translated 

into the bunch of possible virtual architectures, both tiled and unconstrained, 

shown in section 1.2.3.4 (Layered Architecture of DPR SoPCs). An analysis of the 

flexibility associated with each of these types of architectures is also offered in 

that section. Implementing one or another requires the availability of different 

features in the implementation tool, including the generation of suitable 

communication infrastructures.  

3.3. Side Channel Attack Countermeasures Routing 

Requirements 
Controllable routing features described in previous section have been extended 

in this work to implement countermeasures against side channel attacks (SCA). 

Even though this is not part of the mainstream work of this thesis, this problem is 

addressed at this point since it shares some characteristics with respect to the 

implementation of DPR systems. 

Side channel attacks [Brier'04] [Kocher'99] are physical attacks which consist in 

taking advantage of side sources of information leaked by a running circuit, such 

as power consumption, timing or radiated electromagnetic noise, in order to 
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retrieve confidential data. Both software and hardware cryptographic 

implementations are particularly vulnerable to SCAs, so their hidden key may be 

exposed. A well-known type of SCA is differential power analysis (DPA) 

[Kocher'99]. This technique is based on the fact that logic operations have power 

consumption characteristics which depend on the input data. Therefore, if a 

sufficiently large number of power consumption traces are collected, statistical 

correlation comparisons can be set between actual power traces and hypothetical 

traces. Hypothesis offering higher correlation results should correspond to the 

actual value of the key. SCAs are especially threatening for the following reasons: 

 These are passive attacks, which do not disturb the operation of the circuit, 

hindering the possibility of detecting them. 

 Off-the-shelf affordable laboratory equipment is enough to collect leakage 

traces. 

 Systems cannot be protected against this kind of attacks by applying 

conventional cryptographic techniques. 

There is a set of hardening techniques which can be applied, and even combined, 

to implement SCA-resistant circuits. Resistance introduced by each 

countermeasure can be evaluated in terms of the number of traces which must be 

recorded to carry out an effective attack.  

An overview of the main existing countermeasures is provided below, while 

further information can be found in [Güneysu'11]. 

 Masking techniques consist in the implementation of on-chip noise 

generators synchronized with the logic to be protected. Gaussian additive 

noise masks the leakage of sensitive data emitted by the circuit, instead of 

removing it. This hinders the possibility of eavesdropping the confidential 

key, since signal-to-noise ratio is reduced. There are multiple ways of 

implementing noise generators. One possibility is the use of cyclic ring 

oscillators built by cascading LUTs configured as shift registers. Another 

approach is to intentionally provoke collisions during write accesses to dual-

ported BRAMs. The same effect can be achieved by establishing short circuits 

in routing networks. 

 Masking effects can be also achieved by introducing random phase shifts in 

clock signals, so that the point in time when data is sampled changes in a 

random manner. This way, the effect on physical parameters, such as clock 

jitter, caused by intrinsic circuit characteristics are hidden by the intentionally 
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introduced misalignments. This can be achieved by combining DCMs and 

clock multiplexers. 

 Memory address scrambling can be implemented, so random addressing 

masks are applied to critical data stored in internal memories, such as 

BRAMs.  

 Using SCA resistant logic styles. It consists in combining standard 

components to build new basic cells, which have ideally constant power 

consumption. This way, circuits built with resistant standard cells show a 

flatten activity, independent of the processed data.  

The routing techniques provided in this thesis can help to improve the 

implementation of SCA resistant logic styles. This constitutes a minor 

contribution to the body of work developed in this regard in [He'11] and [He'12].  

Dual-rail with Precharge logic (DPL) is a well-known class of countermeasures 

based on the use of protected cells [DANGER'09]. It consists in duplicating the 

logic of the circuit, incorporating a False (F) rail, which dynamically equilibrates 

signal transitions with respect to the True (T) rail. Therefore, each internal 

variable is unfolded into two complementary variables. Moreover, two operating 

phases are alternatively switched, namely evaluation and precharge. During 

evaluation, T rail generates true logic values, while the F rail generates 

complementary ones. The value a(T) in T rail and a(F) in F rail compensate with 

each other (i.e. 'a(T): a(F)' is always in state of '1:0' or '0:1' during the evaluation 

phase). This applies not only to the output of the circuit, but to each internal 

node. During precharge, the whole circuit is forced to a precharge state, typically 

'0'. Precharge guarantees that each gate has one and only one switch in each clock 

cycle, independently of the input value and sequence.  

To obtain an accurate compensation, both rails must be completely symmetric, 

since glitches would appear from any unbalanced path. If T and F rails are 

generated by a joint place and route process using commercial tools, symmetry 

cannot be guaranteed. Thus, the only effective method to achieve such symmetry 

is directly to Copy & Paste the circuit in two separate positions of the device. 

However, even duplicating the same circuit, process variation may cause 

propagation delays to be unbalanced. For this reason, as proposed in 

[Velegalati'11], a solution is to interleave the placement of both rails, diminishing 

the physical differences. However, conflicts may appear if some routing 

resources are intended to be occupied both by the original and the copy. In this 

scenario, a customizable router is needed to implement a routing repair 

mechanism. 
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Possibilities of obtaining exactly symmetric routing, as well as to constraint the 

use of specific resources, are examples of constraints which are not available in 

commercial routers. 

3.4. State of the Art on Design Methodologies and Tools 
The most significant design tools covering the implementation of DPR systems 

are shown in this section. Selected works have been divided into commercial 

approaches, provided by device manufacturers and targeting their own devices, 

and academic ones. 

3.4.1 Commercial Solutions 

At this moment, Xilinx dominates the market of commercial FPGAs for DPR 

systems. In addition, Altera, the other major manufacturer of this type of devices, 

has just included this feature in the recent Stratix V family. Therefore, its 

introduction in the industry is still incipient. This section contains a summary of 

the design methodologies and tools provided by both manufacturers. 

3.4.1.1 Xilinx Approaches 

This section covers different generations of tools supporting the design of DPR 

systems, provided by Xilinx. 

3.4.1.1.1 JBits  

JBits has been one of the most successful works targeting the design of DPR 

systems [JBits]. This tool consists of a set of Java APIs, providing access to logic 

connections inside a design, in a structural manner. This way, instead of coping 

with HDL synthesis tools, structural changes can be directly carried out in the 

bitstream. On top of JBits APIs, CAD tools related with the design of DPR 

systems have been provided in the academia. Thanks to its interactive debugging 

interface, modifications can be carried out on actual hardware. 

JBits was completely supported and integrated with the standard Xilinx Tools, 

and this is why it has been included in this section. However, further details 

about JBITs are not discussed, since it has been discontinued in its 3.0 version. 

For this reason, no support is available for device families after the Virtex-II 

generation. 

3.4.1.1.2 Modular Design Flow 

Modular Design was the first Xilinx implementation flow targeting DPR systems 

[XilinxXAPP290]. It was released in 2002, comprising the sequence of steps 

needed to "successfully design, implement, verify, and actively reconfigure" portions 
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of the FPGA. This flow addresses the design of systems composed of 

independent self-contained modules, which can be swapped to share the same 

silicon area at run-time. 

Starting the description with the problem of the communications between 

modules, this is solved in the modular design flow by means of structures called 

bus-macros. Bus-macros are a particular kind of pre-routed hard-macros2, which 

are placed in the border between two regions, either static or reconfigurable. Bus-

macros have two terminals, and the predefined routing between them constitutes 

a fixed data path for signals crossing reconfigurable module boundaries. By 

locating each terminal at a different side of the border, communications are 

guaranteed after the reconfiguration process. This requires the instantiation of 

the same bus-macro, both in the top file as well as in every reconfigurable 

module. In the first DPR flow, bus-macros were implemented using tri-state 

buffers (TBUFs), controlling long lines crossing device columns. The main 

problem associated with the use of TBUFs for bus-macros is the fact that they are 

dispersed across the device architecture (in the case of Virtex, Virtex-E and Virtex-

II devices targeted by this flow), in predefined locations, which limits the 

flexibility of the possible architectures to be designed. In the original modular 

design flow, bus-macros must be manually instantiated by the user in the top-

level file of the static design and in every reconfigurable module, and physically 

locked, by means of LOC constraints introduced in the UCF file, in the boundary 

line between both regions. The structure of a TBUF based bus-macro is shown in 

Figure 3-2. 

Regarding the routing problem, users must visually inspect the design to verify 

that routing does not expand beyond module boundaries. This is done using the 

FPGA Editor tool. If any conflict appears, they should over-dimension the region 

to avoid them. The same applies to the design of the static system, since global 

routes cannot be allowed to pass through reconfigurable region borders. This 

stage penalizes design productivity. Modular design flow was supported by 

compilation scripts in charge of launching the appropriate ISE tools, since no GUI 

was provided at this point. 

A start-up full bitstream, as well as partial bitstreams for each reconfigurable 

module are extracted using the Xilinx proprietary bitGen tool. Other academic 

                                                      
2 In this context, the term hard-macro is used following the Xilinx terminology, to refer to 
presynthesized and prerouted modules. This would correspond with a firm IP core, 
according to the definition in section 1.2.3.1 (The System on a Chip Paradigm and Intellectual 
Property Cores). 
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equivalent tools, like BitPos [Krasteva'05], were also proposed with this aim. 

Further details about bitstream extraction are provided in chapter 4, which deals 

with the run-time reconfiguration support. 

 

Figure 3-2 Structure of a bus-macro based on TBUFs [XilinxXAPP290] 

Regarding the type of envisaged architectures, the original modular based design 

flow only supported 1-D reconfigurable modules spanning the full height of the 

device, and having a minimum of four slices width, as shown in Figure 3-3. This 

is linked to the internal structure of the Virtex-2 frames, which was the device 

family available at the time this flow was launched. 

 

Figure 3-3 Template of the 1-D reconfigurable architectures [XilinxXAPP290] 

In turn, one of the main advantages of this solution is the fact that the design of 

reconfigurable modules and the static system can be actually done in a 

completely separate way, whenever the top-level constraints are guaranteed. In 

addition, this flow is compatible with the run-time relocation of partial 

bitstreams.  
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The module-based partial reconfiguration flow was accompanied by the small-bit 

manipulation method, which allows carrying out small changes to the design, in 

order to generate partial bitstreams based on the differences between both the 

original and the new design. This way, reconfiguration time is deeply reduced 

compared with the modular design flow. Possible changes regarded by this flow 

are LUT reprogramming, changing I/O standards or even the modification of the 

BRAM content. The BitGen -r switch allows the generation of partial bitstreams 

containing only the frames differing in between the modified and the initial 

design.  

3.4.1.1.3 Early Access Partial Reconfiguration (EAPR) Flow 

Dynamic and partial reconfiguration has been considered by Xilinx, during a 

long time, uniquely as a research topic, far away from the industry. Actually, in 

the case of the flow replacing the modular one, this feature had to be activated as 

part of an early access program within the ISE Design Suite. Thus, it is known as 

the early access partial reconfiguration (EAPR) flow. Novelties included in EAPR, 

delivered in 2006, are summarized in [Lysaght'06]. Some of the main differences 

compared to its predecessor are described below. 

 Tri-state buffers were substituted by structures created with CLBs and logic 

nets. This change was mainly motivated by the fact that TBUFs were 

removed from newer FPGA families. However, CLB based bus-macros 

introduce an important delay and logic overhead. Therefore, they are not 

suitable for the implementation of fine grain reconfigurable architectures. 

Since at least two CLB terminals are used in each bus-macro, one can be 

located at each side of the border, while routing between them is kept fixed. 

Several types of bus-macros have been proposed, including horizontal and 

vertical versions, synchronous and asynchronous variants, as well as nested 

structures. The structure of a bus-macro based on CLBs is shown in Figure 

3-4. 

 The granularity of the reconfigurable regions changes, from the height of the 

whole device, to CLB columns corresponding to the height of a clock region, 

due to the fact that reconfiguration frames change also the same way. 

Therefore, 2-D rectangular reconfigurable architectures are inherently 

supported by this flow. 

 PlanAhead tool is available to plan the size and location of reconfigurable 

regions, as well as to lock down the placement of bus-macros. This way, it is 

possible to evaluate in advance if all these regions contain enough resources 

to allocate the corresponding reconfigurable modules. PlanAhead acts as a 
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complement of the ISE tool, which can be used to automatically introduce 

customized constraints in the UCF file. 

 

Figure 3-4 Structure of a CLB based bus-macro [Lysaght'06] 

 Partial bitstreams are also extracted with BitGen, exploiting a feature called 

partial masks, which allows selecting which configuration columns are to be 

included in the final bitstream. This feature enables a designer to cut out 

modules by specifying the exact location. 

 Regarding routing conflicts, static routes are allowed to pass through 

reconfigurable regions without using bus-macros. If this happens, used 

resources are saved to a text file, in order to avoid their use during the 

implementation of partial modules. While this improves timing and 

routability, it needs all the static routes to use the same routing resources in 

every reconfigurable module to be located in that region. Therefore, neither 

module relocation nor the independent design of modules and the static 

system are allowed. This situation is shown in Figure 3-5, where a system 

with two reconfigurable regions (RR1 and RR2) and two reconfigurable 

modules (RM-1 and RM-2) is depicted. Due to the static routes entering in 

reconfigurable regions, only RM-1 can be located in RR1, and RM-2 in RR2. 

Otherwise, the static system would be interrupted after the reconfiguration 

process, due to the damage introduced in the static nets.  
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Figure 3-5 Relocation problem due to static routes 

3.4.1.1.4 PlanAhead based Design Flow 

From 2010 onwards, EAPR flow was substituted by a design flow completely 

supported by PlanAhead. This continues to be the Xilinx approach nowadays. 

Main changes introduced by this flow, compared to EAPR, are described in this 

section. Further information can be found in [XilinxUG702]. 

Regarding inter-module communications, bus-macros are substituted by anchor 

LUTs, called proxy logic. Proxy LUTs are placed in fixed positions inside each 

reconfigurable region. Signals going from the static system to proxy logic, even 

though they are routed across the reconfigurable area, are considered part of the 

static system. This way, all the modules to be configured in a given 

reconfigurable region will share the same routing resources to reach the static 

side. Thus, communication compatibility is guaranteed when reconfiguring any 

of these modules. This situation is shown in Figure 3-6, for a system with two 

reconfigurable regions. For each of them, a reconfigurable module is described. 

Compatible proxy LUTs are located within these reconfigurable regions. Main 

benefit of this approach is the fact that only one terminal is needed per each 

crossing signal, reducing the logic and delay overheads in comparison with the 

use of bus-macros. However, for each signal, a whole LUT is consumed.  

The main limitation of this flow comes from the fact that to obtain routing 

compatibility through reconfigurable boundaries, the tool requires both the static 

system and every module to be generated together. Thus, after any minor 

change, the implementation of the whole system has to be repeated. Regarding 

routing conflicts, static routes are allowed to cross reconfigurable areas. The way 

of dealing with routing conflicts, together with the fact that proxy signals are not 

compatible for different modules, prevents module relocation. 
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Figure 3-6 Proxy logic to solve the inter-module communication problem 

On top of that, this design flow only allows each reconfigurable region to host a 

single module at a time, avoiding the design of complex solutions, among which 

are those requiring communications between reconfigurable modules. 

3.4.1.2 Altera 

For the sake of completeness, Altera design flow is also discussed in this work. 

The support for the design of DPR systems using Altera devices has been 

included, for the first time, in the 12.1 version of the Quartus II software tool, 

launched in Q4 2012. 

Altera’s DPR flow relies on the incremental compilation and LogicLock features 

available in Quartus II. Incremental compilation allows preserving the 

implementation of unchanged parts of the design, throughout subsequent runs of 

the compilation process. This feature aims the reduction of the synthesis 

overhead, as well as preserving the timing of already verified components. To 

achieve so, user must partition the design on hierarchical boundaries, which are 

preserved by the tool. Each partition can be associated with a specific footprint in 

the FPGA, called LogicLock. Each partition, together with an associated 

LogicLock, constitutes a partial reconfigurable (PR) region. In each of these 

regions, multiple reconfigurable modules, each one called persona, can be 

reconfigured at run-time. 

To enable inter-module communications, the set of persona to be located in a 

certain PR region must be featured with the same input and output boundary 

ports. This can be guaranteed by creating an interfacing wrapper. Thus, each 

persona will count on with the union of ports required by the set of persona to be 

allocated in each PR. If this is not fulfilled, dummy ports must be created. The 
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tool automatically instantiates a LUT for each port, which is blocked in the same 

position for all the instances of the persona. This is referred to as a wire-LUT, 

according to the Altera terminology. This way, routing from the static logic can 

be kept for every reconfigurable module. This approach is quite similar to the 

proxy logic proposed by Xilinx in their last generation reconfiguration flow. 

The incremental compilation flow offers the possibility of creating "aggregate 

revisions", which are particular combinations of the static system with the desired 

persona for each reconfigurable region. The generation of the configuration files 

is carried out once all the modules are available. 

An important advantage of the Altera design flow, compared with Xilinx 

proposals, is the granularity and flexibility of the reconfigurable regions. A 

configuration frame, in the case of Altera Series V FPGAs, expands a whole LAB 

column. However, in order to allow PR regions occupying less than the height of 

a LAB, something which is not possible in Xilinx design flows, two different 

approaches are available. Those are the SCRUB mode and the AND/OR mode. 

The SCRUB mode involves re-writing all the bits in the LAB column, including 

those inside and outside the reconfigurable region. In the case of the static 

frames, this means going back to the original known state, and therefore, it does 

not constitute a problem. However, this is not possible if reconfigurable modules 

share the same LAB column, since the state of the rest of the modules will be 

unknown at run-time. Therefore, two PRs cannot be vertically overlapped in the 

SCRUB mode.  

Differently, the AND/OR mode allows implementing vertically overlapped 

reconfigurable modules. In this case, the area of the module is delimited by 

means of two masks, which are applied in two subsequent phases: 

 First, the configuration memory is ANDed with a mask containing 1's outside 

the PR region, and 0's inside. Therefore, all the bits inside the reconfigurable 

region become 0. 

 Second, the configuration memory is ORed with a mask composed of the 

value of the new persona inside the reconfigurable region, and 0’s, outside. 

This way, bits outside the RR remain unaffected. 

The size of the configuration file, and therefore, the configuration time, are 

doubled in the AND/OR approach. None of these approaches considers the 

possibility of run-time relocating bitstreams in a reconfigurable region different 

to the one where the module was originally implemented. 
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Apart from the existing commercial tools, some other approaches have been also 

provided in the academia. Those are tackled in the next section. 

3.4.2 Academic Solutions 

Main solutions in the academia constituting an automated design flow, targeting 

the design of DPR systems, are shown in the rest of this section. 

3.4.2.1 ReCoBus Builder 

ReCoBus Builder was delivered in 2008 by the group of professor Teich, from the 

university of Erlangen-Nuremberg [Koch'08]. ReCoBus is a tool-chain which 

automates the design of systems supporting DPR, focused on the implementation 

of communication infrastructures compatible with the run-time integration of 

partially reconfigurable modules. 

The architecture of DPR systems designed with ReCoBus Builder follows either a 

1-D slot-or a 2-D grid model, where modules of different sizes can be allocated. 

This is a fine-grain solution which allows grouping contiguous reconfigurable 

units. In fixed positions of each of these units, logic needed to access inter-

module communication infrastructures is instantiated. 

Communication infrastructures envisaged by ReCoBus builder are both buses 

and point-to-point links. First, horizontal point-to-point infrastructures, referred 

to as I/O bars, provide access to I/O pins or point-to-point connections with other 

modules or the static system. Second, a bus structure known as ReCoBus is 

supported by the tool. This bus is able to implement several well established 

protocols, including AMBA, CORECONNECT, AVALON or Wishbone. A ReCoBus 

builder system template is shown in Figure 3-7, where the ReCoBus and the I/O 

bars are shown.  

The specification of the system architecture and the communication 

infrastructure is done by means of a GUI. Based on the provided parameters, a 

hard-macro corresponding to the system structure is generated. This hard-macro 

is integrated in the final system, in addition to being used during the generation 

of each reconfigurable module. System composition is carried out by means of 

XDL, a Xilinx proprietary language which will be described later in this 

document. The tool also supports the generation of bitstreams corresponding to 

each reconfigurable module. The way of guaranteeing that the routing of each of 

these modules is completely self-contained, is by means of blocker macros. A 

blocker macro is a single net occupying all the PIPs within every forbidden 

region, which is instantiated in the device during the implementation of the 
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modules. The rest of the implementation steps are carried out using conventional 

Xilinx tools.  

 

Figure 3-7 System template based on the ReCoBus builder [Koch'08] 

Partial modules can be generated independently of the rest of the system. The 

tool provides a bitstream linker, which is able to compose the static system and 

reconfigurable modules into a single bitstream. This tool is no longer updated, so 

device families beyond Virtex-II Pro and Spartan-3 are not supported. 

3.4.2.2 OpenPR 

OpenPR [Sohanghpurwala'11] is a design flow proposed by the group of 

Professor Athanas in Virginia Tech. It is accompanied by an add-on tool, which is 

envisaged as an extension to the ISE toolkit. Thus, it constitutes an alternative to 

the EAPR flow, offering a similar functionality, but differing in the open source 

nature, as well as in some implementation decisions. 

OpenPR is based on Torc [Steiner'11], which is an initiative from the universities 

of Southern California, Virginia Tech and Brigham Young. Torc infrastructure 

provides a set of APIs, enabling the manipulation of generic netlists in EDIF 

format, as well as physical netlists in XDL, and by extension, Native Circuit 

Description (NCD) files. It also provides a description of the wiring and logic of 

commercial devices, and the possibility of manipulating bitstream packets. All 

this makes Torc a platform on top of which custom CAD tools can be developed, 

targeting real commercial devices. In turn, Torc database is built upon the 

Alternate Wire Database (ADB), described in [Steiner'04]. ADB is a compact 

database, developed together with JBits, containing enough information to 

implement custom tools, such as a router, but with a level of compactness which 

makes them suitable to be implemented within embedded systems. 

OpenPR automates the design of DPR systems by means of a set of scripts, 

starting from XML input files provided by the designer. Moreover, the tool is 

able to detect placement constraints introduced in the UCF system file. Hence, 
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PlanAhead can be used to floorplan the system. However, no graphic interface is 

available for the integral management of the project. 

The solution to deal with routing conflicts in OpenPR differs substantially from 

the approach proposed by Xilinx, since the blocker macro technique is used in 

combination with the commercial router. In the case of the implementation of 

reconfigurable modules, only those PIPs located outside the region are forbidden 

in OpenPR. Thus, the use of wires leaving the reconfigurable region is allowed, 

whenever they are controlled by PIPs lying in the reconfigurable region. This is a 

less restrictive approach, which is possible since the use of crossing wires is 

forbidden during the implementation of the static system. 

Communication among modules in OpenPR is proposed to be carried out by 

means of bus-macros, the same as happens in the EAPR Xilinx design flow. In 

this case, the tool automates their placement in appropriate bordering positions. 

Therefore, designer’s productivity is increased, but the overhead in terms of area 

and delay is not reduced, compared with the Xilinx approach. 

The generation of partial bitstreams for each partial reconfigurable module is 

done in two phases. First, bitgen is called to generate a full bitstream. Second, a 

partial bitstream is parsed from the full one at the frame level, in order to extract 

the information corresponding to the reconfigurable area. 

Architectures envisaged by this tool are mainly 1-D and 2-D slot based solutions, 

similar to those considered by the EAPR design flow. OpenPR is written in 

C/C++, and it includes support for Virtex-4 and Virtex-5 devices. 

Researchers from the same group in Virginia Tech have proposed an alternative 

to OpenPR. This solution is known as Wires on Demand [Athanas'07], which 

involves moving the implementation of the inter-module communication 

structures, from the design time to the run-time time. It seeks to increase system 

autonomy, in such a way that the system itself is able to fulfill on-demand 

application requests, reducing the designer's burden. Wires on Demand leads to 

unconstrained reconfigurable architectures, as described in section 1.2.3.4 

(Layered Architecture of DPR SoPCs). This means that a single reconfigurable area 

is defined at design time, while module to module interconnections are created at 

run-time. This needs of a low complexity router and device database, suited to 

constrained embedded devices. Embedded routing capabilities of Wires on 

Demand are improved in [Suris'08]. 
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3.4.2.3 GoAhead  

GoAhead is another alternative targeting the design of DPR systems, presented 

in 2012 by the group of Professor Torresen in the University of Olso 

[Beckhoff'12]. This is an evolution of the aforementioned ReCoBus-Builder. 

Starting with the way of defining the system, GoAhead includes a GUI to hide 

the low level implementation details to the system designer. Within this GUI, an 

initial planning step can be carried out to estimate the area occupied by each 

reconfigurable module. Based on this information, GoAhead GUI allows system 

floorplanning, both in manual and automatic ways. All the operations leading to 

the implementation of a DPR system can be also conducted using a scripting 

interface. 

Regarding routing conflicts, they are also solved by means of blocking macros 

combined with the vendor router, the same way it happens with ReCoBus-

Builder and OpenPR. Blocker macros are also integrated by means of netlist 

modifications using XDL. In this case, arbitrary nets can be speculatively 

excluded to be used during the implementation of reconfigurable modules, so 

they are available to be used by the static system. 

Regarding inter-module connectivity, different approaches are considered, 

including bus-macros and proxy-logic. Furthermore, authors propose a direct 

wire-binding solution [Koch'10]. It consists in assigning a specific wire to each 

signal crossing a border between two modules. This crossing signal is routed, 

using the selected wire, to placeholder logic elements instantiated on the other 

side of the region. During the generation of the static system, placeholders will be 

located in the reconfigurable region, and the other way around, in the case of 

reconfigurable modules. Hence, each signal will use the same wires to cross the 

boundary, in both cases. Placeholder logic is, after the reconfiguration process, 

substituted by primitives belonging to the reconfigurable module. Thus, no logic 

is specifically dedicated to the inter-module communication infrastructure. 

However, crossing wires are kept unaffected still guaranteeing the 

intercommunication correctness. Main advantage of the wire binding approach is 

the reduction of the logic and delay overheads, compared both with bus-macros 

and proxy logic solutions. Placeholder logic is implemented as a CLB, placed at a 

distance of one column from the border, where up to four signals can be packed. 

Only horizontal links are allowed. To carry out the signal to wire mapping, a 

wizard is included in GoAhead. Based on this assignment, the tool instantiates 

the corresponding communication primitives and creates a VHDL entity which 

acts as an interface wrapper. This interface has to be manually included, both in 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=p_Authors:.QT.Beckhoff,%20C..QT.&searchWithin=p_Author_Ids:37695019800&newsearch=true
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the static and the reconfigurable modules, to be synthesized together with them. 

Timing constraints can be also introduced at this point. To guarantee that 

crossing signals are routed using the assigned wires, specific blocker macros are 

used [Koch'10]. This limits the connectivity in between two regions, since not all 

the crossing wires are eligible with this approach. 

The design of the static system and the reconfigurable modules are independent 

processes in GoAhead. Module relocation is also compatible with this flow. In 

turn, partial bitstreams are isolated using the differential bitgen -r switch, using 

an empty design in the background. 

Regarding the flexibility envisaged by the architectures, the tool allows both 

island style designs, where only one module is hosted exclusively in an island, as 

well as hierarchical designs, where multiple reconfigurable modules can be defined 

inside a single reconfigurable area. Hierarchical designs are characterized by 

reconfigurable module to reconfigurable module communications. In GoAhead, 

reconfigurable regions are rounded up to the height of a clock region. 

3.5. Previous Concepts to build FPGA CAD Tools 
After reviewing previous approaches existing in the state-of-the-art, this section 

details some concepts that have been used to implement the proposed tool. These 

are XDL, a proprietary language from Xilinx which allows the modification of 

netlists in an automated way, and Rapidsmith, a framework to develop CAD 

tools for Xilinx FPGAs. Finally, an overview of routing algorithms for 

reconfigurable systems is also provided. 

3.5.1 Xilinx Description Language (XDL) 

XDL is a human readable language, fully equivalent to the binary proprietary 

NCD format. It is internally used by Xilinx tools to describe netlists after the 

design technology mapping, and therefore, it constitutes a suitable interface to 

manipulate them. A tutorial on XDL, with several use examples, can be found in 

[Beckhoff'11]. Translation from NCD to XDL can be carried out using xdl (with 

option –ncd2xdl), a command line tool included in the ISE Toolset.  

Besides the header, the body of an XDL design file contains three kinds of 

elements: (1) the design ports, (2) the design instances, which are instantiations of 

different primitive types containing the logic of the design and (3) the nets 

connecting those instances. Each instance definition has a unique name as well as 

its corresponding type in the device fabric. In addition, it contains a string with 
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attributes, such as the instance placement or the primitive configuration 

parameters. 

In turn, each net includes a description of the involved pins. In addition, if the 

net is routed, the path is described by means of the PIPs actually configured, 

which correspond to the combination of wires selected in the switch matrix, 

affecting the activation of the required multiplexers.  

As follows from the description above, XDL files gather all the information about 

the design in a readable language, making them a suitable interface to check the 

design features or to implement design transformations. Since the structure and 

syntax of XDL files is regular and repetitive, it allows the automation of these 

activities, opening the way to the development of custom design tools. Some 

recent examples of automatic macro generators based on XDL are the following: 

 In [Claus'07b], XDL is used to automatically generate customized bus-

macros. 

 In ReCoBus-Builder [Koch'08] and GoAhead [Beckhoff'12], XDL is used to 

implement communication infrastructures for reconfigurable systems. 

 XDLCoreGen [Ghosh'11] is a java library of module generators, able to 

generate, place, interconnect and route macros, starting from designs entered 

using the Xilinx System Generator. 

 DHHarMa [Korf'11] is a design flow which aim is to generate homogeneous 

FPGA hard macros, starting from HDL descriptions.  

Designs obtained from the modification of XDL files can be later converted again 

to NCD format with xdl (-xdl2ncd option). Therefore, CAD tools built upon XDL 

can be completely integrated within the commercial design flow.  

In addition to requiring full access to design netlists, the development of a 

custom CAD Tool requires a complete database with detailed descriptions of 

every resource in the device fabric. In this regard, xdl tool is also able to generate 

reports (known as XDLRC) describing the resources available in the selected 

device. However, those descriptions are huge, requiring several gigabytes in the 

case of larger devices. 

3.5.2 RapidSmith 

RapidSmith is a framework proposed by researchers from the Brigham Young 

University (BYU), which consists of a database defining the resources available in 

the device, together with a set of java APIs allowing the interaction with this 

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/search/searchresult.jsp?searchWithin=p_Authors:.QT.Beckhoff,%20C..QT.&searchWithin=p_Author_Ids:37695019800&newsearch=true
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database [Lavin'11]. This framework follows an approach similar to the Torc 

initiative [Steiner'11], which was launched almost at the same time. 

Unlike XDLRC reports, RapidSmith database includes a compact and efficient 

description of the architecture. Abstractions introduced in RapidSmith are shown 

in Figure 3-8, both for devices (a) and designs (b). Data structures included in 

RapidSmith have a direct correspondence both with the device resources 

included originally in the XDLRC file, such as Tiles, Primitive Sites, Wires or 

PIPs, as well as with the main XDL design declarations, like instances and nets. 

In addition, RapidSmith APIs offer easy access and basic transformation features 

on the design data structures. For instance, it allows adding new PIPs to a net, 

changing the position of design instances or modifying their attributes, like the 

LUT equations. Based on these structures, Rapidsmith intends to make easier the 

creation of FPGA CAD Tools. 

 

Figure 3-8 RapidSmith abstractions for devices and designs [Steiner'11] 

3.5.3 FPGA Routing for DPR systems 

Routing for FPGAs differs from the design of custom integrated circuits in 

several aspects. Thus, while routing resources are practically continuous in 

ASICs, they are discrete and scarce in the case of FPGAs, even though they 

occupy most of the device area. Moreover, regularity of the Cartesian rectilinear 

routing grid available in the case of integrated circuits becomes a graph of 

arbitrary directional switches in FPGAs. For this reason, well known techniques 

developed for ASICs cannot be directly applied to FPGAs, making necessary the 

investigation on specific solutions for this type of devices. The overall goal is to 

increase the performance of each individual net, while guaranteeing the 

routability of the maximum number of nets. 

Routing problems are typically divided into two phases. First, a global routing is 

in charge of generating coarse representations of the paths, in order to balance 
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the occupation of routing channels. After that, a detailed router assigns specific 

wiring segments to each net. Detailed routing problem is typically represented as 

a graph, where PIPs act as edges, while wires and net terminals are the nodes of 

the graph.  

One of the best known academic CAD tools for FPGAs is the Versatile Place and 

Route (VPR) [Betz'97]. This is a flexible tool, which targets a broad range of 

FPGA architectures. This framework can perform either a global routing or a 

combined global/detailed routing, based on the Pathfinder negotiated 

congestion algorithm. This algorithm, together with the maze and the A*search 

algorithms, are the main alternatives for FPGA routing in the State-of-the-art. 

 The maze router consists in a breadth-first wavefront expansion strategy, 

aiming at finding the shortest path between two points. To this end, an 

exhaustive search is conducted, considering all the possible paths. The best 

path will be found among all the possible ones, while the speed of the 

algorithm is its main limitation. Once the destination is reached, the path is 

back-traced until the origin, selecting the nodes with the lowest cost. 

Performance of the algorithm is net ordering dependent, since the routing of 

certain nets can block subsequent ones.  

 The A*Search router combines the breadth-first search, featured by the maze 

router, with a depth-first search [Tessier'98]. The depth-first algorithm 

prioritizes the speed rather than explore the maximum number of nodes, so it 

will find a sub-optimal path.  

 The PathFinder Algorithm combines a maze router with a negotiation 

scheme [McMurchie'95]. In this case, each net is routed as if it were the only 

one. Thus, without considering previously routed nets as obstacles. A cost 

metric is defined based on the number of nets using this resource at the end 

of each iteration, so collisions are penalized. Nets incurring in a collision are 

ripped up and rerouted, repeating iteratively this process until no overuse of 

routing resources exists. 

The problem of some of the academic FPGA routing tools is the fact that they 

target simplified models, rather than actual devices. This is the case of VPR. 

However, an example of a routing algorithm, developed specifically to compete 

in flexibility with commercial routers, is shown in [Zha'13]. This work, from the 

group of Professor Athanas, merges the pathfinder negotiation scheme with the 

A* detailed routing strategy, aiming the implementation of DPR systems within 

the TORC flow. 
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3.6. Implementation Particularities of the Proposed Scalable 

Architectures  
The problem of implementing a DPR system has been tackled so far without 

considering the particularities of the system to be designed. Hence, regularity, 

modularity and locality of the architectures proposed in this work will be taken 

up for discussion in this section. 

According to the principles of the scalable architectures proposed in chapter two, 

each module being part of an IP core is implemented as an independent partial 

reconfigurable module, so a different bitstream is generated for each of them. 

However, regularity makes the number of different modules needed to compose 

the architecture to be much lower than the total number of modules. Equivalent 

modules only differ in the position of the device where they are reconfigured, 

while the internal logic is exactly the same. Therefore, enabling module 

relocation dramatically reduces the memory footprint needed to store a modular 

and regular architecture. In addition, also related to modularity, the possibility of 

porting modules among different devices and families, as well as improving or 

updating the system during its life-time, by incorporating new modules without 

repeating the design of the whole system, has to be also supported.  

In turn, locality of the interconnections makes them to be only directed from each 

module to the closest neighboring modules. Thus, for each IP core designed 

according to the baseline proposal, only the input/output module will be featured 

with an inter-module connection addressing the static system, while the rest of 

them will include reconfigurable module to reconfigurable module connections. 

This implies that hierarchical regions must be supported. Reconfigurable areas 

where IP cores are to be reconfigured must be completely clear, to allow different 

cores to be reconfigured in the same area, without predefining the size and the 

position of the modules in advance. Therefore, inter-module connections will be 

incorporated as part of the reconfigurable modules, rather than belonging to the 

static system. This way, when the size of the IP core is reduced, released area can 

be freely occupied by other IP cores, either scalable or not. 

During the assembly of the architecture, when the same module or a compatible 

one is replicated on its right hand side, its east connection will be linked to its 

west side, and the other way around. This is shown in Figure 3-9. Therefore, 

interconnection structures located at both sides of each module must be 

symmetric, to enable the possibility of building the final structure by replicating 

equal modules, while preserving the correctness of the communications. The 

same happens with respect the north and south connections.  
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Figure 3-9 Assembly of the architecture by exploiting the symmetry of the inter-module 
connections 

Regarding the reconfiguration granularity, it depends on the final IP core 

architecture. Therefore, as discussed in section 2.5 (Further Discussions about the 

architectures), the proposed design flow has to be compatible with the generation 

of partial bitstreams describing the configuration of an arbitrary fine grain area of 

the device. Thus, the definition of reconfigurable areas as small as a single CLB 

has to be supported by the design flow. A consequence of considering such a fine 

grain granularity is the fact that the overhead, in terms of area and delay, 

introduced by the inter-module communication structure should be as low as 

possible. Otherwise, the cost of introducing dynamic and partial reconfiguration 

will be well above the area occupied by the logic itself inside the module.  

All the requirements set by the nature of regular, local and modular 

architectures, together with the general requirements envisaged for DPR systems, 

can be summarized as follows: 

 Module relocation and life-time system updates with an independent design 

of modules and the static system.  

 System portability among different devices and families. 

 Symmetric inter-module connections with low area and delay overheads. 

These structures must be reusable between different systems. 
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 Reconfigurable module to reconfigurable module connections, without 

occupying static system resources, in such a way that the reconfigurable area 

is not restricted at design-time. 

 Fine grain granularity, at the level of a single CLB, leading to highly flexible 

reconfigurable architectures.  

These requirements are complemented by a general goal, which is the reduction 

of the support needed from the designer to implement a DPR system, hiding the 

low level details, and this way, increasing their productivity. 

The design flow and the CAD tool proposed in this thesis work have been 

designed having these requirements in mind, as will be detailed in the following 

section.  

3.7. Proposed Design Flow and Tool Support 
In this section, the main attributes of the proposed design flow are analyzed, 

including a description of the CAD tool supporting it. This tool is known as 

DREAMS, which stands for Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded and 

Modular Systems, since it aims to deal with the type of architectures proposed in 

this work. 

First, how to model reconfigurable systems with DREAMS is shown. Then, the 

way the inter-module communication problem is solved, with structures called 

Virtual Borders (VB), is described. After that, a custom router developed to solve 

the routing conflicts as well as to generate the inter-module communication 

structures is provided. Finally, the design flow supported by DREAMS is 

outlined. 

3.7.1 Reconfigurable System Modeling with DREAMS 

A way of modeling and specifying the system under design is proposed in this 

section. Mainly, it is required to define the area corresponding to each 

reconfigurable region (referred to as system architecture description), as well as 

to describe the modules to be used by the system (system modules description).  

3.7.1.1 System Architecture Description  

System Architecture is modeled with DREAMS by means of two elements, 

known as Virtual Region (VR) and Virtual Architecture (VA). A Virtual Region is 

the set of FPGA resources where a module can be allocated. Each VR must be 

rectangular, and they cannot overlap each other. They are defined by the 

coordinates of the CLBs located in the lower left and upper right corners. As an 
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exception, one of the system VRs can be defined without providing these 

coordinates. In this case, VR will expand the area of the FPGA not included in 

any other VR of the system. This is intended to easily define the area where the 

static system will be allocated.  

The set of Virtual Regions of the system is called the Virtual Architecture (VA). 

The VA corresponding to a system under design must be described by the user 

using an XML file, to be processed by the DREAMS tool. An example of such a 

description is shown in Figure 3-10, for the case of a scalable architecture. In this 

example, seventeen different regions are defined. Sixteen of them (Rec00 to 

Rec33) are defined using the coordinates of the CLBs in the corners, and the other 

one is described as the rest of the FPGA area. Only 2 of the 16 elements are 

shown in the figure. In the case of scalable cores, the architecture corresponding 

to the maximum envisaged size must be described, but unused modules can be 

freely occupied by other IP Cores. 

As will be detailed later, a GUI also provided in DREAMS automatically 

generates the VA XML file, starting from a graphical description introduced by 

the system designer. 

 

<Architecture> 
 <partName>xc5vlx110t-</partName> 
 <VirtualRegion> 
  <Name>Rec00</Name> 
  <P0>INT_X43Y80</P0> 
  <Pf>INT_X44Y89</Pf> 
 </VirtualRegion> 
 <VirtualRegion> 
  <Name>Rec01</Name> 
  <P0>INT_X45Y80</P0> 
  <Pf>INT_X46Y89</Pf> 
 </VirtualRegion> 
                                        ... 
 <VirtualRegion> 
  <Name>Static</Name> 
  <P0></P0> 
  <Pf></Pf> 
 </VirtualRegion> 
</Architecture> 

Figure 3-10 XML file defining the architecture of a 4 × 4 array 

3.7.1.2 System Modules Description  

Each module to be integrated in the system is modeled using a data structure 

called Virtual Module (VM), which can correspond either to a reconfigurable 

module or to the static system. In any case, each VM is specified by a file, both in 

the form of an HDL description or a NCD routed netlist. Using an HDL file is the 
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easiest solution, but it is only suitable in the case of simple designs. However, if 

the module is complex, including further requirements and constraints, it is 

preferable to design it completely using vendor’s tools. This is typically the 

situation of the static module. In this case, module position must be manually 

introduced by the designer in the UCF before the place and route step, instead of 

being automatically generated by DREAMS. 

To increase the architectural flexibility, each reconfigurable module can be 

allocated in one or more reconfigurable regions. The only limitation is that the 

resulting merged region must be a rectangle itself. This way, the same 

architecture can be used to define modules with different requirements in terms 

of logic resources and shapes. This situation is shown in Figure 3-11. Virtual 

Architecture shown in (a) allows instantiating modules from a finer granularity 

(b), to a larger one (c). When defining system regions, granularity has to be 

chosen for the finest grain module in the system. For instance, if a scalable mesh-

type array is to be floorplanned, granularity has to be found for the smaller 

module, and this way, larger ones can be also configured. Granularity also 

impacts communications among modules, as will be described later. It is 

important to notice that the module will be only generated for one of the 

compatible regions where it can be relocated. In case the module is provided as a 

NCD netlist, the position where it is placed must match the location of the VM in 

the system modules description. 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3-11 Example of a Virtual Architecture which allows instantiating modules with 
different granularities 

Moreover, module connectivity is also described in terms of the VRs and the 

border sides affected by each interface. Modules can communicate one to the 

other if they are located in neighboring regions. Apart from that, information 
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about which clock net and which clock resources must be used, has to be 

provided. 

The set of Virtual Modules to be processed by the tool must be defined by the 

designer in another XML file. In Figure 3-12, an example is shown. It describes a 

Reconfigurable System with two modules, one static and the other one 

reconfigurable. The static one will be fixed in the region called Static, and it 

includes two communication interfaces, called Virtual Borders (VB). In this case, 

both of them communicate the region Static, where the module is defined, with 

Rec00. Module descriptions are referred to the VA shown in Figure 3-10. 

Indicating explicitly the border side (North, South, East or West) prevents 

ambiguities. This way, the tool will be able to distinguish which signals are part 

of the Virtual Border crossing through the south, and which of them through the 

west, even though both communicate the static region with Rec00. In turn, the 

reconfigurable module in the example is located in Rec11, and it has four Virtual 

Borders, one with each closer neighbor regions.  

<System> 
 <CLK Resource="1">CLK_NET_NAME</CLK> 
 <Name>ReconfigurableSystemName</Name> 
 <VB> 
  <Name>VERT</Name> 
  <Save>C:/Ejemplos/SPIE/PE3/VERT.VB</Save> 
 </VB> 
 <VB> 
  <Name>HOR</Name> 
  <Save>C:/Ejemplos/SPIE/PE3/HI.VB</Save> 
 </VB> 
 <VM type = "Static">  
  <Name>StaticSystemExample</Name> 
  <File>top.ncd</File> 
  <VirtualRegion>Static</VirtualRegion> 
  <Connectivity> 
   <VB> 
    <Name>Horizontal</Name> 
    <Region>Rec00</Region> 
    <Side>E</Side> 
   </VB> 
   <VB> 
    <Name>Vertical</Name> 
    <Region>Rec00</Region> 
    <Side>N</Side> 
   </VB>  
  </Connectivity> 
 </VM> 
  
 <VM type = "Reconfigurable">  
  <Name>element</Name> 
  <File>pe.vhd</File> 
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  <VirtualRegion>Rec11</VirtualRegion> 
  <Connectivity> 
   <VB>  
    <Name>Horizontal</Name> 
    <Region>Rec10</Region> 
    <Side>W</Side> 
   </VB> 
   <VB> 
    <Name>Horizontal</Name> 
    <Region>Rec12</Region> 
    <Side>E</Side> 
   </VB>   
   <VB> 
    <Name>Vertical</Name> 
    <Region>Rec21</Region> 
    <Side>N</Side> 
   </VB> 
   <VB> 
    <Name>Vertical</Name> 
    <Region>Rec01</Region> 
    <Side>S</Side> 
   </VB>  
  </Connectivity> 
 </VM> 
</System> 

Figure 3-12 Example of Modules definition file, with two modules 

3.7.2 Inter-module Communications: Virtual Borders 

In this thesis, a solution to the problem of the communications among 

reconfigurable modules is also proposed. This solution is based on the definition 

of Virtual Borders (VB). 

A Virtual Border is a data structure which contains the description of which 

device wire is used by each signal to cross the boundaries in between two 

reconfigurable modules. Virtual Borders can be both horizontal and vertical, and 

within their description no logic is associated: it only contains the routing wires 

to be used by each signal. If all the VBs of the VM which can be allocated at run-

time in the same set of VRs are equal, communication's correctness is guaranteed.  

The application of a VB does not require extra effort by the system designer. The 

tool automatically detects the signals involved in a communication interface 

between two modules, and randomly assigns them device wires crossing the 

border. To do so, designer is only required to follow a naming policy when 

describing the input and output ports in the HDL file of each module. After that, 

each module can be synthesized independently, so reconfigurable ports are 

mapped as conventional IOBs. When those netlists are provided as inputs to the 

tool, it automatically identifies the nets corresponding to communications with 
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other modules. Thus, it is not necessary to instantiate any kind of communication 

interface during the generation of each netlist.  

Due to this strategy, modules can be defined as placed and routed NCD files, 

which are not synthesized again by the tool. Only nets being part of a Virtual 

Border, as well as those incurring in a routing conflict, have to be rerouted. This 

allows keeping implementation parameters, such as the timing or the technology 

mapping strategy. Rules defining the naming policy are the following: 

 It has to include the name of the destination VR. 

 Its name has to include the string “_Reconf_”, to distinguish them from the 

non-reconfigurable ports, as well as "_DataIn_" or "_DataOut_", depending on 

the direction of the port. 

 Port name has to include the side ("_N_", "_S_", "_E_", "_W_") where they 

leave the Virtual Region 

The names of the reconfigurable ports are referred to the original position of the 

module, independently on where it can be relocated. 

Virtual Borders can be generated, applied, transformed, loaded and stored. 

Generating a VB consists in assigning wires to signals crossing the border among 

two modules. Signals defining an interface are the union of all the signals used 

by any module which is intended to be located in a given reconfigurable region. 

Once a Virtual Border is generated, it can be applied to any compatible border. 

Applying a virtual border means to route signals crossing the boundaries, using 

the wires described in the VB data structure. An example of this process is shown 

in Figure 3-13.  

The original situation before the VB application process is shown in Figure 3-13 

a). Since nets belonging to VBs are originally mapped to external device ports, 

the first step to apply them is to remove these IOBs. This situation is described in 

Figure 3-13 b). Then, to route a Virtual Border net it is necessary to instantiate 

temporal Fake Macros, allocated in the destination region. Fake Macros are 

placeholder CLBs which are added in random positions of the neighbor region, 

and used like pins of the nets involved in the Virtual Border. Those macros will 

not have any impact on the final system, since they will be outside of the region 

when the partial bitstream corresponding to the module is extracted. However, 

VB nets will use the appropriate device wires to cross the border. Figure 3-13 c) 

shows the situation after the application of the Virtual Borders. Since the same 

Virtual Border is applied to every compatible module to be reconfigured in the 

same position, as shown in Figure 3-13 d), routing resources will fit during 
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reconfiguration, allowing a successful communication between modules. A 

custom router targeting modular systems has been implemented, as one of the 

main components of DREAMS. This router, which is described in the next 

section, allows the application of Virtual Borders, among other tasks. 

Before applying a Virtual Border, it may be necessary to transform it. Considered 

transformations include displacing them from the original position where it was 

generated, to the position where it has to be finally applied (this is the case of 

applying the same interface in different reconfigurable regions), as well as 

inverting them. In this case, Virtual Borders generated, for instance, for the static 

system, can be applied to the reconfigurable module. This includes both 

updating the name of the ports, according to the already defined policy, as well 

as displacing the wires themselves.  

Besides generating and applying Virtual Borders, it is also possible to store them 

in an external file, as well as to load them from a file. This is very important to 

make possible the extension of a system with extra modules during its life-time. 

Another important feature of Virtual Borders is the fact that they are defined 

with respect to the Virtual Regions where modules can be located, instead of 

with respect to the module itself. Therefore, if a Virtual Module occupies more 

than one Virtual Region, different Virtual Borders are defined for each interface 

between regions, increasing the flexibility of the system.  

A category of Virtual Borders is defined as the set of interfaces where the same 

VB has to be applied. Each category is defined by the following rules: 

 All the VMs sharing common borders must use equivalent VBs. 

 All the VMs which can be allocated in the same VR have to use equivalent 

VBs. 

For each category of equivalent Virtual Borders, it is necessary to define a name, 

as well as a file where to store (or from where to load) the associated resources.  

An original contribution of this thesis is an inter-module communication 

strategy which does not introduce delay or area overhead, named Virtual 

Borders. A Virtual Border is a data structure which can be transformed to be 

applied in multiple positions, as well as saved and loaded from files, to make 

them reusable among multiple systems. 
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Figure 3-13 Virtual Border Application Process 

3.7.3 Custom Router for Modular Systems 

The core of the DREAMS tool is a custom router which overcomes the flexibility 

limitations of the routers available in commercial flows.  

The design of routers for FPGAs is a complex problem. In this case, since the 

number of signals to be routed is limited, just a detailed router has been 

implemented. It routes sequentially every desired net. More specifically, a simple 

depth-first search algorithm, similar to the A* search, has been selected to route 

each net. The used metric is:  

fi = b + (1-a)×fi-1 + a×(di + NodeLevel) 

Where b is the base cost, depending on the type of used wire, fi-1 is the 

accumulative cost of the path, di is the Manhattan distance to the origin, 

NodeLevel is the level of the node in the path, and a is a constant balancing the 

weight of both factors. This algorithm has been selected due to its low 

complexity, while still providing good enough solutions for the limited number 

of nets to be routed. 

In case several nets are to be routed, they are selected in a random order. If the 

router is not able to route any of them, all of them are rip-out and the process is 
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started from scratch. This way, routing problems caused by one net over the 

others can be overcome. 

Implemented routing methods offer some extra features, in order to meet the 

requirements of the design of DPR systems. Most important ones are listed 

below: 

 Possibility of skipping wires crossing region boundaries, as well as to allow 

PIPs only inside a given area. 

 Net routing using fixed given resources, splitting the process into subsequent 

stretches. 

 Guaranteeing that at least a net PIP is located in a given region, in order to 

deal properly with bypass nets. 

An original contribution of this thesis is to opt for a custom and flexible router 

to solve the routing conflicts as well as the inter-module communications 

problems, appearing during the design of DPR systems. The proposed router 

targets commercial FPGAs, being able to deal with area and symmetry 

constraints.  

Even though this is not the final goal of this work, the router implemented in this 

thesis offers a performance good enough to cope with the rerouting of the Virtual 

Border nets. However, the rest of the design flow can be applied independently 

of the router underneath. 

3.7.4 Reconfigurable System Design Flow  

This section outlines the proposed flow for the design of reconfigurable systems. 

An original contribution of this thesis is a design flow and a tool targeting the 

design of DPR systems, focused on highly parallel, modular and local 

architectures. 

DREAMS Tool has been divided into two layers, the front-end and the back-end. 

The overall process is described in Figure 3-14. The back-end is in charge of 

implementing each individual module, starting from the XML VA definition, as 

well as its XML description extracted from the modules definition file. The 

extraction of the definition of ach single module is carried out by the design 

front-end, which also generates the Virtual Borders, together with other 

preparation steps. 

At the beginning of the back-end stage, input ncd netlists are translated into the 

equivalent xdl file. All the subsequent transformations are carried out by 
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modifying this file, exploiting features included in Rapidsmith. In the end, before 

the bitstream generation, it is translated back into a ncd file. But at this point, 

netlist are already compatible with DPR. During this process, the tool carries out 

an exhaustive error checking, generates processing statistics and produces a 

report file. 

3.7.4.1 System Design Front End  

This stage is in charge of preparing the netlist corresponding to each VM to be 

processed by the subsequent module stage, reducing designer’s effort, and 

therefore, increasing its productivity. In addition to generating the netlists, XML 

files corresponding to each module have to be prepared, starting from the system 

description provided by the designer. Virtual Borders are also generated in this 

stage, if it is necessary. Thus, the following processes are accomplished: 

1. - Netlist generation: Reconfigurable modules described using an HDL file, 

instead of a NCD, are synthesized using vendor’s tools. More specifically, 

PlanAhead is called by the DREAMS Tool in command-line mode, using the 

placement constraints described by the user in the VM XML File. Therefore, after 

this point, a placed and routed NCD is available for each module in the system.  

2. - Virtual Border generation: Virtual Borders are loaded from the file provided by 

the designer, if any. Otherwise, they will be generated at this point, and stored in 

the corresponding file. To do so, the union of the ports of all the interfaces 

belonging to each category of equivalent Virtual Borders is computed, assigning 

a crossing wire for each of them. This way, compatibility will be respected, even 

if some of these ports are not present in all the modules. For this reason, a good 

design practice would be to implement together as many modules as possible. If 

extra modules have to be added to the system after this initial iteration, the 

designer must assure that all the ports in the new modules were originally 

covered in any of the modules used during the generation of the Virtual Border. 

Otherwise, either the whole process is repeated from scratch, or an error will be 

returned by the tool. An alternative is to generate, for each set of equivalent 

modules, a reference module including all the envisaged connections. This can be a 

fake module, without logic inside, which can be introduced during the 

implementation of the first bunch of modules. 

3. - Module processing preparation: DREAMS back-end is launched to implement 

each module subsequently. Before that, certain files, such as the reports or the 

XML descriptions corresponding to each single module are prepared. 
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Figure 3-14 Proposed design flow to design DPR systems with DREAMS tool 
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3.7.4.2 Module Design Back-End 

DREAMS back-end starts from the module XML Description, the Virtual 

Architecture and the module NCD file received as entries, and delivers a 

bitstream corresponding to the module, without requiring extra effort from the 

designer. This bitstream will be a partial bitstream, in the case of reconfigurable 

modules, and a full one, in the case of the static system. To obtain it, the 

following steps are carried out: 

1. - Checking Routing Validity: The first step to implement a module is the 

detection of conflicting nets outside the reconfigurable region area, and to 

reroute them using the custom router developed within this thesis work. This 

way, routing resources belonging to each module are kept within the module 

itself. 

2. - Reconfigurable IO Parsing: According to the previously explained naming 

policy, the tool automatically detects which module IOBs correspond to actual 

FPGA ports, and which of them are reconfigurable connections. IOBs associated 

with reconfigurable connections will be trimmed, since they will be part of 

Virtual Borders. 

3. - Load & Transform Virtual Borders: VB resources are loaded from the external 

file provided as an input. After that, necessary transformations are applied to the 

names and the wires stored in the VB file, in order to prepare it to be applied in 

the borders of the module. 

4. - Module Processing: The next step is to create the connections of the input and 

output signals belonging to Virtual Borders. To achieve this, it is necessary to 

substitute the eliminated IOBs by fake macros, placed in random positions in the 

neighboring region. DREAMS is able to deal with special cases, such as situations 

when the same net is connected to several output ports, as well as bypasses that 

appear when the net does not have any logic resource inside the region.  

5. - Apply Virtual Borders and Routing: This is an iterative process which can be 

repeated up to routing all the nets, or a maximum number of times. In each of 

these iterations, nets belonging to Virtual Borders are routed according to their 

description file. This process is divided into two subsequent stages. First, VB nets 

are routed from fake macros to the VB resource, after which nets are routed from 

the VB resource to the logic inside the module. In between two iterations of this 

process, all the VB nets are completely unrouted, and the positions where fake 

macros are placed are also randomly changed. This way, routability is increased 

by reducing the effect of net ordering in this process. 
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6. - Clock Management: Every VM using the same VRs, as well as the static system, 

must share the same clocking resources. To obtain this, the custom router is also 

used to reroute the clock signal. This is done by accomplishing these three steps: 

 Clock net is detected based on the port name provided by the user 

 Dummy CLBs are placed in every column of the system reconfigurable areas 

 Clock net is routed up to the clock input ports of these dummy CLBs 

During this process, different horizontal clock lines are available. The designer 

decides which one is used both in the static system as well as in the 

reconfigurable modules. Sometimes, this is an arbitrary decision. Other times, a 

specific one is selected to keep the compatibility of the modules under design 

with a previously implemented system. The choice is provided to the tool in the 

Virtual Architecture XML file. An example of this process is shown in Figure 3-15 

(a), where the global clock signal and the instantiated dummy logic can be seen. 

In Figure 3-15 (b), the mapping of the global clock is shown, where depending on 

the designer choice, a different horizontal line can be selected.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3-15 Reconfigurable clock net mapped to global wires, addressing dummy logic 
placed in a reconfigurable region  

7. - Module Bitstream Generation: Once the design is completely processed, a 

bitstream corresponding to the module will be generated. This takes place in two 

stages: first, a full bitstream is generated with conventional commercial tools. 

Then, in the case of reconfigurable modules, a partial bitstream will be extracted, 

starting from the full one. Partial bitstream extraction is carried out by means of a 

custom tool, which is able to detect which configuration frames affect the area of 

the module. This process is based on the frame addressing information, on a per 

device basis. 
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3.7.5 DREAMS Graphic User Interface (GUI) 

DREAMS GUI aims to facilitate and support the design of the whole 

reconfigurable system, being responsible, among other issues, of generating and 

maintaining the XML system and architecture files. For each reconfigurable 

system designed with the tool, a project file is kept. Apart from that, DREAMS 

project includes all the information bearing on the system, such as the associated 

device, which clock line has to be used or the report files generated after 

processing each module. This way, system modules status is saved, making 

easier the application of minor changes, such as adding or replacing 

reconfigurable modules, as well as major changes, such as modifying the system 

architecture or even porting it to a new device.  

Further details about the GUI are provided in Appendix B. 

3.7.6 Device Heterogeneity 

In general, device heterogeneity restricts the possibility of relocating modules in 

positions where the layout does not match perfectly with the arrangement of the 

region where they were initially generated. Moreover, in the case of scalable 

architectures, heterogeneity may limit the maximum size achievable by an IP 

Core. As explained in section 3.2.5.1 (Floorplan Compatibility), this is in part due to 

the non-CLB columns interleaved in the array. 

In this context, the capability to easily generate modules featuring specific 

communication patterns can be used to skip device columns which are not used 

by the architecture. In this case, module outputs are directly assigned to the 

corresponding inputs, so these modules are called bypass modules. It is 

important to notice that bypass modules do not include logic inside, since only 

routing resources are used. This minimizes the delay introduced by the bypass. 

The possibility of creating modules based only in routing resources is enabled by 

the VB approach. To guarantee the communication correctness, the same VB has 

to be applied to both bordering interfaces, as well as to the modules allocated in 

the neighboring regions. Typically, VBs of the modules located on both sides are 

predefined in advance, since they are part of the architecture itself. 

Bypass modules may occupy from a single configurable column to an arbitrary 

number of columns, depending on the floorplanning of the architecture. These 

modules are dynamically reconfigurable, so heterogeneous columns will remain 

available in the system to be used by different IP cores, while bypass is not 

required. However, main drawback of this approach is the fact that 

heterogeneous columns cannot be used by the IP core. 
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To implement a bypass module, system designer has to define a reconfigurable 

region located in the area in between the two reconfigurable modules. In 

addition, an HDL file describing the module has to be created. In this file, input 

ports have to be directly mapped to the outputs, including all the signals 

involved in the neighboring region interfaces. 

In the case of the mesh-type scalable architectures proposed in this thesis, if PEs 

do not use block RAM memories, they can be skipped. This way, the 

homogeneous area where the IP core can be located is enlarged. In Figure 3-16, 

an example of a bypass module skipping a block RAM memory, is shown. In this 

case, the module occupies two CLB columns. When it is required, modules 

labeled as VR1 and VR2 in the figure can be directly connected, as if they were 

placed in contiguous positions. VBs applied to the bypass are the same as those 

previously defined for the modules of the architecture. 

A different use of the bypasses, besides dealing with the device heterogeneity, is 

the interconnection of modules generated with different Virtual Borders. This 

situation can arise when a reconfigurable module, which was initially intended 

to be consumed by a given system, is finally used in a different one. This way, 

instead of using equivalent Virtual Borders at both sides of the bypass, one 

compatible with each of the neighboring modules is used on the corresponding 

side. This way, bypass module can be used as an interface translator. 

*  

Figure 3-16 Bypass Reconfigurable Module designed with DREAMS. 

3.8. Scalable Core Modeling 
The general model envisaged for a system where scalable IP cores are integrated, 

is composed by several of these cores, being executed simultaneously, and each 

one requiring a run-time variable amount of logic. Therefore, for each of these 

cores different versions will be available differing on its power consumption, its 
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area occupation in the device, and finally, a parameter defining its performance, 

like the number of necessary clock cycles to finish the task. All these resources 

are constrained on embedded systems, so the final configuration has to be 

carefully decided. 

The formulation of the multiple knapsack approach refers to the challenge of 

having to fill a backpack with a set of weighted objects, with minimum total 

weight, and fulfilling a set of requirements. The same way, the optimization of 

the FPGA configuration can be modeled using the combinatorial optimization 

theory. A mathematical model of this problem is the multi-dimensional multi-

choice Knapsack problem [Ykman-Couvreurl'06]. 

Supposing that there are L active tasks simultaneously in the device; each task i 

has Ni possible implementations; M kinds of resources of the FPGA are 

considered, each one with a maximum constraining value of R. Each 

implementation j of each task i will be characterized by a parameter of 

consumption for each of the considered resources, as well as by a value showing 

its performance: Ii,j = (r1,i,j, …, rM, i, j, pij) 

The problem is to optimize the overall performance of all the simultaneous tasks, 

while fulfilling the constraints. That is, to choose the set of implementations that 

maximize:  

   {∑∑         

  

   

 

   

}                       (3-1) 

Choosing only one implementation for each task: 

∑      

  

   

     (   ) (3-2) 

And fulfilling the constraints imposed by the device: 

∑ ∑            
  
      

 
   ,              (   ) (3-3) 

In the case of the scalable IP Cores, each implementation will be characterized by 

a certain size, and therefore, a certain area and power consumption. In addition, 

according to the scalability principles, the greater the core, the faster it will 

process data. This model can be used, at design time, to choose the correct 

configuration for the initial operating stage. However, some of these parameters 

are dynamic. Thus, the maximum available values of the device, like its 

maximum power consumption, can vary at run time; Moreover, due to changes 

on the applications, tasks that compose the system are also variable; 
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Consequently, the optimization process, instead of being regarded like a design 

time implementation issue, is a dynamic problem that has to be addressed at run-

time on the system. 

An original contribution of this thesis is the modeling of systems designed with 

scalable IP Core architectures, using the multi-dimensional multi-choice 

Knapsack problem. 

3.9. Tests and Results 
In Table 3-1, DREAMS solution is compared with the main design tools and 

flows existing in the state-of-the art, according to the features they provide. 

Functionality offered by DREAMS is similar to GoAhead, since both approaches 

share the same set of requirements. However, main differences in between both 

cases appear when the implementation techniques selected by each one are 

evaluated. In this regard, these are the main differences: 

 Routing conflicts are solved with blocker macros in combination with the 

commercial router, in the case of GoAhead, while a custom router is 

developed in DREAMS. Rationale under this decision is to increase the 

independency from commercial flows, while envisaging the tool as a post-

processing solution: the user designs each of the basic modules in an 

independent way, and when they are ready, modules are processed to make 

them compatible with DPR. Moreover, flexibility offered by the custom 

router can be exploited to deal with other requirements, such as the case of 

implementing SCA protected circuits. 

 Partial bitstreams are generated with bitgen in differential mode, in the case 

of GoAhead, while a bitstream parser is used in the case of DREAMS. This 

decision is motivated by the way how run-time relocation is tackled in 

DREAMS, as will be described in chapter 4. 

 The inter-module communication problem is solved by means of the direct 

wire binding approach in GoAhead, while Virtual Borders are used in 

DREAMS. Both approaches share some common features, since no logic 

overhead is introduced in any of them. However, there are some differences: 

o Virtual Borders can be both horizontal and vertical, and within 

their description no logic is associated: it only contains the routing 

wires to be used by each signal. Fake macros are randomly 

allocated by the tool within the neighboring region during the 

module processing. For these reasons, a greater inter-module 

connectivity can be achieved, mainly in the case of wider than 

longer modules. 
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o Instead of using a wizard to assign wires to signals, the tool 

automatically detects the signals involved in a communication 

interface between two modules. Moreover, neither is necessary to 

define any kind of VHDL interface from the module or the system, 

nor to instantiate the communication interfaces. This way, design 

productivity is increased. 

o Virtual Borders can be transformed and stored in external files, so 

as to be exchanged among projects. 

On top of this comparison, some features of the DREAMS tool will be tested and 

evaluated in the rest of this section. 

3.9.1 Virtual Border Connectivity 

Generating a Virtual Border means to assign device wires crossing the border in 

between two modules, to signals to be exchanged in between these modules. 

Therefore, connectivity depends on the shape and size of the corresponding 

regions, since these factors will impact on the number of crossing wires. Thus, if 

regions are too small, not enough IO resources might be found. In the case of 

Virtex-5, per each CLB width, up to 11 wires can be set horizontally. In this case, 

only DOUBLE and DOUBLE TURN wires are used, with columns located at both 

sides of the border. In the vertical case, for each CLB, up to 13 interconnections 

can be created. In this case, both elements at a distance of one and two CLBs from 

the border are used. Therefore, if the granularity of the regions is too fine, the 

possibility of interconnecting modules is deeply reduced. This fact has to be 

taken into account when the Virtual Architecture is defined. An example of the 

wires assigned to a VB is shown in Figure 3-17. 

 

Figure 3-17Virtual Border wires used to cross the boundary between two modules, in the 
case of an horizontal connection 
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3.9.2 Symmetry of the inter-module connections 

In the case of the proposed scalable mesh-type architectures, the same Virtual 

Border is applied to interfaces with Virtual Regions at the North and South, and 

East and West, respectively. In this case, equivalent nets cross module 

boundaries using equivalent and symmetric resources. This way, the final IP 

Core architecture can be composed by replicating and assembling these basic 

modules. This situation is shown in Figure 3-18. In this example, the whole 

process is detailed, from the module netlist with reconfigurable ports mapped as 

IOBs, to the final module with symmetric VBs. The starting point is shown in 

Figure 3-18  (a), where reconfigurable ports of the module are mapped to device 

IOBs. In Figure 3-18 (b), IOBs are substituted by fake macros, while in Figure 3-18 

(c) symmetric VBs are applied both in the North and the South interfaces, as well 

as the East and the West. One of the wires in each interface has been also 

highlighted (in yellow, in the case of the horizontal border, and in orange, in the 

vertical one), as an example of the symmetry obtained between equivalent wires 

.  
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Table 3-1 Comparison of DREAMS with main existing approaches in the State of the Art 

 

 

                                                      
3 This solution does not have a specific purpose GUI for the design of DPR systems, but PlanAhead interface is extended to support this feature. 
 

Solution 
Module 

Relocation 

Independent 

Design of modules 
Flexibility GUI 

Inter-Module 

Communications 
Routing Conflicts 

Partial 

Bitstream 

Generation 

Modular 

Design 
Yes Yes 1-D slot architectures No Bus-Macros 

Over-dimensioning + 

visual inspection 
bitgen 

EAPR No No 
1-D and 2-D slot 

architectures 
No Bus-Macros 

Over-dimensioning + 

visual inspection 

bitgen with 

partial masks 

PlanAhead No No 
1-D and 2-D slot 

architectures 
Yes3 Proxy Logic 

Over-dimensioning + 

Automatic detection 

bitgen in 

differential 

mode 

OpenPR Yes Yes 
1-D and 2-D slot 

architectures 
No Bus-Macros Blocker Macro 

Bitstream 

Parsing 

GoAhead Yes Yes 
Highly flexible 

architectures 
Yes Wire Binding Blocker Macro 

bitgen in 

differential 

mode 

DREAMS Yes Yes 
Highly flexible 

architectures 
Yes Virtual Borders Custom Router 

bitstream 

Parsing 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 3-18 Virtual Border Application process  

3.9.3 Routing Symmetry for SCA Protection 

The approach proposed to solve the conflicts appearing when trying to generate 

completely symmetric nets in SCA protected circuits, is as follows. Conflicting 

nets are unrouted, and thanks to the custom router, they can be rerouted 
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avoiding used resources. After that, original nets are also rerouted, in a 

symmetric way with respect to the copied conflict-free rail. This method is 

further explained in [He'12]. In Figure 3-19, an example of equivalent nets 

corresponding to both rails after the repair process is shown.  

-  

Figure 3-19 Complementary T and F nets obtained after applying the symmetric router 
repair scheme 

In this case, symmetry is measured as the difference of delays in between each 

pair of True and False Nets.  In Table 3-2, it is shown the delay obtained for the 

T/F rails of one of the nets of a simplified AES core. In both cases, those delays 

are almost equivalent. The only deviation (5 picoseconds) can be attributed to the 

device process variation. 

Table 3-2 Net delay difference between a pair of identical T/F nets 

 Sink1 Sink2 Sink3 Sink4 Sink5 

Net ( T ) 

Source 

SLICE_X2

5Y67.D 

SLICE_X17Y

63.A3 

1.151ns 

SLICE_X16Y

63.A3 

1.174ns 

SLICE_X21Y

63.D3 

1.507ns 

SLICE_X26Y

65.A3 

1.126ns 

SLICE_X26Y

65.C5 

0.904ns 

Net ( F ) 

Source 

SLICE_X2

5Y68.D 

SLICE_X17Y

64.A3 

1.151ns 

SLICE_X16Y

64.A3 

1.174ns 

SLICE_X21Y

64.D3 

1.507ns 

SLICE_X26Y

66.A3 

1.126ns 

SLICE_X26Y

66.C5 

0.904ns 

| delay( T )-delay( F ) | 0ns 0ns 0ns 0ns 0ns 

Sink6 Sink7 Sink8 Sink9 Sink10 Sink11 
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SLICE_X24Y63.B2 

0.984ns 

SLICE_X18Y

63.C4 

1.163ns 

SLICE_X19Y

63.A2 

1.382ns 

SLICE_X20Y

65.A6 

0.963ns 

SLICE_X23Y

65.C1 

1.616ns 

SLICE_X22Y

65.A6 

1.064ns 

SLICE_X24Y64.B2 

0.984ns 

SLICE_X18Y

64.C4 

1.163ns 

SLICE_X19Y

64.A2 

1.382ns 

SLICE_X20Y

66.A6 

0.968ns 

SLICE_X23Y

66.C1 

1.616ns 

SLICE_X22Y

66.A6 

1.064ns 

0ns 0ns 0ns 0.005ns 0ns 0ns 

 

3.9.4 Design Flow Evaluation Metrics 

In this section, a general evaluation of the design flow proposed for the design of 

dynamically scalable architectures is shown, including a theoretical comparison 

of DREAMS with other existing methodologies. Evaluation will be done in terms 

of the architectural parameters derived in section 2.3.1 (Evaluation Parameters and 

Design Goals): memory footprint and reconfiguration time, and the analysis is 

limited to the case of homogeneous architectures, composed of a single PE. 

Solution will be compared with the Xilinx Modular design Flow and EAPR. 

In the proposed solution, the size of the bitstream that has to be stored for the 

unique processing element is: 

                          
                 

 ⌈              
⌉ (3-4) 

 

being             
the number of configuration frames of each CLB column of 

the FPGA and ⌈ ⌉ the integer division of n, in this case, the number of rows of the 

basic element (              
in (3-4)), by the number of CLB Rows per 

configuration frame of the device. Typical values for this parameter are 16 CLBs 

for each Virtex-4 configuration frame and 20 CLBs for Virtex-5. As a direct 

consequence of the relocation features, the total configuration data that has to be 

stored is the corresponding to a single processing element. The same result can 

be achieved with the modular design flow, but without considering the bus-

macros overhead, which is high as it will be shown further in this section. 

On the contrary, regarding the EAPR design flow, a bitstream of the full IP Core 

has to be stored for each of the N possible scalability levels. The size of each 

bitstream can be calculated with:  

                          
                   

 ⌈              
  ⌉ 

(3-5) 
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The total amount of configuration data that has to be stored in the system with 

the EAPR design flow to allow the different levels of scalability is:  

                                       

                 
  

                  
 ⌈              

  ⌉ 

(3-6) 

Table 3-3 shows the relationship in between the total amount of configuration 

data that is needed with the proposed solution, compared with the EAPR and the 

modular design flows. As a reference, results for a static, non-scalable design of 

the maximum N N size are included. As it can be seen, the exact value of this 

comparison depends on the relative size of the processing element respect to the 

size of the reconfiguration frame. However, the maximum bound is provided to 

give a general idea of the achieved advantages. 

Table 3-3 Comparison of the total amount of configuration bits of each technique 

Flow Relation with the proposed flow Maximum Bound 

Static Design 
  ⌈                  ⌉

⌈                ⌉
    

Modular Design 1 1 

EAPR 
    ⌈                  ⌉

⌈                ⌉
    

 

Regarding the time overhead for the scaling process, the use of the EAPR and the 

modular design flows will be compared with the proposal in DREAMS. In the 

present approach, the necessary reconfiguration time to scale a mesh-type 

regular architecture from (N-1)   (N-1) to N N dimensions is the time to 

reconfigure the 2N-1 new elements. That is: 

                   

 (    )

                            

                   

 ⌈                ⌉ 

(3-7) 

The same result can be obtained with the modular design flow, again not 

considering the area overflow of bus-macros. However, with the EAPR, it is 

necessary to reconfigure the full core (          dimensions) in order to 

perform the scaling process. The time overhead is therefore: 
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 ⌈              

     ⌉  

(3-8) 

 

The comparison with the proposed method results is shown in Table 3-4. 

Table 3-4 Comparison of the reconfiguration time overheads respect to the proposed 
methodology 

Flow Relation with the proposed flow Maximum Bound 

Modular Design 1 1 

EAPR 
     ⌈                     ⌉

(     )  ⌈                ⌉
 

   

(     )
 

 
Area overhead introduced by bus-macros and proxy logic, compared with 

Virtual Borders, depends on the connectivity requirements among modules. 

Thus, for the case of bus-macros proposed by Xilinx, four signals can be allocated 

in each of them. This means one CLB for each four signals exchanged in between 

two modules. In the case of proxy logic, this is even higher, since a CLB is needed 

for each signal. Differently, in the case of Virtual Borders, no extra logic is 

needed. 

3.10. Chapter Conclusions 
A design flow targeting the design of highly modular and regular dynamically 

scalable architectures is proposed in this chapter. In addition to including some 

features especially suited to this type of architectures, it can be applied to the 

design of any kind of reconfigurable system. The tool includes a custom router 

compatible with dynamic reconfiguration, which is able to solve routing 

conflicts, as well as to generate the inter-module communication structures, 

called Virtual Borders. The proposed communication structures are one of the 

key elements to increase the efficiency of the obtained systems, since they do not 

introduce any delay or logic overhead. This flow has been implemented within a 

tool called DREAMS, which allows automating the whole design process, from a 

model of the system provided by the designer. A GUI has been also implemented 

to increase the design productivity. 

The result of the proposed flow is a set of position agnostic partial bitstreams, 

each one corresponding to a reconfigurable module, as well as a full bitstream, 
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describing the static system. The full bitstream is first downloaded to the FPGA, 

during system setup. In turn, partial bitstreams are stored within the system, 

which is able to use them at-run time, depending on the run-time variable system 

requirements. In the next chapter, a mechanism to carry out the run-time 

reconfiguration of partial bitstreams is provided. In chapter 5 and 6, some use 

cases of the scalable architectures are described. They are examples of the system 

design process with DREAMS. 
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Chapter 4 

 
Run-time 
Reconfiguration Support 
 

Once the reconfigurable modules that compose a 

dynamically scalable architecture are implemented, 

a set of position agnostic partial bitstreams will be 

available. Partial bitstreams are then stored in the 

system, so they can be reconfigured at run-time 

whenever necessary. To do this, a mechanism in 

charge of controlling the reconfiguration process must be included as part of the 

static system. This is the goal of the Reconfiguration Engine described in this 

chapter. The proposed engine supports general reconfiguration requirements, 

including module relocation, but it also targets specific needs of the dynamically 

scalable architectures. 

The organization of the chapter is as follows. After introducing the 

reconfiguration control problem, low-level concepts related with the 

reconfiguration process of Xilinx FPGAs are shown. Then, both general and 

specific requirements set on the engine are provided, followed by a description of 

the state-of-the art solutions targeting the control of the DPR process. At this 

point, the proposed reconfiguration engine is introduced, including general 

design considerations as well as implementation details. Finally, the solution is 

evaluated and compared with the rest of the works existing in the state-of-the-

art. 
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4. Run-time 

Reconfiguration 

Support 

4.1. Introduction 
The primary role of the run-time system reconfiguration support is to manage 

the process of changing the content of the device configuration memory. To do 

so, an appropriate sequence of commands and the configuration information 

have to be sent through any of the reconfiguration ports available in the device. 

In the case of state-of-the-art Xilinx FPGAs, different ports are available. 

However, only the ICAP allows changing the configuration of the logic from 

inside the device, enabling self-reconfigurability. In the context of this thesis, the 

module proposed to control the ICAP is referred to as the Reconfiguration 

Engine (RE). On top of being able to reconfigure a certain area of the device, 

further requirements have been set for the proposed RE, mainly related to the 

particularities of scalable architectures. 

The importance of module relocation has been discussed throughout this 

document. Hence, DREAMS implementation flow is compatible with this feature. 

However, the final position where a module is to be configured depends on run-

time system conditions, so bitstream relocation must be carried out at run-time. 

For this reason, the outcome of the implementation flow is a partial bitstream 

stored in a position independent format, while the Reconfiguration Engine is in 

charge of relocating it at run-time, during the reconfiguration process. 

The granularity allowed for relocatable modules has to be fine enough to cope 

with the smallest modules of any scalable architecture. For this reason, proposed 

RE supports the reconfiguration of modules occupying less than the height of a 

clock region, increasing the complexity of the reconfiguration process. 

Partial bitstreams corresponding to reconfigurable modules are stored in one of 

the system memories. Both on-chip and off-chip memories are available with this 

aim, offering different performance in terms of bandwidth and capacity. On top 

of that, if the module to be reconfigured is already available in the device 

configuration memory, it may be readback and duplicated in a new position of 

the device, avoiding accesses to the bitstream repository. This situation appears 

in the case of highly regular architectures, which are composed of a few different 

modules configured in multiple positions of the device. Therefore, proposed RE 
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supports reconfiguration both from external memories, as well as from the very 

same device configuration memory. 

Beyond these qualitative features, the speed offered by the RE has a tremendous 

impact on the efficiency of the reconfiguration process, to the extent that it can be 

the critical factor deciding whether the implementation of the DPR technique in a 

given application is feasible or not. In the case of the scalable architectures, this 

value is directly related with the scaling time. Therefore, maximizing 

reconfiguration throughput is an important goal of the proposed RE. 

The dependence on low level device details suffered by the DPR technique is 

especially important in the case of the run-time reconfiguration support. The 

strategy to control the reconfiguration port, the addressing scheme of the 

configuration memory or the bitstream configuration commands, among other 

issues, are specific of each device. Therefore, in order to increase the design 

productivity, the RE is required to hide these low level details to the system 

designer. In addition, it is necessary to envisage its portability in between 

different device families. 

A proposed Reconfiguration Engine in charge of controlling the dynamic and 

partial reconfiguration process, tailored to the particularities of modular 

architectures, is described in this chapter. The proposed solution seeks to 

maximize the reconfiguration throughput, enabling fine grain module relocation 

and bitstream readback, with a reduced overhead from the point of view of the 

system designer. General concepts about the control of the DPR process in the 

case of Virtex-5 devices, as well as a comparison with existing works in the state-

of-the-art, are provided first. 

4.2. Previous Concepts about DPR control 
All the details offered in this section are focused on Virtex-5 devices, even though 

most of them can be easily extended to other families of Xilinx devices. 

4.2.1 Configuration Commands and Registers  

An FPGA configuration bitstream is a sequence of commands and configuration 

data. Bitstream commands are executed by reading or writing operations to the 

configuration registers located in the reconfiguration circuitry of the device. This 

is the mechanism to control the configuration process. Bitstream commands can 

be packaged in two possible ways: 
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4.2.1.1 Type 1 Packets 

The header of type 1 packages is a 32-bit word, while the body contains so many 

32-bit words as the word count field specifies in the header (11 bits are reserved to 

this purpose). This is shown in Figure 4-1. It is only suitable to write short data 

blocks. 

 

Figure 4-1 Type 1 Packet Structure [Virtex5ConfUG] 

4.2.1.2 Type 2 Packet 

This type of package must follow a type 1 header. The word count field is larger 

than the case of type 1, so it is suited to write long blocks. The structure of a type 

2 packet is shown in Figure 4-2. 

 

Figure 4-2 Type 1 Packet Structure. From [Virtex5ConfUG] 

The opcode field allows selecting among NOP, read or write operations. 

Regarding the possible registers (Register Address field), a whole list can be found 

in [Virtex5ConfUG]. A short list with the registers related with the enhanced 

reconfiguration engine is provided here: 

4.2.1.3 CRC: Cyclic Redundancy Check Register  

CRC intends to protect the device against bitstream file corruption. Writing 

accesses to this register cause a CRC check against the value internally computed 

on the bitstream data. If the written value diverges from the computed value, an 

error flag is set, and startup is not allowed.  

4.2.1.4 FAR: Frame Address Register 

This register allows identifying the frame of the device which is to be accessed 

either for reading or writing. It is not necessary to include a FAR writing 

operation before each frame to be written in the device, since this value is 

automatically incremented at the end of each frame. Further details about the 

addressing scheme are provided in the following section.  
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4.2.1.5 FDRI: Frame Data Register, Input Register 

Data written to this register is configured at the positions of the internal memory 

indicated by the FAR register. 

4.2.1.6 FDRO: Frame Data Register, Output Register (read configuration 

data) 

Reading operations on this register return readback configuration data 

corresponding to the position indicated by the address stored in the FAR register.  

4.2.1.7 IDCODE: Device ID Register 

Each type of device is characterized by an IDCODE. Any write operation to the 

FDRI register must be preceded by a write operation to this register, with the 

appropriate value. Otherwise, a device error bit is triggered.  

4.2.1.8 CMD: Command Register 

This register is used to interact with the internal configuration logic in charge of 

controlling reading and writing operations in the configuration memory. Some of 

the commands to be transmitted through this register are the following: 

 NULL: Null command 

 WCFG: Writes Configuration Data: Used before sending configuration 

data through the FDRI 

 RCFG: Reads Configuration Data. Used before sending a reading 

command through the FDRO. 

 START: Begins the startup sequence. Used once the configuration process 

finishes successfully.  

 RCRC: Resets CRC: Resets the CRC register 

 DESYNCH: Resets the DALIGN signal. It has to be transmitted at the end 

of the reconfiguration process to desynchronize the device. 

 GCAPTURE: Pulses GCAPTURE: It makes the capture cells to load the 

current register states.  

4.2.1.9 STAT: Status Register 

From this register it is possible to read the value of multiple global signals. It 

includes different error signals, such as the CRC or the Device ID error.  
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4.2.1.10 MFWR: Multiple Frame Write Register 

This register is used when the bitstream is compressed. In this case, by writing in 

this register it is possible to launch the configuration of the same frame in 

multiple device positions. 

4.2.2 Configuration Sequence 

Configuration commands have to be sent to the internal configuration control 

logic in the appropriate order to constitute a valid bitstream. In this regard, a 

configuration bitstream is divided into three sections, which are shown next, for 

the case of a writing operation: 

 The header, which contains the configuration commands to start the process. 

Among them are the: 

o Synchronization command 

o Reset CRC command 

o Device ID command 

o Some dummy words 

 The body, where the new configuration data is placed. It is arranged as a 

loop, where each iteration comprises the following steps: 

o The frame address (FAR), where configuration data is to be written 

o The WCFG command to the CMD register to indicate that a writing 

operation is to be initiated 

o A writing operation to the FDRI register with the configuration 

information. In the case of Virtex-5, the information corresponding to 

each frame is a sequence of 41 32-bit words. This is the minimum unit 

that can be reconfigured in each operation. If the amount of 

configuration data exceeds the size of a type 1 packet, it is necessary 

to use a type 2 one. 

If the auto-increment mode is used, the FAR does not have to be sent in 

between two frames. Thus, a typical full bitstream starts by introducing a 

FAR package starting at address 0, which is auto-incremented up to reaching 

the last configurable element of the device. However, this mode is only 

suitable if the area to be reconfigured follows the automatic incremental 

order implemented in the internal reconfiguration control logic, which is as 

follows. Device clock regions are reconfigured subsequently from the top to 

the bottom, and configurable elements are covered from the left to the right, 

within each of these regions. For instance, in the example shown in Figure 

4-3, it is necessary to repeat this loop twice, once for each clock region 

partially occupied by the reconfigurable region. Thus, the auto-increment 
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mode is only valid within each of these two regions, but not in the transition 

in between them. 

 

Figure 4-3 Self-increment of the FAR during the reconfiguration process 

A pad frame has to be included at the end of the process to ensure that the 

last duty frame is transmitted to the configuration memory. 

 The tail contains the commands to indicate that the process is finished. This 

includes the: 

o DESYNCH command  

o The CRC value 

A similar sequence has to be transmitted to launch a readback operation, with the 

RCFG instead of the WCFG command, as the main change. Moreover, writing 

operations on the FDRI register are substituted by reading the FDRO, which will 

return the data configured in the FPGA. In this case, the first read frame will be a 

pad frame, which has to be discarded.  

This description is valid, both for the case of full bitstreams, as well as for partial 

bitstreams, which are obtained by extracting the configuration frames that 

control the configuration of a reconfigurable area. From the point of view of 

bitstream reallocation, both the FAR and the CRC values must be considered, as 

will be described in the section dedicated to the implementation of the proposed 

RE.  
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4.2.3 Configuration Memory Addressing Scheme 

The value introduced in the FAR register allows identifying each frame without 

ambiguities, and with it, the unique configurable resource controlled by the 

frame. The equivalence in between the content of this register and the 

configuration frames to be read or write from the device memory is not 

published for all Xilinx devices. In the case of Virtex-5 FPGAs, FAR register is 

divided into five fields, as shown in Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4 Structure of the Virtex-5 FAR register 

The functionality of each of these fields is as follows: 

 Block Type: Separates configuration frames depending on their function. Main 

types are the Interconnect and Block Configuration (Type 0) and the Block 

RAM contents (Type 1). 

 Top/Bottom: Allows selecting if the reconfigurable element is located in the 

upper or the lower half of the device.  

 Row Address: Selects the clock region (row). This value increases from the 

center of the device to the top and to the bottom. 

 Major Address: Selects the configurable column. This value increases from the 

left to the right. In the case of the Block RAM content, an overlapped 

addressing scheme, which takes into account only the BRAMs, is also 

provided. 

 Minor Address: Selects the frame among those required to configure a column. 

The number of frames, and therefore, the maximum minor address for each 

column depends on its type. In the case of Virtex-5, values are shown in Table 

4-1. 

Table 4-1 Number of frames per each type of configurable element in Virtex-5 FPGAs 

Configurable Element #Frames 

CLB 36 

DSP 28 

BRAM 30 

IOB 54 

Clock Column 4 

In Figure 4-5, the correspondence between the FAR fields and the device layout is 

shown. 
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Figure 4-5 Virtex-5 addressing scheme represented in the device layout 

4.2.4 HWICAP 

The HWICAP (Hardware Internal Configuration Access Port) is a core for the 

AXI or PLB buses which constitutes a wrapper for the ICAP. This is the solution 

proposed by Xilinx to control the reconfiguration port [XilinxDS817]. This core is 

adapted to each family of devices. HWICAP follows the structure of a peripheral, 

which is attached to an embedded processor, so reconfiguration can be controlled 

by means of reading and writing operations on the peripheral registers located in 

the bus interface. The internal structure of the HWICAP peripheral is shown in 

Figure 4-6. Besides the configuration registers, a finite state machine is 

implemented to control the ICAP operation, based on the commands sent from 

the embedded processor. In addition, read and write FIFOs are located in the 

interface to temporarily store data to be sent to the ICAP, or readback 

configuration sequences coming from the configuration port. 

Theoretical rate of the ICAP is 400 MB/s, since this is a 32-bits interface, which is 

able to work up to 100 MHz. However, the HWICAP is not able to reach this 

boundary, mainly due to the use of a shared AXI or PLB on-chip bus to transmit 

configuration data from the embedded processor. This causes a long latency and 

a low throughput. Thus, as reported in [BeckerT'07], measured throughput is 

about 5 MB/s. The value will be compared with the academic solutions existing 

in the state-of-the-art. 
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Figure 4-6 Internal Structure of the HWICAP peripheral [XilinxDS817] 

4.3. Requirements Analysis 
In this section, the discussion is focused on the requirements set on the proposed 

Reconfiguration Engine. They are divided into general requirements, and those 

which are specific to modular and regular architectures. However, there is a thin 

line in between both categories, since specific requirements may also benefit 

other types of reconfigurable architectures, not only those proposed in this thesis. 

4.3.1 General Requirements 

4.3.1.1 Ease of Use and Integration 

The need of having specific knowledge on low level device details has been 

already outlined as one of the causes limiting the adoption of DPR techniques in 

the industry. Therefore, an important goal of the RE is to provide system 

designers with the possibility of taking advantage of dynamic and partial 

reconfiguration, without requiring a previous experience in this field. The goal is 

to hide the low level reconfiguration details to the system designer. 

4.3.1.2 Device Portability 

Particularities of each device, and changes from a generation of reconfigurable 

devices to the following one, make difficult the implementation of portable 

solutions. For this reason, it is necessary to start from scratch the implementation 

of reconfigurable systems, whenever a new device has to be used. This is a time 
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consuming process, which makes the emergence of new hardware on the market 

to be significantly ahead of the implementation of reconfigurable systems based 

on these new devices. This may reduce the appealing of reconfigurable solutions. 

Main changes in between different devices and device families from the point of 

view of reconfigurability are the following: 

 The configuration port, including its throughput and the way of controlling 

it. 

 The addressing scheme describing the equivalence in between configuration 

memory frames and the configurable elements controlled by these frames. 

This includes changes in most of the parameters, such as the frame size. 

 The format of the configuration bitstream, including the appropriate 

sequence of configuration commands to carry out the operation. 

In this regard, the aim is to facilitate the adaptation of the reconfiguration engine 

to present and future device families. 

4.3.1.3 Module Relocation 

The importance of module relocation has been already highlighted in the 

previous chapter, during the discussion of the implementation flow. Module 

relocation has to be carried out at run-time, since the final position where the 

module is to be relocated depends on the run-time system conditions. The 

alternative would be to forecast all the possible positions where the module may 

be reconfigured at design time, but this would increase the number of partial 

bitstreams to be stored in the system memory. Thus, module relocation has to be 

incorporated in the RE, so the final position of the hardware modules can be 

decided at run-time, during the reconfiguration process. In turn, the output of 

DREAMS tool is a set of partial bitstreams described in a position independent 

format. Run-time module relocation mainly consists in changing the FAR value 

of the bitstream, so it is adapted to the new position where the module is to be 

reconfigured. Moreover, the CRC value has to be recomputed, taking into 

account the value of the new FAR. However, the CRC can be disabled, so it is not 

checked during reconfiguration. 

Module relocation can be carried out in 1D or 2D regions, as shown in Figure 4-7 

(a) and (b), respectively. 2D is the more flexible case, since both the row and the 

column parameters defining each relocatable region can take arbitrary values, 

not constrained by the borders of the clock regions. 
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It is generally assumed, in spite of some exceptions existing in the state-of-the art 

that module relocation refers to the relocation of modules located in identical 

regions, from the point of view of the type of configurable element placed in its 

floorplanning. 

 

Figure 4-7 1-D versus 2-D Reconfiguration 

4.3.1.4 Reconfiguration Throughput 

The time needed to reconfigure the architecture in advance of carrying out the 

processing task may be computed as an extra component of the overall 

processing time. Thus, if the application must respect real-time requirements, 

those would also affect the reconfiguration time. This is especially important in 

the case of systems demanding frequent reconfiguration changes. 

Reconfiguration time is affected by two main factors: 

 The size of the bitstream file, which is proportional to the area of the device to 

be reconfigured. 

 The throughput of the reconfiguration port, which depends on the port data 

width, the maximum clock frequency or the bandwidth and the latency of the 

memory where bitstreams are stored, among other issues. 

As was discussed in chapter 2, one of the main attributes of the proposed scalable 

architectures is the reduction of the configuration time by reducing the area of 

the device that has to be reconfigured when the size of the core is to be changed. 

In turn, the reconfiguration engine is required to offer the maximum possible 

throughput, by taking into account the factors that impact on this parameter.  

4.3.1.5 Reconfiguration from off-chip Memories 

Partial bitstreams to be reconfigured at run-time can be stored either in internal 

device memories, such as on-chip BRAMs, or in off-chip memories, such as an 
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SRAM, an SDRAM or a FLASH memory, among others. Delay and bandwidth 

features offered by external memories are typically worse than the case of 

internal memories, but their capacity is much larger. Moreover, the overall 

number of internal memories available in the device must be shared with the rest 

of the system IP cores. For these reasons, if a large amount of configuration data 

has to be stored, the preferred bitstream source is the external memory. This is a 

more flexible approach which corresponds to the situation envisaged in this 

thesis. 

4.3.2 Modular and Regular Architectures Specific Requirements 

4.3.2.1 Module Readback and Replication 

On top of having the partial bitstreams corresponding to reconfigurable modules 

stored in external memories, those may be also available in the very same device 

configuration memory. This situation will arise if the module is already 

configured in the device, either since the start-up or after a previous partial 

reconfiguration process. This way, if the reconfigurable module is to be 

replicated in a different position, it can be read back from the configuration 

memory, avoiding accesses to the external memory. This situation will occur 

quite frequently in the case of modular and regular architectures, since they are 

composed of a limited number of different modules, which have to be replicated 

in multiple positions of the architecture. Therefore, accelerating module 

replication is also considered a main requirement of the RE described in this 

chapter. 

Apart from that, readback may be also used for many other purposes, such as to 

debug the reconfiguration process, to extract a partial biststream which is not 

available in the bitstream repository or to save the context of a given IP core, 

among others.  

4.3.2.2 Sub-clock Region Reconfiguration 

Granularity of the reconfigurable regions is selected in this thesis to be as fine as 

a single CLB. This decision has been already motivated in the previous chapter, 

from the point of view of the flexibility of the proposed architectures. The 

reconfiguration engine has to be compatible with such a fine granularity.  

The major difficulty in implementing fine grain solutions is the fact that each 

configuration frame expands several CLBs height. For this reason, if the whole 

frame is changed to reconfigure a single CLB, the logic controlled by the rest of 

the frame will be affected by this process. Proposed approaches in the state of the 

art to deal with this problem benefit from the glitchless dynamic reconfiguration. 
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This means that if a configuration bit has the same value before and after the 

reconfiguration process, the operation of the resource controlled by the bit does 

not suffer any discontinuity [Blodget'04].  

4.3.2.3 Fault Injection by means of DPR 

SRAM-based FPGAs are particularly vulnerable to high energy particles, which 

after hitting the device may induce different types of undesired effects. This 

problem is especially critical in radiation susceptible environments, such as space 

and aerospace applications. In the case of FPGAs, not only the user configurable 

elements, but also the configuration memory, which is the major component of 

the device, are susceptible to suffer the effects of these faults. Faults in this 

memory may alter the behavior of the configurable logic. However, it is hard to 

predict the particular way the device functionality is affected by a fault in this 

memory, since it controls the logic but also the routing in between configurable 

elements. 

The most widespread model of an injected fault in the configuration memory is a 

transient bit-flip. This includes Single Event Upsets (SEU), Single Event 

Transients (SET) and Multi event Upsets (MEU). Such a soft event will remain 

unchanged until the content of the configuration memory is repaired. On top of 

that, there are also faults which affect semiconductors in a truly permanent way.  

Different researchers have proposed multiple strategies to mitigate the effect of 

both soft and permanent faults in FPGAs. To validate these techniques and to 

assess if the protected solution is robust enough from the point of view of fault 

tolerance, it is necessary to evaluate the effects of SEUs in advance. To do this, 

there are different alternatives. For instance, the scenario can be simulated. 

However, this is a time consuming process, which requires having perfect 

knowledge about the device fabric. An alternative is to radiate the device, which 

is an expensive and difficult to control process. Differently, it is possible to 

exploit the DPR feature of SRAM based FPGAs to intentionally inject bit flips in 

the configuration memory, in order to emulate the effect of the radiation 

particles. This can constitute a preparatory or a complementary test to the final 

radiation process.  

Differently to FPGAs, a bit-flip can only happen in the design flip-flops, in the 

case of ASICs. Therefore, if the FPGA is used as a prototyping platform rather 

than as the final target, only those types of faults are injected. 

Proposed reconfiguration engine is intended to be used to inject soft and 

permanent faults in controlled positions of the architecture. This way, the 
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behavior of the proposed scalable architectures when these faults occur can be 

analyzed. If the same reconfiguration engine is used to emulate fault injection, 

fault tolerance of the architectures can be evaluated without introducing an extra 

overhead. 

4.4. State-of-the Art on DPR Control 
In the last years, the number of works dealing with the control of the 

reconfiguration port has increased rapidly, at the same time the number of 

applications and the scope of the DPR technique did. 

Due to the large amount of works existing in the state of the art, this section is 

focused on solutions sharing goals with the enhanced reconfiguration engine 

proposed in this work. Thus, selected solutions have been classified according to 

their primary goal. Thereby, this section has been divided into three different 

groups:  

 Solutions aiming bitstream relocation 

 Solutions for high speed reconfiguration 

 Solutions for dynamic fault injection 

4.4.1 Reconfiguration Engines for Bitstream Relocation 

State-of-the art works included in this category share the common goal of dealing 

with the bitstream relocation problem. There are, however, significant differences 

among them. On the one hand, some solutions address the problem at design 

time, so those are off-line and off-chip software solutions requiring an external 

work station to carry out the necessary transformations on the bitstream file. On 

the other hand, there are a set of works where this process is done at run-time, 

either in the same chip where the module is to be reconfigured, or in another one 

attached to it. The latter includes both software and hardware based solutions, 

depending whether the engine in charge of the process is the embedded system 

processor or a custom hardware designed for this purpose.  

Either way, this section has been divided into two main groups: software based 

approaches, including both on-chip and off-chip works, and on-chip hardware 

based solutions. 

4.4.1.1 Software Solutions 

It can be said that the main drawback of software based approaches is the time 

overhead they introduce. This time is mainly needed to compute new values for 

the CRC and the FAR registers, as well as to parse the bitstream to find the 
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positions corresponding to the fields to be substituted by the new ones. 

However, software solutions do not require the implementation of specific 

purpose hardware. 

4.4.1.1.1 PARBIT 

PARBIT (Partial Bitfile Transformer) was the first solution targeting the bitstream 

relocation problem. It is a software based approach, proposed in 2001 by Horta 

and Lockwood in the Washington University, in collaboration with the Pontificia 

Universidade Catolica do Rio Grande do Sul [Horta'01]. PARBIT is able to extract 

a partial bitstream from the full one, and to transform it so it can be placed in 

different device positions. The tool allows the definition of 2D reconfigurable 

regions. After this transformation, the bitstream is ready to be downloaded to the 

device, both through the JTAG and the SelectMAP interfaces. The last version of 

this tool appeared in 2005, but it was only updated to support the Virtex-E 

family. In spite of being a powerful tool, its main drawback is that it requires an 

external processor where to be run. 

4.4.1.1.2 XPART and the Read/Modify/Write Approach 

XPART (Xilinx Partial Reconfiguration Toolkit) was proposed by researchers 

from Xilinx in 2003 as an evolution of JBITS, but unlike its predecessor, it can be 

run in embedded systems [Blodget'03]. To do so, only a subset of the original 

features of JBits was ported to C language to be included in XPART. Among 

them, it has been considered the possibility of manipulating partial bitstreams to 

relocate them in different device positions. 

XPART was proposed to be used in combination with a reconfigurable system 

architecture built on a Virtex-II and Virtex-II Pro device, known as the Self 

Reconfigurable Platform (SRP). SRP included an ICAP interface, similar to 

HWICAP, but enhanced with a memory buffer inside. 

This proposal was never released to the market. However, a strategy to 

reconfigure modules spanning less than the height of a clock region, which was 

proposed within XPART, is still valid nowadays. It is the read/modify/write 

approach. It consists in reading back the configuration frames partially affected 

by the region to be reconfigured, and to merge them with the frames 

corresponding to the new module to be configured in that region. After that, 

merged frames are written back to the configuration memory. This is performed 

in software, on a frame-by-frame basis. This way, and thanks to the glitchless 

reconfiguration feature, the logic located outside of the module to be 
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reconfigured, but controlled by the same frames which are partially changed, 

remains working without interruption.  

Based on the read/modify/writeback strategy, Hübner et al., from the University of 

Karlsruhe proposed in 2006 a 2D dynamic reconfigurable architecture built on 

Virtex-II FPGA devices [Hübner'06b]. In this work, authors use JBits to extract 

partial bistreams at design time. At run-time, software functions running on a 

Microblaze or a PowerPC are provided to modify the bitstream and to write it 

back to the device. The structure of the architectures proposed in this work is 

shown in Figure 4-8.  

 

Figure 4-8 Architecture of a Reconfigurable System using the read/modify/writeback 
approach [Hübner'06b] 

Moreover, the read/modify/writeback approach, together with the SRP ICAP 

interface, has been also used by Xilinx researchers in [Sedcole'06] to propose 2D 

sub-clock region architectures for Virtex-4 devices.  

4.4.1.1.3 pBITPOS 

pBITPOS (partial BITstream POSitioner) is a software based approach, offering 

online core insertion and reallocation features. It was proposed by Krasteva et al. 

in 2006 [Krasteva'06], as an evolution of BITPOS [Krasteva'05]. While BITPOS 

requires the use of an external computer to be run, pBITPOS offers the possibility 

of extracting and reallocating modules from the very same embedded system. 

Moreover, pBITPOS is able to relocate BRAMs and 18×18 Multipliers.  

Reallocation task is performed by means of a set of equations which describe the 

position of each configurable resource within the full bitstream. These equations 

were originally used in PARBIT. In the case of pBITPOS, only the major address 
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of the module is updated, so modules can be only displaced horizontally. 

However, it includes a merge mode which allows reallocating cores spanning 

less than the height of a clock region. To do so, a bitstream with the configuration 

of the rest of the column must be available. 

pBITPOS targets Virtex-II and Virtex-II Pro families. With the aim of reducing the 

complexity of the reallocation process, a simplified mode is available, where CRC 

is disabled and only cores previously extracted with BITPOS are enabled. The 

final downloading process is carried out through the ICAP.  

4.4.1.1.4 Tobias Becker et al. 

Differently to the rest of the approaches existing in the state-of-the art, Tobias 

Becker et al., from Imperial College London, proposed in 2007 the relocation of 

modules in between regions whose floorplanning are not identical [BeckerT'07]. 

Heterogeneity is only a matter of logic resources, since routing is typically 

uniform. 

The technique proposed in this work is based on constraining each module to the 

use of the common subset of resources which are available in all these non-

identical regions. This way, configuration data describing the subset of 

compatible resources can be considered relocatable in between these regions. 

This is achieved by means of UCF constraints. Then, configuration data 

describing the logic elements which are not present in all the regions is 

eliminated from the bitstream.  

Proposed strategy has been implemented by the authors within the HWICAP 

software drivers, for the case of a Virtex-4 FPGA. Modified drivers are in charge 

of parsing and processing the bitstream, so the configuration rate is reduced from 

the 5MB/s reported for the original HWICAP drivers, to 4.7 MB/s. 

4.4.1.1.5 OORBIT 

OORBIT stands for Off-line/On-line Relocation of Bitstream. This approach, 

proposed by researchers from the Burgundy University in Dijon, is based on the 

combination of off-line and on-line processes to carry out the relocation process 

[Touiza'12]. 

The offline phase consists in parsing the bitstream to obtain the positions where 

the FAR commands are located. In addition, all the possible areas where a 

module can be relocated are identified off-line. Afterwards, new FAR and CRC 

values are obtained for each of these possible regions. New values are appended 

to the original bitstream, so they will be available at run-time. A CAD tool 
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running on an external PC was implemented to carry out these off-line steps. At 

run-time, FAR and CRC values of the original bitstream are substituted by new 

ones, corresponding to the position where it is intended to be reconfigured. This 

on-line stage is implemented in software, running on a Microblaze. It supports 

Virtex-4, 5 and 6 devices.  

By carrying out the computation of the FAR and the CRC at design-time, instead 

of at run-time, reconfiguration time is reduced. The main limitation of this 

approach is the fact that only the top/bottom and the Row fields are changed to 

generate the possible positions where the bitstream can be relocated. This means 

that only vertical displacements are allowed, in clock region units. This limits the 

flexibility of the envisaged reconfigurable architectures, as well as the relocation 

granularity. 

4.4.1.2 Hardware Solutions 

4.4.1.2.1 REPLICA/ REPLICA2Pro 

REPLICA (Relocation per online Configuration Alteration) was the first approach 

offering relocation features implemented in hardware [Kalte'05]. It was proposed 

in 2005 by the group of Professor Porrmann, from the University of Paderborn. 

Differential contribution of this work is the fact that the bitstream is modified 

during the normal reconfiguration process, instead of doing it in advance. For 

this reason, this approach is referred to as a bitstream filter. Hence, REPLICA filter 

is inserted in between the bitstream source and the reconfiguration port.  

Hardware structure of REPLICA is shown in Figure 4-9. During each 

reconfiguration process, REPLICA parses the bitstream received from the 

memory, detecting the Major Address (FAR) and the CRC commands. CRC and 

MJA calculation modules have been included in the architecture to generate the 

new values for these fields. To update the MJA, a set of equations is also 

provided, translating the addresses corresponding to CLB columns into frames. 

The bitstream parser selects the data source to be sent to the reconfiguration port, 

which can be (1) the CRC Calculation, (2) the MJA calculation or the (3) original 

RAW bitstream, which is transmitted unaltered. A specific unit has been 

included to, starting from the FPGA IDCODE, generate the device specific 

parameters needed to generate the FAR addresses. Among these parameters are 

the number and type of columns in the device. SelectMAP is the selected 

configuration port. 
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Figure 4-9 Hardware structure of the REPLICA filter [Kalte'05] 

This solution targets Virtex/-E FPGAs, considering only 1D architectures. 

Moreover, only CLB columns can be relocated with this approach. REPLICA 

filter was originally implemented in an FPGA different to the device containing 

the destination region. It works at 50 MHz, obtaining a bandwidth of 50 MB/s.  

REPLICA2Pro is an extension of the previous work, published in 2006 [Kalte'06], 

and including support for Virtex-II/-Pro architectures. Moreover, it incorporates 

the relocation of BRAMs and 18 x 18 multipliers as a novel feature, as well as the 

possibility of using the ICAP as the reconfiguration port. In the case of using 

SelectMAP, up to 50 MB/s can be obtained as the configuration rate, while in the 

case of the ICAP, it is limited to 35 MB/s. CRC can be also disabled. It is 

implemented in the same FPGA where the reconfigurable region is placed, but 

only 1-D solutions are considered by REPLICA2Pro. 

4.4.1.2.2 BiRF/BiRF2D and SEDPRC 

BiRF (Bitstream Relocation Filter) is a work published in 2006 by Ferrandi et al. 

from Politecnico di Milano [Ferrandi'06]. It follows the same operation principles 

as REPLICA, so it can be also considered as a bitstream filter. BiRF targets 

Virtex/-E and Virtex 2/- Pro devices, considering only 1-D column-wise 

reconfigurable regions. It achieves better logic occupation and throughput results 

than REPLICA. The filter provides a relocation rate of 424 MB/s, working at 112 

MHz. 

This work was extended in [Corbetta'09] by introducing support to Virtex-4 and 

Virtex-5 devices and allowing 2-D reconfigurable architectures. Sub-clock 

reconfigurable regions are not considered in this case either. This version was 
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called BiRF2D. It incorporates generic values to allow the adaptation of the filter 

to different platforms. An optimized version of the filter was also proposed, 

where the CRC is bypassed to accelerate the process. BiRF works up to 304 MHz 

on a Virtex-4 device, offering a maximum reconfiguration throughput of 5.9 

MB/s in the 1-D scenario, which is increased up to 7.3 MB/s in the 2D scenario. 

Noteworthy is the fact that this value is well below the throughput provided by 

BiRF. This is because values provided for the BiRF2D include, not only the 

relocation time, but also the reconfiguration time. One fact limiting the 

throughput is that bitstreams are written back to a memory after being modified, 

instead of being directly transmitted to the ICAP. This way, reconfiguration 

process cannot start up to finishing the whole modification stage. In addition, the 

same as happens with the HWICAP, the configuration sequence is received from 

the memory through the system on-chip bus.  

In [Santambrogio'12], researchers from the same group have published an 

advanced version of the BiRF2D which addresses the bottlenecks limiting the 

performance found in their previous work. It targets Virtex-4 and Virtex-5 

devices. Main improvements in comparison with its predecessors are the 

following: 

 A BRAM is included to hold an entire partial bitstream. Therefore, this 

solution does not consider the use of off-chip memory. 

 An internal FSM carries out all the steps needed to relocate the module. The 

first FAR value, corresponding to the new position where the module has to 

be reconfigured, is received by the relocation engine as an input. Afterwards, 

BiRF2D updates the subsequent bitstream FAR values, based on their relative 

differences. This process introduces a delay of three clock cycles. CRC 

computation can be also bypassed. 

 The relocated bitstream is provided word by word so it is available to be sent 

to the ICAP one clock cycle after the last input word is read. 

The structure of the new core is shown in Figure 4-10. 

Thanks to the changes introduced in the design, relocation throughput is 

increased up to 740 MB/s., with the module working at 200 MHz. Only bitstream 

modification is considered in this value, not reconfiguration time. The relocation 

manager does not allow sub-clock relocation. However, it does not need an 

embedded processor to control the relocation process. 
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Figure 4-10 Structure of the enhanced relocation core published in [Santambrogio'12] 

The enhanced relocation filter is proposed to be used in combination with the 

Speed Efficient Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration Controller (SEDPRC) 

[Bhandari'12], which is a custom dynamic and partial reconfiguration controller, 

targeting high speed. This controller is also enhanced with an internal BRAM, 

where stripped bitstreams (without redundancies found in the bitstream header) 

are stored. The pace of the reconfiguration process is controlled by means of a 

handshaking protocol with the busy signal of the ICAP, which is this way 

overclocked up to 220 MHz, obtaining a reconfiguration throughput of 838 

MB/s. This value does consider neither the time to fill the internal memory nor to 

relocate the bitstream. 

4.4.1.2.3 Accelerated Replication Circuit (ARC) 

Researchers from Utah State University proposed ARC (Accelerated Replication 

Circuit), which follows a different approach to the bitstream relocation problem 

[Sudarsanam'09]. It consists in using the device configuration memory as the 

source of configuration information. This means that instead of using on-chip 

BRAMs or off-chip memories to store the partial bitstreams, they are read from 

the very same configuration memory, and written back in a different position of 

the device. Both processes are carried out at run-time, without disturbing the 

operation of the module placed in the original position. Authors refer to this 

approach as Partial Reconfigurable Region (PRR) to Partial Reconfigurable 

Region (PRR) dynamic relocation. 

As shown in Figure 4-11, main components of ARC are the following: (1) the FAR 

Generator, (2) the relocator and (3) the ICAP wrapper. The FAR generator 

supplies the relocator with the sequence of frame addresses covering both the 

origin and the destination regions. Only major and minor columns are updated 

during this process, so the height of reconfigurable regions must be equal to the 
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height of a clock region. Meanwhile, the relocator generates the sequence of 

configuration commands to subsequently read and write the frame 

corresponding to the addresses specified by the FAR generator. This means to 

synchronize and desynchronize the ICAP and to select the configuration mode. 

After sending these commands, actual configuration information is read and 

written. In both cases, one pad frame has to be also included, making the amount 

of configuration information to be read or write in each operation twice the 

amount of useful information. This process is repeated until the end of the region 

is reached. A BRAM is also included in the architecture to temporarily store the 

configuration frame in between reading and writing it. Finally, the ICAP 

wrapper is an interface between the relocator and the ICAP. 

 

Figure 4-11 Block diagram of the ARC [Sudarsanam'09] 

Main advantages of this solution are (1) a faster relocation time, since the delay 

introduced by reading and writing accesses to the external memory is eliminated, 

and (2) a lower need of on-chip memories to temporarily store partial bitstreams. 

However, this proposal has some limitations. First and foremost, it cannot be 

used to reconfigure a module for the first time. This means that if the module is 

not configured in the device at start-up, it cannot be configured with ARC. The 

same way, if the unique instance of a module is substituted by a different 

module, it can no longer be configured. Moreover, reconfigurable regions are 

limited to the height of a clock region. Neither sub-clock regions nor regions 

occupying more than a clock region height can be addressed with ARC. 

Furthermore, switching the operation mode in between two frames causes an 

extra overhead: the configuration sequence has to be repeated. On top of that, the 

pad frame makes twice the time needed to carry out each operation. 
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4.4.2 Reconfiguration Engines for High Speed Reconfiguration 

A different goal when implementing a custom reconfigurable controller is to 

obtain higher throughput, which is actually one of the main limitations of the 

HWICAP provided by Xilinx. This section details the main works in the state of 

the art related with the acceleration of the reconfiguration process. All these 

works follow different approaches. However, these are some common 

techniques:  

 A DMA mechanism to increase the throughput of the bitstream memory 

accesses. This way, data is supplied to the reconfiguration engine at a higher 

rate. 

 Bitstream pre-fetching. This means to plan ahead the task to be reconfigured at 

each moment, so the corresponding bitstreams can be sent in advance to the 

reconfiguration engine. 

 Bitstream compression. Bitstream is compressed before being transmitted, 

while it is decompressed by the RE. 

 Intermediate Buffers. Most of the works in the literature use a FIFO as an 

intermediate buffer, placed inside the controller. 

 ICAP overclocking. This technique consists in increasing the clock frequency of 

the ICAP port, beyond the nominal speed recommended by the 

manufacturer.  

In [LiuM'09], different techniques to increase the speed of the reconfiguration 

process are evaluated. Thus, a centralized DMA engine, a master burst controller, 

as well as internal caches are implemented as variations of the standard 

HWICAP. However, only by introducing an internal cache the system achieves a 

throughput which is close to the theoretical ICAP limit (371.4 MBytes/s). 

While ICAP overclocking seeks to increase the bounds of the ICAP port, the rest 

of the techniques try to accelerate the process of sending and receiving data from 

the bitstream memory to the reconfiguration controller. Works existing in the 

state-of-the art related with high speed reconfiguration are discussed in the rest 

of this section. 

4.4.2.1 Claus et al. 

The work from Claus et al., from the Technische Universität München, was 

framed within the AutoVision project. The aim of this project is to develop a 

video-based driver assistance system, which considers the intra-frame scenario. 

This means that multiple processing modules have to be reconfigured within the 
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time available to process one video frame. To do so, a high reconfiguration speed 

is required. 

Authors proposed in 2007 a first solution to increase the reconfiguration speed 

[Claus'07c]. It is based on using the busy signal of the ICAP to implement a 

handshaking protocol. This way, the reconfiguration port can be safely 

overclocked. Moreover, the proposed solution has DMA capabilities, so the 

module is able to access the external DDR memory. To do so, the reconfiguration 

controller was enhanced with master capabilities. However, data transferences 

are still carried out using the on chip shared bus. This controller is proposed to 

be used together with the combitgen tool, which eliminates superfluous data from 

the bitstream header and exploits the Multi Frame Write (MFWR) method to 

minimize the bitstream size. This way, an overall throughput of about 92MB/s is 

achieved for a Virtex-II Pro device. This value is slightly below the 100 MB/s, 

reported as the maximum theoretical throughput of the 8-bit width ICAP port 

available in this family. 

This work has been ported to Virtex-4 and Virtex-5 devices, as shown in 

[Claus'10]. Main difference with the original solution is that busy signal is never 

set during writing operations in these devices. Therefore, it cannot be used as an 

acknowledge mechanism. In spite of that, the ICAP is directly overclocked up to 

300 MHz. In addition, an asynchronous FIFO was implemented as an 

intermediate buffer inside the controller. It allows separating the memory 

controller and the ICAP clock domains. Moreover, it counts on with a direct 

connection between the MPMC and the controller. A maximum throughput of 

1200 MB/s can be obtained with this approach. 

4.4.2.2 MetaWire 

In [Shelburne'10], the MetaWire controller was proposed. It targets Virtex-4 

devices, running at a maximum frequency of 144 MHz. This value is above the 

100 MHz defined by the manufacturer as the maximum operating frequency, so 

this can be considered as the first work proposing the ICAP overclocking. 

Authors report a throughput of about 200 MB/s. 

4.4.2.3 Hansen et al. 

Authors from the University of Oslo proposed in 2011 an enhanced ICAP hard 

macro, which also allows increasing the run-time reconfiguration speed 

[Hansen'11]. It is based on the overclocking of the ICAP and the optimization of 

the custom logic around the port. The way in which authors optimize the design 
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is by implementing the critical parts as pre-placed and pre-routed hard macros, 

almost manually, using the FPGA editor. 

The enhanced controller hard macro receives an input data signal which is 64-

bits width. Internally, each input data unit is split up into two 32-bits words, at 

double the input rate. This is the size of the words to be sent to the ICAP, so 

reconfiguration speed is doubled, compared with the data reception rate. 

Functionality of this controller is kept to the minimum possible in order to 

optimize its operation speed. Data is submitted to the ICAP controller from a 

FIFO attached to it. The size of the FIFO limits the maximum size of the partial 

bitstream to be reconfigured. Therefore, data transference delay is not considered 

in the results. This way, authors report the possibility of overclocking the Virtex-

5 ICAP up to 550 MHz, without malfunction. This leads to a throughput of 2200 

MB/s., which must be interpreted with the aforementioned limitations. 

4.4.2.4 FaRM 

FaRM was proposed by Duhem at al. [Duhem'11] in 2011. Besides providing 

high-speed configuration capabilities, this module is able to readback the 

configuration memory. FaRM includes the following techniques to accelerate the 

reconfiguration process: 

 It is featured with a master and a slave interfaces. Through the slave, the 

operation of the reconfiguration engine can be controlled, while the master 

acts as a DMA engine, able to access the bitstream repository memory. 

 ICAP overclocking up to 200 MHz. 

 Bitstream pre-load to pipeline bitstream transmission with the 

reconfiguration process. 

 Bitstream compression, using an evolution of the Run-Length Encoding 

(RLE) algorithm referred to as Offset-RLE. 

An additional feature of this work, not related with the speed, is the possibility of 

generating and launching autonomously a readback command. Since the capture 

macro is instantiated, the state of CLBs and IO register is incorporated to the read 

bitstream. Obtained throughput for FaRM with RLE is 174 MB/s, while using 

ICAP overclocking and the pre-load mode, the maximum theoretical throughput 

of 800MB/s is achieved. 

4.4.2.5 Other Hardware approaches 

As has been already explained, one of the main factors limiting the 

reconfiguration throughput is the overhead when accessing the external memory. 
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This is the problem addressed by Vipin and Fahmy in [Vipin'12]. Authors 

propose an ICAP controller for Virtex-6, which includes a DMA engine to access 

the external DDR3 memory. Attached to this interface is implemented an 

intermediate FIFO. This way, the obtained performance is very close to the 

theoretical limit of 400 MB/s, for the ICAP working at 100 MHz.  

In the work of Liu [LiuS'09], the data supply problem is evaluated. In this case, 

an intelligent ICAP controller is proposed by the authors. This controller is 

featured with a fully streaming DMA engine directly connected to an external 

SRAM. Moreover, a low complexity compression scheme is implemented, 

reducing the amount of data to be transmitted. This way, an effective memory 

transference throughput of 1.2 GB/s can be obtained, so reconfiguration process 

is also driven close to the theoretical throughput of 400 MB/s. 

A different approach is shown in HSDPRC (High Speed Dynamic Partial 

Reconfiguration Controller), published in [Hoffman'11] by researchers from the 

University of New Mexico. This reconfiguration controller also targets high 

speed dynamic and partial reconfiguration. Besides counting on with a DMA 

controller directly connected to the external DDR memory through the MPMC, 

the ICAP is overclocked up to 144 MHz. Particularity of this work is that it is 

featured with an active feedback controller to measure the voltage and the 

temperature of the device, and this way, to dynamically determine the clock 

frequency to be used. Reported results are about a reconfiguration throughput of 

418.5 MB/s and a readback of 424.6 MB/s. 

4.4.3 Reconfiguration Engines for Fault injection  

The reconfiguration engine can be also required to provide run-time fault 

injection features. This is the case of the works reviewed in this section.  

4.4.3.1 Antoni et al. 

Antoni et al. from the TIMA Laboratory in Grenoble, presented in 2003 

[Antoni'03] a fault injection platform which uses FPGAs as a prototype for a final 

CMOS design. Therefore, it only considers SEUs produced in combinatorial logic 

and flip-flops, as well as stuck-at faults in the combinatorial parts of the circuit. 

For this reason, bit-flips are only introduced in the positions of the configuration 

memory controlling these elements. To inject faults at low-level, bitstream is 

directly modified with the JBits toolset. This approach makes necessary the 

connection of the hardware to a host computer, which constitutes a performance 

bottleneck. Stack-at faults model permanent damages in the device, which are 

not evaluated in the rest of the works in the state-of-the art. 
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4.4.3.2 FT-UNSHADES and Related Platforms 

FT-UNSHADES is a platform aiming the emulation of faults injected in netlists 

by means of dynamic and partial reconfiguration. It was proposed in 2007 

[Aguirre'07] by researchers from the University of Sevilla, with the support of the 

European Space Agency (ESA). Since then, different evolutions of the platform 

have been proposed. Foremost among them is FT-UNSHADES-C, which was 

delivered in 2008. FT-UNSHADES-C considers faults, not only in the user 

registers and memories, but also in the device configuration memory. Therefore, 

it targets designs where an FPGA is the final implementation technology. 

Furthermore, FT-UNSHADES2 was launched in 2011 [Mogollon'11], offering 

more advanced functionalities. This version will be analyzed next with more 

detail. 

FT-UNSHADES2 is a non-intrusive test environment which, starting from a set of 

stimuli, is able to introduce deterministic faults in the selected resources, either as 

part of a massive injection campaign or as a detailed analysis. During each 

evaluation process, two copies of the design are instantiated as hard-macros: the 

golden design and the faulty design. Both of them run in parallel with the same 

input stimuli, so the platform automatically detects divergences in the outputs, 

when a fault is injected in the faulty circuit. The test environment can be 

controlled from a custom tool running in an external PC, which carries out a 

detailed analysis to check divergences in the outputs. 

FT-UNSHADES2 is implemented in a custom hardware setup. It consists of five 

FPGAs. Among them are the target FPGA, where the design under test is 

implemented, and a control FPGA, which manages the reconfiguration of the 

target, using the SelectMAP interface. The target FPGA has been designed to be 

originally a Virtex-5, but it could be exchanged by other devices. Using an ad-hoc 

board makes the system expensive, and some placement aspects, such as the pin 

mapping, will not be the same as the final design. 

This intends to be a technology independent platform, which means that the 

netlist under test is evaluated at a logical level, regardless the final 

implementation details. However, it includes a mode which targets FPGAs as the 

final implementation technology, as was the case of FT-UNSHADES-C.  

4.4.3.3 FLIPPER 

FLIPPER is another fault-injection platform based on DPR. It was proposed by 

Alderighi and Casini [Alderighi'07], in the Italian National Institute for 

Astrophysics, also in collaboration with ESA. This project started in 2004, and the 
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platform was validated four years later against actual radiation experiments 

[Alderighi'10].  

The same as FT-UNSHADES, FLIPPER consists of a hardware board, together 

with a software application running on a PC. Hardware subsystem contains a 

control FPGA (Virtex-II Pro), while the FPGA under test is placed on a 

mezzanine board, which can be exchanged, supporting Virtex-II, Virtex-II Pro 

and Virtex-4 devices. The PC tool imports the set of test vectors from an HDL 

based simulator. By applying systematic or random fault injections, each module 

is analyzed. The output of the circuit under test is compared with the golden 

pattern from the simulation, so a probability distribution of the sensitivity of the 

modules can be generated. Sensitive bits can be also found for each of these 

modules. It also supports multi-bit flip and bit-flip accumulation.  

4.4.3.4 Sterpone et Al. 

Sterpone and Violante, from Politecnico di Torino, proposed in 2007 

[Sterpone'07] a fault injection system, which is able to carry out the fault injection 

process, in a faster way. Differently to previous solutions, this one relies on the 

ICAP to carry out the reconfiguration process. Moreover, all the operations are 

carried out on-chip, without requiring external devices. Thus, the injection 

process follows the read/modify/writeback approach. Bit-wise operations are 

applied on each configuration frame when a fault is to be injected. In this case, 

the external computer is only used to initially generate the list of faults to be 

induced, as well as to control the experiment and to collect the results. However, 

the fault injection campaign is controlled from a PowerPC embedded in the 

device. To do so, it sends the required configuration commands to the ICAP. To 

obtain the golden reference, the design is executed first without any fault.  

This platform is implemented using a Virtex-II Pro device on a commercial 

development board, without requiring hardware designed ad-hoc. This reduces 

dramatically the cost of the platform. 

4.4.3.5 Other Works 

Works similar to [Antoni'03] are described in [Kenterlis'06] and [deAndrés'06]. 

Both of them propose the use of JBits to carry out the transformation associated 

with the fault injection process. Those are low cost platforms, which do not 

require the implementation of extra hardware. 

An approach similar to FLIPPER is presented in [Leveugle'10]. Reliability tests 

are carried out in this case by combining the PowerPCs and the ICAP 
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reconfiguration port, for Virtex II and Virtex II Pro devices. However, main 

contribution of this work is a database used to store the error patterns. Its goal is 

to inject more realistic patterns, not necessarily random, based on a previous 

characterization of the technology under evaluation carried out offline. 

Legat et al. presented in 2010 [Legat'10] a work which is also based on the use of 

the HWICAP and an embedded MicroBlaze to control the emulation process. In 

this case, fault sources are automatically extracted from the design using an 

automatic tool, running on an external PC. This process is based on detecting the 

resources used by the design, discarding the injection of faults in those elements 

which are not effectively used. The bits affecting each type of resource were 

found by reverse engineering. It targets Virtex-4 devices.  

4.5. Proposed Reconfiguration Engine 
The reconfiguration engine proposed in this thesis is described next. First, the 

main design strategies followed to meet the reconfiguration requirements 

outlined at the beginning of this chapter, are shown. Then, the internal 

architecture of the engine is described. After that, the set of software functions 

constituting the RE API is introduced, followed by the internal functionality of 

the engine. Finally, other issues such as the parameterization options, the cross-

device portability and the use of the RE as a fault injection mechanism are 

evaluated. 

4.5.1 Main Design Strategies 

The features demanded for the proposed Reconfiguration Engine are the 

following: 

 Ease of use and on-chip integration. 

 Device portability. 

 Module relocation, readback and replication in multiple positions of the 

device. 

 High reconfiguration throughput. 

 Reconfiguration from off-chip memories. 

 Sub-clock region reconfiguration. 

 Fault injection capacity. 

To cope with them, the following design strategies have been adopted: 

 The RE is integrated as a system peripheral. 
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 The RE hardware is parameterized and the HWICAP is embedded in the 

controller. 

 Relocation is done by means of run-time bitstream composition. 

 A DMA link is set from the RE to the off-chip memory. 

 The ICAP is overclocked. 

 The replication logic is implemented in hardware, together with internal 

buffers. 

These characteristics are further discussed in the rest of this section.  

The reconfiguration engine has been envisaged as a system peripheral, to be 

integrated by means of a PLB bus within an embedded system. This way, its 

functionality can be controlled through software drivers running on the system 

processor. These functions constitute an API to the reconfiguration primitives 

offered by the reconfiguration engine, so low level reconfiguration details will be 

hidden to the system designer. Only the position in the device where to 

reconfigure the module has to be provided by the user.  

Regarding the portability among different devices and families, the strategy is 

twofold: 

 Device dependent parameters needed by the RE are provided in a VHDL 

package to be hardwired in the module during the synthesis of the system. 

Therefore, for each device, a different package has to be instantiated, while 

the rest of the files remain unmodified. These packages contain the 

information related with the device architecture, including which type of 

configurable element is located in each position of the device, as well as the 

sequence of commands needed to compose the header and the tail of the 

bitstream. 

 The control and the interface of the ICAP port may also differ in between 

different devices and families. For this reason, instead of instantiating directly 

the port, the HWICAP is included as a wrapper of the ICAP. Only its bus 

interface is left out from the design. This increases the overall area 

occupation, but at the same time, avoids having to modify the RE when the 

way of controlling the port changes. The proposed hardware engine has been 

implemented both for the Virtex-5 and Spartan-6 devices. 

Differently to most of the works existing in the state of the art, the RE proposed 

in this thesis does not parse the bitstream to update the FAR command before 

sending it to the reconfiguration port. Instead, a raw bitstream, without any 

configuration command, is created offline and stored in the system. During the 
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reconfiguration process, the RE introduces the header and the tail with the new 

FAR values. This run-time bitstream composition approach has some benefits: 

 The overhead associated with the relocation process is reduced, increasing 

the operation frequency of the RE. 

 The initial latency associated with the access to the off-chip memory is 

hidden by the transmission of the header to the reconfiguration port. The 

latency of the header is a single clock cycle, since it is generated in the RE. 

 The size of the bitstream is reduced, which impacts the amount of memory 

needed to store the bitstream as well as the time needed to transmit it from 

the memory. 

Since the number of reconfigurable modules to be consumed by the system may 

be arbitrarily large, exceeding the internal memory capacity in many cases, the 

RE has been directly connected to the external DDR memory through a DMA 

link. This is one of the key features included to increase the reconfiguration 

throughput. Configuration information will be transmitted through this 

interface, while configuration commands will be received from the embedded 

processor through the PLB. In turn, the bitstream header and the tail will be 

generated on-line within the RE. Moreover, if a CompactFlash is available in the 

system, it can be used as another external bitstream source. In this case, data has 

to be moved to the external DDR memory before being read by the RE. 

The other main design decision taken to increase the reconfiguration throughput 

is to overclock the ICAP, above the maximum value provided by the 

manufacturer. To do so, the RE has been divided into two different clock 

domains, one for the PLB and the DMA interfaces, and the other one for the 

reconfiguration logic. 

To increase the speed of the readback and the replication operation, as well as to 

carry out the frame merging process during the sub-clock region reconfiguration, 

internal buffers have been included inside the RE. The logic to control this 

process has been also implemented in hardware, so it can be carried out without 

requiring the involvement of the embedded processor, with the corresponding 

performance benefits. On top of that, this controller has been designed to allow 

the relocation of the same reconfigurable module in multiple positions of the 

device, with a single access to the external or the configuration memory. 
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An original contribution of this thesis is the design and implementation of a 

reconfiguration engine tailored to the requirements of highly regular and 

modular architectures. The proposed engine combines a high reconfiguration 

throughput with run-time module relocation capabilities, including the support 

for sub-clock reconfigurable regions and the replication in multiple positions. 

Original implementation decisions taken in this work are the bitstream 

relocation by means of the online bitstream composition and the hardware 

implementation of the readback and the sub-clock region relocation features. 

4.5.2 RE Hardware Architecture 

The architecture of the proposed RE is depicted in Figure 4-12. Main modules are 

the following: 

 The System Interface 

 The DMA Link 

 The Replication Logic 

 The Bitstream Composition Logic 

 The HWICAP 

The system interface performs the interconnection of the RE with the rest of the 

system, through a PLB bus. This way, control registers are mapped to the 

processor memory. Their goal is to receive the reconfiguration commands from 

the embedded processor. On top of that, it is possible to exchange the 

reconfiguration information through these registers. This is one of the possible 

operation modes of the RE, when the DMA link is not implemented. 

The DMA link provides the RE with a point-to-point interconnection to the off-

chip memory. This link has been implemented using the NPI (Native Port 

Interface) protocol, which is a FIFO like interface provided by Xilinx. This 

interface introduces a very low overhead, and allows a continuous data flow 

between the external memory controller and the RE. The NPI interface behaves 

as two FIFOs, one of them for reading and the other for writing operations. The 

throughput of this interface depends on its specific configuration. In this case, it 

has been configured to be 64-bits width, with burst accesses of 64 words at 200 

MHz. The external memory and its controller also have an impact on these 

values. In this case, an external DDR2 memory is used, together with the MPMC 

controller from Xilinx. The DMA link module controls data transferences through 

the NPI interface, and adapts the size of the read words (64-bits) to the required 

size (32 bits). 
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Figure 4-12 Architecture of the proposed hardware Reconfiguration Engine 

The replication logic includes a read and a write FIFO buffer, as well as the 

control logic in charge of the three operation modes of the RE: 

 Reconfiguration in multiple positions, which is provided by storing the same 

bitstream in the read FIFO, during a writing operation. Thus, after each write 

operation, partial bitstream is still available in the RE to be reconfigured in a 

new position of the device, without having to access the external memory. 

 Readback and replication in a different position. This means to read a partial 

bitstream from the configuration memory and to store it temporarily in the 

internal read FIFO, from where it is reconfigured in a new area of the device. 

Replication can be repeated as many times as it is needed. 

 Sub-clock region reconfiguration, which is performed as follows. First, the 

partial bitstream originally configured in the target position is read from the 

device and stored in the read FIFO. Then, new configuration data is stored in 

the write FIFO using the DMA or the shared bus interface. Finally, the 

configuration frames are composed by combining the information from the 

write FIFO with information stored in the read FIFO. 

On top of that, FIFO buffers are used to uncouple the clock domains of the RE, in 

between the clock signal used during reconfiguration, and the clock used to 

transmit data to the module. 

The bitstream composition module attaches the header and the tail to the 

configuration information. During read operations, the appropriate bitstream is 

also generated, and this module processes the output, including the removal of 

the pad frame. The sequence of commands to be included in the new bitstream is 

stored in a device dependent VHDL package. In this package, the architecture of 
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the device is also described, so the sequence of addresses corresponding to the 

region to be reconfigured is generated based on this information. For each 

column of configurable elements to be reconfigured, a new FAR command is 

generated, while the auto-increment mode is used for the minor addresses 

within the same column. Updating the RE to a new family of reconfigurable 

devices mainly consists in changing this package. 

Finally, the Xilinx HWICAP is instantiated as part of the RE. The interface with 

this module is composed by a set of ports which allow reading and writing 

operations to the FIFO memories placed inside the HWICAP. This interface is 

common for the different HWICAP versions, so portability among families is 

fostered. 

4.5.3 Software Drivers and API 

Proposed RE has been implemented as a peripheral to be attached to the system 

embedded processor. Together with the hardware architecture, a set of software 

functions are provided as the peripheral drivers, allowing the management of the 

reconfiguration process. Drivers act as an API which allows hiding the low level 

reconfiguration details to the system designer.  

Four different types of functions are included in the RE API: 

 Bitstream management: In charge of moving configuration partial bitstreams in 

between the off-line RAM, the system Compact Flash (if it is available) and 

the system UART. 

 Reconfiguration operations through the PLB interface: Functions in charge of 

reading and writing partial bitstreams from/to the device configuration 

memory, using the PLB interface. Configuration information can be stored 

temporarily in the internal FIFO of the RE, so it can be replicated in multiple 

positions of the FPGA. 

 Reconfiguration operations using the DMA interface: Functions in charge of 

reading and writing partial bitstreams using the DMA interface, instead of 

the PLB. Therefore, configuration files are read and written directly from the 

off-line DDR memory. Apart from that, functions are similar to the group 

above. 

 Reconfiguration Operations using the Internal RE Memories: They allow 

reconfiguring a reconfigurable region using the configuration information 

stored in the internal buffers of the RE.  

Further details about the software API are provided in Appendix C. 
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4.5.4 RE Functionality 

The aim of this section is to link the description of the RE hardware architecture 

with the API detailed in Appendix C. To do so, the way how the RE internally 

behaves when it is requested to carry out typical reconfiguration operations, is 

described. 

4.5.4.1 Reconfiguration through the DMA Interface 

This is one of the main functionalities provided by the proposed RE, and it can be 

launched by calling the Write_RAM() function included in the API. After calling 

it, different operations are executed, as shown in Figure 4-13.  

 First, bitstream header is generated and sent to the ICAP (step 1 in the figure) 

 The partial bitstream corresponding to the module is read through the NPI 

interface and stored in the write FIFO. This operation is launched at the 

begining of the operation, so initial memory reading latency is overlapped 

with the header generation (step 2 in the figure) 

 Configuration information is transmited from the write FIFO to the ICAP. 

This step is also overlapped with the bitstream reading from the external 

memory. Thus, write FIFO acts as an intermediate buffer uncoupling both 

clock domains, so its size can be smaller than the size of the whole bitstream. 

The FAR generation step is overlapped with the rest of the steps. Thus, when a 

new FAR value is needed, it is always available, without introducing an extra 

overhead. If the MULTIPLE input parameter is selected, the stage labeled as 2' is 

carried out. This means that while the partial bitstream is being written in the 

ICAP, it is also stored in the write FIFO. This way, it is available for any other 

operation, provided that the size of the FIFO is enough to store the partial 

bitstream. 

4.5.4.2 Reconfiguration in multiple device positions 

This functionality is achieved by calling the Write_RAM() function with the 

MULTIPLE input parameter selected, for the first position where the partial 

bitstream is to be written. This function leaves the configuration bitstream in the 

read FIFO. Therefore, it does not have to be read again through the NPI interface. 

After that, the function Write_FIFO() has to be called for the rest of the positions 

where the partial bitstream is to be relocated. With respect to this function, the 

situation is shown in Figure 4-14.  

The same as happens with Write_RAM(), if the MULTIPLE option is selected, 

partial bitstream is stored again in the read FIFO memory. 
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Figure 4-13 Sequence of operations happening inside the RE during the execution 
Write_RAM() function 

 

 

Figure 4-14 Sequence of operations happening inside the RE during the execution 
Write_FIFO() function. 

4.5.4.3 Readback through the DMA Interface 

This is another important functionality of the RE. It can be launched with the 

Read_RAM() API function, which causes the sequence of operations described in 

Figure 4-15.  

More in detail, the following steps are carried out inside the RE: 

 The readback bitstream header is internally generated and sent to the ICAP 

(step 1 in the figure) 

 After discarding the pad frame, configuration information is read from the 

ICAP and stored in the read FIFO (step 2 in the figure) 

 Once the FIFO has enough data inside, it is sent to the external memory by 

means of burst operations, throught the DMA link (step 3 in the figure) 
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Figure 4-15 Sequence of operations happening inside the RE during the execution of the 
Read_RAM() function. 

4.5.4.4 Sub-clock region reconfiguration through the DMA Link 

As can be understood from the description of the readback/merging/writeback 

technique offered previously in this chapter, the first step to be carried out 

during a reconfiguration operation expanding less than the height of a clock 

region, is to readback the content of the configuration memory. This can be done 

with the Read_FIFO() function, which is similar to Read_RAM(), but without 

involving the DMA interface. It leaves the content of the configuration memory 

in the internal read FIFO. 

After that, the Write_RAM_subCLOCK() function is called. This function works 

as shown in Figure 4-16. This is similar to the case of Write_RAM(), but replica 

logic is able to control the multiplexer to combine, for each frame, the original 

configuration information available in the read FIFO, with the new values read 

from the external memory. At this point, the reader is referred to the Figure C-3, 

where the readback/merging/writeback approach is explained. 

4.5.5 RE Parameterization Options 

The replication module and the NPI link can be instantiated or not in the RE, 

depending if they are required for each specific application. This is controlled by 

two generic parameters included in the HDL description of the RE. These 

parameters have an impact on the performance of the reconfiguration process, 

but also in the area it occupies in the device.  
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Figure 4-16 Sequence of operations happening inside the RE during the execution of the 
Write_RAM_subCLOCK() function. 

Moreover, the relocation functionality, originally placed in hardware, can be also 

moved to the software side, so this part can be also removed from the logic of the 

RE. In this case, the hardware of the RE is directly replaced by the HWICAP. This 

version does not support either sub-clock reconfigurable regions or module 

replication in multiple positions of the device. 

As a result, the design space of the reconfiguration controllers has been explored, 

implementing three different versions of the same reconfiguration engine: 

 Fully functional hardware RE 

 Hardware RE without DMA link and/or replication logic 

 Software based relocation with the HWICAP  

The decision of which one must be selected has to be carried out on an 

application basis. 

4.5.6 RE cross-device Portability 

Even though the final device family selected in this thesis is Virtex-5, proposed 

RE has been designed to be portable in between devices and device families. To 

prove this feature, basic design has been ported both to Virtex-5 LX 110t and 

Virtex-5 LX 170t, and Spartan-6 devices. In both cases, it has been ported by 

changing the device packages. In the case of Spartan-6, a version with a limited 

functionality has been ported, which does not include either the replica logic or 

the sub-clock region reconfiguration. 

4.5.7 RE Fault Injection Mechanism 

Fault injection is accomplished with the proposed RE without modifying its 

hardware architecture. Thus, instead of introducing bit-flips in the configuration 
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bitstream at run-time, faulty bitstreams are generated off-line. Afterwards, they 

are run-time reconfigured with the proposed engine, in the desired positions of 

the architecture. This way, all the benefits of the RE, including the improved 

throughput, can be exploited to accelerate the fault injection campaign. 

Differently to other works existing in the state-of-the art, faults are injected at 

module level. This means that instead of changing single bits in the configuration 

memory, partial bitstreams describing faulty modules are generated. This way, 

fault tolerance of the overall architecture can be evaluated, including the 

criticality of each of the basic modules composing it. 

In principle, for each module of the architecture, a faulty version must be 

generated. This number may be increased if different fault models are used. 

However, the same as happens with functional modules, faulty modules can be 

relocated in multiple positions of the device, so some of them may be redundant. 

Typical fault models are the stack-at model, which provides a fixed predefined 

value in some of their outputs, and the random model, which consists in 

replacing the logic of the module by a random generator. Moreover, it is possible 

to carry out an exhaustive evaluation test by generating a bitstream for each 

possible bit-flip within each module. In this case, the number of different 

bitstreams increases dramatically. 

Both permanent and transient faults are modeled. The mechanism to inject them 

is the same. However, in the case of permanent faults, the RE is aware of the 

faulty position, and whatever module is to be reconfigured in that position, the 

faulty version of the reconfigurable module is placed instead. 

Another consequence of the proposed approach is that the same setup is used 

both during the evaluation stage and after deployment. This way, the similarity 

between the test scenario and the final system increases, and so the significance 

of the results does. 
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An original contribution of this thesis is a fault injection mechanism which 

takes advantage of the system Reconfiguration Engine, as well as the inherent 

modularity of the proposed reconfigurable architectures, to evaluate the effects 

of transient and permanent faults in these architectures. 

The mechanism is based on injecting faulty modules with the same engine used 

to reconfigure the architecture, in such a way that no extra cost is introduced in 

the system, while increasing the similarity in between the evaluation stage and 

the final setup. 

4.6. Performance Results and Evaluation of the Solution 
The proposed Reconfiguration Engine is firstly compared in this section with the 

most significant works existing in the state of the art. Then, specific 

implementation results are provided and discussed. 

4.6.1 Comparison with Other Approaches 

The comparison is carried out with respect to the three groups of reconfiguration 

controllers envisaged in the state-of-the-art. Those groups correspond to 

solutions targeting module relocation, a high throughput and fault injection 

features, respectively. 

Starting with solutions aiming at module relocation, the main features of the 

selected works are summarized in Table 4-2. In this case, the most relevant aspect 

is that the proposed RE gathers the most extensive set of features. This includes 

partial reconfigurable region to partial reconfigurable region relocation, two 

dimensional sub-clock region reconfiguration and module replication in multiple 

positions of the device, which have been revealed to be particularly important in 

the case of the proposed scalable architectures. Differently to ARC, module 

relocation with the RE proposed in this thesis is carried out in a module basis, 

instead of a frame basis. This way, the number of pad frames to be introduced is 

reduced from one per frame to a single one per module. In addition, it allows 

keeping the configuration bitstream in the internal buffer, so it can be 

subsequently replicated in multiple positions of the device, without having to 

read it multiple times from the configuration memory. This is the only work 

providing sub-clock region reconfiguration in hardware, which affects the 

relocation throughput of the process, when compared with XPART and 

pBITPOS. Portability of the proposed approach has been tested by adapting the 

proposed engine to a low cost Spartan-6 FPGA.  
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In contrast to [BeckerT'07], relocation in between heterogeneous regions is not 

possible with the engine proposed in this work. Another limitation of this work 

is that, to maximize throughput, CRC checking is completely disabled, while in 

some other works disabling it is optional. As a consequence, this engine can only 

work in controlled environments, where the bitstream source is trustworthy.  

With regard to the solutions addressing a high reconfiguration throughput, a 

comparison is provided in Table 4-3. In this case, the most valuable parameter is 

the obtained throughput, which is of 925 MB/s in the proposed RE. This is 

mainly achieved thanks to the DMA link as well as the ICAP overclocking. In 

turn, neither bitstream pre-fetching nor bitstream compression techniques have 

been applied. Actually, this is part of the future work. In this regard, techniques 

selected to increase the throughput are similar to the solution in [Claus'10]. The 

obtained value is exceeded by other works in the state-of-the art. However, it is 

important to understand that in the case of the proposed solution, provided 

results include data transference from the external memory as well as the 

reconfiguration process itself. However, in [Hansen'11], [Duhem'11] or 

[Bhandari'12], only the reconfiguration process is taken into account, since 

authors consider that partial bitstreams are already available in internal buffers 

of the reconfiguration engine. Moreover, this proposal combines high throughput 

with the relocation features discussed above. Only SEDPRC working in 

combination with [Santambrogio'12] can provide basic relocation features with a 

high-throughput, but with the already discussed functional limitations. 

Comparison with other fault injection platforms cannot be provided in such a 

direct way, since comparison criteria are not so clear. This is due to the fact that 

existing works provide a deep support to carry out exhaustive tests, focusing on 

the generation of fault test patterns as well as the analysis of the results. 

However, the reconfiguration process itself is not so deeply optimized, as it is the 

case of this work. Thus, provided approach is the only one optimizing the 

reconfiguration features of the platform, as well as the architectural modularity, 

to carry out fault injection campaigns. However, the rest of the test environment 

has not been scoped in the framework of this work. The following overall 

conclusions can be drawn: 

 Similar to [Sterpone'07], [Leveugle'10] or [Legat'10], this is a low cost 

solution, which does not need the implementation of custom hardware. 

 Similar to [Sterpone'07], [Leveugle'10] or [Legat'10], ICAP is used to carry out 

the injection of faults. However, this is the first solution which optimizes the 

reconfiguration process, rather than relying on the HWICAP. The 
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consequence is the reduction of the time needed to reconfigure the device 

during the fault injection campaigns. 

 Regarding the fault model, this is the only work tackling faults at a modular 

level, rather than at bit level. This way, criticality of each basic module can be 

evaluated. Moreover, it targets both transient and permanent faults, as it is 

the case of [Antoni'03]. However, final goal of the proposed platform is to 

obtain a reliable FPGA design, instead of using the reconfigurable device as a 

prototyping platform, as it is the case of the aforementioned work. 

. 
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Table 4-2 Comparison of the proposed RE with existing solutions, targeting module relocation, in the state-of-the art 

Solution Year 
Supported 

Families 
SW/HW 

Reconf. 

Port 
CRC 

1D/ 

2D 

Sub- 

clock 

PR to 

PR 

Multiple 

Reloc. 
Throughput 

Heterog. 

Regions 

PARBIT 

[Horta'01] 

2001/ 

2005 
Virtex-E PC SW 

JTAG / 

SelectMAP 
Yes 2D No No No Offline No 

XPART 

[Blodget'03] 
2003 

Virtex-II and 

II Pro 
Embedded SW ICAP Yes 2D Yes No No 

Not 

Provided4 
No 

pBITPOS 

[Krasteva'06] 
2006 

Virtex-II and 

II Pro 
Embedded SW ICAP 

Bypass 

Mode 
2D Yes No No 

Not 

Provided4 
No 

[BeckerT'07] 2007 Virtex-4 
Embedded SW 

+ PC SW 
ICAP Yes 2D No No No 4.7 MB/s Yes 

OORBIT 

[Touiza'12] 
2012 

Virtex-4,5 

and 6 

Embedded SW 

+ PC SW 
ICAP 

Pre- 

computed 
2D5 No No No 100 MB/s No 

REPLICA2Pro 

[Kalte'06] 
2006 

Virtex-II and 

II Pro 

Hardware 

(Bitstream Filter) 

ICAP / 

SelectMAP 

Bypass 

Mode 
1D No No No 50 MB/s6 No 

BiRF2D 

[Corbetta'09] 
2009 

Virtex-4 and 

Virtex-5 

Hardware 

(Bitstream Filter) 
ICAP 

Bypass 

Mode 
2D No No No 7.3 MB/s No 

ARC 

[Sudarsanam'09] 
2009 Virtex-4 

Hardware 

(Also SW available) 
ICAP No 2D No7 Yes No 30 MB/s No 

[Santambrogio'12] 2012 
Virtex-4 and 

Virtex-5 
Hardware ICAP 

Bypass 

Mode 
2D No No No 740 MB/s 8 No 

Proposed RE 

[Otero'10] 
2010 

Virtex-5 and 

Spartan-6 

Hardware 

(Bitstream Composition) 
ICAP No 2D Yes Yes Yes 925 MB/s No 

                                                      
4 Throughput achievable with these solutions is not provided, but they are software based solutions, and their performance is bounded by the 
values obtained with the HWICAP (5 MB/s) 
5 Only vertical displacements of reconfigurable modules are allowed 
6 Reconfiguration time is not included in this value 
7 PRR to PRR reconfiguration in a frame by frame basis. Reconfiguration from external bitstream sources is not possible 
8 This value considers neither the time needed to fill the internal memory, nor the reconfiguration time. 
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Table 4-3 Comparison of the proposed RE with existing solutions, targeting high throughput, in the state-of-the art 

 

                                                      
9 Reported performance does not take into account the time needed to fill the internal FIFO buffer 
10 Results achieved in pre-load mode 
11 Can provide relocation features when it works in combination with [Santambrogio'12] 
12 Reported performance does not take into account the time needed to fill the internal buffer 

Solution Year 
Supported 

Families 

ICAP 

Overclocking 

Overclocking 

Frequency 
DMA 

Bitstream 

Pre-fetching 

Bitstream 

Compression 
Buffers Throughput 

[Claus'07c] 2007 Virtex-II Pro 
Busy 

Handshaking 
100 MHz 

Master in 

shared Bus 
No 

Combitgen 

tool 
No 92MB/s 

MetaWire 

[Shelburne'10] 
2008 Virtex-4 Yes 144 MHz No No No No 200 MB/S 

[LiuM-'09] 2009 Virtex-4 No No 
DMA 

(SRAM) 
No 

Yes 

(Low Complexity) 
Yes 392 MB/S 

[Claus'10] 2010 
Virtex-4 

and Virtex-5 
Yes 300 MHz 

DMA 

(DDR) 
No No FIFO 1200MB/s 

[Hansen'11] 2011 Virtex-5 Yes 550 MHz No Yes No FIFO9 2200 MB/s 

FaRM 

[Duhem'11] 
2011 Virtex-5 Yes 200 MHz 

PLB Master 

Interface 
Yes 

Yes 

(Offset RLE) 
FIFOs 800 MB/S10 

HSDPRC 

[Hoffman'11] 
2011 Virtex-5 

Active Feedback 

controller 
144 MHz 

DMA 

(DDR) 
No No No 418 MB/s 

SEDPRC11 

[Bhandari'12] 
2012 Virtex-4 

Busy 

Handshaking 
220 MHz No No No BRAM 838 MB/s12 

Proposed RE 

[Otero'10] 
2010 

Virtex-5 and 

Spartan-6 
Yes 250 MHz 

DMA 

(DDR) 
No No FIFOs 925 MB/s 
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4.6.2 Implementation Results 

After comparing the main features of the proposed RE, implementation results 

are provided in this section, in terms of the reconfiguration throughput and the 

amount of resources it occupies in the device. 

4.6.2.1 FPGA Resource Consumption 

With respect to the area, four different variants of the proposed RE are evaluated 

in the case of a Virtex-5 LX110T FPGA. Results are provided in Table 4-4. 

Table 4-4 Resource occupation of the RE implemented on a Virtex-5 LX 110T 

 Slice 

Registers 

Slice 

LUTs 

BRAM 

(36Kbits) 
DSP 

HWICAP 994 979 1 0 

Baseline RE 1640 1906 9 0 

Baseline RE with DMA 2130 2373 9 0 

Baseline RE without Replication 

logic 
1682 2071 9 0 

Full RE 2172 2510 9 0 

 

In view of the results, it can be said that the cost of replacing the Xilinx HWICAP 

with the baseline version of the enhanced RE, means to approximately multiply 

by 1.7 the amount of logic. However, the final value still corresponds to a low 

percentage of the device resources (about 3% of the registers and less than 1% of 

the BRAMs). The inclusion of the replication logic has a very limited effect on the 

area consumption, while the use of the DMA link implies to add almost 30% 

more slice resources. 

In the case of the Spartan-6 LX45T, only the basic version has been implemented. 

Results are shown in Table 4-5, in comparison to a Spartan-6 HWICAP. The 

proposed RE requires 67% more slices than the Xilinx HWICAP. 

Table 4-5 Resource occupation of the RE implemented on a Spartan-6 LX45T 

 
Slices 

BRAM 

(18Kbits) 
DSP 

HWICAP 460 0 0 

Baseline RE (Without HWICAP) 769 10 0 
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The consumption of BRAM memories reported for the Virtex-5 RE is mainly due 

to the internal FIFO buffers. The dimension of these memories depends on the 

relationship in between the ICAP and the memory read clocks, since they are 

used to uncouple both domains. In addition, it defines the maximum area to be 

affected by a sub-clock or a multiple module reconfiguration. In this case, both 

read and write FIFOS have 4096 positions of 32-bits each, so 4 36-KBits BRAMS 

are required to implement each one. 

The strategy of removing the header and the tail from the stored bitstream, 

composing it at run-time, also impacts the FPGA resource consumption. In 

particular, the footprint of the configuration files is reduced, so less memory 

resources are required in the external DDR. For each partial bitstream, its size is 

reduced in about 68 32-bits words, when compared to a bitstream generated by 

the tool. This value includes the information in the header and the tail, but also 

the pad frame which is required to finish the reconfiguration process. The 

accurate value depends on the number of FAR addresses to be transmitted 

through the ICAP. 

4.6.2.2 Reconfiguration Throughput 

Timing results are provided for the different scenarios described in this chapter.  

The first scenario consists in evaluating the reconfiguration throughput obtained 

when the DMA interface is used, in comparison to the bitstream transmission 

through the PLB. Different designs are tested, differing in the number of 

reconfigurable columns they occupy in the device, and therefore, in the bitstream 

size. Values measured with the ICAP working at 100 MHz and 200 MHz, using 

the DMA interface, are shown in the Table 4-6 and the Table 4-7, respectively. 

Table 4-6 Performance of the RE during the reconfiguration of a bitstream through the 
DMA interface (@100 MHz) 

Design 
Bitstream Size 

(Bytes) 
Time (μS) 

Throughput 

(MB/s) 

1C 5972 19.76 303  

2C 11876 35.12 338 

6C 35492 96.56 367 
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Table 4-7 Performance of the RE during the reconfiguration of a bitstream through the 
DMA interface (@200 MHz) 

Design 
Bitstream Size 

(Bytes) 
Time (μS) 

Throughput 

(MB/s) 

1C 5972 12.08 495 

2C 11876 19.79 600 

4C 23584 34.88 676 

6C 35492 50.24 706 

10C 59108 79.84 741 

 

The maximum achievable throughput at 100 MHz is 367 MB/s, which is close to 

the theoretical bound of 400 MB/s. In the case of the operation at 200MHz, a 

maximum throughput of 741 MB/s is attained, which is also close to the limit of 

800MHz. Measures have been also carried out at 250 MHz, obtaining a 

throughput of 925 MB/s. This is the upper bound of the proposed RE. It is 

interesting to observe how the performance is degraded for the case of smaller 

bitstreams. This is due to the overhead introduced by the software drivers in the 

process. 

The transmission of data through the DMA does not introduce any overhead. 

The NPI interface is able to provide a throughput of 1150 MB/s, and the initial 

NPI burst latency is almost overlapped with the reconfiguration of the header 

(the latency is 24 clock cycles, while the size of the header is 18). 

In turn, the reconfiguration through the PLB interface, without the DMA 

controller, achieves a maximum throughput of 3.81 MB/s, at 100 MHz. This 

value is two orders of magnitude below the throughput in case of using the DMA 

link. 

The time required for a readback operation is also evaluated, both using the 

DMA (Table 4-8 and Table 4-9) and the PLB interfaces (Table 4-10). 
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Table 4-8 Performance of the RE during a readback operation using the DMA Interface 
(@100 MHz) 

Design 
Bitstream Size 

(Bytes) 
Time (μS) 

Throughput 

(MB/s) 

1C 5972 20.05 298 

2C 11876 35.69 333 

3C 17780 51.49 345 

4C 23684 67.14 353 

10C 59108 190.45 310 

20C 118148 341.94 346 

 

Table 4-9 Performance of the RE during a readback operation using the DMA Interface 
(@200 MHz) 

Design 
Bitstream Size 

(Bytes) 
Time (μS) 

Throughput 

(MB/s) 

1C 5972 12.00 498 

2C 11876 19.92 596 

4C 23684 35.59 666 

6C 35492 51.37 691 

 

Table 4-10 Performance of the RE during a readback operation using the PLB Interface 
(@100 MHz) 

Design 
Bitstream Size 

(Bytes) 
Time (μS) 

Throughput 

(MB/s) 

1C 5972 2142.97 2.79 

2C 11876 4040.95 2.94 

 

Values obtained for the readback are similar to those achieved during 

reconfiguration. 

Finally, the sub-clock reconfiguration time has been also measured. In this case, 

the time needed to readback the configuration memory is added to the 

reconfiguration time. Results are shown in Table 4-11 and Table 4-12 for the 

operation at 100 MHz and 200 MHz, respectively. The overhead with regard to 
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the time consumed by a full column reconfiguration operation are also included 

in the table. 

Table 4-11 Performance of the RE during the reconfiguration of a bitstream in a sub-clock 
region operation (@100 MHz) 

Design 
Bitstream Size 

(Bytes) 
Time (μS) Overhead (%) 

1C 1 40.13 1.99x 

2C 1 71.02 2.00x 

6C 1 195.31 2,01x 

 

Table 4-12 Performance of the RE during the reconfiguration of a bitstream in a sub-clock 
region operation (@200 MHz) 

Design 
Bitstream Size 

(Bytes) 
Time (μS) Overhead (%) 

1C 1 23.81 1.97x 

2C 1 39.42 1.99x 

6C 1 101.37 2.01x 

 

4.7. Chapter Conclusions 
Throughout this chapter, a mechanism to deal with the run-time reconfiguration 

of Xilinx FPGAs is described. The proposed mechanism is a reconfiguration 

engine which controls the ICAP port, in such a way that it allows the 

reconfiguration, readback and relocation of modules occupying less than the 

height of a device clock region. These features are especially suited to the scalable 

and modular architectures proposed in this thesis. 

The reconfiguration engine has been designed as a peripheral to be integrated 

within an embedded system, and it is provided together with an API which 

facilitates the design of systems exploiting the DPR feature. Moreover, its 

portability among devices and device families is also considered as an important 

attribute. This has been tested by porting it to Virtex-5 and Spartan-6 devices. 

Reconfiguration throughput is another focus of the proposed engine. Obtained 

performance values are among the highest of the works in the state-of-the-art, 

including the run-time reconfiguration of bitstreams located in off-chip 

memories. Moreover, obtained throughput is especially significant if the 
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complexity of the functionalities included in the proposed engine is taken into 

account. This results from the use of the bitstream composition strategy to carry 

out bitstream relocation, the overclocking of the ICAP port, as well as from the 

implementation of the replication logic in hardware. Moreover, it has been 

proposed the used of the RE to inject both permanent and transient faults in 

reconfigurable architectures, at a modular level. This way, the same mechanism 

available in the system to manage the reconfiguration of the architectures can be 

used to evaluate their reliability against these types of faults. 
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Chapter 5 

 
Scalable Cores for 
Evolvable Hardware 
 

This chapter presents the use of highly modular 

and regular cores, as they are proposed in this 

thesis, to implement scalable evolvable hardware 

systems. As a particular feature of this application, 

the selection of which module is reconfigured in 

each position of the core is carried out online by an 

evolutionary algorithm, instead of being decided at design time. This way, the 

system is able to control the reconfiguration process autonomously, increasing its 

run-time self-adaptability. This application is highly demanding in terms of the 

reconfiguration throughput, while requiring an intensive data processing. This is 

why it has been selected as a use case of the architectures and the tool proposed 

in this thesis. Scalability is exploited to cope with the fluctuation of resources 

available in the system, in an autonomous way. 

Main concepts related with evolvable hardware are first introduced in this 

chapter. Then, the state-of-the art of evolvable systems based on FPGAs is 

reviewed. Based on this analysis, a novel architecture is proposed, using a single 

non-scalable core. Evolvability of the platform is verified by applying it to 

different image filtering tasks. The inherent self-healing capability of the system 

is evaluated next. Then, the scalability is tackled in two ways: by modifying the 

number of evolvable cores and by changing the size of a single core. Finally, 

implementation results are provided. 
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5. Scalable Cores for 

Evolvable Hardware 

5.1. Motivation  
Nature has been able to develop extremely complex systems, with a surprising 

capacity to learn, to adapt to changing environments, and ultimately, to survive, 

which have no opponent among human-made systems. Stimulated by these 

capabilities, researchers have tried for years to mimic models, structures and the 

behavior of living beings, in order to develop artificial systems having the same 

features as natural systems. This constitutes the bio-inspired engineering 

discipline. This field expands through multiple specialty areas, so it adopts many 

and varied forms. Some of them are bio-inspired robotics, bio-inspired 

mechanical engineering, bio-inspired materials and bio-inspired computing. The 

application described in this chapter is framed within the bio-inspired 

computing research area. 

The role of evolution is certainly important for life. It can be envisaged as a long-

term learning strategy, where the genetic material of the species is adapted to 

environmental changes. This genetic program guides the development and the 

functionality of each individual. Such an amazing mechanism has been exploited 

within the bio-inspired engineering discipline in the form of evolutionary 

algorithms (EAs). This term covers a set of stochastic search algorithms which are 

used as robust problem solvers in different domains. In particular, the 

application of EAs to synthesize electronic circuits is called evolvable hardware 

(EH). 

Leaving aside what is known as evolutionary circuit design, the EH paradigm 

seeks to enhance systems with the possibility of autonomously reconfiguring 

themselves. This way, they can adapt its hardware to changing environments, 

increasing its resilience. Actually, evolvability is one of the key technologies 

envisaged for resilience, as described in [Laprie'08]. Reconfiguration within the 

EH definition must be understood in a broad sense, which takes a concrete form 

when the hardware substrate of the system is specified. In the case of digital 

evolvable systems, the current trend is to use programmable devices, such as 

FPGAs, where both intrinsic and extrinsic reconfiguration capabilities are 

available.  

This chapter describes the application of the dynamically scalable 

architectures proposed in this thesis to implement self-adaptive evolvable 
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hardware processing IP cores. To obtain a high processing throughput, the 

systolic template has been selected. Benefits of the modularity, regularity and 

locality of the proposed architectures are evaluated in this context. 

The particularity of this application is that the selection of which processing 

element must be placed in each position of the systolic array is carried out by an 

EA online, instead of being decided by the designer offline. This way, the 

configuration of the array may change as run-time environmental conditions do, 

achieving an autonomous control of the dynamic reconfiguration process. 

Therefore, the self-optimization property is added to the native self-

configurability of the dynamically scalable architectures. In addition, evolvable 

hardware adaptability offers inherently self-healing features, as will be shown 

later in this chapter. Self-configuration, self-optimization and self-healing are 

three of the most important properties of a self-managing or autonomic system, 

as described in section 1.2.4 (Self-managing Systems). In turn, since the system is 

somehow able “to apply responses, by synthesizing and implementing the behavior 

corresponding to the expected results”, it can be placed in the level six of the 

classification of autonomic systems proposed by Steiner and Athanas 

[Steiner’09], also described in the aforementioned section. 

Before introducing the proposed architecture, the main concepts of evolutionary 

algorithms and evolvable hardware are provided. The state-of-the art of EH 

systems built on top of commercial FPGAs is also reviewed. 

5.2. Evolutionary Algorithms 
Evolutionary computation or evolutionary algorithms refers to a set of stochastic 

global optimization algorithms, inspired by the Darwin's theory of evolution. 

EAs are used as robust problem solvers, which require a lower knowledge of the 

problem, when compared to their deterministic counterparts. 

Differently to other search techniques which consider a single solution at a time, 

each generation of an EA works on a population of candidate solutions in parallel. 

Each candidate solution is coded by a finite string called genotype. It is important 

to distinguish in between the genotype and the phenotype, which is the mapping 

of the genotype in the search space. A fitness function is used to measure the 

quality of a phenotype, which represents the level of adaptation of a possible 

solution to the problem. 

The general structure of an EA is as follows. 
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(1)  An initial population of individuals is generated, either randomly or 

heuristically. 

Then, for each generation of the algorithm: 

(2) Individuals within the population are decoded and evaluated 

according to the fitness function. 

(3) Individuals with the best fitness in the population are selected. 

(4) Genetically inspired operators are applied to the selected individuals 

to create the new population. 

(5) The algorithm finishes when a stop condition is fulfilled. Possible conditions 

are a maximum number of generations, a threshold value for the fitness, or a 

maximum number of generations without a significant change on the fitness.  

The algorithm is graphically represented in Figure 5-1.  

 

Figure 5-1 Fundamental structure of an EA 

At each generation, genetic operators introduce new genetic material which 

facilitates novelty to the population. Mutation and crossover are the best known 

operators. Further information about genetic operators can be found in 

[Sekanina'04]. It is expected that the EA progressively produces better results, 

since natural selection allows that only those individuals who are better adapted 

to the environment may survive. 
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Main algorithms which can be found under the umbrella of EAs are: 

 Genetic algorithms (GA) 

 Evolution strategies (ES) 

 Evolutionary programming (EP)  

 Genetic programming (GP) 

The representation of the problem typically depends on the type of EA. Even 

though this is not a general rule, GAs are typically associated with binary 

strings, ES with real-valued vectors, EP with finite state machines and GP with 

LISP trees. 

 

Evolutionary strategies were developed to optimize industrial applications. 

They do not distinguish in between the genotype and the phenotype, and each 

individual is typically represented as a vector of real values. Mutation is the 

primary genetic operator. The following deterministic selection mechanisms 

may be used in ES:  

 In the (μ+λ)-ES the worst λ individuals from a population composed of μ 

parents and λ children are discarded. An example is the (1+1)-ES. In this 

case, if after applying mutation the child gets better fitness than a parent, 

it becomes the new parent. Otherwise, it is discarded. A more general 

case is the (1+λ)-ES. It consists in generating a λ offspring which compete 

with the single parent in each generation. 

 In the (μ,λ)-ES the selection takes place among the λ offspring only.  

Further information about ES can be found in [Beyer'02]. 

Genetic Programming consists in evolving computing programs typically 

represented in the form of parse trees, so it enables automatic programming of 

machines. A traditional form of GP is the evolution of symbolic expressions 

represented as LISP trees, coded as variable length chromosomes. The same as 

happens with ES, there is not distinction in between genotype and phenotype in 

GP. GP methods rely on large populations and crossover is considered as the 

most important operator. 

A variation of GP, called Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP), is further 

described in the next section, due to its importance for EH. 
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5.3. Cartesian Genetic Programming 
Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) is a new form of Genetic Programming 

introduced by Miller and Thomson [Miller'00], which has been applied for the 

design of combinational hardware. 

Differently to traditional GP, the genotype is represented in CGP as a linear 

string of integers, mapped to direct graphs. Nodes in the graph are arranged as a 

grid, with a Cartesian coordinate system. Each node can be configured with one 

of the potential functionalities available in a predefined set. The input of the node 

can be selected among the outputs of any node in a previous column of the grid. 

The genotype represents the functionality selected for each of the nodes, the 

connectivity in between them and the input and output connections of the 

structure. Dimensions of the structure, the number of inputs of each node, the 

number of possible functions for each node, the number of previous columns 

whose outputs can be connected to a node in a given column, and the number of 

inputs and outputs of each node are problem-specific parameters, which must be 

tuned in each case. The number of previous columns is known as the levels back 

parameter, and it defines the level of connectivity of the graph. Only feed-forward 

connectivity is considered in the original proposal. 

In the example shown in Figure 5-2, a 3×4 CGP array is shown, with six inputs 

and three outputs. In turn, each functional block has three inputs and a single 

output. Three different functions can be selected for each node (labeled 0, 1 or 2). 

The level back parameter is two. The sequence of numbers shown at the top of 

the figure is a possible genotype. Each set of four numbers represents the three 

inputs of the node, while the fourth one refers to its functionality. The last three 

numbers in the sequence are the selected values for the outputs of the array. 

Thus, for instance, the node in the left upper corner takes outputs labeled as 0, 1 

and 3 from the previous column (inside the red box), and it performs the 

functionality number 0 (in the green box). The output of this node is referred to 

as the number 6, and it is available to be used by the next two columns. Elements 

of the structure whose output is not used by any subsequent node are 

disconnected. Thus, the size of the genotype is fixed, but the size of the 

phenotype depends on the number of connected nodes. For this reason, many 

genotypes can be mapped in the same phenotype. Genotypes with the same 

fitness are said to be neutral to each other. Neutrality is an important mechanism 

in modern evolution theories, since it maintains genetic diversity and this way 

contributes to the exploration of the search space. 
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A (1+λ)-ES selection mechanism is typically chosen to be used in CGP, with a λ 

value of about four. A low rate mutation is applied on the best individual to 

generate the rest of the elements in the new population.  

CGP has been widely used to develop small digital circuits, as will be described 

in the next sections, where an overview of evolvable hardware is provided, and 

the state-of-the-art is analyzed. 

 

Figure 5-2 Example of CGP structure [Miller'00] 

5.4. Evolvable Hardware 
Evolvable hardware is the application of evolutionary algorithms to synthesize 

electronic circuits. It was proposed by Higuchi [Higuchi'93] and de Garis 

[deGaris'93] in 1993. The potential of EH to obtain original designs satisfying the 

initial specifications of the problem lies in the capacity of the evolution to explore 

solutions which would never be considered by applying conventional 

engineering approaches. 

The overall structure of the evolvable hardware iteration loop is similar to an EA 

(see Figure 5-1), with the peculiarity that candidate solutions are hardware 

circuits. Fitness functions can include behavioral and non-behavioral 

requirements, among which may be the size or the power consumption of the 

circuit.  

An initial classification of evolvable hardware systems can be set depending on 

the granularity level at which the circuit is evolved: 

 Gate-level: Evolution uses logic gates as building blocks 
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 Function-level: Evolution increases the abstraction level by using 

predefined building blocks with a higher complexity. 

 Depending on where candidate solutions are evaluated, a further classification 

can be set: 

 Extrinsic evolution: Fitness is computed based on a simulation of the 

candidate, typically on an external computer, and only once the final 

solution is reached it is actually configured in the target device.  

 Intrinsic evolution: Each candidate is directly tested in the final 

device, so it leads to a faster fitness evaluation. 

Extrinsic evolution can be deemed as part of the off-line design process, where 

the role of the engineer becomes in developing the evolutionary experiment, 

including the fitness function, the problem encoding and the parameters of the 

algorithm. The algorithm will automatically synthesize the desired circuit, so this 

approach helps to deal with the increasing complexity of electronic systems. 

Time consumed by the evolution process is not critical in this case. The term 

evolutionary circuit design is more appropriate to refer to this approach.  

In turn, intrinsic evolution embeds fitness evaluation in the final device. Besides 

the inherent acceleration provided by hardware, intrinsic fitness computation 

allows the evolutionary process to exploit physical particularities of the 

hardware underneath or the environment (such as a certain temperature or 

humidity) to reach specific solutions which would never be found by a software 

simulator. This phenomenon was described by Thompson in [Thompson'99] and 

it is referred to as unconstrained evolution. The main limitation is the inability to 

port the solution among different devices or to operate in different environments. 

Intrinsic evolution constitutes a first step towards self-adaptive systems. 

However, it is still possible to go beyond [Sipper'97], as represented by the 

following categories: 

 Complete evolution: All the genetic operators (selection, crossover 

and mutation) and the fitness evaluation are carried out online, 

intrinsically in the final device. In this case, there is a predefined goal 

which makes the evolution to stop when it is reached. 

 Open-ended evolution: It inherits main features of complete evolution 

with a main difference: evolution process works uninterrupted. When 

the fitness criterion is reached, the system evolution changes into a 

guided or constrained form, but it does not stop.  
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Systems featured with open-ended intrinsic evolution are able to adapt its 

hardware online to time-varying changing environments, which makes them a 

key technology to develop self-managing systems.  

Intrinsic evolvable hardware needs of a flexible substrate where to be 

implemented. Custom hardware parts have been developed with this goal 

(POEtic tissue [Tempesti'02] is one example) and coarse grain reconfigurable 

devices have been also used (MorphoSys [Lu'99] or FIPSOC [Moreno'98]). In 

addition, commercial FPGAs have shown to be suitable to implement evolvable 

hardware architectures, with the associated flexibility and cost benefits discussed 

in the technical introduction of this document.  

There is a symbiotic relationship in the use of FPGA devices to implement EH 

systems. The evolutionary algorithm exploits the flexibility of the reconfigurable 

device to accelerate the evaluation of possible phenotypes, while reconfigurable 

hardware exploits the learning capability of the EA to increase its adaptability. In 

the next section, an overview of the state-of-the-art of EH systems built on 

commercial FPGAs is provided. 

5.5. State-of-the Art of EH Systems on Commercial FPGAs 
The use of commercial FPGAs to implement EH systems has been addressed in 

the state-of-the-art in three different ways: 

 By directly manipulating the bitstream. This means to directly map 

the chromosome on the FPGA configuration bitstream. 

 By exploiting dynamic and partial reconfiguration of the device, 

either in a modular basis or by changing parts of the bitstream in a 

controlled way. 

 By introducing a virtual reconfigurable layer on top of the FPGA 

fabric. 

An historical overview of the different approaches is first provided, before giving 

more details of the most significant works from the perspective of the solution 

proposed in this thesis. 

First approaches relying on direct bitstream manipulation were carried out with 

the Xilinx XC6200 line, which is considered as a perfect platform for EH 

applications. These devices use multiplexers instead of LUTs in each basic 

reconfigurable cell, so they allow the safe modification of the configuration 

bitstream, even in a random way. Xilinx XC6200 line has also important features 

tailored to dynamic and partial reconfiguration, such as its parallel configuration 
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interface. Moreover, it follows an open bitstream philosophy. These features 

were exploited by Thompson [Thompson'96], one of the forerunners of this 

discipline, who implemented an evolutionary frequency discriminator able to 

distinguish between 1 kHz and 10 KHz square waves in an XC6216 FPGA.  

The Xilinx XC6200 family was discontinued in 1998, being substituted by the 

Virtex family. The multidirectional nature of the connections makes direct 

manipulation of Virtex bitstreams to be potentially dangerous for the integrity of 

the device. Moreover, unconstrained evolution by direct bitstream manipulation 

in LUT-based FPGAs is unfeasible since its fine granularity makes the size of the 

search space to be unaffordable. An alternative envisaged by some researchers is 

the modification of the bitstream in a controlled way. JBits provided a powerful 

tool with this aim.  

Levi and Guccione from Xilinx [Levi'99] developed GeneticFPGA, a java-based 

tool for evolving digital circuits on Xilinx XC4000 devices which assures that a 

configuration to be tested is legal. Configuration bits describing the behavior of a 

region of CLBs are directly evolved using a software tool running on the PC, and 

configured using JBits in the device, after guaranteeing their correctness with 

GeneticFPGA. Bitstream manipulation through JBits is also the approach 

presented in [Hollingworth'00]. In this case, only values in lookup tables are 

modified according to the decisions of the EA, while routing is static to prevent 

the damage of the device. With the obsolescence of JBits and propitiated by the 

obfuscated nature of the bitstream format in devices after the XC6200 line, the 

controlled reconfiguration approach also become a difficult task. 

A different approach is the use of virtual reconfigurable circuits (VRC). It 

consists in building a virtual reconfigurable layer on top of the device fabric, 

reducing the reconfiguration time and making easier the design of this type of 

systems. VRCs have been for years the preferred method to achieve the 

reconfigurability needed by the EH techniques, and it is still the reference in the 

state-of-the-art which is necessary to defeat when solutions based on DPR 

techniques are chosen. 

Given the fact that direct bitstream manipulations are not feasible with current 

Virtex devices, and that JBits is no longer available to carry out the modification 

of bitstreams in a controlled way, only solutions based on VRCs and DPR are 

evaluated in the next section. A broader survey is provided in [Cancare'11]. 
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5.5.1 Brno University of Technology 

Professor Sekanina, from the Brno University of Technology, proposed in 2000 

the concept of virtual reconfigurable circuit (VRC) [Sekanina'00]. A VRC is a 

virtual reconfigurable layer built on top of the device fabric that can be 

reconfigured in a short time. All the possible configurations are hardwired in the 

virtual layer, so reconfiguration becomes the selection of the output by means of 

multiplexers. This can be carried out in a few clock cycles. This way, 

reconfiguration time is almost zero when compared to the evaluation time of the 

circuit. With this approach, it is not necessary to use an FPGA with dynamic 

reconfiguration features. 

Baseline architecture of the VRC proposed by Sekanina is shown in Figure 5-3. It 

resembles to CGP, from which it takes inspiration. It is a two dimensional grid of 

coarse grain functional blocks, each one referred to as a configurable functional 

block (CFB). Possible functionalities within each CFB depend on the application. 

A typical list is provided in [Sekanina'03], for an image filtering application. It 

contains only simple functions, such as constants, additions, shifts, bitwise 

operations and comparisons.  

 

Figure 5-3 Baseline VRC architecture [Vasicek'07] 

Every CFB includes a register, so each column constitutes a stage of the pipeline. 

Moreover, each CFB can be connected only to CFBs placed in any of the two 

previous columns with respect to its own column. Multiplexers are included in 

the architecture to control the routing among columns. 

Configuration of the VRC is done by means of a register array, where each of the 

bits is connected to multiplexers controlling the routing and the functionality 

within each cell.  
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The evolutionary framework of the VRC is based on an extension of a CGP 

instance to functional level. This way, instead of basic logic gates, a CFB is 

accommodated in each node. Even though VRCs show a two dimensional 

structure, the Cartesian nature of CGP is also inherited, in the sense that the 

output of a CFB in a given column cannot be driven to the input of a CFB in the 

same column. Mutation is the unique genetic operator used during the evolution 

process. It is applied on two randomly selected CFBs per each circuit. A 

deterministic selection mechanism inspired in ES is used. 

Initially, only the CGP instance was implemented in the FPGA, while the EA was 

running on an external computer [Sekanina'03]. However, final versions include 

both the EA and the VRC embedded in a FPGA [Sekanina'05]. A further 

optimization was provided in [Vasicek'07], where the EA operations are carried 

out in the embedded PowerPC processor available in the Virtex-II Pro devices.  

Sekanina proposed many different evolutionary image filters using VRCs. 

Multiple operators were tested, such as illumination enhancement, edge 

detectors or noise filters with multiple types of noise. Regarding the obtained 

quality, it outperforms conventional image filters in terms of the quality of the 

output image and the implementation costs, in most cases. 

Main drawback of VRCs is the area overhead introduced by the simultaneous 

synthesis of all the functionalities in every CFB. This also limits the maximum 

frequency and therefore the performance of the obtained circuit. Beyond the low 

reconfiguration time, the ease of implementation and the possibility of using 

ordinary FPGAs are important advantages of VRCs.  

With the emergence of the Zynq SoC family, the possibility of using this platform 

to implement EH solutions was evaluated by the authors in [Dobai'13]. Among 

the possible strategies both DPR and VRCs were considered. In [Dobai'13b] a 

hybrid VRC-DPR approach is proposed to implement an evolvable image filter 

on a Zynq device. It consists in using DPR to change the functionality of the PEs, 

but only by reconfiguring the content of the LUTs. At the same time, a VRC-like 

approach is followed to change the interconnections among PEs. 

5.5.2 École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) 

As is summarized in [Upegui'05], Andrés Upegui from the École Polytechnique 

Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) proposed three different approaches to evolve 

circuits on reconfigurable FPGAs:  

 A coarse grain module-based evolution. 
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 A fine grain technique which consists in modifying the content of 

LUTs using difference-based reconfiguration. 

 The combination of both coarse and fine grain approaches, by direct 

bitstream manipulation. 

The coarse grain module base approach relies on the Xilinx modular design flow, 

described in the chapter 3 of this thesis, to evolve artificial neural networks 

(ANN) [Upegui'05b]. Each layer topology, characterized by certain number of 

neurons with a given connectivity, is implemented on a separate reconfigurable 

module. By changing the layer to be configured in each reconfigurable region, 

the topology of the network is adapted. A library of pre-placed and routed 

components with all the possible layers is available. A GA is in charge of 

deciding the best combination of layers to solve the specified problem. This 

approach was implemented in a Spartan-II FPGA, so each reconfigurable module 

expands the whole height of the device, as shown in Figure 5-4.  

The novelty of this work, compared to other existing works combining the 

learning process of the ANN with EAs, is that it allows the modification of the 

network structure, not only certain parameters, by actually changing its 

hardware. In the framework of evolutionary ANN, this is called topological 

evolution.  

 

Figure 5-4 Layout of the reconfigurable network topology with three reconfigurable layers 
[Upegui'05b] 

The hard-Macro difference base evolvable architecture relies on the difference-

based flow from Xilinx to evolve a fuzzy system with a cooperative coevolution 

methodology. A GA running on an external PC is in charge of generating the 

LUT equations where each chromosome is mapped. LUTs are modified using the 

FPGA editor and the differential partial bitstream is then downloaded to the 

device through the ICAP. To be able to modify the content of LUTs with this 

flow, they must be placed in known and fixed positions. This is achieved by 
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using hard macros embedded in the HDL description, and placed in the positions 

specified by the designer in the UCF. 

This approach targets parametrical adaptations, so it would be extended to 

neural networks, fuzzy systems or cellular automata, where this type of 

adaptation may be useful. 

Multiplexers within CLBs are also dynamically reconfigured in [Upegui'06], in 

the framework of an evolvable random Boolean network (RBM) cell array. This 

way, not only constants, but also connectivity in between basic cells of the 

architecture can be reconfigured. This structure, shown in Figure 5-5, is similar to 

the evolvable systolic array proposed in this thesis work, since it is also a 2-D 

architecture, where each cell can only communicate with its 4 closest neighbors. 

However, instead of changing the whole module, only parameters and its 

connectivity are reconfigured in this case. 

 

Figure 5-5 Evolvable random Boolean network cell array proposed in [Upegui'06] 

Bitstream manipulation method tries to reduce the dependence on the Xilinx 

tools, shown by the other two approaches. It is based on a reverse engineering 

process, from which the scheme to address a particular LUT within the whole 

bitstream is obtained. A specific frame may be then generated, including the 

corresponding commands to change the configuration of any arbitrary LUT. This 

way, a parametric evolution can be easy achieved.  

5.5.3 University of Oslo 

Kyrre Glette and Jim Torresen, from the University of Oslo, have contributed to 

the evolvable hardware discipline both from the VRC and the DPR points of 

view. 

Regarding VRCs, one of the original contributions of this group is the 

implementation of the evolution process in the processor embedded in the FPGA: 
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a PowerPC in [Glette'05] and a Microblaze in [Glette'06]. A Virtex-II Pro device is 

used in both cases. This approach reduces the communication overhead, 

compared with running the algorithm on the external computer, while keeping 

software flexibility to tune the parameters and the behavior of the algorithm. 

Candidate circuits are evaluated following a VRC-like philosophy, with a gate or 

functional level granularity, depending on the application. A simple GA is used 

to drive the evolution process. VRC is connected to the rest of the system as a 

peripheral using an on-chip shared bus. Regarding the applications, 2×2 bit 

multipliers were evolved in [Glette'05] and a face recognition system in 

[Glette'07]. Face recognition architecture was improved in [Glette'07b] to allow 

the recognition of multiple faces. To do so, a basic category detector module 

(CDM) was replicated multiple times. The same architecture has been applied to 

sonar spectrum classification in [Glette'07c]. 

A DPR-based evolutionary pattern classification system has been also proposed 

by this group [Torresen'08]. In this variant, each CDM is implemented as a 

reconfigurable module. Different versions of the CDM, differing in the number 

and the arrangement of the functional units they have inside, are pre-synthesized 

and stored in a library. In the provided implementation a single detection 

module is dynamically reconfigurable, but the reconfigurable area, and therefore, 

the reconfiguration time is too high. This compromises the feasibility of this 

approach. 

An intermediate-level version of the evolutionary pattern classification system is 

proposed as an alternative in [Glette'09]. It exploits the dual nature of some 

LUTs, which can work as a shift registers at the same time they keep their basic 

functionality. When a new data is shifted into the register, it becomes the new 

configuration of the associated LUT. Authors refer to this mode as a SRL (Shift 

Register LUT). Therefore, reconfiguration of the LUTs is achieved without using 

the ICAP, while the virtual reconfigurable layer is not required.  

Researchers from the same group have linked EH to scalability. In particular, 

they proposed the use of an EH architecture to deal with the fluctuation of 

available resources within a system [Knieper'10]. Their work is based on the basic 

pattern classifier described in [Glette'07b], where the number of functional units 

in each classifier may be changed at run-time. In spite of the interest of this 

approach, a simple proof-of-concept was implemented, without achieving the 

main goal. The footprint of the architecture is not scalable, since the variation on 

the number of functional units is obtained by changing the whole category 

detection module.  
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5.5.4 Politecnico di Milano 

Researchers from Politecnico di Milano proposed HERA (Hardware Evolution 

over Reconfigurable Architectures) in 2009. HERA is a CGP like evolvable 

hardware architecture, based on direct bitstream manipulation. 

The candidate solution is a two-dimensional 8×N array of cells, as shown in 

Figure 5-6. Each cell has four inputs and one output. Cells belonging to the 

column i may be only connected to those placed in column i+1, following a 

traditional CGP structure. Only bordering cells are connected to the I/O blocks. 

One of the novelties introduced by this work is that it is implemented in a Virtex-

4 device, so reconfigurable regions expanding less than the whole height of the 

device are possible. Each cell is characterized by a reconfigurable functionality 

which can be modified by changing the content of a LUT inside the cell. The 

same LUT controls the communication channels with other cells, so it can be 

changed without modifying nets. Each cell occupies a single CLB slice, so up to 

32 cells can be placed in the same frame. This way, the number of configuration 

frames controlling the EH architecture is minimized, accelerating the 

reconfiguration process. Data-path width of the architecture is 8-bits. 

 

Figure 5-6 Internal structure of a candidate solution [Cancare'10] 

A multi-grained evolution mechanism is proposed by the authors for mutation 

and crossover. The inverse pendulum problem was proposed as a use case, while 

the classification of a medical data-set is carried out with HERA in [Bartolini'11]. 

HERA architecture is revisited in [Cancare'12]. Main changes are an increase in 

the data-path width up to 32 bits, the acceleration of the reconfiguration process, 

which is carried out by the SEDPRC controller analyzed in chapter 4, and a 
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hardware implementation of the fitness unit. Selected applications are 

elementary circuits, such as the parity generator, the adder, a multiplier, as well 

as classifiers based on a supervised learning approach. A genetic algorithm is 

used to drive the evolution. 

In [Bartolini'13] authors presented a holistic framework which unifies the 

intrinsic and extrinsic evolution under a unique abstract representation. 

Unification enables portability in between different environments as well as a 

faster prototyping. The platform was ported to Virtex-5, but the main novelty 

offered by this work at hardware level is the use of CFGLUT5. This is a 5-input 

reconfigurable LUT which is available within the library of components in Xilinx 

FPGAs. Its working principle is similar to a SRL. 

In the next section, general design considerations of the EH platform originally 

proposed in this thesis, are provided. Then, the structure and the use of the 

platform for image filtering applications are described. After that, self-healing 

capabilities of the architecture are introduced. 

5.6. Analysis of the SoA Solutions and Proposal 
After the evaluation of the state-of-the-art, it can be concluded that the area 

occupation of DPR-based solutions is lower than the case of VRCs, since a single 

function is implemented within each PE. This factor is key for exploring the 

possibilities of scalable systems. Additionally, since the combinatorial delay is 

also reduced, when compared to multiplexer-based implementations, data 

throughput is expected to be higher if DPR is used. In spite of these advantages, 

main problem of this approach is the reconfiguration overhead. Time required to 

change configuration memory frames through a reconfiguration port such as the 

ICAP is higher than just changing some register bits in a VRC-based approach. 

Reconfiguration time was actually identified in works such as [Torresen'08] or 

[Upegui'05b], as the factor limiting the exploitation of DPR in EH. These works 

are based on the modular design flow, with coarse granularity. 

Two main alternatives have been proposed in the state-of-the-art to reduce the 

cost of using DPR in evolvable hardware applications: 

 The use of SRLs ([Glette'09] or [Bartolini'13]) to reconfigure LUT 

equations. Main problem of this approach is the fact that each new 

generation of FPGAs has a lower number of SRLs. Thus, while the 100% 

of LUTs in Virtex-II Pro devices have this feature, this value is reduced up 

to approximately a 25% in Virtex5. 
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 Limiting DPR to changes in LUT equations, instead of changing complete 

modules. This is the case of HERA [Cancare'10], the difference based 

approach in [Upegui'05] and the work in [Dobai'13b]. This way, the 

number of frames to be changed is reduced. Main problem of changing 

only LUTs is the fact that only parametric, but not structural changes are 

possible. 

To overcome the limitations of both SRL and LUT based parametric 

reconfiguration, while exploiting the processing throughput and area benefits 

associated with the use of DPR instead of VRC, the solution proposed in this 

thesis is based on the modular DPR approach. With this aim, highly modular and 

regular dynamically scalable architectures are used to map candidate solutions 

in the proposed EH platform, so reconfiguration time may be reduced, as 

explained in chapter 2. The Reconfiguration Engine proposed in chapter 4 has 

also a role to play in reducing the reconfiguration time. The use of the DREAMS 

tool to implement the system allows increasing the productivity of the process, 

while it still impacts the reconfiguration time, as will be justified later in this 

chapter. 

The systolic array template has been selected in this case, due to its high 

processing throughput. Systolic Arrays are well known data processing 

structures, whose capability to be used as part of an evolvable hardware system 

is demonstrated in this thesis work. Differently, most of the existing works (such 

as HERA and VRCs) are based on architectures specifically designed for 

evolvable hardware, which eventually are able to process data. This allows 

reusing the architecture to multiple applications as well as exploiting the design 

methodologies and tools to design these architectures.  

The architecture of the EH system proposed in this thesis is described in the next 

section.  

5.7. Proposed SoC Architecture for Evolvable Hardware 
The structure of the evolutionary SoC originally proposed in this thesis is 

described in this section. It includes the following components: 

 A dynamically scalable IP core based on the systolic array template 

presented in chapter 2, where candidate solutions are mapped. 

 The Reconfiguration Engine (RE) described in chapter 4, which is in 

charge of reconfiguring the PEs within the systolic array. 

 An external DDR2 memory, where a library of partial bitstreams is stored. 

A memory controller is also included to provide access to this memory 
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from the rest of the system. The DMA link set in between the controller 

and the reconfiguration engine is used to accelerate the reconfiguration 

process. 

 An embedded MicroBlaze processor, where the EA runs. 

An overview of the general architecture is provided in Figure 5-7. 

 

Figure 5-7 Overview of the evolutionary system architecture 

Both the reconfigurable core and the reconfiguration engine are integrated in the 

SoC as peripherals of the MicroBlaze processor, following a bus-based approach. 

Main characteristics of the platform are described next, starting with the 

dynamically scalable systolic array. 

5.7.1 2-D Evolutionary Processing Core 

Candidate solutions are mapped on a two-dimensional highly modular and 

regular dynamically scalable systolic array which follows the template proposed 

in chapter 2. In this first description only the fixed-size array is considered, while 

the scalable versions will be provided later.  

Following the general template, the evolutionary core is a two-dimensional 

systolic array, sized A×B, and composed of a set of PEs. A representation of the 

architecture is shown in Figure 5-8. Each PE has two inputs, which correspond to 

the North (N) and West (W) connections, and two outputs, one in the South (S) 

and the other one in the East (E). As derived from the general systolic template, 

the connectivity of each PE is limited to its closest neighbors: the east output of 

one PE is always connected to the west input of the element on its right, and the 

south output is connected to the PE below. Besides the array of PEs, the general 
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template considers the inclusion of Memory and Control blocks in the 

architecture. The evolvable SA is not an exception in this regard. Input control 

blocks have been attached to the PEs placed in the north and west borders of the 

array to provide each of them with appropriate data. Control blocks receive nine 

inputs and a selection signal from the outside of the core, and they transmit the 

selected output to the corresponding PE. This is done with a simple multiplexer 

inside each module. Regarding the output Memory and Control module, it is also 

a multiplexer which allows the selection of one of the four outputs of the east 

side of the array. 

 
Figure 5-8 Structure of the non-scalable processing array 

The internal structure of a PE is shown in Figure 5-9. Each element comprises a 

Functional Block (FB) which performs a basic operation involving the input 

signals. Each PE is able to apply a simple function on its inputs in a single clock 

cycle. The result of the operation is stored in a register, from where it is sent 

through both the E and the S outputs. The register is introduced for data 

pipelining purposes. Different FBs considered to create the range of PEs in the 

architecture are shown in Table 5-1. They have been selected following the 

recommendations in [Vasicek'07], for the case of an image filtering application. 

However, these elements would be easily replaced by new ones if a different 

application domain were considered. If one looks closely at the functions in the 

list, it is found that they differ in the number of operands they involve: none, one, 

or two. 

The list of possible PEs is generated by combining all the possible FBs shown in 

Table 5-1, with the two inputs of the array. Thus, possible PEs will follow one of 

the following expressions: 
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Figure 5-9 Structure of the PE within the evolutionary core 

Redundancies due to the commutative property of some of the functions are 

eliminated (  (   ) =  (   )), so a total number of sixteen different 

processing elements are generated. The final list is shown in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-1 Considered functional blocks 

Function Description 

x+y Adder 

x<<1 Left shift by 1 

x+sy Adder with saturation 

(x+y)>>1 Average 

255 Constant 

x>>1 Right shift by 1 

X Identity 

max(x,y) Maximum 

min(x,y) Minimum 

x-sy Subtraction with saturation to 0 

 

PEs whose functionality uses only the West input make the South output of the 

PEs above to be completely useless. The same happens with those using only the 

North input. This way, data-front through the SA is modified depending on 

which PE is placed in each position of the array. Therefore, data-front latency is 

run-time variable, so it would be complex to provide an analytical method to 

compute it. However, if the precise latency value is not considered, the output of 
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the array will not be sampled in the optimum time instant. For this reason, a 

specific circuitry has been added to dynamically adjust the latency as the circuit 

evolves. As shown in Figure 5-10, it contains several fitness computation 

modules in parallel and a best candidate selector which keeps track of the best 

associated latency. A shift register is introduced to sample the input to each 

fitness unit in a different clock cycle. Selection of the best candidate is still done 

according to its fitness, but now for each offspring individual, λ × L versions of 

the same circuit are tested at once, where L is the number of latency values 

computed in parallel. 

Table 5-2 Set of PEs included in the library 

Function Description 

N + W N + W (adder) 

N << 1 N + N 

W << 1 W + W a 

N +S W N + W with saturation 

N +S N N + N with saturation 

W +S W W + W with saturation 

(N + W) >> 1 Average 

255 Constant 

N >> 1 Right shift N by 1 

W >> 1 Right shift W by 1 

N Identity 

W Identity 

max(N,W) Maximum 

min(N,W) Minimum 

N –S W Subtraction with saturation to 0 

W –S N Subtraction with saturation to 0 

 

Each of the sixteen different processing elements differing in the functionality or 

the input connectivity is implemented as a separate reconfigurable module. Pre-

synthesized reconfigurable PEs are stored in a library which is available within 

the system at run-time. A great deal of different SAs can be built by combining 

all these PEs in the different positions of the array.  

In the non-scalable version both input and output control blocks are 

implemented as static logic, and the selection signals are generated by writing 
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operations on a peripheral register from the MicroBlaze, as shown in Figure 5-8. 

This will be modified in the dynamically scalable version. 

 

Figure 5-10 Self-tuning latency circuitry 

5.7.2 Evolutionary Framework 

The evolutionary SoC provides an adaptation framework which allows the 

Systolic IP core to autonomously evolve towards the desired processing task at 

any given time. The overall behavior of the system is as follows: 

(1) The embedded MicroBlaze runs the EA. The algorithm tries to optimize 

the SA, renamed as Evolvable Core, by selecting the most appropriate PE to 

be configured in each position of the array. Embedded processor sends the 

appropriate reconfiguration commands to the RE. 

(2) The RE takes partial bitstreams from the library stored in the external 

DDR2, reconfiguring the Core so the SA maps the candidate solution dictated 

by the EA. 

(3) Candidate Fitness is computed by executing the processing task on a 

reference dataset, and comparing the result with a golden reference. Obtained 

value is fed back to the EA.  

Each chromosome is defined as a set of integer numbers 

                                         (5-1) 

where InMuxi defines which input must be selected by each multiplexer, OutMux 

the selection of the output multiplexer,  and PEij which PE must be configured in 
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each position of the array. The length of the chromosome is therefore (A + B) + (A 

× B) + 1. Each InMuxi gene can be encoded using 4 bits to select one the 9 input 

pixels from the window; each PEij can also be encoded using 4 bits to select one 

out the 16 possible components in the library; and OutMux gene can be encoded 

using two bits. This yields 98 bits as the chromosome size. 

Getting inspiration from CGP, a (1+λ) Evolution Strategy with 1 parent and λ 

offspring has been implemented. From a random initial population, selection 

chooses the fittest individual as the parent for the next population. Offspring is 

generated by applying mutation on the parent. Mutation rate k defines the 

number of randomly selected genes which are modified. A uniform integer 

distribution is used with this aim. Taking into account the physical 

correspondence of each gene with the phenotype, genes are operated at the 

integer level and distribution is constrained to values in between 0 to 8, for the 

input multiplexers genes, in between 0 to 3, for the output multiplexer, and in 

between 0 to 15 for the PE genes.   

A fitness unit and a set of memories where to store a reference dataset have been 

also hardwired. These blocks are application-specific. However, each component 

is implemented as an IP core so they can be easily replaced in case system goals 

change. An external flash memory is used to provide the system with datasets 

and the library of reconfigurable modules at start up.  

The adaptation process is triggered by the MicroBlaze after a request from the 

user. The proposed system is featured by as an intrinsic and complete evolution. 

The future goal is to allow the system to autonomously decide when to start the 

adaptation process, thus, to implement an open-ended evolution.  

5.7.3 Analysis of the Proposed EH architecture 

The use of the dynamically scalable architectures proposed in this thesis benefits 

Evolvable Hardware systems, when compared to other DPR-based solutions 

existing in the state of the art. This is due to the following reasons: 

 Fine-grain modularity of the array allows reducing the area to be 

reconfigured when each PE must be changed. Consequently, reconfiguration 

time is reduced accordingly. 

 Regularity of the array allows the reconfiguration of the same PE in multiple 

positions of the array, as well as the exploitation of the reconfigurable region 

to reconfigurable region reconfiguration approach, which also contributes to 

the reduction of the reconfiguration time.  
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 The use of the reconfiguration engine also contributes towards accelerating 

the reconfiguration process. 

 Relocation of the PEs generated in a position-agnostic format allows reducing 

the number of partial bitstreams to be stored in the library. 

 Facilities provided by DREAMS tool can be exploited to implement the PEs 

within the architecture. 

 Besides its adaptability, SA still provides a high processing throughput. 

Moreover, SAs are general processing architectures which can be extended to 

multiple application domains.  

The reduction of the reconfiguration time, due to the combination of architectural 

features with the RE, is a key feature to enable the use of DPR techniques within 

EH systems. It allows a faster adaptation capability when compared to other 

existing works, as introduced in section 5.6 (General Considerations of the Proposed 

Evolvable Hardware Architecture). Moreover, the use of the module based DPR 

allows the evolved system to operate without any area and delay overhead once 

evolution is finished, and without requiring a pre-processing stage.  

Focusing on the architecture itself, the proposed approach is a two-dimensional 

structure where data is processed in both horizontal and vertical spatial 

directions. This differs from CGP-based structures on which most of the existing 

architectures rely on. This adds extra possibilities to find optimal solutions and 

stresses the resemblance with biological systems, inherently distributed in two or 

three spatial dimensions.  

An original contribution of this thesis is the demonstration of the 

possibilities of the proposed two-dimensional dynamically scalable systolic 

array architectures to implement evolvable hardware systems, while keeping 

a high processing throughput. These architectures, combined with the 

proposed reconfiguration engine, offer a high speed reconfiguration which is 

exploited in this context to accelerate the adaptation process. Differently to 

parametric adaptation, this approach allows the modification of the whole 

structure of the architecture.  

Possibilities of scaling the evolvable core will be analyzed later in this document. 

5.7.4 Application Domain: Evolutionary Image Processing System 

Adaptive image filtering has been selected as the application domain to proof the 

functionality of the proposed evolvable architecture. EH allows the adaptation of 

the system, without requiring knowledge on classical filtering theory. 
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Application domain affects the fitness unit and the arrangement of the input 

memories. 

Regarding the fitness unit, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) has been selected: 

     
 

  
∑ ∑     (   )      (   ) 

   

   

   

   

  (5-2) 

where R, C are the rows and columns of the image and Ref and Filt the original 

and the filtered images respectively. Sometimes, the Sum of Absolute Errors 

(SAE) is equivalently used, since it is better suited to be implemented in 

hardware: 
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  (5-3) 

In order to compute the fitness, reference images must be supplied appropriately 

to the processing IP core. Following the classical approach of this type of 

applications, the image to be filtered is covered in raster scan order. For this 

purpose, two FIFOs have been included in the static side of the system, as shown 

in Figure 5-11. Moreover, since the array has been featured with nine inputs, the 

3×3 neighborhood of the each pixel is simultaneously provided to the Systolic 

Array. To do so, an array of registers has been included in the entry of the 

system.  

The input training image and the reference image are stored in the flash memory, 

from where they are loaded to temporal memories within the systolic core. These 

images specify which filtering application is required. For instance, if a noisy 

image is set for training, and the noise-free image is set as a reference, the EA will 

generate a noise reduction circuit. However, if the training image is the noise-free 

one, and the reference is set to the edge detected image, the circuit will converge 

to an edge-detection filter. This way, during system life-time new functionalities 

can be obtained, only by providing the system with the corresponding training 

and reference images. 
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Figure 5-11Circuit implemented to create the sliding window 

5.8. Self-Healing capabilities of the Evolvable Hardware 

Architecture 
In this section, a basic analysis of the self-healing possibilities offered by the 

evolvable architecture is carried out. Only an introductory evaluation is provided 

here, since self-healing is not included among the main goals of this thesis. 

Further information can be found in [Salvador’11]. 

Self-healing is the capability of autonomously recovering from a fault, or a series 

of faults, trying to minimize system degradation effects. Faults can be permanent 

or transient, as described in previous chapter. This is one of the major processes 

of autonomic computing systems, so it plays a vital role in system's reliability. At 

this point, reader is referred to the autonomic computing description provided in 

the introductory chapter. 

Fault recovery mechanisms can be classified in offline and online methods 

[Parris'11]. The former implies stopping the data processing while the healing 

process is active, while the latter involves being able to keep processing data 

while the system is faulty or being repaired, with the advantage of increasing 

system availability. If the EA is able to re-adapt the system once a fault has 

happened, it can be regarded as an online healing mechanism, so EH systems 

may exploit intrinsic evolution to circumvent and recover from faults. Since the 

adaptation process is autonomous, the EH platform obtains self-healing 

properties. 

The proposed EH architecture shows self-healing properties, in line with the 

description above. Resilience of the architecture is increased by its two 

dimensional structure, together with the absence of centralized communication 

elements, such as multiplexers in between VRC columns. 
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Fault detection can be carried out by means of the periodic application of 

calibration images, which must provide a known fitness value, in case the array 

is not damaged. Transient faults, like SEUs do not need to launch another 

evolutionary run, since they can be solved by means of scrubbing. So the 

detection of a permanent fault is obtained after detecting that the fault cannot be 

removed by a previous scrubbing operation. If a permanent fault is detected, a 

new evolution process is launched to generate new candidates which avoid the 

damaged portion of the circuit. This way functionality is recovered. It must be 

stressed that most of the mechanisms needed to exploit the self-healing capability 

of the architecture are already available in the system for its normal operation. 

To evaluate this property, fault-injection campaigns were carried out in the 

architecture using the RE, as described in chapter 4. Fault injection was 

performed using modified bitstreams that model the fault inside a reconfigurable 

module. As a first approach, a simple PE-level fault model was used: a fault in 

any element inside a PE produces a modified result in that PE, no matter what 

the function to be placed in that position is. Two simple models were considered: 

to use a PE with “all-1”s at the outputs (as in a stuck-at-1 fault), or a random 

value. Results in terms of adaptability were similar but, since the “all-1s” 

function is one of the 16 original functions, it was decided to use a random-

generator function instead. This model is referred to as the PE-level model.  

Basic results of this evaluation process are provided later in this chapter.  

5.9. Architecture Scalability 
In order to increase both the adaptability and the self-healing features of the 

original EH system, two approaches have been explored. First, a SoC architecture 

with multiple evolvable arrays is provided. Second, a dynamically scalable 

version of the baseline evolvable array was implemented. We refer to these 

variants as multiple core and single core scalability, respectively.  

5.9.1 Multiple Core Scalability 

An evolutionary SoC featured with a scalable number of evolutionary cores has 

been implemented. Benefits of this approach combine evolvability with an 

increased fault-tolerance. The overall architecture of the modified system with 

three evolutionary cores is provided in Figure 5-12. 

5.9.1.1 System Architecture 

To make the system scalable in the number of reconfigurable cores, some 

modifications have been done to the original proposal. 
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First, a unique reconfigurable module is generated for the controller, the 

structure to compute the latency, the FIFOs to align data and the fitness unit 

associated with each processing array. This basic module is referred as Array 

Control Block (ACB), and its internal architecture is shown in Figure 5-13. A SoC 

with multiple evolutionary cores can be directly built up by assembling the 

required number of these modules and the corresponding systolic arrays. In this 

version, the number of arrays is fixed during system lifetime, but in the future a 

dynamically scalable approach will be implemented. 

 

Figure 5-12 Overall of the a 3-stage evolvable hardware system 

The first ACB is connected to the static part through a vertical connector at the 

top, and it has a congruent connection in the bottom side to stack vertically with 

the next ACB. A self-addressing scheme was designed so that every control 

register in any ACB can be easily addressed by the EA running in the 

MicroBlaze. Control registers allow different modes of operation of every 

individual array, as well as reading fitness and latency values.  

The ACB structure is such that any array may be fed with a common input 

image, or an image coming from the previous array. The fitness computation 

block may compute the pixel aggregated MAE between the reference image and 

the output image of the array, but it may also be set to calculate the MAE 

between the input and output images of the array, as well as the MAE between 

the output and another output from an adjacent array. These settings enable 

different evolution modes, as described in the next section. 
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Figure 5-13 Internal structure of the ACB with the evolvable array inside 

5.9.1.2 Operation Modes 

The evolutionary system with a variable number of parallel processing structures 

is arranged in a flexible manner. Hence, besides the reconfiguration of the PEs 

within each array, it is also possible to modify the connectivity between them. 

This leads to different operation modes, both during adaptation and mission 

times: 

At mission time, four modes are envisaged. As shown in Figure 5-14, they are:  

 Independent: All the arrays receive the same input, and each one produces an 

independent output by applying a different processing task. Acceleration is 

achieved thanks to task level parallelism. Higher processing throughputs are 

achieved. 

 Parallel: All the arrays receive the same input, which is processed 

simultaneously by all of them, with the same processing task. Triple Modular 

Redundancy (TMR) modes are possible with this approach. 

 Cascade: Processing arrays are arranged in such a way that each one receives 

the output of the previous stage as its input. Three sub-modes are possible: 

o Collaborative cascading consists in splitting up a unique filtering task 

into multiple arrays, which try to achieve a common target. Each 

array is adapted to process the output of the previous stage. The more 

stages in the cascade, the more processing elements working together 

to achieve the common goal, and therefore, more complex tasks can 

be addressed. 

o In independent cascading each filter is specialized for a different task, 

such as noise removal, followed by smoothing filters and edge 
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detection. Each filter is obtained after independent evolution 

processes. 

o In redundant cascading the same filter is applied in all the stages of 

the architecture.  

 Bypass: Is a variant of the cascaded mode which allows replacing one of the 

arrays by a bypass connection in between its input and its output. It allows 

keeping data throughput when a single array is to be evolved. 

 
Figure 5-14 Processing Modes of the Architecture: (a) Cascade, (b) Bypass and (c) 

Independent and Parallel 

During evolution, different modes are also possible. The choice depends on the 

desired processing mode and the fault-tolerance strategy to be applied. 

Considered modes are the following: 

 Independent evolution is the simplest strategy. Each array is evolved with a 

different reference for a different processing task, as shown in Figure 5-15. 

Therefore, this strategy may be used to obtain filters to work in the 

independent processing mode, the redundant cascade, the independent 

cascade or parallel modes during mission. Arrays are evolved in a sequential 

manner. 

 Parallel evolution consists in the distribution of the offspring generated 

during each generation of the evolution phase among the different processing 

arrays, so fitness values are computed in parallel. 

 Cascaded evolution mode makes each array in the sequence to be evolved 

considering the results of the previous array in the processing chain. This is 

shown in Figure 5-16. Two cascade evolution modes are possible: 

o In evolution with separate fitness units, each array is evolved 

considering only its own fitness, but using the same reference 

image in all of them.  

o In evolution with a shared fitness unit, all candidates are selected or 

rejected as if they were a single instance. 
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For each of these modes, two variants are available: 

o In sequential cascaded evolution, the adaptation of the array in the 

stage i+1 is carried out when the evolution of array i is finished. 

o In interleaved cascaded evolution, a single generation in each 

array is moved forward, so the adaptation of all of them is carried 

out together 

 

Figure 5-15 Independent and Parallel Evolution Mode 

 

 

Figure 5-16  Cascaded evolution with separate fitness unit (a), and cascaded evolution 
with a single fitness unit (b). 

 In evolution by imitation a filter is connected in bypass mode with respect to 

another, as shown in Figure 5-17, so bypassed filter evolution is guided by 

the measurement of the MAE between its output image and the output image 

of a neighboring filter. Ideally, this fitness metric should get close to zero, 
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showing that one functionally equivalent filter was obtained from another 

working filter. This is a key technique to recover from a permanent fault in 

the bypassed array, without using the reference image, which may have 

disappeared, damaged, or erased.  

 

Figure 5-17 Evolution by imitation Mode 

5.9.1.3 Self-Healing Strategies with Multiple Arrays 

Tolerance against injected faults is improved when multiple arrays are available, 

since more advanced self-healing strategies are possible: 

 In cascade operation mode, self-healing is reinforced, since having multiple 

arrays allows recovering from a fault without having training images 

available in the system, once the initial evolution has finished. This situation 

may appear in case training images are removed from the memory to save 

resources, as well as if a fault appears in the memories storing the images. 

Differently, damaged array is able to deal with the permanent fault by 

learning from the closer neighboring array, in order to recover from the fault. 

To do that, the array is configured in bypass mode, with respect to the array it 

is learning from. This way, data stream is never stopped. 

 In parallel operation mode, a TMR mechanism can be applied if a pixel 

voting strategy is implemented. This way, the system is able to detect faults 

autonomously, without requiring the use of an image for calibration, with the 

corresponding savings in processing time. The TMR voter also mitigates 

faults. Thus, when a single filter is misbehaving, a valid output can still be 

produced. 

5.9.2 Single Core Scalability 

A variant of the evolvable hardware system, where the architecture of the 

evolutionary core is scalable, has been also implemented. The scalable processing 

array is able to grow or shrink dynamically depending on the problem 

complexity and the conditions of the rest of the system. The growth process 

draws inspiration from the ontogeny process. In biology, ontogeny refers to the 

development of multicellular organisms, starting from a mother cell which is 
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subsequently divided and specialized, depending on the position it occupies 

within the overall system.  

From the point of view of the phenotype described in the previous sections, there 

are some blocks which are not compatible with scalability. The main obstacles are 

input and output multiplexers, which are configured through write operations 

on a peripheral register. If the size of the array is increased, new multiplexers 

should be implemented. This is a problem for scalability since extra selection 

signals should be added for every new multiplexer. 

To overcome this limitation, both input and output multiplexers are designed as 

reconfigurable modules where the signal selection is hardwired. This results in 

the evolutionary core architecture provided in Figure 5-18. Thus, an independent 

reconfigurable module is implemented for each possible input. However, in 

order to reduce the routing inside each hardwired multiplexer, the circuit that 

implements the sliding window has been modified as shown in Figure 5-19. 

Delay registers are now inside the multiplexers, so just 3 pixels must be fed to the 

system. This reduces the complexity of the implementation, especially of the 

reconfigurable interfaces in between modules. Nine different reconfigurable 

multiplexers are generated for the inputs. 

The same approach is followed with the output multiplexer. In this case, three 

different modules are generated: a selection module, which takes the result of the 

selected PE, a bypass module, which takes the result from the PE below and 

sends it to the PE above, and the element in the corner which takes the input 

from the PE below, and sends it to the element on its left. This element is 

intended to provide a return path for the output of the array. A back path has 

been also included in the vertical multiplexers placed in the north of the 

architecture with this aim. In this version of the evolutionary SoC each gene in 

the genotype corresponds to a reconfigurable module in the phenotype. 

The evolutionary algorithm must be redesigned in such a way that it supports 

variable size genotypes. To do so, all storage elements must keep track of the size 

of the processing array and all its corresponding genes. Moreover, an important 

issue is to find an evolution strategy that accommodates to variable size 

elements. This is no trivial matter since the growth of the design space, in spite of 

allowing the implementation of more complex systems, may impact negatively 

on the performance of the evolvable system. Some parameters like the number of 

generations to stop evolution or the mutation rate may differ importantly from 
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simple systems to complex ones, where convergence may occur after a higher 

number of generations. 

 
Figure 5-18 Structure of the scalable processing array 

 

 

 
Figure 5-19 Modified circuit to transmit input data to the SA with hardwired 

multiplexers 

Ontogeny is also used in the proposed approach. Starting from small size arrays, 

if the fitness value is not sufficiently good, size is increased and evolution is 

restarted. Here, possibilities are either to start from scratch, not reusing the 

previous evolved circuits of smaller size, or to adapt them as the starting point of 

the evolution for the new size. New columns are filled with pass-through PEs or 

by adding one arbitrary row at the bottom. 
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Some evolution strategies which take into account architecture scalability have 

been also developed. The only EH system existing in the state-of-the-art, to the 

author knowledge, showing similar scalability attributes is the one presented in 

[Knieper’10], but only a preliminary and restricted implementation is provided 

in that work. 

An original contribution of this thesis is the implementation of scalable 

evolvable hardware systems, which are able to deal with the fluctuation of 

the amount of resources available in the system, in an autonomous way. Two 

variants have been proposed, depending if a single dynamically scalable 

evolvable core or a variable number of cores are used in the system. Specific 

evolutionary strategies and operation modes are proposed for each of those 

situations. 

5.10. Architecture Evaluation and Results 
The evolvable hardware system proposed in this thesis is evaluated next.  

All the experimental results provided in this section were obtained with the SoC 

implemented in a medium size Xilinx Virtex-5 LX-110T FPGA included in the 

Digilent's XUPV5 prototyping platform.  

Three subsequent subsections are provided for the baseline architecture, the 

multiple core scalable solution and the single core scalable one, respectively. Self-

healing capability of the system is also roughly evaluated. 

5.10.1 Single Core Evaluation 

Implementation results are first provided for the baseline non-scalable 

architecture. Then, timing and evolvability of the architecture are analyzed.  

5.10.1.1 Implementation Results 

The non-scalable architecture corresponds with the baseline version of the core13. 

It was designed following the modular design flow, so bus-macros were 

instantiated in all the inputs and outputs of every PE. A fixed 4×4 PEs array was 

implemented. Each PE needs two CLB columns width by one quarter of a clock 

region height (5 CLBs). Therefore, each array occupies eight CLB columns of a 

clock region, which means a total of 160 CLBs. 

                                                      
13 A version of the architecture where each PE occupies two CLB columns and the whole 
height of a clock region was also implemented, as reported in [Otero’11]. It was a 
preliminary version which requires four times more resources than the final design 
reported in this document. 
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Taking a closer look at synthesis results per PE, they occupy from seven to ten 

slices, depending on its functionality. Six of them are dedicated to bus-macro 

terminals, so its overhead is extremely important considering the fine granularity 

of the processing core. Post-synthesis results of the implementation of each 

module of the evolutionary SoC are provided in Table 5-3.  

Table 5-3  Resource occupation of each component of the EH SoC 

Module Slices 
Slice 

Regs 

Slice 

LUTs 
DSP 

BRAM 

(36 Kb) 

Evolvable 

Array 
320 (2%) 1280 (2%) 1280 (2%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Misc 1101 (6%) 1932 (3%) 1932 (3%) 0 (0%) 12 (8%) 

HWICAP 1615 (9%) 2765 (4%) 2344 (3%) 0 (0%) 9 (6%) 

Mem. Ctrl 1767 (10%) 3114 (5%) 1880 (3%) 0 (0%) 17 (11%) 

Whole System 4803 (28%) 9091 (13%) 7436 (11%) 0 (0%) 38 (26%) 

 

5.10.1.2 Timing Analysis 

Timing analysis and the performance of the architecture is evaluated both during 

the adaptation phase and when the circuit is working during the standard mode 

of operation.  

During evolution, the following subtasks are carried out: 

 The EA creates new offspring candidate solutions(toffs) 

 Candidate solutions are evaluated (teval) and a fitness value is assigned (tfit) 

 Selection of the best fitted individuals for the next generation is done (tsel) 

The evaluation of each individual comprises an initial reconfiguration stage (trec) 

followed by the filtering stage (tfilt). Taking into account all these components, 

time required in each evolution (tg) can be expressed as: 

      (                     )       (5-4) 

where λ is the population size. This expression can be simplified, since some of 

these tasks are overlapped. Thus, new candidate solutions are generated by the 

EA in the MicroBlaze while the previous candidate is evaluated. In addition, 

fitness computation and selection are carried out in hardware, simultaneously to 

the filtering stage. This is possible in the image filtering application, since the 

overall fitness is computed as the addition of individual fitness values of each pixel. 

For this reason, time elapsed by each generation can be rewritten as:  
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      (          ) (5-5) 

In turn, reconfiguration time depends on the mutation rate (k) within the EA, 

since this will indicate the average number of PEs to be reconfigured in between 

two candidate evaluations: 

                    (5-6) 

Due to the inherent pipelined nature of the processing array, the evaluation of 

each candidate circuit requires R×C clock cycles after reconfiguration takes place, 

where R and C are the rows and columns of the training image, respectively. 

Initial latency (   ) has to be also taken into account. Therefore, filtering time is: 

      (    (   ))    
 ⁄   (5-7) 

being f the operation frequency of the processing array. 

By defining Ng as the number of generations, evolution time (tevo) can be 

computed as: 

                  (          ) (5-8) 

Timing results yield a maximum operating frequency of the systolic array of 200 

MHz. With the reconfiguration engine working at 200 MHz, a reconfiguration 

time of 31.84 µs is measured for a single PE. Since each PE expands less than a 

clock region, configuration data allocated in the position of the PE has to be 

carried out using the RE readback/relocation/writeback feature. From a given 

candidate configuration to the next one, with k equal to 3, it is necessary to 

reconfigure an average of 3 PEs, in addition to those needed to return to the 

common parent. In this case, for 3 mutated genes, 139.22 µs are needed. A 

summary of these values is provided in Table 5-4. An evolutionary cycle of 

100000 generations (900000 circuit evaluations for the selected (1+8)-ES) using a 

128×128 size image has been measured to take 178 seconds. The MicroBlaze and 

the system bus work at 100 MHz. 

Table 5-4 Average Reconfiguration and Filtering Time 

Task RA@200MHz 

Reconfig. (1 PE) 31.84 µs 

Reconfig. (3 PE) 139.22 µs 

Filtering 82.12 µs 

Total evolution (s) 178 s 
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During normal operation of the system, images are filtered with the selected 

candidate (     ). 

5.10.1.3 Platform Evolvability Analysis 

In this section, a general analysis of the evolvability of the platform is provided, 

while an in-depth study can be found in [Salvador’13]. 

The capacity of the proposed platform to evolve has been evaluated for the 

problem of noise rejection, with different types of noise and different intensities. 

For instance, Salt and Pepper (S&P) noise level was varied from 5% up to 40% in 

5% steps. This has been done both for the training image, but also for the input 

image to be filtered. Thus, circuits evolved for a given level of noise were tested 

for images covering the whole range of corruption. Fifty evolutionary runs were 

carried out for each noise intensity, so a statistical analysis can be carried out. 

Results of these tests are provided in Figure 5-20. In (a), average evolved filters 

are described, while best of 50 runs are depicted in (b). Each line represents the 

results of filtering an input imaged corrupted with a level of noise indicated by 

its name (I05 stands for image with 5% noise and so on), with filter training levels 

are shown in x-axis. The name of the filters also refers to the level of noise of the 

reference image used during the evolution of the filter, following the same 

naming policy as described before. Circles represent the result of using a given 

filter to process an input image with the same noise level as the image used 

during evolution. The result for the median filters is indicated with a dotted line 

for comparison purposes. It is worth remembering that the lower the fitness is, the 

better the filter works.  

Similar experiments were performed to check the behavior of the system under 

different types of noise, such as impulse noise. In all of them is show that 

evolution performs correctly. However, it is necessary to guarantee that the 

architecture is adapted to the noise itself, not to the image used during the 

training process. Otherwise, the platform would be practically useless. This is 

referred to as the generality of the platform.  

A selection of filtering results for different image processing tasks is provided in 

Figure 5-21. Selected experiments, each of them represented as a row in the 

figure, are: 

 Salt and pepper noise reject (Row 1) 

 Burst noise reject (Row 2) 

 Edge detection (Row 3) 
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Figure 5-20 Adaptation experimental results for different Salt & Pepper noise intensities 
both in the training and the input images 

For all of them, the EA and the array are identical, and only the input training 

image and the reference image are changed. First three columns show the 

training image, the resulting output of the filter for the training image after 

evolution, and the reference image (evolution goal), respectively. In turn, the last 

two columns show the input and the resulting output for images different to the 

training one. This allows the evaluation of the solution generality. Special 

emphasis must be put on the edge detection problem, which can be carried out 

with the same architecture and the same set of PEs as the noise rejection. This 

proves the wide application range of the proposed platform. 
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Figure 5-21 Results of the system generalization experiments 

5.10.2 Multiple Core Architecture Evaluation 

The redundant architecture with scalability at core level is evaluated in this 

section.  

5.10.2.1 Implementation Results 

The same as in the baseline architecture, each PE occupies two CLB columns 

width by one quarter of a clock region height (5 CLBs) in this version. Therefore, 

each of the arrays occupies eight CLB columns of a clock region, which means a 

total of 160 CLBs for each 4×4 array. A snapshot of the layout of the implemented 

system is shown in Figure 5-22. 

Resources consumed by each component of the evolvable peripheral are collected 

in Table 5-5. Implementation results of the rest of the components in the SoC are 

the same as in the single core system, provided in Table 5-3. 

Table 5-5 Resource occupation of each component of the Evolvable Peripheral 

Module Slices Slice Regs Slice LUTs DSP 
BRAM 

(36 Kb) 

Evolvable Array (each)  320 (2%) 1280 (2%) 1280 (2%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

ACB (each) 754 (4%) 1642 (2%) 1528 (2%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Static Control 733 (4%) 1365 (2%) 1817 (3%) 0 (0%) 16 (11%) 
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Figure 5-22 Layout of the platform with three processing arrays 

5.10.2.2 Timing Analysis 

Reconfiguration time obtained with the reconfiguration engine used in this work 

is 67.53 μs per PE. This result is twice the time obtained in the case of a single 

array, since it has been tested with the ICAP working at 100MHz. Regarding 

filtering time, it takes 83.49 μs to filter a 128x128 pixel image, with the array 

working at 200MHz. This value is almost the same as the one measured for the 

system with a single array. 

5.10.2.3 Platform Evolvability Analysis 

In the first experimental setup, speed up achieved by evolving with parallel 

arrays is analyzed. Since three reconfigurable units are available in the system, 

candidate solutions are evaluated in groups of three, instead of testing them 

sequentially. However, the reconfiguration of these arrays cannot be parallelized 

since a single RE is available in the system. Achieved speed-up is shown in 

Figure 5-23 for different mutation rates. The higher the mutation rate is, the 

higher the reconfiguration time.  

Roughly, acceleration is about the 30% of the adaptation time when compared 

with the case of using a single array. This value is below the 66% that would be 

expected from the triplication of the number of evolutionary cores. Speed up is 

lower than expected since reconfiguration time is higher than evaluation time. If 

evaluation time increases, something which would happen if images to be 

filtered were larger, benefits of the parallel evolution mode would also increase. 

This situation is shown in Figure 5-24, where images of 256x256 pixels are 

filtered. An acceleration of about a 50% is obtained in this case. 
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Figure 5-23 Average evolution time of 50 attempts of 100k generations with different 
mutation rates 

 

 

Figure 5-24 Average evolution time of 50 attempts of 100k generations with different 
mutation rates 

Cascaded modes are compared next. In Figure 5-25 and Figure 5-26 the average 

and the best results of the fitness obtained in every stage of the cascade filter are 

shown, both for redundant and collaborative cascade evolution modes. Using the 

same chromosome in all the filters, the average results improve from the first 

stage to the second, but they get worst in the third stage of the filter. On the other 

hand, adaptive filters obtained with a cascaded evolution mode have much 

higher improvements in all the stages, getting better global results. This is 

because filters are noise level specific, so benefits are obtained by adapting them 

to the output of the previous step. 
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Figure 5-25 Average results comparison for cascaded modes, with 50 attempts of 100k 
generations 

 

 

Figure 5-26 Best results comparison for cascaded modes 

Comparing the two different approaches of cascaded evolution, sequential 

cascaded evolution and interleaved cascaded evolution, results show that there is 

no fitness difference between them. However, in case the evolution is stopped 

when a fitness threshold is reached, the interleaved evolution provides three 

configurations at the same time, while in the sequential case three evolutions 

must be launched always.  

An example of noisy input image and the result of a three stage adapted filter are 

shown in Figure 5-27. The input image has 40% level salt & pepper noise, and the 

quality of the resulting image is very high, with a MAE fitness value around 11. 

It must be pointed out that the conventional reference filter for such type of noise 

is the median filter, which yields to a MAE result above this one, about 12.57 (See 

Figure 5-20). 
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Figure 5-27 Input and output images of a three stage adapted cascaded filter. 

Finally the evolution by imitation mode is analyzed. This mode is mainly 

intended for self-healing, since it allows recovering the system once a fault is 

detected. Hence, the array under evolution has a faulty position inside. In this 

mode, two possibilities are considered: the genotype from which evolution is 

started is the same as the non-faulty one, or a randomly generated one. Both 

cases are shown in Figure 5-28. From this Figure it can be inferred that imitation 

on faulty arrays performs better if the starting genotype is the same as the non-

faulty one. Fitness value in this setup corresponds to the difference between the 

output image of the master and the output image of the faulty array. It should 

tend to zero (threshold is considered to be around 100 of SAE, while random 

values are about 3 orders of magnitude above this value), which is enough to say 

that both evolved systems are almost identical.  

 
Figure 5-28 Comparison between two different evolution strategies in the evolution by 

imitation mode 

5.10.2.4 Self-Healing Evaluation 

An example of the self-healing strategy applied to a faulty evolutionary core is 

shown in Figure 5-29. In this case, the system includes three fixed-size arrays 

arranged in parallel mode so TMR can be applied to detect the fault.  
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Figure shows the complete recovery strategy. It comprises the following 

subsequent stages: 

 First, three arrays are working in parallel providing the same results. 

 A fault occurs in one array, which is detected by a peak in the fitness value.  

 An evolution by imitation process is launched, and after some generations, 

around 40000, the faulty array is completely recovered.  

The combination with the scrubbing process, to determine if the fault is transient, 

is not shown in the figure. Full recovery is achieved since the evolution modifies 

the data-front through the array so the faulty element is circumvented. When 

multiple faults are combined, degradation may prevent system recovery. An 

exhaustive analysis of the response of the system under accumulated faults is 

provided in [Salvador'11]. 

 
Figure 5-29 TMR mode with the injection of a fault and the recovery of the system 

 

5.10.3 Single Scalable Array Evaluation 

Finally, the evolutionary system featured with a single dynamically scalable 

array is evaluated. 

5.10.3.1 Implementation Results 

The implementation of the evolutionary system with a single dynamically 

scalable array was carried out with DREAMS tool. This way, bus-macros are no 

longer needed, and the area of each PE, and consequently, its reconfiguration 
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time, were significantly reduced. On the other side, this tool permits to speed up 

the implementation process, which goes from several days to a couple of hours.  

Resource occupation of the different elements in the architecture is as follows: 

 The input/output module, which feeds the array with the input pixels and 

collects the output pixel, employs a region expanding two CLB columns 

width by half clock region height, with a total utilization of 20 CLBs. 

 Horizontal memory and control modules (multiplexers), which feed the first 

row of PEs, occupy a region which is one CLB column width by half clock 

region height each one (10 CLBs). 

 Vertical memory and control modules (multiplexers), in charge of feeding the 

first column of PEs, use a width of two columns of CLBs by a fourth of the 

clock region in height each one (10 CLBs). 

 Each PE and any of the elements that compose the output memory and 

control block occupy 5 CLBs, one CLB column by a fourth of the clock region 

height. The possibility of packaging the PE logic within a single column of 

CLBs is a consequence of getting rid of bus-macros. Bus-macros are two 

terminals macros, so at least two CLB columns were needed to connect both 

the east and west borders of each PE. Therefore, the use of DREAMS tool 

allows a reduction of the 50% of the resources occupied by each PE. The 

evolution of the layout of the PEs for different versions of the evolutionary 

platform is shown in Figure 5-30. In Figure 5-30 (a), the layout of the first PE 

occupying the height of the clock region is shown. In Figure 5-30 (b), it is 

represented the PE used in the non-scalable version of the platform, while in 

Figure 5-30 (c) the PE used in the single scalable array, without bus-macros, is 

depicted. 

Considering these values, the total number of CLBs occupied by an A height by B 

width processing array can be expressed in an analytical way as follows: 

              (   )       (   )    

The reconfigurable area was limited to a maximum array size of 7x7 PEs, which 

means a total number of 440 CLBs reserved for the systolic array. However, this 

area can be freely reused by any other core in the system, following the scalable 

floorplan principle proposed in this thesis. The area occupation of the static part 

of the evolvable core peripheral and the results for the whole system are gathered 

in Table 5-6. In Figure 5-31, a snapshot of the floorplanning of the system can be 

seen, with an empty reconfigurable area where the systolic array can be scaled up 

and down. 
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(a) (c) (d) 

Figure 5-30 Evolution of the layout of the PEs for different versions of the evolvable 
hardware system 

5.10.3.2 Platform Evolvability Analysis 

The quality of the obtained filters, for different sizes of the scalable array, is 

shown in Figure 5-32. The ontogeny evolution approach has been used in this 

experiment. An important improvement in the quality of the filter is obtained 

when it is scaled up, so this is a clear example of the functional scalability 

pursued in this thesis work.  

Scalability affects performance, but also evolution time, since the search space is 

modified by the size of the array. While for fixed size systems evolving during a 

fixed number of generations is typically a valid approach, this is not true when 

dealing with variable size arrays. Thus, proposed strategy is to stop evolution 

after 25000 or 50000 generations without having any fitness improvement. The 

average number of generations until evolution stops with this method is shown 

in Figure 5-33, for the case of 25000 generations without improvement, and in 

Figure 5-34, for 50000 generations. As it can be seen in the figures, when the 

number of processing elements is low, the search space is quite small, and a 
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solution can be obtained in a few generations. But with the biggest sizes (6x6 and 

7x7), the number of generations increases significantly, which means that it is 

harder for the system to find a proper configuration. 

Table 5-6 Resource occupation of each component of the SoC 

Module Slices Slice Regs Slice LUTs DSP 
BRAM 

(36 Kb) 

Evolvable Array 

(7×7) 
880 (5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Static Controller 1231 (7%) 2766 (4%) 3158 (5%) 0 (0%) 16 (11%) 

Whole System 5116(29%) 11475 (16%) 10691 (15%) 35(55%) 75 (51%) 

 

-  

Figure 5-31 Layout of the implemented system 
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Figure 5-32 Averaged fitness of 50 independent evolutions for square arrays of different 
size 

From the comparison of both figures, it can be concluded that the fitness 

improvement is not significant when the number of generations is doubled. 

Therefore, evolution will be stopped after 25000 consecutive generations without 

changes, as a rule. 

 

Figure 5-33 Average number of generations needed to evolve until the result does not 
change in 50000 consecutive generations 
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Figure 5-34 Average number of generations needed to evolve until the result does not 
change in 25000 consecutive generations  

Figure 5-35 shows the 3D representation of the average fitness value of 50 

independent evolutions, starting from a random chromosome in each evolution, 

and using the aforementioned size-dependent number of generations in each 

execution.  

 

Figure 5-35 Tridimensional surface formed by the average fitness value of 50 independent 
evolutions with every possible array size. 

It can be observed that arrays 1xN or Nx1 do not produce a big improvement 

when scaling up, apart from the case of 1x1, due to the lack of interaction 
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possibilities among the input pixels of the array. In the case of either a 2x3 or a 

3x2 array, the fitness obtained is better than the 1x6 or 6x1 cases, which use the 

same number of processing elements, but as they are disposed in a line, there is 

only one propagation path. Apart from the linear exception, a continuous 

decrease in the fitness is obtained when the filter is scaled up, up to a point 

where this value is saturated. The most interesting cases are square arrays, but 

still there is place to change the aspect ratio when the shape of the reconfigurable 

area must be changed.  

The resulting images of the best case for every square array and the original 

noise-free image are shown in Figure 5-36. The first image in the figure is the 

original image, while the output for arrays sized from 1x1 to 7x7 are 

subsequently depicted. The 1x1 result also corresponds to the noisy input image, 

as the best configuration obtained in that case is a copy filter. 

Reference 1x1 2x2 3x3 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

4x4 5x5 6x6 7x7 

    
Figure 5-36 Output image of the best filter achieved for every square array from 1×1 to 

7×7 

A comparison of the fitness values obtained with both types of scalability is 

shown in Figure 5-37. For the case of redundant arrays, a cascaded evolution 

method is represented. For the single scalable array, different sizes are evaluated. 

In the view of the results, it is clear that the 4x4 single array offers the same 

fitness value than the first stage of the redundant array. This was expected since 

each stage in the system with redundant arrays is sized 4x4. In addition, similar 

fitness values are obtained with two cascaded stages and with a 5x5 PEs array. 

However, in the rest of the cases, fitness is always improved with a single but 

larger array. The result of three 4x4 cascaded arrays is clearly improved by the 

scalable 7x7 array, even though both have a similar number of PEs (48 vs. 49 

PEs). Thus, from the point of view of the obtained performance, larger arrays are 

preferred to cascaded smaller ones. 
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Figure 5-37 Comparison between redundant cascaded arrays and the single scalable array 

However, the total amount of generations needed to obtain two 4x4 arrays is 

              generations, which is lower than the number of generations 

that are needed in the case of the scalable array with sequential evolution, which 

is       . Therefore, from the point of view of the adaptation time, using 

cascaded smaller arrays is the preferred option. 

5.11. Chapter Conclusions 
The use of the two-dimensional dynamically scalable systolic array architectures 

proposed in this thesis to implement evolvable hardware systems, is originally 

described in this chapter. Evolvable hardware has been selected as one of the 

application examples of the architectures, since it requires an intensive data 

processing throughput together with a great deal of adaptability. Modularity and 

regularity of the architecture, combined with the reconfiguration capabilities of 

the reconfiguration engine, are used to provide the reconfiguration throughput 

required by evolvable hardware. This makes possible the evaluation of candidate 

circuits at a fast enough rate, since reconfiguration and evaluation stages have 

been reduced to the order of a few tenths of microseconds. Evolvability allows an 

automatic control of the reconfiguration process, so the system obtains self-

adaptability and self-healing features. Due to the highly demanding processing 

throughput, the systolic processing template has been used. 

Moreover, scalable evolvable hardware architectures are also proposed. They 

open up the possibility of the autonomous adaptation of the processing cores to a 
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fluctuating amount of resources in the device, trading them off with the quality 

of the task executed by these cores. Thus, it constitutes an example of the 

dynamic quality scalability tackled in this thesis work. Two variants have been 

proposed. The first one consists in a single dynamically scalable evolvable core, 

and the second one contains a variable number of processing cores. 

With respect to the design flow, the implementation of the single core and the 

multiple core version of the systems described in this chapter have been tackled 

with the Xilinx Modular design flow, while the others have been done with the 

DREAMS tool, described in chapter 3. This fact, which is due to the point in time 

when the architecture was designed, allows the comparison of both 

methodologies.  

In the next chapter, the application of the scalable architectures for scalable video 

coding is described. 
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Chapter 6 

 
Scalable Cores for 
Scalable Video Coding 
 

The implementation of a scalable deblocking filter 

is described in this chapter as another application 

of the dynamically scalable architectures. The 

deblocking filter is one of the most 

computationally intensive tasks in block-based 

video codecs. Its goal is to smooth the blocking 

artifacts appearing in the image during the encoding process. Computational 

burden of the deblocking filter is extremely dependent on the scalability level of 

the decoder, so proposed architecture benefits from dynamic scalability to offer a 

run-time area-performance trade-off. Designed filter is compatible with the 

H.264/AVC and SVC standards. Due to the specific data dependency scheme of 

the algorithm, the wavefront template has been used in this case.  

The chapter is organized as follows. First, the H.264/AVC video standard, its 

scalable extension as well as the deblocking filter algorithm are described. Then, 

different strategies existing in the state-of-the-art to parallelize the deblocking 

algorithm are analyzed, from which an original parallelization strategy is 

derived. Based on this strategy the scalable filter architecture is proposed. The 

possibility of generalizing the proposal to deal with other modules of 

H.264/AVC is discussed after. Next, the way how input and output data is 

supplied to the filter is described. Finally, implementation details of the proposed 

dynamically scalable deblocking filter are provided. 
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6. Scalable Cores for 

Scalable Video Coding 

6.1. Motivation 
The number of applications incorporating video as a native feature is 

continuously growing. Fields such as security, entertainment, communications or 

health care use nowadays video as a pervasive technology. However, particular 

requirements set by each application on the video subsystem are completely 

uneven, being affected by the processing and visualization capabilities of the 

client terminals or the transmission network, among other factors. 

Requirements may even change during system lifetime. Thus, networks used to 

transmit the video content typically offer a variable bandwidth which depends 

on the number and the activity of the connected users. This is even more explicit 

in the case of portable devices, which may be able to select in between multiple 

networks, each of them offering a different throughput and cost. Moreover, 

decoding possibilities of portable devices are also affected by the battery lifetime. 

All this makes convenient the use of flexible video coding schemes, including 

scalable video codecs. In particular, the scalable extension of the widespread 

H.264/AVC, known as Scalable Video Coding (SVC), is attracting great attention 

from the industry and the academia. 

The combination of dynamic flexibility with the inherent computation demands 

of video applications makes them suitable to benefit from the dynamically 

scalable architectures proposed in this thesis. The envisaged model of video 

encoder or decoder consists in implementing each processing subtask as a 

dynamically scalable IP Core, in such a way that the size, and consequently, the 

performance of each of them may be adapted according with the run-time 

varying requirements of the module. 

Some of the most significant coding tools included in state-of-the-art block-based 

video standards are characterized by a wavefront-like data dependency scheme. 

This is the case of the deblocking filter (DF), which is one of the most 

computationally intensive tasks in the H.264/AVC and SVC standards. 

Moreover, its computational burden is highly dependent on the selected 

scalability level. For this reason, the general wavefront scalable processing 

template proposed in this thesis work is applied to the implementation of a 

dynamically scalable H.264/AVC and SVC deblocking filter, which constitutes a 

proof of concept of a scalable IP core for multimedia applications. 
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The following sections describe the H.264/AVC and the SVC standards, as well 

as the deblocking filter algorithm. After that, the proposed dynamically scalable 

deblocking filter is detailed. This includes its structure, the operation mode and a 

novel parallelization strategy, compatible with the scalability of the architecture. 

6.2. H.264/AVC Overview 
H.264/AVC is a video coding standard of the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts 

Group (MPEG) and the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG), delivered in 

2003 in the framework of the Joint Video Team (JVT). It is also referred to as 

H.264/MPEG-4 AVC or MPEG-4 Part 10 AVC. The importance of this standard 

lies in its widespread adoption in telecom, broadcast and digital storage media 

industries [JVT]. This is mainly due to its improved coding efficiency and an 

enhanced network-friendliness, when compared to prior standards. 

An overview of the video coding layer (VCL) of the H.264/AVC standard is 

provided next. For a detailed description, reader is referred to [Horowitz'03], 

[Ostermann'04] or [Wiegand'03], while the H.264/AVC recommendation 

document can be found in [ItuH.264]. 

H.264/AVC is a block-based hybrid video coding which combines motion 

compensation with transform-based spatial coding. The coding units in block-

based algorithms are referred to as macroblocks (MB), which result from the 

division of video pictures in equally sized rectangular regions. In the case of 

H.264/AVC, each macroblock covers a region of 16 x 16 luminance pixels, and 

two chrominance components of 8 x 8 pixels each, sampled in the 4:2:0 format, 

with 8 bits per sample. 

Macroblocks can be coded in intra or inter modes. Inter-mode is based on 

predicting a macroblock from a previously encoded unit, by estimating the 

motion existing in between them. This results in a displacement vector (motion 

data) with respect to the reference macroblock. In intra-mode, a macroblock is 

coded without references to previous information, so it is predicted using just 

spatial information from macroblocks within the same picture. While motion 

estimation in inter mode exploits the temporal redundancy of the signal, the 2D 

spatial transform is applied to remove its spatial redundancy. 

Each video picture is divided into one or more slices, which are processing units 

containing a sequence of macroblocks, typically taken in raster scan order from 

the original frame. Slices are self-contained, so all their syntax elements can be 

parsed and image samples can be decoded from the corresponding sub-

bitstream. The inter and intra modes are extended to slice units. Thus, there are 
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five different types of slices, named I-slice, P-slice, B-slice and SP and SI slices, 

depending on the selected prediction mechanisms. 

The difference in between the original and the predicted block is referred to as 

the prediction error or the residual signal. As shown in the H.264/AVC encoder 

scheme depicted in Figure 6-1, residual signals are transformed using an integer 

transform, quantified and entropy coded, before finishing the coding process. 

Decoding process involves inverting all these steps. 

 

Figure 6-1 Basic coding structure of the H.264/AVC encoder [Wiegand'03] 

Main tools involved in the video coding process, according to the H.264/AVC 

standard, are the following: 

 Intra-frame Coding 

 Motion Estimation/Compensation 

 Transform Coding 

 Entropy Coding 

 Adaptive Deblocking Filter 

The intra-frame coding mechanism works both on 4×4 or 16×16 pixel blocks. If 

each 4×4 block of luminance samples is predicted separately, nine possible 

modes are available. In case the 16×16 luma component of a macroblock is 

predicted as a whole, only four modes are possible. This mode is tailored to 

encode smooth areas of the image. Chroma samples of a macroblock are always 

predicted using a mechanism similar to the 16×16 luma mode.  
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Motion estimation/compensation allows predicting macroblocks from reference 

samples located in previously coded pictures. To improve the prediction 

accuracy, each macroblock can be partitioned into blocks of 16×16, 16×8, 8×16 or 

8×8 luma samples, and the corresponding chroma units. In the case of 8×8 

partitions, it can be further divided into 8×4, 4×8 or 4×4 samples. For each of 

these blocks, a motion vector is estimated and transmitted. Accuracy of motion 

compensation is up to one quarter of the sample resolution. Therefore, original 

image samples must be interpolated to compute the corresponding sub-pixel 

reference samples. 

A 2-D Transform is applied to code the macroblock residue after being inter or 

intra predicted. This way, spatial redundancy of the error signal is reduced. In 

the case of H.264/AVC, a separable 4×4 integer transform is applied, with 

properties similar to the DCT used in previous standards. A subsequent 2×2 

transform is applied to the DC coefficients of the macroblock. At this point, a 

quantization parameter (QP) related with the step size is selected among 52 

possible values. 

Regarding the entropy coding, two possibilities are allowed by the H.264/AVC 

standard: the simple context-adaptive variable length codes (CAVLC) or the more 

complex and compression efficient context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding 

(CABAC). 

An adaptive deblocking filter (DF) is included as part of the H.264/AVC 

standard to remove the typical blocking artifacts appearing in block-based video 

codecs. This is a highly adaptive algorithm, which operation will be further 

discussed later. 

Complexity of the H.264/AVC standard is analyzed in [Horowitz'03]. As results 

from this work, the in-loop deblocking filter is the most computationally 

demanding module of the decoder, with a 33% of the overall occupation. It is 

followed by the interpolation module, with a 25%. The bitstream parsing and the 

entropy decoding (13%) and the inverse transform and the reconstruction 

module (13%) require the remaining time.  

Similar results can be drawn from the work in [Álvarez'05], where an 

H.264/AVC decoder is implemented using a SIMD extension of the PowerPC 

called Altivec. In this work, results also show that execution time is dominated 

by the deblocking filter (49.01%), the chroma interpolation (19.98%) and the 

entropy decoding (12.08%). These values are gathered in Figure 6-2, where 
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difference sequences are used for the profiling. Others is on the top and Luma 

Interpolation is at the bottom of each column of the figure. 

 

Figure 6-2 Profiling of H.264 reference decoder with SIMD optimizations [Álvarez'05] 

6.3. Scalable Video Coding (SVC) Overview 
Scalability, in the context of video standards, refers to the possibility of on-the-fly 

truncating the encoded video bit stream without experiencing a complete 

degradation of the content. Instead, it causes a graceful degradation, proportional 

to the rate of the bit stream kept from the original sequence. This way, the video 

sequence can still be decoded, but with a lower temporal or spatial resolution, or 

with a lower quality. 

Scalable video algorithms allow encoding the video content a single time, for the 

highest layer. Then, each terminal can skip parts of the scalable bit stream to 

adapt it to its particular characteristics, before decoding it. Similarly, the network 

can adapt the bit rate during its transmission, depending on the conditions of the 

network. Rapid bit rate adaptation can be achieved without transcoding 

operations. 

The Joint Video Team proposed in 2007 a Scalable Video Coding standard, which 

constitutes an extension to H.264/AVC, known as Scalable Video Coding (SVC). 

Previous attempts to standardize a scalable video algorithm were scalable 

profiles included in H.262/MPEG-2, H.263 and MPEG-4 standards, which have 

been rarely used. However, SVC provides some benefits, when compared to 

previous approaches. Thus, it achieves a higher coding efficiency while keeping a 
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decoding complexity similar to the equivalent non-scalable H.264/AVC profiles. 

Moreover, SVC is backward compatible with the H.264/AVC base layer. 

SVC provides temporal, spatial and quality scalability. While temporal scalable 

coding is already supported in H.264/AVC, new tools are added to enable 

spatial and quality scalability. Other types of scalability, such as the Regions of 

Interest (ROI) or object-based scalability are not considered in SVC. Scalability 

levels allowed in the standard are analyzed in the rest of this section. 

Temporal scalability allows partitioning a video sequence into a base layer and a 

set of enhancement layers, which can be added to improve the number of frames 

displayed per time unit. Roughly, this is achieved in SVC by restricting inter-

motion compensated prediction to reference pictures belonging to a temporal 

layer with an identifier equal or smaller than the layer to which the picture to be 

estimated belongs. This situation is shown in Figure 6-3. Each temporal layer j, 

represented by the identifier Tj only uses reference frames belonging to layers 

with an identifier Tk, if k ≤ j. This way, temporal layers can be removed if they are 

not used during the prediction of any other remaining layer in the sequence. 

 

Figure 6-3 Inter picture dependencies in motion-compensated prediction compatible with 
temporal scalability [Schwarz'07] 

Spatial scalability is mainly motivated by the differences existing in the device 

displays. Spatial scalability in SVC is achieved by means of a multilayer coding 

approach [Segall'07]. Each layer encodes the same video content with a different 

resolution, arranged in a coarse-to-fine resolution hierarchy: base layer contains 

the lowest resolution version, while the multiple enhancement layers contain 

higher resolution video data, forming an image pyramid. The original high 

resolution sequence is transformed to lower resolutions, to be consumed by the 

rest of the coding layers by filtering and decimating it. The layered structure of 

an SVC encoder is shown in Figure 6-4, for the case of two different levels. 

Each spatial layer is coded using motion compensated and intra prediction 

mechanisms, as if they were independent of each other. However, texture, 

motion and residue information of lower layers can be reused to code the higher 
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resolution sequence, exploiting the correlations existing among them. To do so, 

inter-layer coding mechanisms are included in the standard. 

 

Figure 6-4 SVC Encoder Structure [Schwarz'07] 

Main tools related with inter-layer coding are the following: 

 Inter-layer motion prediction: If the reference macroblock is inter-coded, the 

corresponding macroblock in the enhancement layer has to be also inter-

coded. In this case, motion vectors are derived from the reference layer by 

means of an inter-layer motion prediction mechanism, by scaling them. Other 

coding information, such as the macroblock partitioning is also up-sampled 

to be reused among layers. 

 Inter-layer residual prediction: The residual signal of the corresponding 8×8 

sub-macroblock in the reference layer may be up-sampled by applying a 

bilinear filter and used as prediction for the residual signal of the 

enhancement layer.  

 Inter-layer Intra-prediction: If the reference macroblock is intra-coded, the 

macroblock can be predicted by the inter-layer intra prediction mechanism. 

In this case, the reconstructed intra signal of the reference layer is up-sampled 

to be used in the enhancement layer. To do so, 4-tap FIR filters are applied 

horizontally and vertically, while bilinear filters are used for the chroma. To 

prevent disturbing signal components in the prediction signal, the 

H.264/AVC deblocking filter is applied to the reconstructed intra-signal 

before up-sampling. Both the inter-layer intra-prediction and the residual-

prediction are performed in the transform domain. 
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Regarding decoding, motion compensation is only performed for the resolution 

of the target decoder. Thus, the SVC structure is referred to as a single loop 

approach, which means that a single motion compensation loop is needed to 

reconstruct the sequence for the desired resolution layer.  

Quality scalability refers to the fidelity enhancement of pictures, without 

changing the resolution. In SVC, quality scalability can be considered as a special 

case of spatial scalability, using identical picture sizes for the base and the 

enhancement layers. Therefore, it constitutes a coarse-grain quality scalable (CGS) 

coding. A refinement of the texture is obtained by re-quantizing the residual 

texture signal in the enhancement layer with a smaller quantization step. A 

variation of the CGS approach, called medium-grain quality scalability (MGS), is 

also included in SVC. 

Further information about SVC can be found in [Schwarz'07] and [HuangHC'07].  

In addition to being used within the intra and inter prediction loops, such as 

happens in H.264/AVC, deblocking filter is also part of the SVC inter-layer 

prediction mechanism. Thus, accelerating the deblocking filter execution is 

critical for improving the decoding process. Moreover, its complexity depends on 

the scalability level where the decoder is working, as shown in the profiling work 

provided in [Suarez'11]. In this regard, dynamic scalability of the architectures 

proposed in this thesis can be used to serve the dynamic behavior of the filter. 

6.4. H.264/AVC and SVC In-Loop Deblocking Filter 
The deblocking Filter is a coding tool used in block-based video standards, 

including H.263, H.264 and its SVC extension. Its goal is to improve the visual 

perception of the reconstructed images, by smoothing the blocking artifacts 

appearing due to the division of video frames into macroblocks, during the 

encoding process. This is considered to be one of the most visible defects in 

modern compression methods. An overview of the algorithm is provided in this 

section, while the reader is referred to [List'03] for a detailed description of the 

filter.  

Artifacts during the coding process may have two main sources. On the one 

hand, the quantization of the coefficients applied in the block-based integer 

transform during the residual coding stages. On the other hand, discontinuities 

appearing on the edges of the reference blocks, if a perfect fit is not found in the 

motion compensation mechanism. Thus, block edges are typically reconstructed 

with less accuracy than the rest of the blocks. 
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H.264/AVC as well as its scalable extension define an adaptive in-loop DF. 

Differently to post-filters placed at the output of the encoding stage, in-loop 

filters are incorporated within the coding loop. This means that filtered frames 

are used as a reference for the prediction of subsequent coded frames. Therefore, 

both the encoder and the decoder must perform an identical filtering to keep 

synchronism between them. For this reason, while post-filters are typically not 

considered as part of the standard, in-loop filters are compulsory and they must 

be clearly standardized. 

Deblocking filtering is applied on every edge of a 4×4 sample block, as shown in 

Figure 6-5. Each block is divided into four 4-samples rows, each one called line of 

pixels (LOP). Up to three luminance samples on each LOP may be modified by 

the filtering process. This is reduced to a single sample, in the case of the 

chrominance. Moreover, both north and west neighboring blocks of the block 

under filtering may be affected by the process. Therefore, current data block (q) 

needs the north and west (p) adjacent blocks to be ready when its filtering 

process starts. In some cases, neighboring blocks may be located in a different 

macroblock. 

 

Figure 6-5 Horizontal and vertical filtering process on a 4×4 luminance block 

The adaptive nature of the DF means that the filtering to be applied is controlled 

by input video samples as well as by several parameters and thresholds. Thus, 

the H.264/AVC and SVC deblocking filter is adaptive at different levels: 

 On every edge of each 4 × 4 luminance block, an integer parameter called 

Boundary Strength (BS) is assigned, taking values in between 0 and 4. The 
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assigned value depends on the macroblock prediction mode (inter or intra), 

the motion distances and the presence of coded residuals in the two blocks 

involved in the filtering process. A scheme showing how BS is computed can 

be found in Figure 6-6. Computation process finishes when one of the 

conditions is true. Otherwise, the next one is evaluated. BS determines the 

strength of the filtering to be applied in the corresponding edge. A value of 0 

means that no filtering is applied, while a value of 4 means that an especially 

strong filtering mode is used. Standard mode takes values in between 1 to 3. 

BS values calculated for the luminance are directly applied to chrominance. 

 

 

Figure 6-6 Boundary Strength (BS) Computation scheme in the H.264/AVC Deblocking 
Filter 

 At the sample level, the filter behavior depends on if the edge to be filtered is 

actually caused as an artifact, or if it is part of the original image. With this 

goal, the two lines of pixels involved in the filtering process, at both sides of 

the edge, are analyzed. Based on their values, and according to the 

terminology in Figure 6-5, three conditions are defined: 

          (      ) (6-1) 

          (      ) (6-2) 

          (      ) (6-3) 

In these equations, α and β parameters are tabulated, and their values depend 

on two indexes, which are computed as: 

           (   (                 ) (6-4) 

           (   (                 ) (6-5) 

  q or p are Intra and edge is an MB edge BS = 4 

  q or p are Intra BS = 3 

  q or p have coded residuals BS = 2 

    Difference of block motion ≥ 1 luma samples 
difference BS = 1 

  Motion compensation from different reference 
frames BS = 1 

  Else BS = 0 
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Thus, filtering conditions finally depend on QP and two slice level 

parameters, referred to as OffsetA and OffsetB. Filtering in a LOP only takes 

place if conditions (6-1), (6-2) and (6-3) are true. 

Roughly, the behavior of sample level conditions is as follows. If the 

difference between pixels at both sides of the border is low, the blocking 

effect is not so important. If it is relatively large, a higher effect of the block 

has to be compensated. Finally, if this difference is too large, it may be due to 

an actual image edge, so it is not smoothed to preserve image sharpness. 

 At the slice level, global filtering strength can be adjusted to the 

characteristics of the video sequence. Thus, OffsetA and OffsetB values, used 

during the computation of the sample level filtering conditions, are 

transmitted in the header of each slice.  

Three extra conditions must be evaluated to finally decide which filtering is to be 

applied: 

           (      ) (6-6) 

          (      ) (6-7) 

        (   )    (6-8) 

Once the conditions on which the filtering process depends have been described, 

the filtering process is tackled. Thus, based on the BS value, whenever conditions 

(6-1), (6-2) and (6-3) are fulfilled, three main different filtering modes may be 

carried out: 

6.4.1.1 BS equal to 0 

In this case, no filtering is applied on the block. 

6.4.1.2 BS in between 1 to 3 

Basic operations carried out on p0 and q0 samples are the following: 

  
         (6-9) 

  
         (6-10) 

where Δ0 is computed in two subsequent steps. First, an initial    value is 

calculated as: 

    (  (     )  (     )   )     (6-11) 

Then, a clipping operation is applied to the initial value, limiting its value, and 

therefore, the obtained burring effect:  

      (   (       )   ) (6-12) 
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The clipping parameter (c1) is computed from a two-dimensional table indexed 

with indexA and BS. In turn,    is initially equal to   . Then, it is incremented by 

one for each of the conditions (6-6) and (6-7) that are fulfilled.  

If the corresponding condition (6-6) or (6-7) are fulfilled, p1 and p2 are also 

filtered as follows: 

  
           (6-13) 

  
           (6-14) 

Where initial and clipped values are also computed as: 

     (   ((       )    )     )     (6-15) 

     (   ((       )    )     )     (6-16) 

       (   (        )   ) (6-17) 

       (   (        )   ) (6-18) 

In this case, the clipping parameter c1 is directly used. 

6.4.1.3 BS equal to 4 

In the case of luminance, even with BS equal to 4, there are two different 

possibilities. If (6-6) and (6-8) are true, filtering is represented by the following 

equations, affecting p0, p1 and p2: 

  
   (                        )     (6-19) 

  
   (                 )     (6-20) 

  
   (                       )     (6-21) 

For chrominance, or if (6-6) and (6-8) are false, only p0 is affected, according to 

the equation: 

  
   (              )     (6-22) 

New values for q samples are computed in the same manner, using condition 

(6-7) instead of (6-6). Thus, if (6-7) and (6-8) are true: 

  
   (                        )     (6-23) 

  
   (                 )     (6-24) 

  
   (                       )     (6-25) 

Otherwise, as well as for chrominance: 

  
   (              )     (6-26) 
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Taking into account both luminance and chrominance elements, a total number 

of 8 vertical edges (from V0 and V7) and 8 horizontal edges (from H0 and H7) 

must be filtered for each macroblock, as shown in Figure 6-7.  

-  

Figure 6-7 Scheme of the Filtering Process of a Macroblock 

The process on each macroblock starts with the horizontal filtering of the vertical 

edges, followed by the vertical filtering of the horizontal edges. However, each 

macroblock is also affected by the filtering of its east and south macroblock 

neighbors. Thus, each macroblock is filtered four times: 

 It is horizontally filtered with its neighbor on the west. 

 It is vertically filtered with its neighbor on the north. 

 It is affected by the horizontal filtering of its neighbor on the east. 

 Finally, it is involved in the vertical filtering of the MB on the south. 

Due to this data dependency scheme, data blocks to be filtered need north and 

west adjacent blocks to be ready, before its filtering process starts. This is shown 

in Figure 6-8. 

Complexity of the deblocking filter is due to the fact that this process is applied 

to each vertical or horizontal edge of a 4x4 block. Moreover, the computation of 

the type of filtering to be applied, together with the in-loop location, increases the 

complexity of this module. The filter has a side effect which is to reduce the bit 

rate in between a 5% and a 10 %, if the same compression quality is fixed as the 

goal.  
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Figure 6-8 Block level Data dependencies of the DF algorithm  

6.5. Strategies of DF Parallelization 
Dependency branches within a block of samples, as well as in between 

macroblocks, make deblocking filter a difficult kernel to be parallelized. Thus, 

most of the existing implementations rely on a unique filter unit which is 

optimized up to a certain extent. Each of these units is able to process a single 

LOP at a time, so these solutions follow a sequential LOP level operation. Typical 

optimizations include an improved memory organization, the rearrangement of 

the data flow and the filtering order, or the use of transposition buffers, among 

others. Works in [Huangyw'03], [Cheng'05] and [Sheng'04] are examples of 

optimized architectures based on a single filtering unit. 

However, if DF data dependencies are further analyzed, it is still possible to 

come up with different parallel implementations. The most significant 

approaches to parallelize the DF algorithm are described next, arranged at block 

and macroblock levels, depending on the data unit used as a reference for the 

parallelization of the algorithm. 

6.5.1 Block Level Parallelism 

The use of two parallel filtering units has been the approach selected by Chen 

[ChenCM'05] et al. to accelerate the DF architecture. This solution, known as 

Simultaneous Processing Architecture (SPA), is based on a novel processing order 

within a macroblock, which allows simultaneously filtering horizontal and 

vertical edges of different blocks. In this case, macroblocks are read in vertical 

order (top-down), instead of using raster scan. The proposed architecture is 

accompanied by an optimized LOP filter that includes content activity checks, 
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the table-derived operations (α and β computation) and filtering operations to 

accelerate the processing of the boundary in between two adjacent blocks.  

This work was extended in [ChenCM'08], by including a customizable window-

based architecture, where the size of the window can be adapted depending on 

the type of blocks (luma or chroma) to be filtered and the sequence resolution, 

improving the memory performance.  

In [Lin'09], a hardwired 5-stage pipelined DF is proposed, in combination with a 

large local SRAM. This proposal contains a single filtering unit which is able to 

filter two edges at a time (the two sides of the same block). Hardware-sharing 

and hazard-solving techniques suited to the DF algorithm have been considered 

in the design. It supports Quad Full High Definition (QFHD) video at 30 fps.  

A simultaneous double-filter approach is also followed by the work in 

[Tobajas'08], where authors provide a CMOS design with two separate filtering 

units for the horizontal and the vertical filtering stages. 

In [ChenKH'10], a deblocking filter composed of four filtering units is proposed, 

together with a novel filtering scheduling. It includes an interleaved memory 

organization in order to avoid dependency hazards, targeting 6k resolution (6000 

×4000 @30 fps) video sequences. 

6.5.2 Parallelism at Macroblock Level 

If the DF execution is not parallelized, MBs in a frame are read serially in a raster 

scan order, starting from the top left corner, moving to the right bottom of the 

frame, row by row. Raster scan respects data dependencies in between 

macroblocks, but it does not allow any type of processing parallelism in between 

them.  

A possible MB level parallelization is proposed in [Wang'11]. It consists in 

partitioning each frame into a set of independent rectangles, based on which 

authors call the limited propagation effect. Each independent region contains the set 

of pixels affected by each filtering step, so there are no dependencies in between 

them. The number of rectangles is equal to the number of available processors in 

the system, and each processor filters all the MBs within a rectangle in raster scan 

order. After that, borders between rectangles are filtered. One of the main 

advantages of this partition is the lower synchronization needs. A CUDA 

implementation following the same approach, but improving the scalability and 

with a smaller synchronization overhead, is proposed in [Pieters'11].  
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Other alternatives for the deblocking filter parallelization can be derived from an 

in-depth analysis of the MB-level dependency scheme of the algorithm. When the 

block to be filtered is located in the border of an MB, its west or north neighbors 

will be part of a different MB. Thus, to exploit parallelism at this level, both west 

and north neighboring MBs must be ready before starting the filtering of the 

given MB. Moreover, an MB is affected by the filtering of its right neighbor, also. 

An example of the DF data dependency scheme is depicted in Figure 6-9. Thus, 

for instance, in order to filter MB6, both MB2 and MB5 must be ready. However, 

MB2 will not be ready until MB3 is finished, so MB6 actually depends on the 

filtering of MB5 and MB3. 

 

Figure 6-9 Macroblock level parallelism in H.264/AVC and SVC deblocking filter 

Since independent MBs are arranged following a wavefront structure, they can 

be processed simultaneously, leading to a wavefront parallelization pattern. 

This is the most commonly used MB-level parallelization mechanism to 

accelerate the DF execution. 

This is the approach followed in [Zhao'06] to parallelize the whole H.264 video 

encoder. Authors simulate the operation of a wavefront processor in a PC. The 

same approach is used in [Mesa'09], targeting multicore architectures, using a cc-

NUMA machine with 64 dual core processors. In [Azevedo'09], a 3D wavefront 

technique is proposed, combining temporal and spatial MB-level scalability. 

In [Yan'11], a variation of the wavefront strategy is proposed. In this case, the 

processing order of the edges within a block is changed, in such a way that the 

wavefront parallelism can be substituted by dependencies on its adjacent left and 

upper MBs. In this case, it has been implemented in software running in parallel 

on a Tile64 architecture, a many-core processor provided by TILERA. 
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An advantage of wavefront parallelism is that if there are enough processors 

available in the system, a constant frame rate can be achieved, regardless how 

large the video format is. Wavefront parallelism requires the synchronization of 

the processing units at the wavefront boundaries, as well as in between the 

different processing units, within each boundary. Moreover, the wavefront 

approach allows a little parallelism at the beginning and the end of the frame, 

which limits the scalability in the number of processing cores. 

6.6. Proposed Parallelization Scheme 
Block-level parallelism is limited by the dependencies existing in between MBs. 

However, in the case of MB level parallelization, there is no restriction in the 

number of MBs that might be processed simultaneously, whenever data 

dependencies among them are respected. Therefore, this is the approach 

followed in this work, where a variation of the conventional wavefront strategy 

is provided as an original contribution. 

The parallelization scheme of a 4×8 video frame according to the original 

wavefront approach is shown in Figure 6-10 (a). In this figure, the following 

terminology is used to refer to the data units involved in the process: 

 MB[n]: Current MB to be filtered by the FU. 

 MB[n-1]: Left neighboring MB. 

 MB[n-k]: North neighboring MB. The distance in between the current MB (n) 

and its north neighbor (n-k) depends on the frame size and the number of 

FUs in the architecture. 

Moreover, MB[n]h refers to an MB after being filtered horizontally and MB[n]hv 

refers to an MB after being filtered both horizontally and vertically. In turn, 

MB[n]hv' also includes the effect of the horizontal filtering with the neighboring 

MB on the right and MB[n]hv'' is the completely filtered MB, after being filtered 

also vertically with its lower neighbor. MB[n]hv' is referred to as a semi-filtered 

MB. To carry out the filtering process of an MB, for instance MB[10], both 

MB[2]hv' and MB[9]hv are required. 

The proposed modified wavefront parallelization strategy is based on the 

following observations: 

 West neighboring MB (MB[n-1]hv) is only needed during the horizontal 

filtering of the current MB, while north MB (MB[n-k]hv') is only needed 

during the vertical filtering stage. 
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 North neighboring MB is finished after the horizontal filtering of its right 

neighbor. 

 The H.264/AVC standard does not mention the order how blocks within an 

MB must be filtered. Therefore, it is possible to filter the blocks within an MB 

horizontally, after which they are filtered vertically, in a subsequent step. 

This way, the processing of a MB can be divided into two independent stages. 

If the filtering process is separated into two independent horizontal and vertical 

stages, the wavefront parallelization scheme can be modified as shown in Figure 

6-10 (b). In this case, the north neighboring MB (MB[n-k]hv') will be computed 

and transmitted during the horizontal filtering with its neighbor on the right, and 

it will be ready before the vertical processing stage of the target MB starts. Taking 

the filtering process of MB[10] as an example, it is necessary to have MB[9]hv and 

MB[2]hv' ready before the process starts. Since the horizontal and vertical filtering 

of an MB are two separate processes, it is not necessary to wait until MB[3] is 

completely filtered. Instead, MB[2]hv' will be ready after the horizontal filtering of 

MB[3], so it will be available during the vertical filtering of MB[10]. 

With the proposed approach, parallelism at the beginning and at the end of each 

frame is increased, so the number of macroblock cycles needed to process a frame 

is reduced. The modified wavefront parallelization strategy transforms the DF 

dependency scheme into the diagram shown in Figure 6-11, which corresponds 

to one of the wavefront patterns proposed for the case of dynamically scalable 

architectures in chapter 2. 

At this point, reader is referred to section 2.4.2.3 (Data unit to FU Allocation 

Pattern and Dependency Modeling), where scalability of the general wavefront 

processing template for dynamically scalable architectures is discussed. 

Differently to the raster-scan pattern, the proposed parallelization strategy is 

compatible with any size of the architecture. Scalability is achieved by dividing 

data fronts into strips with a length equal to the number of Processing Units 

available in the system. Dummy data elements are introduced in the pattern to 

fill the input data set, at the beginning and the end of the frame only. The 

proposed parallelization scheme is one of the original contributions of this work: 
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An original contribution of this thesis is a modification of the wavefront 

parallelization strategy for the H.264/AVC and SVC deblocking filter, which 

increases the parallelism achieved at the beginning and the end of the filtering 

process of each frame, reducing the number of macroblock cycles needed to 

process the whole frame. Modified wavefront is based on the division of the 

macroblock processing into two independent stages, corresponding to the 

horizontal and a vertical filtering of the blocks within the macroblock. 

6.7. Proposed Dynamically Scalable DF Architecture  
Since the proposed H.264/AVC and SVC deblocking filter parallelization 

strategy follows the wavefront parallelization pattern, the architecture can be 

derived from the 2D general template provided in chapter 2 (see Figure 2-16). 

The result is shown in Figure 6-12, where general Functional Units have been 

substituted by deblocking filter units. Each of these units is able to filter a 

complete Macroblock. Thus, the proposed deblocking filter architecture is 

actually a highly parallel arrangement of deblocking filter units, interconnected 

according to the structure described in chapter 2. 

The specific design of each of these deblocking filter functional units is not 

included in this work. Actually, any filtering unit able to process macroblocks in 

two separate horizontal and vertical stages can be used within this architecture. 

The deblocking filter engine used in this work is described in [Cervero'13].  

The rest of the modules, including the Input M&C, the Output M&C, the 

input/output and the communication modules, have been included in the 

architecture, according to the description provided in chapter 2. The data 

distribution scheme through the architecture also follows the general pattern, 

with the basic memory reading, data sending, data processing, result 

transmission and memory writing stages. The Input Controller (IC) reads from the 

External Memory all the MBs to be processed by the DF. Once MBs have been 

filtered, the Output Controller (OC) sends these MBs to an external output buffer. 

.
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Figure 6-10 Comparison between the traditional wavefront parallel scheme and the proposed scheme for DF 
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Figure 6-11 Modified wavefront macroblock level parallelism in H.264/AVC and SVC 
deblocking filter 

 

 

Figure 6-12 Scalable Deblocking Filter architecture based on the dynamically scalable 
wavefront template 

As it happens with the general wavefront template, the deblocking filter 

architecture is dynamically scalable, as shown in Figure 6-13. Thus, the number 

of deblocking filter engines can be changed according to the run-time 

requirements of the encoder/decoder. In the example shown in the figure, three 

versions of the architecture, all of them with four processing units but a different 

aspect ratio, are shown. In (a), a 1-D 4×1 filter is described, a 2-D 2×2 deblocking 

filter is shown in (b), while a 1-D 1×4 structure appears in (c). 

Independently of the implemented dimension of the whole system in terms of 

rows and columns, all the PEs are synchronized and executing the same task at 

the same time. 
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Figure 6-13 Different versions of the proposed scalable deblocking filter, with 4 PEs but 
different aspect ratios 

Further details related with the management, data transmission and the internal 

structure of the DF FUs are described in the rest of this section. 

6.7.1 Macroblock Allocation Strategy 

The allocation strategy for the Macroblocks to be processed in the different 

deblocking filter units also follows the general proposal. Thus, the first MB in the 

data-front is processed in the first processing unit, and the rest of them are 

distributed throughout subsequent units. The numbering of the filtering units 

within the architecture is as shown in Figure 6-14. 

The number of elements which can be processed in parallel coincides with the 

maximum number of FUs implemented in the architecture. If the number of 

elements in the wavefront is above the number of FUs in the array, the input data 

set is divided into independent disjoint stripes, with the same height than the 

number of FUs in the array. 

Using the model of the architecture described in chapter two, the dependency 

vectors of the proposed parallelization scheme are: 

D1 = (1,0) (6-27) (6-1) 

D2 = (1,1) (6-28) (6-2) 

Moreover, the mapping policy is compatible with scalability, since data 

dependencies are respected for any possible size of the architecture.  
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Figure 6-14 MB to FU allocation scheme for a 2×2 and a 1×2 DF structure 

6.7.2 Semi-filtered Data Transmission 

Differently to multicore and GPU-based solutions, processing elements exchange 

semi-filtered data corresponding to adjacent MBs, without requiring accesses to 

the external memory. Hence, memory bandwidth reduction is one of the 

advantages of the proposed architecture. 

As can be concluded from the MB allocation strategy, MBs in the same frame row 

are processed in the same DF unit, while units sharing semi-filtered MBs are 

located in consecutive positions of the array. Therefore, semi-filtered MBs must 

be exchanged in between each two consecutive DF FUs, before the vertical 

filtering stage starts. 

Dynamically scalable wavefront arrays include FU-FU direct links which are 

used to exchange semi-filtered MBs in between them, without involving the 

routers. The number and the distance spanned by each of these links are related 

to the specific dependency scheme. In this case, since there is a single 

dependency vector with |DFU|>0, only one link from one DF FU to the next one 

was included in the architecture. Furthermore, a FIFO memory has been included 
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in the Input Controller to store semi-filtered data, in order to deal with data 

dependencies between bordering elements included in disjoint regions. Bypass 

connections have been also included in the IC and the OC to send semi-filtered 

MBs upward, as shown in Figure 6-15. 

 

Figure 6-15 Semi-filtered MBs sharing scheme using the FU-FU links 

Regarding the information shared between FUs, all semi-filtered LOP values of 

the north neighboring MBs are transmitted, since the lower FU is where the 

filtering of the MB finishes, and it is from where the completely filtered MB is 

sent to the Output Controller. However, only the motion vectors and 

quantization values corresponding to the lower edge of an MB are transmitted, 

reducing the information sent through the FU-FU link. 

6.7.3 Data transmission through the Processing Array 

Data transmitted through the array is arranged according to a concept named 

Extended Macroblock (EM). An EM is a data unit which includes the LOPs to be 

filtered, together with other information required during the filtering process, 

such as motion vectors and quantization parameter values. This way, all the 

required information is packaged and transmitted together for each MB, 

avoiding several memory accesses.  

The full EM is composed by 108 words of 32-bits each, as shown in Figure 6-16.  
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Figure 6-16 Extended Macroblock Structure, used to transmit video samples through the 
DF array 

6.7.4 General Structure of the Deblocking Filter Functional Units  

The operation of each deblocking filter functional unit is described in this section.  

FU operation is divided into two stages, corresponding to the horizontal and the 

vertical filtering of each MB: 

 During Phase H, the horizontal filtering (DFH) process is carried out using the 

current MB (MB[n]) and the semi-filtered left neighbor MB (MB[n-1]hv) as the 

inputs. Two values are obtained from this process. MB[n]h is the current MB 

after being filtered horizontally and MB[n-1]hv' is the left neighbor after being 

filtered horizontally again. This value is transmitted through the FU-FU link 

to the next FU. 

 During Phase V, the vertical filtering (DFv ) of the MB is carried out. In this 

case, current MB after being processed horizontally (MB[n]h) and the semi-

filtered upper neighbor (MB[n-k]hv') received through the FU-FU link are 

affected by the process. Current MB after being filtered vertically (MB[n]hv) 

and the north neighboring MB after being completely filtered (MB[n-k]hv'') 

are obtained as a result. MB[n]hv is stored within the FU memory to be used in 

the next MB cycle, and MB[n-k]hv'' is transmitted to the output M&C. 
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Current MB (MB[n]) to be filtered is received through the router in the Phase V of 

the previous MB cycle, while completely processed MB (MB[n-k]hv'') is 

transmitted during the Phase H of the next cycle. Transmission and reception of 

semi-filtered information through the FU-FU interface is carried simultaneously 

from the north and to the south FUs. These operations are summarized in Table 

6-1. 

Table 6-1 Operations carried out during the Phase H and the Phase V in each DF unit  

Phase H 

FU (MB[n]h,MB[n-1]hv')←DFH(MB[n], MB[n-1]hv) 

Upper FU-FU Link Receiving semi-filtered north neighboring MB[n-k]hv' 

Lower FU-FU Link Transmitting semi-Filtered left neighboring MB[n-1]hv' 

Router Link Sending MB[n-1-k]hv'' 

Phase V 
FU (MB[n]hv, MB[n-k]hv'')←DFV(MB[n]h, MB[n-k]hv') 

Router Link Receiving MB[n+1] 

 

As it can be derived from the dependency scheme of the DF algorithm, a memory 

called Mp, according to the terminology described in section 2.4.2.5 (Further 

Details of the Architecture), must be included in each functional unit to store the 

semi-filtered macroblock transmitted from the upper unit, through the direct 

data link (DataInVertical). In addition, two Mq memories are included, Mq0 to store 

the macroblock to be processed in the current cycle (MB[n]) and received through 

DataIn and Mq1 to store the block processed in the same unit in the previous MB 

cycle (MB[n-1]hv). The sequence of operations carried out within the FU is the 

following: 

Mq0= DataIn(MB[n]) (6-29) 

(MB[n]h,MB[n-1]hv')←DFH(Mq0, Mq1) (6-30) 

DataOutVertical = MB[n-1]hv' (6-31) 

Mp = DataInVertical(MB[n-k]hv') (6-32) 

(MB[n]hv, MB[n-k]hv'')←DFV(MB[n]h, Mp) (6-33) 

DataOut = MB[n-k]hv'' (6-34) 

Mq1 = MB[n]hv (6-35) 

The data transmission scheme throughout the architecture is carried out 

according to the strategy explained in chapter 2. The combination of this 

transmission policy, together with the automatic adaptation of the reading 

sequence implemented in the Input Controller, allows a seamless scaling of the 

architecture. 

Proposed dynamically scalable architecture for the H.264/AVC and SVC 

deblocking filter is another original contribution of this work. 
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An original contribution of this thesis is a dynamically scalable architecture 

that has permitted to implement a novel deblocking filter module, fully 

compliant with the H.264/AVC and SVC standards, which exploits MB-level 

parallelism of the algorithm to accelerate the filtering process.  

Dynamic scalability of the architecture allows setting a trade-off between the 

area the architecture occupies in the device and the throughput that it is able to 

provide. 

6.8. Architecture Generalization for H.264/SVC 
The MB wavefront parallelization pattern shown by the DF is not exclusive of 

this algorithm. Many functional blocks of the H.264 video coding standard, 

except the entropy decoder, might be adapted to follow the same pattern, as 

shown in [Mesa'09] and [vanderTol'03].  

In the general case of H.264, possible dependencies at MB-level are described in 

[vanderTol'03]. They can include, in addition to the elements required by the DF, 

the upper-right and the upper-left macroblock. Those elements are used in 

certain modes of the intra prediction and the motion vector. In case the algorithm 

shows all the MB dependencies, associated vectors would be: 

 D1 = (1,0), corresponding to the left neighbor. 

 D2 = (1,1), corresponding to the upper-right neighbor. 

 D3 = (2,1), corresponding to the upper neighbor. 

 D4 = (3,1), corresponding to the upper-left neighbor. 

In consequence, two Mq memories would be required to implement those blocks, 

one for the current MB and the other for the upper neighbor, with dependency 

vector (1,0). With respect to Mp memories, 3 units would be required, as well as a 

single descendent communication channel. 

6.9. Input/Output Data Supply 
Two isolated buffers have been included in the system to simplify the 

transmission of MBs between the DF and the rest of the system. On one hand, 

one of these dedicated buffers is the responsible of storing and loading unfiltered 

MBs, whereas the other one handles filtered MBs. The former corresponds with 

the input buffer of the DF. It is written using a PLB bus interface by other 

modules of the embedded decoder, and it can be directly read from inside the 

DF. The latter is an output buffer that is written by the DF and which can be read 

by other modules through the PLB interface. The interconnections between the 

DF and those buffers have been implemented using a DMA scheme. This fact 
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avoids introducing a higher overhead in the PLB bus, shared with other blocks of 

the system. Furthermore, by incorporating the DMA, any word belonging to an 

MB might be read in one clock cycle from the memory. Therefore, the DMA is 

able to supply data at a fast enough rate to support the highest throughput 

demanded by the system, even when the DF core is scaled up to its maximum 

size. This circumstance could not be guaranteed by using a shared bus, since it 

would not be able to scale its bandwidth according to the data rate necessary to 

feed different DF sizes. In addition, the DMA can be directly accessed by the IC 

of the DF core, without requiring extra logic. As it was aforementioned, the IC 

generates the number of required MBs, which is equivalent to its address in the 

input buffer. 

In spite of receiving and sending all the data using the DMA interface, the DF has 

been also connected to the PLB interface in order to receive configuration values 

and commands. The required values define the dimensions of both, the 

processing array (M×N) and the input data unit (W×H), whereas the 

configuration commands signal the beginning and the end of each video frame. 

6.10. DF Implementation Details and Results 
In this section, implementation results of the dynamically scalable deblocking 

filter are provided. Both qualitative and quantitative analyses are carried out 

based on these results. 

6.10.1 Efficiency of the DF Parallelization Strategy 

The main benefit of the parallelization scheme proposed for the deblocking filter 

is the increase in the parallelism achieved at the beginning and the end of the 

filtering process of each frame. This leads to a reduction in the number of 

macroblock cycles needed to process the whole frame. This reduction is 

evaluated below. 

The number of MB cycles needed to process a video frame following the 

originally proposed parallelization scheme, for different image formats and array 

sizes, are shown in Table 6-2. Results only depend on the overall number of FUs 

included in the architecture, regardless how they are spatially arranged. Values 

in the first column of the table correspond to the use of a single FU, so this would 

be the case of filtering the frame following a serial strategy, such as raster scan. 

The improvement of the proposal scheme, compared with the raster scan order, 

is also shown in the table. The benefit of the proposed parallel solution, even for 

the case of using only two FUs, is about 50%. In case of using a higher number of 

FUs, this value is above 80%. However, depending on the size of the frame, there 
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is a saturation point above which an increase in the number of FUs does not lead 

to any improvement in the performance. This point depends on the size of the 

frame and the number of FUs in the architecture. Results for the case of the 

original wavefront scheme are provided in Table 6-3. Values of the gain of 

applying the proposed scheme, versus the original one, are shown in Table 6-4. 

The smaller is the size of the frame, the larger is the relative gain.  

Table 6-2 MB cycles needed to process one video frame, with the proposed parallelization 
strategy, for different sizes of the architecture 

Resolution 

(W×H) 

Number of FUs 

1 FU 
(Serial.) 

2 FU 3 FU 4 FU 5 FU 6 FU 7 FU 8 FU 

SQCIF (8×6) 48 
25  

(47.9%) 

18 

(62.5%) 

17  

(64.58%) 

16 

(66.67%) 

13  

(72.92%) 

13 

(72.92%) 

13 

(72.92%) 

QCIF (11×9) 99 
55  

(44.45%) 

35 

(64.65%) 

33  

(66.67%) 

25 

(74.75%) 

24  

(75.76%) 

23  

(76.77 %) 

22 

(77.78%) 

CIF (22×18) 396 
199  

(49.75%) 

134 

(66.16%) 

111  

(71.97%) 

90 

(77.27%) 

71  

(82.07%) 

69 

(82.58%) 

67 

(83.08%) 

4CIF (44×30) 1320 
793  

(49.94%) 

530 

(66.54%) 

399  

(74.81%) 

352 

(77.78%) 

269  

(83.02%) 

264 

(83.33%) 

223 

(85.92) 

16CIF  

(88×72) 
6336 

3169  

(49.98) 

2114 

(66.64%) 

1587  

(74.95%) 

1321 

(79.15%) 

1061  

(83.15%) 

969 

(84.71%) 

799 

(87.39%) 

HDTV1080p  

(120×67'5) 
8100 

4080  

(49.62%) 

2760 

(65.92%) 

2042  

(74.78%) 

1681 

(79.24%) 

1440  

(82.21%) 

1203 

(85.14%) 

10882 

(86.64%) 

UHDTV 

(480×270) 
129600 

64801 

(49.99%) 

43202 

(66.67%) 

32641  

(74.81%) 

25924 

(80%) 

21605 

 (83.33%) 

18723 

(85.55%) 

16325 

(87.40%)  

 

Table 6-3 MB cycles needed to process one video frame in each frame format, with the 
original wavefront parallelization scheme 

Resolution 

(W×H) 

Number of FUs 

2 FU 3 FU 4 FU 5 FU 6 FU 7 FU 8 FU 

SQCIF (8×6) 26 20 18 16 18 18 18 

QCIF (11×9) 55 37 33 28 26 24 22 

CIF (22×18) 200 136 112 92 76 72 68 

4CIF (44×30) 794 532 402 352 274 264 226 

16CIF (88×72) 3170 2116 1590 1322 1066 970 806 

HDTV-1080p 

(120×67'5) 
4081 2761 2045 1683 1441 1207 1085 

UHDTV 

(480×270) 
64802 43204 32642 25928 21610 18726 16330 
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Table 6-4 MB cycles saved by using the proposed wavefront scheme versus the original 
one 

Resolution 

(W×H) 

Number of FUs 

2 FU 3 FU 4 FU 5 FU 6 FU 7 FU 8 FU 

SQCIF (8×6) 1 2 1 0 5 5 5 

QCIF (11×9) 0 2 0 3 2 1 0 

CIF (22×18) 1 2 1 2 5 3 1 

4CIF (44×30) 1 2 3 0 5 0 3 

16CIF (88×72) 1 2 1 1 5 1 7 

HDTV-1080p 

(120×67'5) 
1 1 3 2 1 4 3 

UHDTV 

(480×270) 
1 2 1 4 5 3 5 

 

The number of MB cycles required to process a video frame in each of the tables 

provided above, is computed by considering the cycles required to process the 

samples of the frame, but also the dummy MBs introduced at the beginning and at 

the end of the frame to enforce that dependencies among MBs are respected. As 

has been already explained during the chapter, this number is lower in the case 

of the parallelization scheme proposed in this thesis, and this is the cause of the 

improvement obtained in comparison with the conventional wavefront. This 

model has been proposed to compare the different schemes under equal 

conditions, but it is not completely accurate. In practice, architectural dependent 

components must be taken into account.  

In the case of the proposed deblocking filter architecture, two extra components 

must be included in the results. After finishing with the MBs of the frame, it is 

necessary to process an extra dummy row of MBs (represented in red in Figure 

6-17) to finish processing the last row of the frame. In addition, an extra MB cycle 

is required to transmit to the external memory the last MB processed in the FU. 

The different components affecting the time consumed by the filer to process a 

video frame are shown in Figure 6-17, for the case of the proposed architecture. 

Their values depend on the relationship between the size of the frame and the 

number of FUs working in parallel. Equations representing the amount of each of 

these components in function of the MBs in the frame (W and H are respectively 

the width and the height of the image in MBs) and the number of FUs (k) are 

shown in Table 6-5. 
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Figure 6-17 Components of the time consumed by the proposed DF to process a video 
frame 

 

Table 6-5 Components of the time required by the proposed DF to process a video frame 

Initial Null MBs  

(MBs in green) 

  (   )

 
 

Regular MBs to be filtered 

(MBs in yellow) 
    

Extra row to filter the last row of the 

frame (MBs in red) 
W 

Extra MB per FU to empty them  

(MBs in blue) 
k 

Final Dummy MBs  

(MBs in pink) 

L >0 
  (   )

 
 

L = 0 
  (   )

 
 

Final Dummy MBs  

(MBs in orange) 

L > 0 (   )     
(   )  (     )

 
 

L = 0 0 

 

L can be computed as: 

     ((   )  ) (6-36) 
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The total number of cycles required by the architecture is computed by adding all 

the components in the table, and dividing the result by the number of FUs 

available in the architecture. The number of MB cycles needed to process a video 

frame with the proposed scalable deblocking filter, according to the accurate 

model, for different video resolutions and different sizes of the architecture, are 

gathered in Figure 6-6. These values are slightly different than those provided in 

the simplified model.  

Table 6-6 MB cycles needed to process one video frame, for different sizes of the 
architecture, according to the modified wavefront scheme 

Resolution 

(W×H) 

Number of FUs 

2 FU 3 FU 4 FU 5 FU 6 FU 7 FU 8 FU 

SQCIF (8×6) 33 25 19 18 17 15 33 

QCIF (11×9) 57 45 35 27 26 25 57 

CIF (22×18) 198 132 110 88 66 66 198 

4CIF (44×30) 837 573 441 354 309 266 837 

16CIF (88×72) 3257 2201 1673 1323 1145 971 3257 

HDTV-1080p 

(120×67'5) 
4171 2742 2146 1671 1432 1196 4171 

UHDTV 

(480×270) 
65281 43681 32643 26401 22081 18725 65281 

 

6.10.2 Module's Implementation 

Following the flow proposed in this thesis, each module is implemented as an 

independent netlist, from where a partial bitstream is generated. Each netlist 

includes the communication structures, compatible with dynamic and partial 

reconfiguration, crossing the module boundaries. In this case, bus-macros were 

selected. This decision was a consequence of the particular moment where the 

DREAMS tool was implemented, compared with the implementation of the 

deblocking filter. 

Figure 6-18 depicts a screenshot with the floorplanning of one PE with its 

associated bus macros. In this case, bus macros have been colored in yellow on 

the top and the bottom of the figure, whereas the logic resources have been 

represented in blue. The FU-FU and the link in between routers have been also 

highlighted in the figure. In Figure 6-19, the floorplanning of the Input M&C 

module is also shown.  
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Figure 6-18 Floorplanning of the Deblocking Filter Functional Unit 

The floorplanning of each module has been designed in such a way that enough 

logic resources are available inside, and considering its reallocation capability to 

compose the final array. Thus, each FU spans the height of 2 clock regions with a 

width of 14 columns of configurable elements. Among these columns there is a 

BRAM which is needed to map the internal memories of the functional unit. In 

turn, the Input M&C module spans a single clock region height, and also 14 

columns width. Communication modules have been implemented taking into 

account the width of the Input M&C modules. 

A composition of the overall architecture is shown in Figure 6-20. In particular, a 

3×2 deblocking filter is shown. Reallocation capability of each module allows 

composing the architecture by replicating the basic modules in appropriate 

positions of the device. Maximum possible size is a 3×2 array, in the case of the 

medium size Virtex-5 used in this thesis. The number and the position of the 
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BRAMs within the device is the parameter which constrains the addition of new 

modules, since they introduce heterogeneity in the device floorplan. 

 

Figure 6-19 Floorplanning of the Input M&C block 

In this version, the Input and Output modules have been integrated as part of the 

static system. This decision was taken to simplify the number of reconfigurable 

modules, and consequently, the design process.  

6.10.3 Resource Occupation Results 

Deblocking Filter architecture has been implemented in a Virtex-5 LX110T from 

Xilinx. In Table 6-7, synthesis results for each block of the architecture are 

provided. 

Table 6-7 Synthesis results of each basic module in the Xilinx Virtex5 LX110T FPGA 

Resources 
Modules 

IC+OC IM&C OM&C FU Total 

Slices Register 399 183 99 2363 3044 

Slices LUTs 590 148 161 2710 3609 

Block RAM-36Kb 8 2 4 12 26 
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Figure 6-20 Structure of a 3×2 deblocking Filter 

With these basic modules, different configurations of the architecture can be 

built. Area occupation results of these configurations are summarized in Table 

6-8. 

The resources mismatching between the architectural configuration 1×1, and the 

total sum of all the modules individually (less than 5%) is due to the inclusion of 

bus-macros to interconnect one module to another. The impact of bus-macros is 

substantially diminished when compared with the case of the evolvable 

hardware application described in chapter five. This is due to the granularity of 

the architecture, which is much higher in the deblocking filter. Moreover, during 

the synthesis of the whole architecture some resources are shared among 

modules, mainly all the ones related with the memory and registers.  
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Table 6-8 Resource consumption of different configurations of the DF scalable 
architecture 

Resources 
Possible configurations 

1×1 2×2 3×3 4×4 

Slices Register 3196 10493 22510 39240 

Slices LUTs 3609 11477 24622 42883 

Block RAM-36Kb 24 64 128 216 

 

This architecture is characterized by the ratio between the area occupied by the 

communication infrastructure (IC+OC, IM&C and OM&C F) and the area 

demanded by the FUs, which varies according to different configurations. This 

ratio gives information about how the scalability impacts on the whole system 

area. Results are provided in Table 6-9. The larger is the architecture, the lower is 

the impact of the communication components in comparison with the FUs. 

Table 6-9 Percentage of the resources occupied by the FUs, with respect to the overall 
architecture, for each configurations of the DF 

Resources 
Possible configurations 

1×1 2×2 3×3 4×4 

Slices Register 26% 9,92% 5,84% 3,65% 

Slices LUTs 24,91% 5,55% 0,94% 0% 

Block RAM-36Kb 50% 25 % 15,62% 11,1% 

 

6.10.4 Performance Results 

Each FU requires 240 clock cycles to process a complete MB, with the overall 

architecture working at a maximum frequency of 124 MHz. This time is equally 

divided between the Phase H and the Phase V of the filtering algorithm. These 

results are also based on the implementation done on the Virtex-5 LX110T device. 
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The number of clock cycles per each MB cycle mainly depends on the time 

needed by the FU to process the MB. However, there is other component to take 

into account. During Phase V new MBs to be processed in the subsequent phase 

must be transmitted to each FU. This means that m×n MBs (where m and n are 

the dimensions of the architecture) have to be sent to the IMs during the previous 

Phase H. Since data interfaces in between two IMs are 64-bits width, 54 clock 

cycles are needed to transmit each extended MB. Therefore, until four MBs can be 

loaded to the IMs in each stage without extra cost. When a new DF FU is to be 

integrated in the architecture, it is important to realize that, no matter how fast it 

is, the MB cycle is constrained by data transmission parameters. 

The number of frames per second (fps) the architecture is able to achieve can be 

computed as follows: 

     
   

           
 (6-37) 

where     is the frequency of the design (124MHz) and    is the number of clock 

cycles spanning each          (240). This value has been computed for each 

configuration of the architecture and for each video format, as shown in Table 

6-10. The MB cycles value described in Table 6-2 have been used in this 

computation. 

Table 6-10 FPS achieved by each DF configuration and video formats 

Resolution 

(W×H) 

Number of FUs 

1 FU 2 FU 3 FU 4 FU 5 FU 6 FU 7 FU 8 FU 

SQCIF (8×6) 9064 15657 20667 27193 28704 30392 34444 34444 

QCIF (11×9) 4655 9064 11481 14762 19136 19872 20667 21528 

CIF (22×18) 1233 2338 3333 4572 5616 5805 7277 7488 

4CIF (44×30) 317 617 901 1171 1459 1672 1942 2296 

16CIF (88×72) 80 158 234 308 390 451 532 586 

HDTV-1080p 

(120×67'5) 
62 123 188 240 309 360 431 479 

UHDTV 

(480×270) 
3.97 7.91 11.82 15.82 19.57 23.39 27.59 

31.6 

4 

 

Considering these values, for the case of video sequences at 30 frames per second 

(fps), results demonstrate that the proposed architecture is capable of processing 

all the video formats with just one PE, with the exception of a UHDTV that 
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requires at least 8 PEs. If a higher throughput is required, more FUs can be added 

to the architecture, at run-time. This is an example of the dynamic performance-

area tradeoff of the architecture. Architectures with the same amount of FUs, but 

differing in the arrangement of these units (e.g. 2×2 versus 4×1 or 1×4 

architectures) provide the same performance. However, this adds more flexibility 

since they allow the adaptation of the shape of the architecture to the area 

available in the reconfigurable device. 

The frequency of the reconfiguration process is not critical in this case. Changes 

demanded by the user or the system in the video scalability level are less 

demanding than in the case of the evolvable hardware. 

6.11. Chapter Conclusions 
This chapter describes another application of the dynamically scalable 

architectures proposed in this thesis, which can be considered to be a real-world 

problem. The importance of H.264/AVC and SVC standards both in the industry 

and the academia is undeniable. Among the coding algorithms used in these 

standards is the deblocking filter, which is one of the most demanding 

components of H.264/AVC and SVC in terms of the computing requirements. In 

addition, its computational burden depends on the scalability point selected for 

the video coding. Therefore, it was selected as a good candidate to prove the 

possibilities of the proposed architectures to be applied in the video coding field. 

The contributions of this chapter are twofold. First, a modification of the 

wavefront parallelization strategy for the H.264/AVC and SVC deblocking filter, 

which reduces the number of macroblock cycles needed to process the whole 

frame is proposed. Then, a deblocking filter architecture, fully compliant with 

the proposed parallelization scheme, is also provided. The architecture follows 

the dynamically scalable wavefront template, according to the proposals of this 

thesis. Dynamic scalability of the architecture allows setting a trade-off between 

the area the architecture occupies in the device and the throughput that it is able 

to provide. Thus, this use case constitutes an example of the area-performance 

tradeoff tackled in this thesis.  

From the methodological point of view, DREAMS tool has not been applied to 

implement the deblocking filter. Differently, Xilinx modular design flow has 

been used. This is due to the fact that the tool had not yet been finished when the 

implementation of the proposed deblocking filter began. 
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Chapter 7 

 
Conclusions and Future 
Work 
 

This chapter sumarizes the main conclusions of 

the present PhD thesis. A summary of the main 

contributions achieved during this period is also 

provided. The results of this work in terms of 

publications, research projects and co-directed 

works are summarized after. Finally, a research 

plan for the future work is proposed. 
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7. Conclusions and Future 

Work 
 

7.1. Conclusions and Main Contributions of the Thesis 
The work presented in this thesis explores the benefits offered by highly parallel, 

regular and modular architectures for the design and implementation of 

dynamically reconfigurable systems. In particular, this research work is focused 

on spatially scalable hardware cores, which are able to offer functional or 

performance scalability, by means of the run-time variation of the amount of 

logic resources they occupy in the device. Scalable components are therefore able 

to provide a trade-off between resource consumption and performance, as well 

as to deal with algorithms working on variable size input data sets, where either 

the quality of the results or the processing task can be adjusted. Together with 

the proposal of scalable architectural templates, other issues needed to ensure the 

proper implementation and operation of the cores, such as the device 

reconfiguration control and supporting implementation techniques have been 

also addressed in different stages of this thesis. To exploit the benefits offered by 

the proposed architectures, two main application lines have been selected. First, 

scalable architectures have been employed to develop an evolvable hardware 

platform with adaptability, fault tolerance and scalability properties. Second, 

they have been used to implement a deblocking filter suited to Scalable Video 

Coding. Thus, the main results carried out in this thesis can be categorized within 

the following research lines: 

 Dynamically reconfigurable architectures 

 FPGAs reconfiguration control 

 Design methodologies and implementation techniques for 

reconfigurable systems 

 Architectures for scalable video coding 

 Evolvable hardware systems and fault tolerance 

A summary of the main proposals and contributions in each of those lines is 

provided below. 

1. - Dynamically Scalable Architectures  

This line is focused on the research about dynamically scalable architectures, 

which can be used like IP cores to speed up the execution of computation-
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intensive tasks. Scalable components are able to adapt the trade-off between 

FPGA resource utilization and performance, so that they can cope with variable 

system conditions. This is referred to as a scalable footprint in the context of this 

thesis. In addition, these structures can be also used to adapt the size of the 

operation carried out by the coprocessor, what can be referred as functional 

scalability.  

The distinguishing characteristic of this proposal is that it relies on highly 

parallel, modular and regular architectures to offer variable size dynamically 

scalable cores. These architectures can be scaled by means of the addition or 

removal of parallel blocks, which can be arranged forming structures in one or 

two-dimensions. This strategy avoids implementing a full version of the core for 

each possible size, with the corresponding benefits in terms of adaptation time, 

as well as bitstream storage memory requirements. Also, design productivity 

may be enhanced by using the proposed approach, which makes those 

architectures also useful in the case of static scenarios.  

Instead of providing specific-purpose scalable designs, general architectural 

templates are proposed in this thesis. Selected templates are systolic arrays and 

wavefront processors. They have been chosen considering its use in multiple 

computational-intensive fields like multimedia signal processing. The proposed 

templates can be tuned to solve different problems, so spatial scalability can be 

considered a design paradigm, which is able to enhance systems with new 

flexibility features.  

The dynamically scalable architectural template was originally published in 

[Otero'10]. A generic systolic array was addressed in this case. The 

implementation process was mainly a manual task at that time. A first version of 

the reconfigurable module to reconfigurable module communication 

infrastructure, which can be considered as the precursor of the Virtual Borders, 

was also described in this paper. The original proposal was completed and 

improved in [Otero'10b]. In this case, processing architectures were implemented 

as system on chip IP core peripherals. This means that software drivers were 

included in the system to control the scaling process. Basic use case applications 

targeting the multimedia field were also included in this work. 

2. - Implementation Techniques and Design Methodology 

This research line covers both methodological aspects as well as the low level 

implementation details associated with the design of scalable architectures. 

Regarding methodology, an implementation flow is proposed. It consists in 
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customizing the architectural template in order to solve specific problems. In 

addition, a mathematical model of the scalable cores, based on the Knapsack 

problem, is also detailed. It is solved by means of a solved by a HW-implemented 

genetic algorithm. This model was published in [Otero'10c]. 

With respect to the implementation, some of the aspects covered in this thesis are 

the area constrained routing for reconfigurable modules or an inter-module 

communication strategy, which does not introduce either extra delay or logic 

overhead. System implementation, from the HDL description to the bitstream 

extraction, has been fully automated by modifying the netlists generated using 

vendor tools. This modification is therefore envisaged as a post-processing step, 

carried out using a XDL. Based on these implementation proposals, a design tool 

called DREAMS has been developed, including a graphic user interface. The 

provided flow and the tool support was originally published in [Otero'12b], 

while more application examples, the generation of communication 

infrastructures compatible with reconfiguration and the GUI can be found in 

[Otero'13]. The core of the tool is a custom router, which is able to deal with area 

constraints, among other requirements. Hence, the router has been used to obtain 

symmetric routed nets, with the aim of enhancing the protection of a 

reconfigurable circuit against side channel attacks. Results of this application can 

be found in [He'12] and [He'13]. The first of these papers was awarded with the 

Best Conference Paper in the 2012 International Conference on Reconfigurable 

Computing and FPGAs (ReConFig'12). 

Moreover, the tool has specific features to cope with modular and regular 

architectures, including the support for module relocation and the inter-module 

communications scheme based on the symmetry of the architecture.  

3. - Run-time Reconfiguration Support 

The problem of run-time reconfiguring the FPGA is tackled in chapter 3. It offers 

a reconfiguration engine suited to the specific requirements identified in highly 

regular and modular architectures. The RE was originally proposed in 

[Otero'10d]. To the knowledge of the author, this is the fastest reconfiguration 

engine reported, considering the run-time relocation capability of the bitstream. 

The architectures proposed in this thesis are made up of basic modules 

assembled forming highly parallel structures, arranged in one dimensional or 

two dimensional ways. The position of the modules in the device logic cannot be 

predefined in advance, since it will depend on the area available at run-time in 

the system, as well as the desired dimensions of each hardware component. 
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Therefore, in addition to controlling the ICAP, the RE has been enhanced with 

the online relocation ability, which allows employing a unique bitstream for all 

the positions where the module may be placed in the device. The proposed 

approach is based on the online composition of the bitstream. This strategy 

allows increasing the speed of the process, while the length of partial bitstreams 

is also reduced. Furthermore, the granularity of the basic modules is defined 

according to the application needs, and it can be even smaller than a clock region. 

The RE manages autonomously the merging process of the new and the existing 

configuration frames within each clock region.  

The RE can be also used to inject faults in real hardware devices, and this way 

being able to evaluate the fault tolerance offered by the reconfigurable 

architectures. Faults are emulated by introducing partial bitstreams intentionally 

modified so they provide an erroneous functionality. This approach is closely 

related with the Evolvable Hardware platform shown as an application in the 

present thesis. 

Each module will probably need to be configured in multiple positions of the 

architecture. Therefore, a readback/relocation approach has been implemented 

to avoid unnecessary accesses to the high latency external memory, in cases 

where the bitstream to configure is already located in the FPGA configuration 

memory. In the same way, it also supports efficient replication of the same 

configuration file in multiple positions of the device. Together with the 

implementation of these techniques, a direct link to the memory where partial 

bitstreams can be stored has been implemented. In addition, the feasibility of 

overclocking the ICAP over the speed reported by the manufacturer has been 

proven. Thus, for instance, in the case of Virtex-5, even though the maximum 

frequency of the ICAP is reported to be 100 MHz, ICAP valid operation at 

250MHz, including the online relocation process, has been experimentally 

achieved. 

Depending on the granularity of the architecture, as well as the speed 

requirements of the reconfiguration process, all the features described above 

might not be necessary. Therefore, the RE can be completely tuned, ranging from 

a purely software approach, with a low throughput and low area overhead, to an 

enhanced version implemented completely in hardware. Moreover, the 

implementation of some of the features of the hardware version can be also 

decided according to the specific characteristics of each system. 
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To seamlessly integrate the Hardware Components in an embedded system, the 

RE has been implemented as a peripheral, which can be attached using a 

standardized bus to an embedded processor. In addition, a software API has 

been also included to simplify the reconfiguration process. 

Last but not least, the portability of the reconfiguration solution to present and 

probably, future FPGAs has been also considered. The process in different 

devices differs in a lot of architectural parameters. In addition, the state-machine 

in charge of controlling the access to the configuration memory through the 

reconfiguration port is also device dependent. The approach followed in this 

thesis has been to include two VHDL packages where device dependent 

parameters are defined, so that by changing those packages the RE can be 

adapted to new device families. Differences in the control of the ICAP have been 

overcame by instantiating directly the wrapper provided by the manufacturer, 

instead of the ICAP itself. Portability of the proposed engine has been reported in 

[Otero'11], while in [Valverde'12] the use of the RE in an wireless sensor node 

including an Spartan-6, is provided. 

4. Applications 

In order to prove the validity of the architectural proposals described throughout 

this thesis, two types of applications have been selected. On the one hand, simple 

examples have been implemented with the goal of concept proving. It is the case 

of a Scalable Discrete Cosine Transform, a Matrix Multiplication and a 

Convolution, following scalable systolic patterns which have been described in 

this document. On the other hand, complex applications which include further 

contributions by themselves, besides architectural ones, have been also proposed. 

Thus, the proposed architecture has been used as a platform for Evolvable 

Hardware design. In addition, a scalable deblocking filter, fully compliant with 

the H.264/SVC standard, has been implemented. Conclusions for both 

applications are shown below.  

4.1 Evolvable Hardware Platform 

In this case, the use of a dynamically scalable systolic array as a platform for 

evolvable hardware design was shown. Evolvable Hardware is the use of 

evolutionary algorithms to design hardware, exploiting the flexibility offered by 

reconfigurable devices. More specifically, the evolutionary algorithm that drives 

the process takes inspiration from Cartesian Genetic Programming. According to 

the decisions taken by the algorithm, processing elements composing the 

architecture are selected from a presynthesized library of processing elements, 
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and reconfigured dynamically in the suitable position of the reconfigurable array. 

Subsequently, the array is evaluated in the device in an intrinsic way, comparing 

results against a golden reference. After a certain number of iterations, the 

algorithm comes up with a suitable solution for the problem under design. In this 

case, benefits of regularity and modularity of the architecture, combined with the 

fast reconfiguration mechanism suited to this kind of architectures, allows the 

introduction of dynamic and partial reconfiguration in the evolvable hardware 

loop. The proposed architecture, which was originally proposed in [Otero'11b], is 

generic, and its suitability to different processing tasks depends on the external 

library, which can be incremented even during system life time. Evolvability of 

the architecture is modeled and further studied in [Salvador'11], while the 

evolvable core architecture is described in [Otero'11d]. All these results are 

extended in [Salvador'13]. The evolvable architecture has been used to 

implement noise removal image filters. As a consequence of the autonomous 

adaptability of the architecture, it has been proved to be self-tolerant, being able 

to self-recover from both transient and permanent faults. Self-tolerance has been 

reported in [Salvador'11b]. Regarding the architecture scalability, it has been 

provided both regarding the size of the array (published in [Gallego'13b]), but 

also regarding the number of arrays working in parallel (published in 

[Gallego'13]).  

4.2 Scalable Deblocking Filter 

Interest on scalable video formats has been fostered by the development of the 

Scalable Video Coding (SVC) standard, as an extension of H.264/AVC. In order 

to exploit all the flexibility possibilities offered by the standard, the use of the 

dynamically scalable architectures to adapt the characteristics of the decoder to 

the requirements of each client during run-time is proposed. More specifically, a 

scalable deblocking filter core fully compliant with the H.264/SVC standard has 

been developed. DF is one of the most computationally intensive tasks of the 

standard, and furthermore, it is highly dependent on the selected video profile. 

The proposed architecture allows the run-time addition or removal of 

computational units working in parallel to change its throughput, following a 

wavefront computational pattern. This way, the scalable architecture can meet 

the real-time requirements of video decoders from SQCIF to HDTV. If the 

required resolution changes, the number of FUs in the DF can be modified by 

means of dynamic and partial reconfiguration. 

Scalable architecture is offered together with a scalable parallelization strategy at 

the macroblock level, such that when the size of the architecture changes, MB 
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filtering order is modified accordingly. The proposed parallelization strategy 

reduces the number of macroblock cycles needed to process the whole frame. It is 

based on the division of the macroblock processing into two independent stages, 

corresponding to the horizontal and the vertical filtering of the blocks within the 

macroblock. 

The scalable parallelization pattern was originally published in [Cervero'11], 

while the dynamically scalable architecture appeared in [Otero'11c]. These works 

were extended in [Cervero'13] and [Otero'12] respectively, where further results 

and a deeper analysis are provided. The specific DF FU employed in the parallel 

architecture was described in [Cervero'11b]. 

7.2. Results of the thesis 
In this section, main results obtained from the work carried out in this PhD thesis 

are described. This includes the list of publications derived from the work, the set 

of research projects directly or indirectly related with this thesis, and the 

student's projects (“Proyectos fin de Carrera” and “Proyectos fin de Master”) that 

have been co-directed during this period.  

7.2.1 Publications 

The list of publications derived from the work carried out in this thesis, is the 

following: 

7.2.1.1.1 Book Chapters 

[Otero'12] A.Otero, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, T.Cervero, S.Lopez, G.Callico, 
R.Sarmiento, "Run-time Scalable Architecture for Deblocking 
Filtering in H.264/AVC and SVC Video Codecs", chapter included 
in the book“Embedded Systems Design with FPGAs“, edited by 
P.Athanas, D.Pnevmatikatos and N.Sklavos. 

[Portilla'14] J.Portilla, A.Otero, J.Valverde, V.Rosello, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, 
"Wireless Sensor Networks: From Real World to System 
Integration. Alternative Hardware Approaches". Chapter to be 
published in Comprehensive Materials Processing. Edited by 
Saleem J. Hashmi. 

 

7.2.1.1.2 Journals: 

[Cervero'13] T.Cervero, A.Otero, E.De la Torre, S.López, G.Callicó, T.Riesgo, 
R.Sarmiento, “A scalable H.264/AVC Deblocking Filter 
Architecture”, Journal of Real-Time Image Processing, Springer-
Verlag, June, pp. 1-25, 2013. 
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[He'13] W.He, S.Bhasin, A.Otero, T.Graba, E.de la Torre, J.-L.Danger , 
"Sophisticated Security Verification on Routing Repaired BCDL 
Dual-Rail Logic against Side Channel Analysis", accepted for 
publication in IET Information Security Journal. 2013. 

[Portilla'10] J. Portilla, A. Otero, E. de la Torre, T. Riesgo, O. Stecklina, S. Peter, 
and P. Langendörfer, “Adaptable Security in Wireless Sensor 
Networks by Using Reconfigurable ECC Hardware 
Coprocessors”, in the International Journal of Distributed Sensor 
Networks. Hindawi Publishing Corporation, vol. 2010, article ID 
740823, 2010. 

[Salvador'13] R.Salvador, A.Otero, J.Mora, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, L.Sekanina, 
"Self-Reconfigurable Evolvable Hardware System for Adaptive 
Image Processing", in IEEE Transactions on Computers, vol. 62, 
no. 8, pp. 1481-1493, Aug. 2013. 

[Valverde'12] J. Valverde , A. Otero , M. Lombardo, J. Portilla , E. De La Torre, 
T.Riesgo, “Using SRAM Based FPGAs for Power-Aware High 
Performance Wireless Sensor Networks”, in Sensors, Ed. MDPI 
AG, vol. 12, no. 3, pp. 2667-2692, 2012. 

[He'RW] W.He, A. Otero, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, “Customized and 
Automated Routing Repair Toolset towards Side-Channel 
Analysis Resistant Dual Rail Logic“, submitted to Microprocessors 
and Microsystems: Embedded Hardware Design (MICPRO). In 
Review. 

 

7.2.1.1.3 International Conferences 

[Cervero'11] T.Cervero, A.Otero, S.López, E.De La Torre, G.Callicó, 
R.Sarmiento, T.Riesgo, ”A Novel Scalable Deblocking Filter 
Architecture for H.264/AVC and SVC video codecs”, in 
Proceedings of the 2011 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia 
and Expo, (ICME'11), July 2011 

[Cervero'11b] T.Cervero, A.Otero, E.De la Torre, S.López, G.Callicó, T.Riesgo, 
R.Sarmiento, “Scalable 2D architecture for H.264 SVC Deblocking 
filter with reconfiguration capabilities for on-demand adaptation”, 
in Proceedings of the SPIE Microtechnologies, VLSI Circuits and 
Systems V, 2011, (SPIE'11), vol. 8067, April 2011 

[Gallego'13] A.Gallego, J.Mora, A.Otero, R.Salvador, E.De La Torre, T.Riesgo, 
“A Novel FPGA-based Evolvable Hardware System based on 
Multiple Processing Arrays”, in the Proceedings of the 20th 
Reconfigurable Architectures Workshop (RAW'13), pp. 182-191, May 
2013 

[Gallego'13b] Á.Gallego, J.Mora, A.Otero, R.Salvador, E.De La Torre, T.Riesgo, 
”A Scalable Evolvable Hardware Processing Array“, to be 
presented in the 2013 International Conference on ReConFigurable 
Computing and FPGA (RECONFIG'13), Dec. 2013 
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[He'12] W.He, A. Otero, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, “Automatic Generation of 
Identical Routing Pairs for FPGA Implemented DPL Logic“, in 
Proceedings of the 2012 International Conference on ReConFigurable 
Computing and FPGAs (ReConFig'12), Dec. 2012. Awarded as the 
Best Conference Paper 

[Mora'13] J.Mora, Á.Gallego, A.Otero, E.De La Torre, T.Riesgo, “A Noise-
Agnostic Self-Adaptive Image Processing Applications Based on 
Evolvable Hardware“, in Proceedings of the 2013 Conference on 
Design and Architectures for Signal and Image Processing 
(DASIP2013), October 8-10 

[Otero'10] A.Otero, Y.E.Krasteva, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, ”Generic Systolic 
Array for Run-Time Scalable Cores”, in Proceedings of the 6th 
International Symposium on Applied Reconfigurable Computing, 2010, 
(ARC'10), pp. 4-16, March 2010 

[Otero'10b] A.Otero, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, Y.E.Krasteva, “Run-Time 
Scalable Systolic Coprocessors for Flexible Multimedia SoPCs”, in 
Proceedings of the International Conference on Field Programmable 
Logic and Applications, 2010, (FPL'10), pp. 70-76, Aug.  Sept. 2010 

[Otero'10c] A.Otero, R.Pujó, J.Portilla, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, “Feasibility of 
HW genetic algorithms for profile selection in reconfigurable 
autonomous embedded systems”, in the Proceedings of the XXV 
Conference on Design of Circuits and Integrated Systems, 2010, 
(DCIS'10), Nov. 2010 

[Otero'11d] A.Otero, R.Salvador, J.Mora, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, L.Sekanina, 
“2D Reconfigurable Systolic Core Architecture for Evolvable 
Systems”, in Proceedings of the XXVI Conference on Design of Circuits 
and Integrated Systems, 2011, (DCIS'11), Nov. 2011 

[Otero'10d] A.Otero, A.Morales-Cas, J.Portilla, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, “A 
Modular Peripheral to Support Self-Reconfiguration in SoCs", in 
proceedings of the 13th Euromicro Conference on Digital System Design: 
Architectures, Methods and Tools, (DSD 2010), 2010, pp. 88-95, Sept. 
2010 

[Otero'11] A.Otero, M.LLinás, J.Portilla, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, “Cost and 
energy efficient reconfigurable embedded platform using Spartan-
6”, in Proceedings of the SPIE Microtechnologies, VLSI Circuits and 
Systems V, 2011, (SPIE-2011), vol. 8067, April 2011 

[Otero'11b] A.Otero, R.Salvador, J.Mora, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, L.Sekanina, 
“A Fast Reconfigurable 2D HW Core Architecture on FPGAs for 
Evolvable Self-Adaptive Systems”, in Proceedings of the 2011 
NASA/ESA Conference on Adaptive Hardware and Systems (AHS 
2011), pp. 336-343, Junio 2011 

[Otero'11c] A.Otero, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, T.Cervero, S.Lopez, G.Callico, 
R.Sarmiento, “Run-Time Scalable Architecture for Deblocking 
Filtering in H.264/AVC-SVC Video Codecs”, in Proceedings of the 
International Conference on Field Programmable Logic and Applications, 
2011, (FPL 2011), pp. 369-375, Sept. 2011 
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[Otero'12b] A.Otero, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, “Dreams: A Tool for the design of 
Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded and Modular Systems“, in 
Proceedings of the 2012 International Conference on ReConFigurable 
Computing and FPGAs, (ReConFig'12), Dec. 2012 

[Otero'13] A.Otero, A.Gallego, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, “Architectural 
Evaluation of Dynamic and Partial Reconfigurable Systems 
designed with DREAMS Tool", in Proceedings of the 2013 SPIE 
Microtechnologies, VLSI Circuits and Systems VI, 2013, (SPIE'13), vol. 
8764, April 2013 

[Pilato'12] C.Pilato, A.Cazzaniga, G.Durelli, A.Otero, D.Sciuto, 
M.Santambrogio, “On The Automatic Integration of Hardware 
Accelerators into FPGA-based Embedded Systems”, in the 
Proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on Field 
Programmable Logic and Applications (FPL-2012), pp. 607-610, Aug. 
2012 

[Salvador'11] R.Salvador, A.Otero, J.Mora, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, 
L.Sekanina,”Evolvable 2D computing matrix model for intrinsic 
evolution in commercial FPGAs with native reconfiguration 
support”, in the Proceedings of the 2011 NASA/ESA Conference on 
Adaptive Hardware and Systems, (AHS 2011), pp. 184-191, Junio 2011 

[Salvador'11b] R.Salvador, A.Otero, J.Mora, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, L.Sekanina, 
”Fault Tolerance Analysis and Self-Healing Strategy of 
Autonomous, Evolvable Hardware Systems”, in Proceedings of the 
2011 International Conference on ReConFigurable Computing and 
FPGA (ReConFig2011), pp. 164-169, Dec. 2011 

[Salvador'12] R.Salvador, A.Otero, J.Mora, E.de la Torre, T.Riesgo, 
L.Sekanina,”Implementation techniques for evolvable HW 
systems: virtual vs. dynamic reconfiguration”, in Proceedings of the 
22nd International Conference on Field Programmable Logic and 
Applications, 2012, (FPL-2012), pp. 547-550, Aug. 2012 

 

7.2.1.1.4 National Conferences 

[Cervero'11c] T.Cervero, A.Otero, E.De la Torre, S.López, G.Callicó, T.Riesgo, 
and R.Sarmiento, “Framework adaptable y reconfigurable 
dinámicamente para procesamiento de vídeo: aplicación a la etapa 
de filtrado adaptativo en sistemas de compresión de vídeo 
H.264/AVC y SVC”, In Proceedings of Jornadas de Computación 
Reconfigurable y Arquitecturas (JCRA 2011), pp. 127-132, 2011 

 

7.2.2 Research Projects 

During this period, I was involved in the following research projects related 

somehow with reconfigurable computing: 
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1. “Dynamic Reconfiguration for Scalability in Multimedia Oriented Networks" 
(DR.SIMON) funded by the Spanish Ministry of Industry. 2009-2011 
(TEC2008-06846-C02-01). 
 

2. “Dynamically Reconfigurable Embedded Platforms for Networked Context-
Aware Multimedia Systems” (DREAMS) funded by the Spanish Ministry of 
Industry. 2012-2014. 
 

3. “Reconfigurabilidad Interoperable”. (RECINTO), partially funded by the 
Government of Madrid. 2011  
 

4. “Secure, Mobile visual sensor networks" (SMART) funded by FP7 Artemis 
(EU). 2009-2011 (ARTEMIS 2008-1-100032JTU). 
 

5. "Open Source FPGA Accelerator & Hardware-Software Codesign Toolset for 
CUDA Kernels” (FASTCUDA) funded by FP7 (EU). 2012-2013  
 

7.2.3 Co-directed Works 

During the elaboration of this PhD Thesis, different "proyectos fin de carrera" have 

been co-directed, related with this work. They are the following: 

1. Ángel Morales Cas, "Diseño de subsistema hardware para la reconfiguración 
dinámica y parcial de FPGAs Virtex-5 de Xilinx", Supervisors: Eduardo de la 
Torre and Andrés Otero. April 2010. 
 
Ángel Morales contributed to the implementation of the first version of the RE for the 
Virtex-5 platform. 

 
2. Rémi Pujo, "Implementación hardware de un algoritmo genético para la 

optimización de la configuración de una FPGA" Supervisors: Eduardo de la 
Torre and Andrés Otero. September 2010. 

 
Rémi Pujo contributed to the HW-based genetic algorithm for solving the knapsack 
problem to optimize the FPGA resources. 
 

3. Manuel LLinás Martín, "Plataforma autorreconfigurable parcial y 
dinámicamente para sistemas embebidos en chip", Supervisors: Eduardo de 
la Torre and Andrés Otero. November 2010. 
 
Manuel Llinás started the porting of the reconfiguration engine into the Spartan-6 
platform,  
 

4. Ángel Gallego Galán, "Implementación de un sistema evolutivo escalable", 
Supervisors: Eduardo de la Torre and Andrés Otero. April 2012. 
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Ángel’s contributions are on the scalability solutions for the evolvable HW platform. 
During his PFC he has worked on the scalability in the number of arrays, for which 
he got one FFII Best PFC award, and for his Master project (in progress) he is 
working on size-scalable arrays.  
 

A Master Thesis has been also co-directed during this period, within the Master 

on Industrial Electronics program: 

1. Javier Mora de Sambricio, "Noise-Agnostic Self-Adaptive Evolvable 
Hardware for Real Time Video Filtering Applications", Supervisors: Eduardo 
de la Torre and Andrés Otero. September 2013. 
 
The contributions of Javier Mora are on the adaptiveness and fault tolerance 
assessment of the evolvable array. He is the main contributor of the different 
Evolvable HW demos done by CEI at conferences and dissemination events.  
 

Those works helped significantly in the implementation of the work described in 
this document. The extent, results and dissemination associated with this PhD 
thesis would not have been possible without their contributions. 
 

7.2.4 Collaborations with other PhD Candidates 

I would like to highlight the collaborations carried out with other PhD candidates 

in this thesis.  

The dynamically scalable deblocking filter is the result of the collaboration with 

researchers from the Institute of Applied Microelectronics (IUMA), in the 

University of Las Palmas de Gran Canarias. In particular, it is also part of the 

work of Teresa Cervero, from the aforementioned research institute. 

The evolvable hardware system based on dynamically scalable cores is the result 

of the collaboration in between the Center for Industrial Electronics and 

researchers from the Brno University of Technology, led by professor Sekanina. 

Rubén Salvador, a former researcher at CEI, was also engaged in this research 

work, so these results also constitute part of his PhD.  

The implementation of SCA countermeasures, which benefit from the router 

proposed in this thesis, constitutes the main research topic of He Wei, also a PhD 

researcher at CEI. 

7.3. Future Work 
As a result of the work carried out in this PhD thesis, different results have been 

obtained. They can be framed within disciplines as varied as dynamic and partial 

reconfiguration, hardware processing architectures, design methodologies, side 
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channel protection, evolvable hardware or video coding. The effort put on this 

work has been therefore split up between these fields, so it is still possible to go 

deeper into most of the research activities arising in this work. The research 

opportunities envisaged as a continuation of this thesis are summarized next.  

Regarding the architectures, the following possibilities are considered: 

 Novel processing templates can be proposed, targeting other computational 

problems. Among them are loop unrolling architectures, designed for 

algorithms composed of several iterations of a processing loop. The more 

reconfigurable stages are included in the architecture, the less will be the 

number of clock cycles needed to finish the processing task. Cryptographic 

algorithms, such as SHA1 or MD5, would benefit from this template. 

 The use of high level synthesis tools to describe the algorithms with a higher 

level of abstraction, exploring automatic transformations to map them on a 

dynamic scalable architecture.  

 

Regarding the design flow and the implementation tools, some options have 

been also identified: 

 Support in the DREAMS tool for the generation of systems based on the 

combination of independent modules at design time, instead of at run-time. 

This option would not benefit the adaptability of the platform, but it could 

be the basis for a design flow based on reusable hard-macros. This would 

benefit the productivity of the implementation process, by avoiding having 

to resynthesize the whole architecture when just a single module changes.  

 Also related with the design productivity, DREAMS can be combined with 

high level synthesis tools in order to reduce the effort of describing the 

reconfigurable architecture. Two options could be considered. One of them is 

Vivado HLS (High-Level Synthesis), from Xilinx, and the other one is a 

dataflow language, such as CAL (Cal Actor Language). 

 One of the needs found while designing reconfigurable systems with 

DREAMS is the estimation of the maximum operation frequency of the final 

circuit. Since each module is designed as an independent netlist, only partial 

results are provided by the manufacturer tools. This may cause some 

problems during the integration of the modules in the system. Therefore, it 

would be interesting to implement delay estimation algorithms, which 

would allow the designer to anticipate this problem. 

 To introduce automatic floorplanning algorithms for reconfigurable systems, 

especially suited for highly modular and reconfigurable architectures. At the 
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same time, it would be interesting to develop algorithms to decide the device 

area assigned to each reconfigurable region, based on the logic requirements 

of the reconfigurable modules to be placed in the given region.  

 The automatic generation of on-chip communication structures, compatible 

with dynamic reconfigurability, could be also integrated within DREAMS. 

Envisaged solutions are bus and point-to-point structures, generated by 

means of the juxtaposition of reconfigurable modules. This way, 

interconnection modules will be also reconfigurable, so they can be adapted 

to the modifications in the communication demands of the processing 

modules, but also to changes in the system floorplanning. At this regard, 

scalable buses which throughput can be increased when the size of the 

scalable architectures increases, could be studied. 

In turn, some further research related with the control of the dynamic 

reconfiguration process is still possible: 

 The reconfiguration engine could support multiple subsequent operations by 

including a command’s FIFO at the input. This way, the overhead 

introduced by the shared bus would be overlapped with the reconfiguration 

operations. 

 The use of the Multiple Frame Write (MFW) operation, supported by the 

Virtex series devices, to carry out the reconfiguration of the same module in 

multiple positions of the device, in a single reconfiguration operation. This 

would accelerate significantly the reconfiguration operation of highly 

modular and regular architectures. 

 Some other strategies to increase the reconfiguration throughput, such as 

bitstream compression, should be also evaluated. Place and route 

algorithms, which are able to maximize the similarity in between different 

modules to be reconfigured in the same reconfigurable position of the 

device, will be also addressed. This way, only frames differing among these 

modules have to be reconfigured. 

 The optimization of the reconfiguration operations affecting the change of 

multiple reconfigurable modules. The reconfiguration support mechanism 

should be able to decide the order how these operations must be carried out, 

as well as when to use the reconfigurable-module to reconfigurable-module 

strategy or not, in order to reduce the overall reconfiguration time. This 

could be applied to the scaling process of the scalable architectures. 
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Further research opportunities are also possible in regard to the applications 

tackled in this thesis. The following ones can be found related with the 

deblocking filter: 

 The most significant one would be to integrate the deblocking filter, together 

with other processing cores designed following a similar philosophy, so a full 

video decoder is implemented. This way, each individual algorithm of the 

decoder would be implemented as a dynamically scalable architecture, so the 

area they occupy in the device would be adjusted depending on the required 

decoding conditions. 

 In line with the previous proposal, possibilities offered by MPEG 

Reconfigurable Video Coding (RVC) to implement fully flexible decoders can 

be explored.  

 In the case of the deblocking filter proposed in this thesis, giving a frame size 

and a certain number of functional units, each unit will always process 

macroblocks located in the same position of the image. To achieve so, it is 

necessary to empty the deblocking filter in between each two video frames. 

This simplifies the control, but reduces the processing efficiency. Therefore, 

alternatives to this policy should be explored. 

The following research proposals can be made for the case of evolvable 

hardware: 

 Both types of scalable evolvable hardware proposed in this thesis can be 

combined, so the system is featured with a run-time variable number of 

evolutionary cores, each one with a run-time variable size. This way, it allows 

selecting in between a faster design space exploration, or a better fitness, 

depending on the problem conditions. 

 Some modifications on the evolvable architecture can be carried out to study 

how its evolvability is affected. Among them are to add a feedback path, so 

the system is able to evolve towards circuits with an infinite impulse 

response. It will be also explored the implementation of a functionally 

equivalent circuit, based on the parametric reconfiguration of LUTs, instead 

of the whole logic of the PE.  

 To implement an open-ended evolution strategy, so the system is able to 

decide when to launch and when to stop an adaptation algorithm, increasing 

its autonomy.  

 To explore new applications that can benefit from the proposed evolutionary 

architecture. On the one hand, algorithms for vision systems and object 

tracking could be developed in the field of image processing. On the other 
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hand, new fields can be explored, such as the synthesis of basic combinatorial 

circuits or pattern recognition. For the long term, it would be possible to take 

advantage of the evolvability of the platform to implement control systems 

and navigation mechanisms for unattended robots. 

 Another option envisaged for this platform is the automatic generation of 

hardware accelerators starting from a software version of the task. 

Self-tolerance of the proposed evolutionary core could be extended to the rest of 

the elements in the system, such as the embedded processor and the 

reconfiguration engine, so a complete self-healing platform is implemented. This 

platform could be useful in aerospace applications. Other mechanisms such as 

the TMR or the scrubbing should be also considered to be implemented.  

Some research effort can be also put on the integration of the proposed 

dynamically scalable architectures in the system, addressing other issues such as 

an autonomous run-time floorplanner or the implementation of a mechanism to 

take decisions about which is the optimal configuration and the size for each of 

the dynamically scalable cores that compose the system. This can be done by 

extending the knapsack model of the system and implementing it at run-time. 

At a technological level, the architectures, the reconfiguration support and the 

tools should be ported to new devices, such as the Series 7 FPGAs, or the Altera 

devices from the V generation supporting DPR. 
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Appendix A.   
Software Drivers for Scalable 

Architectures  

Software drivers accompanying the proposed IP cores are made up of two files: 

the Peripheral Definition File and the Peripheral Operation File, both of them 

implemented using C programming language.  

 Peripheral Definition File 

In the Peripheral Definition File the structure of the scalable peripheral is 

described, according to the template shown in Figure A-1. This includes a 

description of each basic block of the architecture, defining their sizes and the 

names of the corresponding bitstreams. In addition, a matrix indicating which 

type of element is located in each position of the core, for each possible size, is 

included in this file. An example corresponding to these matrixes for a 3×3 and a 

4×4 peripheral is shown in Figure A-2. Each basic module is identified by a 

number in this data structure. The description is complemented with the 

coordinates of the input/output module, which will remain unmodified, 

regardless the scalability level of the core.  

// Peripheral Definition File 
#define NumElem 10  
#define SizeMin 3  
#define SizeMax 9  
 
typedef struct {  
 char Elem [NumElem][2];  
 char ElemName[NumElem][50]; 
 char initial;  
} Scalable_Peripheral_Elements; 
 
typedef struct {  

char Perif[SizeMax-SizeMin][SizeMax][SizeMax];    
} Scalable_Peripheral_Definition;  
 
typedef struct {  

char X0; 
char Y0; 

} Scalable_Peripheral_Position; 
Figure A-1 Data structures included in the Peripheral Definition File 
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Figure A-2 Data structure defining the arrangement of modules for each size of the core 

 Peripheral Operation File 

The Peripheral Operation File contains software functions in charge of 

performing the basic operations of the core, including its creation, as well as the 

management of the scaling process. Therefore, the aim of this file is to ease the 

integration of the scalable cores within the system, hiding the reconfiguration 

details to the final user. In addition, it includes functions to control the 

configuration registers, as well as the input and output data transferences, as 

described below. 

 Create_ Peripheral: Instructions to configure the input module of the core and 

the necessary elements to the smallest possible size. 

 Scale_Peripheral: This function drives the reconfiguration process. In Figure 

A-3 and Figure A-2 the control flow graph of this function and a graphical 

example over a peripheral definition matrix are shown, respectively. The first 

task performed within this function is to search in the definition matrix the 

position of the input/output module corresponding to the new size. From 

this point on, the matrix is divided into four quadrants. Since the input 

module will be always located in a peripheral position (in the example in 

Figure A-2, it is deliberately located in a central position to show the four 

quadrants), at least, two of these quadrants will be empty, and any 

reconfiguration operation will be performed on them. For the others, the 

matrix is explored, comparing the modules which must be located in each 

position, with the already configured ones, corresponding to the previous 

size. When a difference is found, the new element is reconfigured. The 
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position of these elements in the device layout is calculated, at run-time, 

using the information included in the Peripheral Definition File. 

 Perform_Operation: This file is dependent on the specific functionality of the 

core, and therefore, it is only included as a prototype which must be 

completed for each case. 

The Peripheral Definition File and the Peripheral Operation File functions rely on 

a low level Application Program Interface (API) to carry out the dynamic and 

partial reconfiguration of the modules, based on the coordinates calculated 

within these functions. These low level files are described in chapter 4, together 

with the hardware controller in charge of the process. 

 

Figure A-3 Control flow diagram of the function to scale the IP core 
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Appendix B.   
DREAMS Graphic User Interface  

The main window of the DREAMS GUI is shown in Figure B-1, where the 

following components are located: 

 The device view, where the FPGA architecture and system VRs are 

displayed.  

 The Virtual Region, Virtual Module and Virtual Border widgets, where 

the components belonging to these categories are shown. From these 

widgets, it is possible to add, edit and remove elements. 

 A log interface, where messages from the tool are displayed. 

 The control of the system generation process, which includes buttons to 

launch and stop the generation of the selected system modules.  

 Different buttons to carry out conventional project management activities. 

 

Figure B-1 Snapshot of the main window of the DREAMS GUI 

This interface has been developed relying on the support offered by RapidSmith, 

in combination with the Qt Jambi [http://qt-jambi.org/] framework. 

The design of a reconfigurable system by applying the DREAMS design flow 

comprises a sequence of steps. These steps can be carried out by means of the 

DREAMS GUI as described below. 

http://qt-jambi.org/
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1. - Definition of the Virtual Architecture: 

It consists in the definition of the set of Virtual Regions of the system. The VR 

definition interface is shown in Figure B-2. Regions can be defined either as 

reconfigurable, in case the region coordinates are provided, or as static, if the 

region is to be defined in an exclusive way. 

 

Figure B-2  Snapshot of the window used to Edit a Virtual Region 

2. - Definition of the category of Virtual Borders: 

The designer has to define which VB have to be equivalent, to guarantee the 

correctness of the inter-module communications. This can be done with the 

interface shown in Figure B-3. In case an existing Virtual Border has to be reused, 

it is also possible to define a previously generated file as the reference. This way, 

it is possible to update the system with new modules during its lifetime. 

 

Figure B-3  Snapshot of the window used to Edit a Virtual Border 

3. - Definition of Virtual Modules: 

A Virtual Module is a component to be integrated in the system, and it can be 

either Static or Reconfigurable. Each system must have a static module and as 

many reconfigurable modules as desired. For each of those modules, it is 

necessary to define the following parameters, in the window shown in Figure 

B-4. 
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 The name and the type of the module. 

 A file referring to a vhdl/verilog file or a placed and routed NCD netlist, 

corresponding to the description of the module. 

 The Virtual Region where the module is initially configured. The 

connectivity with the rest of the system, including the VB categories to be 

used, has to be generated using this region as the reference. This does not 

limit the possibility of relocating the module in any other compatible 

region. 

 Specific Virtual Borders of the module. 

 

Figure B-4  Snapshot of the window used to Edit a Virtual Module 

4. - Identification of the System Clock: 

A clock line will be driven to every configurable column in the reconfigurable 

region, to allow the implementation of sequential logic. To do so, a clock port 

must be synthesized as an output of the static module, as well as an input of the 

reconfigurable modules. The name of these ports must be provided to the tool, so 

as to be able to identify the clock signal. Moreover, the number of clock line to be 

used to drive the clock to the region has to be also provided. A specific window 

is also available to introduce this information. 

5. - Module generation process: 

Based on the information introduced by the system designer, every module can 

be implemented and synthesized up to obtaining a full bitstream describing the 
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static system, as well as partial bitstreams describing each reconfigurable 

module. All the modules can be processed together, or an independent process 

can be launched for each of them. 

6. - Evaluate the Module Report: 

The result of the module generation process can be evaluated in the 

corresponding report tab, shown in Figure B-5, where the following information 

is available: 

 The ERROR, if any, returned by the module generation process. 

 The number of iterations needed to generate, both the internal routing 

within the module, as well as the connections to the output fake macros. 

 The result of the netlist and the bitstream generation processes.  

 In case the tool was not able to route all the module and VB nets, 

unrouted nets are also listed 

 The set of files generated during the last module run. Those files are the 

process log file, and if no error is detected, the post-processed netlist and 

the whole and partial bitstreams.  

 

Figure B-5 Snapshot of the module generation report window 

7. - Change the system Virtual Borders configuration 

During the generation of the first bunch of modules to be consumed by a given 

system, typically, all the VBs have to be generated from scratch and stored in a 

file. Therefore, in the Virtual Border window, the name of the file where to store 

them has been specified (see step 2). However, if new modules or new versions 

of existing ones are to be generated, the definition of the Virtual Border category 
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has to be modified, so that the Virtual Border is loaded, instead of being saved in 

a file. This way, connectivity with previously generated modules is kept. 
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Appendix C.   
Reconfiguration Engine Software 

Drivers and API 

Before describing the software functions included in the RE software drivers, the 

way how reconfigurable regions must be specified by the user, is discussed. 

Device regions to be reconfigured are described according to the coordinates of 

the configurable elements located in their bottom left and the upper right 

corners. This is shown in Figure C-1, where the vertical axis (Y) refers to the 

number of clock regions of the device. In the case of reconfigurable regions 

expanding less than the height of a whole clock region, it is necessary to specify 

the row of the configurable elements placed in the boundaries of the region. This 

is done by means of two thresholds, TH1 and TH2, as shown in Figure C-2. In this 

case, it is also necessary to use a value (TH3) to indicate where the reconfigurable 

module was originally synthesized, also in terms of the row inside the clock 

region. Merging process is shown in the example depicted in Figure C-3. In this 

case, a single clock region may be affected. Otherwise, the reconfiguration 

process has to be carried out in multiple subsequent operations. 

 

Figure C-1 Description of a reconfigurable region expanding the height of two clock 
regions 
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Figure C-2 Description of a reconfigurable region expanding less than the height of a 
clock region 

 

 

Figure C-3 Merging process during a sub-clock region reconfiguration 

Functions included in the RE API can be arranged in the following categories: 

 Bitstream Management 

 Reconfiguration Operations through the PLB Interface 

 Reconfiguration Operations using the DMA Interface 

 Reconfiguration Operations using the Internal RE Memories 

The first group contains functions for bitstream management. They are in charge 

of moving configuration partial bitstreams in between the off-line RAM, the 

system Compact Flash (if it is available) and the system UART. It includes the 

following functions. 

void RAM2CF(char *FileName,u32 ADDRESS,u32 ADDRESS_END) 
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Function in charge of the writing a partial bitstream from the DDR2 memory to a 

file in the Compact FLASH. Function inputs are: 

 FileName: Name of the file in the Compact Flash where partial bitstream is 

saved 

 ADDRESS: Initial Address in the RAM Memory 

 ADDRESS_END: Final Address of the file in the RAM memory 

u32 CF2RAM(char * FileName, u32  ADDRESS) 

Function in charge of the writing a partial bitstream in the DDR2 memory, from 

the Compact FLASH. Function inputs are: 

 FileName: Name of the bitstream file to be read 

 ADDRESS: Initial address in the RAM Memory where the file is written 

This function returns the address in the RAM where the partial bitstream 

finishes. 

void RAM2UART(u32  ADDRESS, u32 ADDRESS_END) 

Function in charge of the writing of a partial bitstream from the RAM memory to 

the UART. Function inputs are: 

 ADDRESS: Initial address of the bitstream in the RAM Memory 

 ADDRESS_END: Final Address of the region to be read in RAM memory 

The second group gathers a set of functions targeting reconfiguration operations 

through the PLB interface. They are in charge of reading and writing partial 

bitstreams from/to the device configuration memory, using the PLB interface. 

During the reconfiguration operation, configuration information can be stored 

temporarily in the internal reading FIFO of the RE. This way, the same bitstream 

can be replicated in multiple positions of the FPGA. This is controlled with the 

MULTIPLE input parameter of the functions described below. The description of 

the reconfigurable regions has to be carried out according to the previously 

defined strategy. 

void Write_MB(void * baseaddr_p, u32 InitialAddress, long X0, long Y0, long 

Xf, long Yf, Xuint32 MULTIPLE) 

Function in charge of witting a partial bitstream from the RAM memory to the 

internal configuration memory, using the PLB interface. Function inputs are: 
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 baseaddr_p: RE Base address as a system peripheral 

 InitialAddress: Initial Address in the RAM where the partial bitstream is 

stored 

 X0,Y0,XF,YF: Coordinates of the configurable elements placed in the corners 

of the region to be read 

 MULTIPLE: Possible values are MULTIPLE_ON and MULTIPLE_OFF, 

depending if the bitstream is stored in the internal FIFOs or not.  

u32 Read_MB(void *baseaddr_p, u32 InitialAddress, long X0, long Y0, long Xf, 

long Yf) 

Function in charge of the reading of a partial bitstream from the internal memory 

to the DDR memory, using the MB interface. Function inputs are: 

 baseaddr_p: P RE Base address as a system peripheral 

 X0,Y0,XF,YF: Coordinates of the configurable elements placed in the corners 

of the region to be read 

 InitialAddress: Initial Address in the RAM where partial bitstream is stored 

The function returns the RAM address where the read partial bitstream finishes. 

void Write_MB_subCLOCK(void * baseaddr_p, u32 InitialAddress, long X0, 

long Y0, long Xf, long TH_1, long TH_2, long TH_3, Xuint32 MULTIPLE, 

Xuint32 Keep_clk_reg) 

Function in charge of the witting of a merged partial bitstream from the internal 

FIFO and the RAM memory to the internal configuration memory, using the MB 

interface. Writing operation is carried out to a configurable region expanding less 

than the height of a full clock region. Function inputs are: 

 baseaddr_p: Peripheral Base address 

 InitialAddress: Initial Address in the RAM where partial bitstream is stored 

 X0,Y0,XF,YF: B Coordinates of the configurable elements placed in the 

corners of the region to be read 

 MULTIPLE: T Possible values are MULTIPLE_ON and MULTIPLE_OFF, 

depending if the bitstream is stored in the internal FIFOs or not. 

 TH_1, TH_2, TH_3: Thresholds that define the sub-region area both on the 

origin and the destination modules.  

 Keep_clk_reg: If the value is Keep_clk_reg_ON, the clock configuration word 

always remains unchanged independently of the thresholds. Otherwise, it 

will be equal to Keep_clk_reg_OFF 
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void creating_ceros_MB(void * baseaddr_p, long X0, long Y0, long Xf, long Yf, 

Xuint32 MULTIPLE) 

Function in charge of the writing of a null bitstream to the internal configuration 

memory using the MB interface, to clean a reconfigurable area. Function inputs 

are: 

 baseaddr_p: Peripheral Base address 

 X0,Y0,XF,YF: B Coordinates of the configurable elements placed in the 

corners of the region to be read 

 MULTIPLE: T Possible values are MULTIPLE_ON and MULTIPLE_OFF, 

depending if the bitstream is stored in the internal FIFOs or not. 

The third group contains functions for reconfiguration operations using the 

DMA interface. Therefore, configuration files are read and written directly from 

the off-line DDR memory. Input parameters of these functions are similar to the 

previous ones. Only a new option called FrameByFrame has been added, which 

allows reading/writing a partial bitstream in a frame by frame way, instead of 

column wise. 

void Write_RAM(void * baseaddr_p, u32 InitialAddress, u32 

FinalAddress,long X0, long Y0, long Xf, long Yf, Xuint32 MULTIPLE, Xuint32 

FrameByFrame) 

Function in charge of writing of a partial bitstream from the RAM memory using 

DMA interface.  

u32 Read_RAM(void *baseaddr_p,  u32 InitialAddress, long X0, long Y0, long 

Xf, long Yf, Xuint32 FrameByFrame) 

Function in charge of the reading a partial bitstream from the internal memory to 

the RAM memory using the DMA interface. 

The function returns the address in the RAM where the partial bitstream finishes. 

void Write_RAM_subCLOCK(void * baseaddr_p, u32 InitialAddress, u32 

FinalAddress,long X0, long Y0, long Xf, long TH_1, long TH_2, long 

TH_3,Xuint32 MULTIPLE, Xuint32 FrameByFrame, Xuint32 Keep_clk_reg) 

Function in charge of witting a merged partial bitstream from the internal FIFO 

and the off-line RAM memory to the internal configuration memory, using the 

DMA interface. Writing operation is carried out to a configurable region 

expanding less than a full clock region. 
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The fourth and final group contains functions in charge of reconfiguration 

operations using the internal RE memories. They allow reconfiguring a 

reconfigurable region using the configuration information stored in the internal 

buffers of the RE. A function to fill these buffers has been also included in this 

category. 

void Read_FIFO(void *baseaddr_p, long X0, long Y0, long Xf, long Yf, Xuint32 

FrameByFrame) 

Function in charge of reading a partial bitstream from the internal FPGA memory 

to the temporal Reconfiguration Engine Memories. 

void Write_FIFO(void * baseaddr_p, long X0, long Y0, long Xf, long Yf, Xuint32 

MULTIPLE, Xuint32 FrameByFrame) 

Function in charge of writing a partial bitstream from the RE FIFO to the device 

configuration memory. 

 


